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According to the study entitled, “The Model of Community Enterprise Network 

Management in Lower Central Region for Promotion Agro-Tourism, the researcher, 

therefore, proposes the research outputs by dividing them into 3 parts based on the 

purposes of the study as, 1) the contexts of the managements and networks for 

supporting the 8 provincial community enterprises of Thailand Lower Central 

Provincial Group, 2) the management potentiality on the Agro-tourism, and 3) the 

management model of community enterprise network for the areas located in the 

lower central region on Agro-tourism enhancement in the 8 provinces in the lower 

central region of Thailand. This study employed qualitative research method by using 

in-depth interview. Content analysis technique was adopted to analyze holistic 

content. Validity of obtained data was tested by constructivism and tri-angulations. 

The results of the study demonstrated that: 22 community enterprise networks 

had 3 main activities including 1) Agricultural Institute Group/Housewives = 12 

groups (54.55%),  2) Production = 9 groups (40.90%), and 3) Service = 1 group (4.55%). 

Each group was formed to solve the problems of the 21 groups of community 

(95.45%) caused by 1) lower production price, 2) intervention by middlemen, 3) high 

cost on production, 4) low quality of the products, short life span of the products/no 

creation of the product identity, 5) lack of water supply for consumption, and the 

other reason was by persuasion of 1 group leaders (4.55%). Community enterprise 

network had been revealed its good potentiality in management because they had
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self-reliance, managed by community members, in following the Sufficiency 

Economy philosophy with the aim to solve the community’s problems, and reduce 

risks by creating new production line to earn extra income. The benefits derived from 

the network’s operation were to enhance community’s economy, increase jobs, 

accelerate income, be aware of environment conservation, and maintain natural 

conditions. There were 2 forms of community enterprise network which were 1) 

networks at village and district levels, and 2) external networks at 4 different levels 

including district level, province level, national and international levels. All networks 

helped community enterprise network by solving problems, giving consults, searching 

for funds, and creating new opportunity to do business. 

For the results of potentiality of community enterprise networks in agro-

tourism management, it was showed that the network was signified as a learning 

center and experience sharing source on agricultural production and processing. 

Community Enterprise Network was distinctive in 5 aspects of tourism components: 

Attraction, Activities, Authenticity, Acceptance and Community and Awareness. 

Nevertheless, all networks still lacked knowledge in tourism management, tourism 

route management, aesthetic in terms of tourism attractions, and ability to do online 

marketing. As community enterprise was the main function of community enterprise 

network, agro-tourism was suitable to be a business alternative. Community 

Enterprise Network management team should assigned the managers in each network 

(Nodes) to co-ordinate between tourists, community, public, and private 

organizations. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Background and Significance of the Problem 

 

The world paradigm of tourism in the 21st century shifts more onto sustainable 

tourism. Apparently, many countries attempt to expand economic growth down to 

community scales. This key concept of the sustainable tourism is based on the 

conservation and maintenance of natural resources, environments, and cultures, in 

which allows the community to play roles on the tourism management. Particularly, 

the emphasis is to raise the community’s awareness of the natural resource value and 

the potentiality on the community self-management of the natural tourism resources, 

as for sustainable exploitations of those tourism resources (Datchanee Aimphan, 

2002, p. 111). Not only does the concept escalate the community economy, but also it 

cultivates the awareness of the values of the community resource conservation to the 

community members (Bhujbal & Joshi, 2012, p. 3). Likewise, Thailand tourism 

industry continues to grow on its own strength, in terms of its strategic geographical 

features encompassing a rich diversity of tourism resources, and the identity of Thai-

ness or Being Thai. In other words, Thailand possesses ample opportunities for 

tourism, since it situates as a hub in of South East Asia, covering with variety of 

natural resources, unique cultures, and traditions. With these benefits, Thailand was 

ranked 35th out of 141 countries for its tourism competitiveness in Word Economic 

Forum 2015: WEF. Many world’s best tourism awards from World Travel Award 

have been granted to Tourism Authority of Thailand, such as World Leading Family 

Travel Award, World Leading Leisure Travel Award, and World Leading Wedding 

Venue, in 2015. Also, it has been granted Grand Travel Award for 9 consecutive 

years from a famous tourism business magazine of Scandinavia region. All of the 

above multifaceted factors indicate great potential of Thailand development to 
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become a leading world tourist destination (stated in the 2nd issue of the National 

Tourism Scheme: 2017-2021).  

As a result of this constant tourism industry growth, the tourism sector appears 

to be a substantial tool for overall economic development of the country. Explicit 

move can be found in the government launch of the development policy leading the 

country to the model, entitled “Thailand 4.0”, as a path to the wealth of the nation, to 

cross the middle-income trap, by strengthening domestic economy and extending it to 

the world economy connection within 3-5 year plan (Suwit Methinsi, 2016).Abiding 

by the policy, government agencies and organizations in charges of economic, social, 

educational, and technological development have to find their ways to adjust the 

working strategies. For example, Thailand educational institutions, especially those in 

the new defined cluster of the higher education, are required to alternate the strategies 

they used in producing graduates that are promptly provided to achieve the nation 

development scheme on the transition across the middle-income trap within 15-20 

years. 

Consistently, Rajabhat universities in Central and Western region have also 

defined a reciprocal development strategy based on the Re-Profiling scheme on which 

focusing excellent practices in industrial service of Nature-tourism, hotel and 

accommodation, agricultural industry, organic agriculture, as well as food and service 

industry (Wattanaporn Sukprot, 2016).  

Besides, Thailand Ministry of Tourism and Sports drew out a potential 

direction in moving forward the nation on the tourism, as its goals to meet national 

stability, prosperity, and sustainability. Stability, in this regard, means the ability in 

making effective move on tourism among internal and external crisis. Prosperity 

refers to the use of tourism source in earning national income along with enhancing 

national economic stability. Sustainability was defined as the development in 

accordance with tourist demands, in which also would not produce any destructive 

effects to the society, the community, and the environment (Ministry of Tourism and 

Sport, 2016). Accordingly, for 2017, Thailand Tourism Authority affirmed the 

national tourism strength on Thai Traditional Way of Life under the campaign called 

“Traveling, Exploring Thai Way of Life, Making Distinctive Touring Styles”. This 

tourism model made it different from other tourism types in other countries, which 
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could directly attract the tourists who sought for the senses and experiences in real 

Thai Local lifestyle. Extending on the project, tourism products were created by 

binding Thai locality with what tourists considered as their impressions towards the 

local tours, resulting in an increase of the national revenue and a solid grassroots 

economy. Those benefits would stimulate local individuals’ will to take their part in 

the local tourism which would lead to economic and social sustainability of the 

national tourism (Tourism Authority of Thailand, 2016). 

Apart from the aforementioned, the potential tourism plan moves consistently 

with current tourists’ behaviors. Tourists commonly prefer not to travel far and to try 

to control it in to a minimum budget. They also avoid travelling during high seasons 

because the places will be too crowded with a lot of people and traffic, especially in 

popular tourist destinations. In contrast, they prefer the tours that can provide them 

with new and meaningful traveling experiences, as well as the offers that serve their 

particular tourism interests. Additionally, tourists also want to have the opportunity to 

exchange their experiences with local people in others community; to feel more alive 

and free in nature; to conserve the environment; to touch local senses. These tourism 

trends are gaining more and more interests, as they can directly reach tourists’ real 

demands of the lifestyles in modern society. These concepts bring about the 

government tourism model that allow the tourists not only can travel or survey 

throughout  the visiting places, but also have the opportunity to live with local people, 

in order to gain experiences and the knowledge of local way of life, and local cultures. 

Nowadays, there are an increase of entrepreneurs in tourism business that turn their 

attention to create more local tourism trails, or community tourism trails. Since the 

tourism management model of development involving community participation; 

therefore, the activities that occur in the communities will return the benefits to their 

own communities more and more, in terms of effective exploitation of basic public 

infrastructure like roads, transportation system, buildings etc. as well as the expansion 

of the small business investments threshold based on the growing rate of the number 

of tourists. The most important benefit of the tourism can be clearly found in the 

increasing rate of employment and labor forces. Local workers have more job 

opportunities in their local areas and no need for them to go out looking for jobs in 

major cities. The above reasons can simply imply that tourism management by the 
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community help rapid escalation of the economy and society, overall development 

throughout rural communities across the country. To conclude, the government 

tourism model is designed in order to build up tourism sustainability in terms of the 

environment, societies, cultures and communities. In this regard, the tourism is 

directed by communities, managed by the communities, and the benefits return to the 

communities. They take the ownership in their roles to manipulate the tourism, as 

well as to share the local knowledge to visitors (Tourism Authority of Thailand, 

2016). 

The main goal written in the 12th National Economic and Social Development 

Scheme (2017-2020) (Office of the Permanent Secretary Ministry of Tourism & 

Sports, 2017), targets to cross the middle in-come trap to high income range, by 

emphasizing on research conducts and development. To put these concepts into 

practice includes the following activities: practically implementing the research 

findings for optimal uses, as to serve general public and commercial purposes of the 

nation, accelerating labor force mobility to the maximum extent of manufacturing 

capacity, boosting high potential start-ups and digital commerce, promoting industry 

and service sectors as the core of manufacturing, establishing digital services and 

industries, investing for basic infrastructures, restructuring manufacturing sectors, 

developing potentiality of human resources in accordance with the requirement for the 

growth, establishing quality aging society, reducing social inequality, developing 

green economy and society(incorporating eco-friendly concept), e.g. conserving 

existing natural resources for the green growth, eco-friendly consumption, promoting 

manufacturing, promoting more green investment and employment, managing and 

controlling on pollutions, and keeping high environment quality, establishing  

international cooperation on environmental development, escalating the capacity level 

on the adaptation to world climate changes, and managing to reduce devastation  from 

natural disasters. The overall development must also be embraced with the effective 

government administration, which consists of government transparency, human 

resource development in public organizations, establishing the effective systems for 

auditing, tracking, and evaluating on government working performance (Office of the 

National Economics and Social Development Board, 2015). 
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Accordingly, the ministry has defined 4 strategies and 21 guidelines for 

preparation on agricultural development focus, stated in the 12th National Economic 

and Social Development Plan. As an example in the second strategy, it aims to 

escalate the efficiency of agricultural product management throughout the whole 

supply chain. The guidelines provided to serve the aim include 1) to promote the 

quality production of agricultural goods and products by providing specific identity, 

and adding the value according to the demand of the niche market, to increase the 

prices of the clean and organic agricultural products by building a brand, to establish a 

retail center for the niche market, where the customers have high purchasing 

capability, to add value of agricultural products by using Digital Economy, e.g, online 

commerce; 2) to develop innovations by using local wisdom in processing the 

agricultural products for adding the product values, as well as to use public relations 

to promote the agricultural products that created from local wisdom, by presenting 

their uniqueness as a means to build more competitive positioning and construct local 

product identity; 3) to develop value adding of the agricultural products by using the 

concepts of creative agriculture or exquisite agriculture throughout the supply chain, 

beginning from manufacturing to processing steps, through the use of technology, 

e.g., the use of innovations for packaging designs to keep products fresh for long, the 

use of technology to change physical functions of the agricultural products, the use of 

technology to constitute a product identity through depiction of its origin, etc. These 

kinds of agricultural technology can trigger value adding for the products and can 

cultivate consumers’ satisfaction and confidence towards the product, influencing 

those customers within the country and from abroad; and 4) to promote agricultural 

tourism by establishing the attractions where tourists can participate in community 

activities, to promote health and agricultural tourism, to develop agricultural tourism 

networks, to forma standard agricultural tourism, to use public relations to 

systematically promote agricultural tourism under the collaboration among public 

authorities, private sectors, and community leaders to generate community revenue 

(Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives, 2016, pp. 44-58). 

The areas in the lower central region of Thailand consist of 8provinces 

including Kanchanaburi, Suphanburi, Nakhon-Pathom, Ratchaburi, Samutsakorn, 

Samutsongkram, Phetchaburi, and Prachuap-Khirikhan. The people engage in 
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agricultural works for living and they have 3 key strategies in developing their 

provinces, which are based on the following aspects : promotion on agriculture, 

promotion on tourism, addition of their local products values, in following the 

national guidelines. For example, the development strategies of Kanchanaburi 

province are to become a center of ecotourism, and the best practice in agriculture, 

industry and border trading. The strategies of Suphanburi province are to become a 

leading province in food production from agricultural products, to supply quality 

products that meet international standards, to the world, and to become a center of 

physical education and tourism, by emphasizing on using natural resources, 

strengthening community, providing good quality of living, and encouraging 

community participation. For Nakhon-Pathom province, the strategies are to become a 

center in producing and exporting agricultural products, to promote the production 

and trading of healthy food, as well as to develop ecotourism. For Ratchaburi 

province, the strategies consisted of the ways to become a leader of clean agriculture, 

to develop the town as a pleasant place for living, to use intellectual resources to 

generate revenue. For Samutsakorn province, the strategies are adhered with 

developing to become a center of seafood production supplied to the world, 

figuratively as a world kitchen, and to offer itself as a new alternative for tourism 

surrounded with pleasurable environment for living. The strategies for 

Samutsongkram province are to signify itself as seafood and organic fruit city, as a 

center of tourist national destinations and ecotourism along the canals, as a land where 

local people cherish their origin, to conserve natural resources and local valuable 

cultures. For Phetchaburi, the strategies are to promote the city for producing 

agricultural products, clean food, to form distinguished characteristics from its own 

dynamic cultures containing with full historical accounts, to be a comfort place and 

sanctuary for visiting, and living, to strengthen its community under the concept 

called, “Knowledge and Moral Enhancement”. For Prachuab-Khiri Khan, the 

strategies are to become a center city of pineapples manufacturing and processing for 

export, a center of quality steel industry for domestic supply, to be a tourist 

destination for family and health tourism, to promote living happiness of the 

community, to strengthen the community by enhancing self-sufficient living (Ministry 

of Agriculture and Cooperatives, 2009). 
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For a very long time, the areas in lower central region have been the main 

sources of agricultural production in the country. The majority of people are 

commonly found working in agriculture. These kinds of jobs have been passed down 

from generations to generation, and the knowledge and local wisdom in agriculture 

are eventually accumulated and constructed, especially the techniques in adding the 

agricultural product value, and extending the product life. In addition, there is 

growing public interests in agricultural production to promote health, an increase of 

environmental conservation efforts. From an empirical evidence, it was discovered 

that the production of agricultural products developed from the process of producing 

to processing was meant to increase the product values. The key persons who played 

an important role along the processes, in central region, were the community 

enterprise groups. To begin with, the members of the community enterprise groups 

gathered in order to produce community goods, offer community services, etc. The 

groups of people in the community were those who live together in the same 

community, and have social ties. They established and operated the business together 

which could be in the form of a legal entity, or a non-legal entity. The main objective 

was to earn the money for self-sufficient living in a family, within the community, 

and between communities, according to Community Enterprise Promotion Board 

(Community of, Enterprises Promotion Act 2005). Not only is the community 

enterprise established to produce goods for earning income, but also it help sreviving 

social interdependent relationship, restoring the power in manipulating natural 

resources and community products to the community people, who are actually the real 

owners of them, resuming the community’s economic self-reliance provided with the 

ability to supply its own needs without external assistance. Moreover, the community 

enterprise can drive the local economy growth, leading to the stability of the 

community productive capacity, consumption, saving, and investment which 

consequently stimulate the move of the economy at a macro level. The other benefit 

of the community enterprise can be seen from member cooperative operation in the 

business, as their local knowledge and intellects are also accumulated over time. 

Some of them can transfer the local knowledge construct from generation to 

generation by their descendants’ succession on the family-owned business. However, 

some families have no one to run on the family business, resulting in the loss of such 
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knowledge and wisdom and last with the old generation. (Excellent Community 

Enterprise Working Board, 2013). Seemingly, the lower central region has the 

potential to revitalize the local wisdom and to increase product values from innovative 

agriculture, through the development of the areas as tourist destinations in agricultural 

tourism, in other words, to provide the areas as agricultural attractions. The tourists 

can enjoy, gain new agricultural knowledge and experience, and subsequently apply 

the knowledge in their life or work in the future. They can also touch the real senses 

of the local living, traditions, cultures, rituals, and local wisdom, surrounded with 

beautiful nature, from each distinctive attraction. Also, the community members’ 

participation in welcoming the tourists can create great tourists’ impression, 

especially when they visit the place, taste the food, buy the products from the original 

sources, and join community activities. They can then gain agricultural knowledge 

and experience from their visits. As implied above, agricultural tourism can generate 

community incomes from both selling raw and processed products, and service 

charge. It can also alleviate the community economic difficulty, by offering 

alternative means of product distribution, adding values of community products from 

existing resources, and providing more opportunities for employment, result in the 

absolute increase of the community income (Tassanee Naksanee, 2015). 

Taking considering on the strength of community nature, it reveals not only 

rich natural resource possession that the community has, but also the greater power 

from the community unity that makes the growing number of community enterprises. 

The farmers now realize that working alone could never brought negotiating power, 

and the requests for government support are inconstant for them. Therefore, they are 

likely to gather and cooperate as groups for gaining more economic self-reliance. The 

business assembly is later called as the term, “Community Enterprise”. From the 

information regarding community enterprises in the system,8 established community 

enterprises in the central lower region of Thailand are currently under the supervision 

of District Agricultural Promotion and Development Office 2, located in Ratchaburi. 

There are now 3,201 total groups with 54, 093 members. Most of the enterprises are 

in plant production, which the number reaches to 933 enterprises, followed by 749 

enterprises in processing and food production, and 494 enterprises in production of 

agricultural inputs, respectively, (Secretariat Office of Community Enterprise 
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Promotion Board, retrieved on September 20, 2016). The main reasons for community 

gathering are to strengthen the community, to develop the community self-reliance, to 

increase incomes from the production of goods, and to develop a strong community 

economy system by utilizing existing resources and emphasizing on the use of local 

wisdom. Nevertheless, the operation scale of  the community enterprises still appears 

to be considerably limited, comparing to the required management scale and the 

growing sizes of the business, like those of Small and Medium Business Enterprises 

(SMEs).The community enterprises are still encountering challenging problems such 

as a relatively high degree of internal competition among the community enterprises, 

which is now occurring when different products offered at an exact particular time as 

rivals (Nawarat Phromooppatum, 2008, p. 36), a lack of technological knowledge, the 

presences of counterfeits products imitating the physical appearance of original 

innovative products (Kreangkrai Kanlaew, et.al, 2007, p. 5), a lack of systematic 

learning process of the community products, a lack of an effective database for 

information storage, a lack of operating system, a lack of inconstant performance, a 

lack of connecting mechanism of the system, a lack of team working skills which can 

leads to working conflicts, and a lack of connection between network leaders and the 

community enterprises (Surachai Booncharearn, 2013, p. 17). Yet, the community 

enterprise has not gained widely accepted credit from public, private, and all other 

organizations, because the lack of systematic operational grounds and the system of 

its formation. As a result, some of the enterprises become political tools influenced by 

the public authorities from higher levels, working on the commands to just spend the 

public budget to finish the assignment, without deliberate concerns. When the budget 

finishes according to the plan, means the task is also completed. The projects are 

usually designed as not for long-running or sustainability (Patcharawadee Trechai, 

2009, Chayapat Kee-ariyo, Teravuti Boonyasopon, Taweesak Roopsing, & Vichien 

Ketusingha, 2016). 

Since an establishment of a business network can be a tool to strengthen the 

community enterprise, the network web works in interweaving all to create an 

innovative powerful workforce to a society, through the process in collaborating, 

connecting, expanding the tasks, in order to eliminate poverty problem of grassroots 

community both within the groups and between the groups. This kind of network 
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formation is independent from legal ties, which can also create a great cooperative 

power, in terms of social, intellectual, and knowledge exchanging dimensions. 

Eventually, these factors introduce an establishment of a new form of a business 

cooperation organization (The Thailand Research Fund, 2007; Secretariat Office of 

Community Enterprise Promotion Board, 2013). 

Therefore, in order to form a strong economy for the community, the aims of 

business gathering to establish community network at different levels including 

community level, district level, provincial level, and national levels, are to promote 

agricultural sectors by integrating and cooperating with  public and private sectors for 

a development of creative economy. The economy will subsequently drive the 

community forward into a better living conditions, through setting up of a strong 

community enterprise, and also to promote a better job security, more income 

stability, and to encourage greater pride of local wisdom. All in all, the force can be a 

kind of community immune and a great united power to bring the best benefits to the 

community. So, the cooperative network of the community enterprise of 8 provinces 

in the lower central region of Thailand will bring about a strong community 

development for self-reliance with agro-tourism. It does not only build up a quality 

agricultural tourism, but also creates an alternative for tourists who want to visit 

agricultural sites to have a new experience in agricultural communities, to learn the 

way of the community works for living, a local wisdom handed down from 

generations, as to reflect the whole picture of the way of life and the variety of the 

community cultures and traditions for the goal of the community self-reliance (Pairin 

Arthan, et al., 2010). Subsequently, the ultimate benefits can be found in terms of 

development of society, environment, and products, including cooperation and 

innovative exchanges between the networks (Manyara & Jones, 2007; Dredge, 2006; 

Li, 2009) 

From all of the aforementioned, to conclude, an alternative solution to pass 

across the middle-income trap of the farmers in lower central region is to develop 

further on existing resources, through the integration of local agricultural resources, 

knowledge, and wisdom, of the community enterprise with tourism in the local areas, 

as to establish an effective agricultural tourism and a model of the community 

enterprise networks. The common goals of the community enterprises are to develop 
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the areas to be an agricultural tourist destination, to increase the opportunity for the 

community to earn income, to increase more community product distribution to 

tourists. Furthermore, the community enterprises offer a stage for the community in 

transferring and exchanging local knowledge and wisdom among the members, and 

between tourists and hosts. By those means, the knowledge and wisdom of the 

community will be eventually preserved and constantly inherited to the next 

generations.  

Nowadays, agricultural community enterprises incorporating tourism are 

rarely found in the lower central region of Thailand. That was interesting to figure out 

why still some of them had been granted the provincial excellent performance award, 

and why some could export their products abroad, whereas the remaining groups had 

the problem of the fluctuation of buying orders. The investigation then was taken into 

the study to explore the area context of the community enterprise networks, as well as 

to evaluate the readiness of the community enterprise in terms of Agro-tourism 

management, and the provision of the service for tourists, as a new tourist attraction in 

lower central region of Thailand. Based on all of the above grounds, this study is 

initiated and entitled as, “A Model of the Community Enterprise Network for the 8 

Provinces located in the Lower Central Region of Thailand to promote agricultural 

Tourism”. 

 

1.2 Research Question 
 

What should an effective management model of the community enterprise 

network for those located in the lower central region of Thailand be, in order to 

promote agro-tourism? 

 

1.3 Research Objectives 

 

1) To investigate the area context of the community enterprise network, 

particularly on the organizational management and the network types, for the 8 

provinces located in the lower central region of Thailand 
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2) To examine the potentiality of the agricultural tourism management of the 8 

province community enterprise in the lower central regions of Thailand  

3) To develop a model of community enterprise network management for the 

provincial group located in lower central region of Thailand, in order to promote 

agricultural tourism 

 

1.4 Expected Research Outputs 

 

1) The area context of the community enterprise network 

2) The potentiality of the agricultural tourism management of the 8 province 

community enterprise in the lower central regions of Thailand 

3) A model of community enterprise network management for the provincial 

group located in lower central region of Thailand, in order to promote agricultural 

tourism 

 

1.5 Expected Benefits 

 

1) Communities/public agencies/ organizations or relevant parties attempt to 

assemble for a business cooperation to increase a network power 

2) Communities/public agencies/ organizations or relevant parties can apply 

the research findings as a guideline to design the model of agricultural tourism 

management.  

3) Community Development Office, Office of Tourism and Sports, Tourism 

Authority of Thailand or relevant agencies can apply the research findings as a 

guideline to set up a policy and a development plan for community enterprise 

network, to increase the values of the goods/products of the community. 

4) The assigned committees responsible in promoting community enterprise, 

according to the Community Enterprise Promotion Act, 2005, can apply the research 

findings as a guideline to set up a policy and a development plan for the community 

enterprise, at different levels ranging from a provincial, regional to national level, 

respectively.  
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1.6 Scope of Study 

 

The scope of the study are as follows: 

 

1.6.1 Scope of the Context 

1) The context of the study on the community enterprise management of 

thearea of the 8 provinces located in the lower central region of Thailand includes a 

study on a potential guideline to promote the community self-reliance, according to 

Terms Model, as well as an investigation on an effective direction to operate a 

community enterprise management based on 10 M concepts and from the findings of 

the study. 

2) It deals with how to develop a potential model of community 

enterprise network for the 8 provinces in the lower central region of Thailand, in 

terms of network formation process, network models supporting the community 

enterprises.  

3) The components to define a potential management on agricultural 

tourism of the community enterprise network of the 8 provinces in the central lower 

region of Thailand consists of 1) the physical characteristics of the community and its 

available tourism resources, 2) the potential values based on the local knowledge, 

innovations, and local wisdom, 3) tourism business management, 4) models of 

hospitality and services, 5) the potential factors of tourism according to 8As, 6) 

tourism marketing, 7) security and potential risks of tourist attractions, and 8) tourism 

supporting network.  

 

1.6.2 Scope of the Theoretical Key Informants and Experts 

1) Community enterprise network groups in producing agricultural 

products, processing of food, and offering tourism service of the the 8 provinces 

located in lower central region of Thailand are those who received provincial 

excellence award for 3 consecutive years (2012, 2013 and 2014). 

2) It includes other relevant agencies that can promote and perform the 

community enterprise at both district level and provincial level. 
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3) It includes other relevant parties that can promote tourism on an 

establishment of a policy and practical operation for those provinces in lower central 

region of Thailand.  

 

1.6.3 Scope of the Area of the Study 

The area limited to the community enterprise network group which produce 

agricultural products, processing food, service offering in tourism, and the group has 

received provincial excellence awards for 3 consecutive years (2012, 2013 and 2014), 

which include 8 provinces located in lower central region of Thailand that are 

Kanchanaburi, Suphanburi, Nakhon-Pathom, Ratchaburi, Samutsakorn, 

Samutsongkram, Phetchaburi, Prachuap-Khiri khan. 

 

1.7 Definitions of the Terms Used in the Study 
 

Community Enterprise Network: Community enterprise network groups 

produce agricultural products, process and produce food and offer healthy tourism 

services in the eight provinces listed above. All of these provinces have received 

provincial excellence awards for 3 consecutive years (2012, 2013 and 2014) 

Potential Community Enterprise Management: the management of a 

community enterprises according to their missions in terms of Self Reliance based on 

the TERMS of the Model which consists of 1) Technology Self Reliance 2) Economic 

Self Reliance 3) Resources Self Reliance 4) Mind Self Reliance 5) Social Self 

Reliance .Resources groups in management according to 10 M idea. 1) Man              

2) Morality 3) Management 4) Money 5) Market 6) Message 7) Member                   

8) Manufacturing 9) Mediation 10) Mutual Consent and 11) the result of operating 

community enterprise. 

Network: the relationship between community enterprise groups and 

individuals, organizations and different agencies all within the community and outside 

the community with the objective of doing one activity that creates benefits and 

promotes each other. 

Agro-tourism potential management: the capability of community enterprise to 

manage the groups such that they are valuable to develop tourist attractions using 
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knowledge, innovation, intellect, management potential, services, attractions, and the 

ability to welcome tourists into the community enterprise. 

Agro-tourism: the tourism process that focuses on pleasure combined with 

knowledge regarding different aspects of agriculture. It may involve tourist 

participation in operating community activity which leads to education about various 

aspects of agriculture to included culture and tradition. In the central lower region of 

Thailand within the eight provinces, agro-tourism makes use of the available 

resources to create income for the family and community. 

The Model of Community Enterprise Network Management for the promotion 

of agro-tourism: the form which shows the relationship and connection between 

community enterprises which has the potential of managing it as a group and the 

potential of managing agro-tourism with different agencies in order to offer a 

complete service to tourists.  

 



CHAPTER 2 

 

REVIEW AND RELATED LITERATURE 

 

This study focuses on the management of community enterprises network 

system in provinces that are located within the central lower region of Thailand, in 

order to promote agro-tourism. The researcher review documents and several related 

literatures to serve as a backup in analyzing and discussing the result in this research 

such as: 

2.1 Theoretical Concepts of Community Enterprises and Community 

Enterprise Management 

2.2 Theoretical Concepts of Models of Social Networking 

2.3 Theoretical Concepts of Agro-tourism 

2.4 Conceptual Framework of the Study 

 

2.1 Theoretical Concepts of Community Enterprises and Community 

Enterprise Management 

 

The study of the theoretical concepts of the community enterprise in this study 

consisted of the contents of its definitions, components, and evaluation of the 

potentiality of the community enterprises according to Community Enterprises 

Promotion Act, 2005, as well as the management of the community enterprises. From 

the review, it was found that the communities came together and worked in a form of 

community enterprise because they wanted to solve the problems occurring in the 

community.  The Committee of Knowledge Constructing for a Community Enterprise 

Lesson (2013, p. 8) gave the definition of the community enterprise as a local 

business organization of the community members created from the initiation of the 

local people by using the basis of existing resources availability, local wisdom, and 

readiness of the community.  However, in the Community Enterprises Promotion Act 
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3, which was officially announced to be effective since 19
th

 of January 2005, defined 

it as a community business in relation with producing, providing services, and other 

business activities, operated by a group of people who had the close relationship, 

lived in the same community, and gathered to establish such the business.  The 

business could be in the form of a juristic entity or non-juristic entity, in order to 

increase the community incomes and acquire Self-Reliance in the family, and the 

community, and among other communities, extended to the national levels. According 

to the royal decree of Community Promotion issued from 2005 up to 2016, there were 

86,188 communities enterprises across the country officially had been registered 

(http://smce.doae.go.th, retrieved on 30 December, 2016). The community enterprises 

was a tool for creating “The system for Self-Reliance of family, community, and 

among other communities”, based on the principle of sufficiency economy. It was a 

new blended concept of innovations and existing resources for prosperity of the nation 

both economically and socially (Secretariat Office of Community Enterprise 

Promotion, 2012). 

 

2.1.1 The Meaning of Community Enterprises 

Seri Pongpit (2007) was the absolute management of community capitals by 

the community members for self-reliance. The community enterprise was not just a 

normal community business but it meant more to the management of the community 

capital by using existing natural resources, agricultural products, local wisdom, trust 

among the feeling of brotherhood and sisterhood. So, it could be said that it was not 

called an innovation but rather an innovative management. The business would be 

accomplished under 3 main aspects regarding the capitals, knowledge, and market of 

the community. Wittaya Atipnun (2006) initiated the alternative meaning for the 

community as the process to eliminate poverty in the nation. It, thus, was the key tool 

to help solving the poverty problem in long-run, since the activities of the community 

enterprises were based on the existing natural resources, and local wisdom, and basic 

production for community supply, and focused on the cost reduction, the increase of 

incomes for the community members. So, they had the capability to dealt with their 

debts. In addition, the community enterprises were promoted to make the business 

plans in following the government business community model, as to avoid poverty by 

http://smce.doae.go.th/
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3 main ways, and extended those ways thorough the community networks by reducing 

cost of living, increasing incomes, and expanding job opportunities. 

Then again, Secretariat Office of Community Enterprise Promotion (2012) 

defined the definition of the community enterprise as the aggregation of over 7 

community members, who aged over 15 years and were not from the same family. 

They came together to make a living, manage the natural resources, community, 

including the community business activities like producing goods and services. No 

matter it was a juristic entity or non-juristic entity, they had the common goals for 

conducting the community enterprises in order to increase community incomes, 

promote more self-reliance, and for the benefits of the public in the community. The 

activities designed should not be against the laws, morality and peacefulness of the 

nation. The characteristics of the community enterprise comprised 1) ownership by 

the community, 2) products from local area, 3) innovations integrated with 

community resources, 4) local wisdom basis, 5) integration of operational networking, 

6) the core concepts of local learning processes, and 7) self-reliance and substantiality 

of the community. It could be divided into 3 categories as follows: 

1) Manufacturing group: there were 33 products including rice 

production, rice seed production, vegetables, mushroom, rubber, palm oil, corns, 

cassava, pineapples, sugar canes for industry, longans, mangos teens, mangoes, 

flowers, herbs, spices, silk worms, honey, bio-fertilizers, organic fertilizers, pigs, 

cattle, buffaloes, goats, fresh water fish, frogs, food processing, textiles, clothes, 

basketry products, herbal plants, artificial flowers, ect.  

2) Service group: there were 4 types of services available, including 

community saving group, community shops, community health and tourism 

3) Farmer group: there were 4 subgroups, including Agricultural group, 

Cooperatives group, housewives group, youth agricultural group  

Besides, the community enterprises could be divided by the types of business 

operations which consisted of basic community enterprises, and advanced community 

enterprises. The differences between the two were as follows:  

1) Basic Community Enterprise was the business operations for 

community consumptions, households use, for self-reliance, self-sufficiency.  
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2) Advanced Community Enterprise was the introduction, and 

promotion of the community products into the markets, including selling the 

remaining products from household consuming, increasing of product quality, 

packages, markets, and planning the business. The advanced community enterprise 

would provide features that could be competitive in the markets such as processing 

products, making spices, producing raw materials, grass lemon planting, ginger and 

other Thai herbal spices by organic plantation for better quality and toxic-free.  

The business operation of the community enterprises was not started by using 

the market as the basis but getting across the community problems for self-reliance. 

The productions of the community enterprises then should represent the local identity 

and local wisdom. Therefore, the start of the business would began with the 

community to explore or learn what they considered as their potentiality within the 

community, and could be developed as the community uniqueness later.    

Narong Petchpraset and Pithaya Wongkul (2007, p. 237) divided community 

enterprise into 3 types such as 1) Manufacturing group, 2) Service group, 3) Farmer 

group. When ranking the business, the study found that small sizes business had 

potential path to enlarge the scales of their business to medium or large sizes though 

the supports from public and private organizations. Financial institutes had a great 

influence towards the move of small business to a larger business scales.  As a result, 

the community was developed and it could create the value added into the economic 

structure of Thailand. The relationship of structures in doing the community business 

could be presented in the figure 2.1: 
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Figure 2.1 Picture Showing the Different Level of Business in Thailand 

Source: Narong Petchpraset and Witaya Wongul, 2007, p. 237. 
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Therefore, “Community Enterprise” when compared to other business types, 

was something in between cooperatives and companies, since it has business shares, 

like in a private organization, in which 1 share for in vote and the management was 

just like that of a cooperative. It focused on the members’ participation, and benefits 

that can provided for the members similar to a cooperatives, but it was needed to the 

highest share amount limit for the members too. It could be said that the way to do the 

community enterprise in general was that the local people who had some money came 

to join the group and the fund was raising. The raising the fund was the difference 

from a cooperative. 

Furthermore, the step by step process of the community business operation 

started from the registration as a community enterprise enforced by the Royal decree 

Act on Community Enterprise Promotion, 2005. According to the law, individual 

community enterprise needed to be evaluated its performance annually, as to control 

the business directions and to support them in appropriately planning, marketing, 

managing information, managing the production of products and service, and 

conducting the business based on the result of the evaluation. The evaluation form for 

potentiality survey was designed as 3 pointed scales, including good level, moderate 

level, and low level. The results of the evaluation each year would be applied as 

prototypes among the community enterprises to improve themselves. Also, the 

community enterprises would be promoted to be as learning centers. The members 

could construct knowledge as a lesson from the experience gained from the 

community enterprises, and they could deal with the problems, resulting in the 

strength of the community. Once they had excellent practice, they could be prototypes 

for other community enterprises, so that other communities could apply their practices 

as guidelines in developing their community accordingly. Eventually, the 

development of the potentiality of the community would reflect the self-reliance 

economy, and strong economic systems.  

From the aforementioned, it could be summarized that the community 

enterprise was small size business for the community, established in order to 

creatively manage the community fund, and promoting self-reliance. Thus, the 

community enterprise was a tool to drive the foundation of the economy to be strong 

in producing, consuming, saving, investing, stimulating the power to the 
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macroeconomic level according to the government policy called “Thailand 4.0”. It 

became learning centers, local wisdom conserving sources, revitalize 3 main powers 

including community confidence, significance of relation between human and nature, 

and the community management system. The community could be free the 

dependence on outside organizations.   

 

2.1.2 The Component of Community Enterprises 

The committee who work to construct the knowledge for a community lesson 

discover 7 following important characteristics of the community enterprises: 

1) The business was owned and operated by the community  

2) The production came from the manufacturing process of the 

community by using some raw materials from outside sources, but emphasis more on 

using the existing local resources in the areas 

3) The community innovation was developed from the creativity of the 

community members  

4) It integrated local wisdom with universal in order to apply with a 

creation of innovation 

5) It integrated with other business activities to create working network 

like synergy and clusters.  

6) Learning process was the central point of the activities  

7) The goals were to acquire self-reliance potential.  

Whether the community enterprise could move forward, follow the trend, 

create income, and solve the community problems, it depended heavily on the 

management of the community enterprises. Wirat Nipawan (2010, p. 24-26) stated 

that the terms “Management, management of development, management of service” 

were all in common, which referred to the operational guidelines for the members to 

achieve the business goals. 

 

2.1.3 The Potential of Community Enterprises 

In order to help the communities and organization to know their potentiality 

levels, for further development based on the readiness of each community enterprise, 

the Secretariat Office of Community Promotion (2012, p. 324) had determined the 
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criteria used for evaluating the performance of the community enterprises, which 

officially registered in the system with Department of Agricultural Promotion. The 

evaluation form consisted of the information of the business establishment, and 

sources of the capitals. For the interview guideline for the evaluation, it included the 

evaluation on operational process and the result of the operational performance as 

could be concluded as follows: 

The evaluation result of the operational process including the evaluation of the 

leaders, and the management of the community enterprise, the business plans, 

management of marketing, management on knowledge and information, management 

of human resources, management on the products and services, and evaluation of the 

operational performance by using the following criteria,  

1) Evaluation of leaders (Man) and the management of the community 

enterprises (Management). The factors were included in this evaluation step were: 

 (1) Community leaders in terms of the determination the goals and 

directions of the business and promotion of the participation of the members, the 

ability in managing the business, the accountability towards public, resources, 

environment, and customers.  

 (2) The structure and rules included the determination of the 

structures and assignment management onto the committee and members, and 

determination of rules and regulations. 

 (3) The finance and accounting (Money) included fund raising, 

accounting recording, the application of accounting records, allocation of the profits 

and benefits, and exposure of the financial statements,  

 (4) The welfare of the community members included the provision 

of the welfares, and public service activities.  

2) Planning on the business operation consisted of the plan that made for 

the community enterprises, explanation of the plan to the committee and the members 

of the community, actions that had been made according to the plan, improvement or 

business solutions on problem based.   

3) Marketing management (Market) included determination of 

customers and the distributing places for using in planning the business, certainty of 
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the retail sources, the marketing network, following-up on the information based on 

the customers’ needs.  

4) Knowledge and information management, included the search for 

knowledge to develop the community enterprises, community information storage 

which also included communication, public relation of the important information to 

the members, networks, and external organizations.   

5) Management of human resources, included the criteria for 

membership registration, member development, encouragement of community 

morale, as well as the cooperation of the members. 

6) The process of management of the products and services, included 

manufacturing process, actions taken in following to the process of production of 

products and services, the control on the product and service quality. 

7) The operational performance of the community enterprises which 

contained 4 aspects as follows: 

 (1) The result of the performance based on their main missions, 

including the cost reduction, the increase of incomes, and the escalation of community 

living conditions. 

 (2) The result of the quality control of the products and services, 

including the customers satisfaction towards the products and services, standard, 

quality and safety of the products and services, the creation of difference to meet the 

demand of the markets. 

 (3) The result of the effectiveness of the business performance, 

included the cost reduction in operating the business, and conducting any business 

activities, reduction of faults, reduction of loss in operating the business.  

 (4) The result of development of the community enterprises, 

included the success of the activities in developing knowledge, ability, skills of the 

members, and satisfaction of the members (rated from the satisfaction surveyed in 

participating the community enterprise activities) and the benefits of the community 

gained from the community enterprises.  

In order to support the concept of the management on the community 

enterprises from the literature review, it was found out that there were influencing 

factors towards the business success. According to Wittaya Chanwonsri (2004), he 
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studied on the factors affecting the business success of the community enterprises in 

Kantarawichai District, Mahasarakarm province, and discovered that there were 10 

factors having influence towards the success as 1) Manufacturing, 2) Marketing,       

3) Management, 4) Money, 5) Man, 6) Member, 7) Message, 8) Community Member 

Participation, 9) Labor, and 10) Interaction with society. 

In addition, Virat Viratnipawan (2010, pp. 24-26) said that the management 

principles should contain 7 factors including 1) Man: Management of human 

resources, 2) Money: Management of the budgets, 3) Management: General 

Management, i.e., planning, controlling, directing, etc., 4) Materials: Management of 

Materials, 5) Morality: Management of ethics and morality of the employees, 6) 

Market: markets of customers or visitors, 7) Message: Management on published 

information. Later, Inchalita Watcharee Chirachote (2013) who studied on the 

community management of Silk Cloth Production Groups of Bankwao District, and 

Kornsawan District in Chaiyaphum, discovered that the management factors for a 

success contained 4M which included, 1) general management (Management), 2) 

production management (Manufacturing), 3) marketing management (Marketing), 4) 

finance management (Money). Apart from those concepts, Chayapat Ki-ariyo et al. 

(2016), who studied on the model to promote potentiality of the community 

enterprises in central region, added that the factors affecting the community enterprise 

potentiality was 5 M including 1) leadership (Man) pertaining to the expertise and 

knowledge, 2) process of manufacturing (Manufacturing), 3) plans for community 

enterprises (Management), 4) communication and coordination (Message), 5) 

morality and ethics (Morality). 

From the information based on the Best Practice of the Committee of 

Knowledge Constructing for a Community Enterprise Lesson (2012, pp.14-16), an 

effective operation and management of the community enterprises both at basic or 

advanced level from professional committee and members, was adhering with “ Self-

Sufficiency Economy Principles” under 8 factors including 1) operational plans,        

2) financial and accounting resources, 3) structures of roles and responsibilities,        

4) rules and regulations, 5) business management, 6) information management,         

7) communication, 8) mediation.  
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However, when changes were brought into the community, the community 

should take a concern of the potential effects that they might occurred, and plan to 

control those problems by trying to understand the people, the community. This 

concept was based on the King Bhumibol’s as he focused on development of human 

resources, found in his statement that, “Explosion from inside means we have to build 

up the community strength for the readiness to be developed first. Then, the 

development will be expanded to outside communities. It is not the right way for 

people to bring in external developments into communities since the members are not 

even ready for them yet”. It was consistent with self-reliance principles and 

community participation concept.  

The Committee of Knowledge Constructing for a Community Enterprise 

Lesson (2013, pp. 27-28) and the Office of Special Committee for Royal Project 

Coordination (2016, pp. 19-21), had been working to collect the knowledge of Self-

Reliance, in other words called TERMS Model which referred to the formation of a 

balanced community in 5 aspects including 1) Technology Self-Reliance: the 

community could rely on themselves based on the technology they brought in to use 

for the community development; however, some technology could cause negative 

effects. There should be a sorting for the ones that were applicable with the 

community environment, geography, society, and those technology should be 

developed by using local wisdom, 2) Economic Self-Reliance: they could depend on 

their own economy such as existing capital, resources, lands, and the management for 

self-sufficiency without poverty. In the past, when talking about development of the 

business, people would talk about how to increase the benefit regardless on how to 

reduce the costs. Nowadays, the paradigm of the development was shifted to focus on 

cost reduction and self-sufficiency, 3) Resources Self-Reliance: resources including 

water, soil, forests, etc. in the community should be efficiently managed to promote 

the community self-reliance, 4) Mind Self-Reliance: the members should be 

cultivated in having strong mind, and high morality, willingness to sacrifice for the 

society and the nation, generosity, flexibility, honesty, royalty, social care centered 

mind, etc., 5) Social Self Reliance: the members of the community helped each other 

and formed the supporting networks to build up a strong relationship in the 

community as illustrated in the figure 2.2: 
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Figure 2.2 The Components of TERMS MODEL 

Source: The Committee of Knowledge Constructing for a Community Enterprise 

Lesson, 2013, p. 26. 
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organizations in terms of investment, marketing, production, management, and 

information.  

Form the concepts of community enterprises management and criteria for the 

performance assessment based on the Secretariat Office of Community Enterprise 

Promotion (2012), it could be summarized that the potentiality of the communities 

comprised many factors, especially the community management. Therefore, the 

elements of the community management were brought in to this study in order to 

evaluate the potentiality of the communities and use them as them to create guided 

questions for interviewing with the key informants who were the community leaders. 

It included 5 elements as follows:  

1) Guidelines for Self-Reliance practices according to TERMS MODEL 

2) Participations of community stakeholders 

3) Determination of the operational direction of the community 

enterprises 

4) Management of the community enterprise groups under the 10 M 

principles which included 1) Man, 2) Morality, 3) Management, 4) Money, 5) Market, 

6) Message, 7) Member, 8) Manufacturing, 9) Mediation, 10) Mutual consent.  

5) Evaluation of the operational performance of the community 

enterprises which included the concrete performance on solving the community 

problems and developing quality of life to reach Self-Reliance.  

Based on the objective 1 of the research, to investigate the area context of the 

community enterprise network, particularly on the organizational management and the 

network types, many related concepts and theories could be found in common and 

different. The researcher summarized the detail of the information from the review of 

literature as described in table 2.1 
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Table 2.1  The Relationship between Different Theories and Concepts of Context and Management of the Community Enterprises 

 

Theories/ 

Concepts 

Sources Components of the Variables to 

Use for Evaluation 

The Variables Finding for  

Use in the Study 

1. TERM Model Best Practices of The Committee 

of Knowledge Constructing for a 

Community Enterprise Lesson 

(2013) 

1. Technology Self-Reliance 

2. Economic Self Reliance 

3. Resources Self-Reliance 

4. Mind Self Reliance 

5. Social Self Reliance 

1. Technology Self-Reliance 

2. Economic Self Reliance 

3. Resources Self-Reliance 

4. Mind Self Reliance 

5. Social Self Reliance 

2. Participation Best Practices of The Committee 

of Knowledge Constructing for a 

Community Enterprise Lesson 

(2013) 

 

1. Mutually thinking 

2. Mutually making decisions 

3. Mutually performing 

    the operation 

4. Mutually tracking on and 

evaluating the performance 

5. Mutually gaining the profits 

1. Mutually thinking 

2. Mutually making decisions 

3. Mutually performing 

     the operation 

4. Mutually tracking on and    

    evaluating the performance 

5. Mutually gaining the profits 

3. Evaluation 

criteria of the 

community 

enterprises 

 

Wittaya Chantawonsri (2005) and 

Wirat Nipawan  

(2010) 

The components of 10 M are: 

1. Man 

2. Morality 

3. Management 

4. Money 

5. Market 

6. Message  

7. Member 

8. Manufacturing 

9. Mediation 

10. Mutual consent 

The components of 10 M are: 

1. Man 

2. Morality 

3. Management 

4. Money 

5. Market 

6. Message  

7. Member 

8. Manufacturing 

9. Mediation 

10. Mutual consent 

2
9
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Table 2.1  (Continued)  

 

 

 

Theories/ 

Concepts 

Sources Components of the Variables 

to Use for Evaluation 

The Variables Finding for  

Use in the Study 

 Secretariat Office of 

Community Enterprise 

Promotion (2013) 

1. Man Leader 

2. Management of the 

community enterprises 

3. Direction of business 

planning 

4. Marketing management 

5. Knowledge and information 

management 

6. Member management 

7. Process of products and 

service management 

No new concepts found. It was in 

parallel with Participation concepts and the 

components of community management of 

10 M 

 Best Practices of The 

Committee of Knowledge 

Constructing for a  

1. Management 

2. Money  

3. Man 

4. Morality  

5. Manufacturing 

6. Massage 

7. Mediation 

No new concepts found. It was in 

parallel with Participation concepts and the 

components of community management of 

10 M 

3
0
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Table 2.1  (Continued)  

 

 

 

 

Theories/ Concepts Sources Components of the Variables to 

Use for Evaluation 

The Variables Finding for  

Use in the Study 

4. Evaluation of the 

operational 

performance 

Secretariat Office of 

Community Enterprise 

Promotion (2013) 

1. The performance on its missions, 

evaluated based on cost 

reduction, income increase, 

development of quality of life 

2. The process of quality control of 

product and service 

3. The efficiency from working 

which evaluate from reduces 

production cost, reduce waste, 

environment conservation and 

communication participation. 

1. The performance on its missions, 

evaluated based on cost reduction, 

income increase, development of 

quality of life 

2. The process of quality control of 

product and service 

3. The efficiency from working which 

evaluate from reduces production cost, 

reduce waste, environment 

conservation and communication 

participation. 

3
1
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The summary of the variables used in the study for analyzing data according 

to the objective 1, were illustrated as in the figure 2.3: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Discovered Variables Used in This Study for the Result based on the 

Objective 1 
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Guidelines in Management  

To Acquire Self-Reliance 
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Constructing for a Community Enterprise Lesson (2013) 
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(Secretariat Office of Community Enterprise Promotion 

(2013) Best Practices of The Committee of Knowledge 

Constructing for a Community Enterprise Lesson 

(2013), 
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2.2 Theoretical Concepts of Models of Social Networking 

 

Networks was consider as the process of the social formation which the 

members such as individuals, groups, organizations, institutes had interrelationship 

together and had the common aims. Each social network was stand-alone but the 

relationship could be established both within the organizations and among 

organizations, and across the organizations. Academic staff, organizations, and 

business sector gave the definition of a network as following details: 

 

2.2.1 The Meaning of Social Network 

Kanchana Kawthep (1995, p. 14) defined it differently from Prawet Wasi that 

“Network” was an English word representing “Net” which referred to the connection 

as a web and was ready to work when it was needed. Therefore, “Network” meant a 

model of connection of individuals and groups and each of them had own 

organizational resources. They had relationship to each other for a long time, even 

they didn’t have contacted regularly but they paved the path of connection (similar to 

the connection of telephone wire). Wherever they needed for help, they would call the 

groups for supports.  

Likewise, Chairat Chareonsin Oran (1997) said that Network was the relationship 

and communication of the people in the society who had freedom beyond government 

control, marketing mechanics, or any influencing social organizations. The Network 

was establish to find a mutual principles for develop the way of living based on 

democracy system. There would be space and differences, rights of the people in the 

society. This move of the phenomenon called Network led to a shift of traditional 

ways of thinking such as the awareness of the connection between human, nature and 

environment, and the feeling of more environmental friendly. This was because of the 

move of environmental conservation groups, for instance. Pankimpi (1997, p. 26) 

pointed out that it was the relationship between the person to another person in a 

social networks.  The relationship was accounted for every aspects of life such as 

economic matters, weddings, family business, political matters, health, etc The 

behaviors had usually been done in the network consisted of visiting, consulting, 

helping each other, for instance. The social network of an individual was like the 
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social environment that have influence towards his/ her behaviors. Similarly, the 

individual was as one part of the social environment that had influence to others, and 

their behaviorism the society.  

From the concept of Anuchart Puangsamlee, and Weerabun Wisartsakul 

(1998), they described the network as a community with awareness, as the member 

were parts of the system and had close relationship to each other. The network was 

established according to a dynamic of the demands of the society where the groups of 

people join in to do activities together with same groups of interests, and of course 

they had relationship, and made some decisions together and later the formation of the 

network became large. The network was usually based on the needs for a good living 

conditions together and communication among them was made in order to exchange 

or share knowledge, as to achieve the community sustainability. The network arose 

when those of people who had a common goal, ideology, belief, and then they 

communicate to share affections, friendship, and knowledge together, and there was a 

management system within the network.    

Besides, Stanley Wasserman and Katherine Faust (Wasserman, & Faust, 

1999). They mentioned that the relationship of social network from one party to 

others would usually be in circle form, and the arrows directly pointed into a single 

direction towards the center, as the biggest point of contacts. So, the center of the 

circle form of the relationship in this study was the community enterprise, as other 

organizations tries to make connections to it. Yuttana Woraptikul and Suput 

Ruangchit (1999, p. 174) explained that the formation of the networks in societies was 

a public basic structure that was considered as a factor to develop the public society. It 

was required the members to make contacts, to work together as a team as an 

organizational umbrella to cover the members under the same shade. The members 

made communication, brainstormed to find out solutions for their problems. The 

network also escalated the members’ awareness in terms of human relationship, 

information network, knowledge exchanges and shares, resources shares which meant 

to both human resources and financial resources, as for the better understanding of the 

new formation of society move. Opas Panya and Pichet Nongchange (1999, p. 40) 

described the phenomenon of network as follows: 
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1) The formation of the networks came from diverse groups of people 

from different social levels. The group could be formed by the people from across the 

different levels, but under the same strategies (though different ideology). It could be 

permanent or temporary.  

2) The move in forming the network was not based on only a specific 

interest or a particular benefit, but it could be expanded to larger scale of the purposes 

like a community purpose, national purpose, or even international purposes. 

3) The network did not call through government agencies or political 

parties because it did not depend on those organizations. 

4)  The aims of the network was not to compete with the governments 

for power but it just was established for creating rules and regulation within the 

groups for a new way of living.   

The Thai dictionary act of 1997 did not define the word network, but it only 

have the word Net and Work. It separately define Net as a set of wood, and the word 

Work means a kind of trap set aside for animals knit together in regions. Example 

these issue are not in a considerable network and it define work scope as a work under 

supervision and co-ordination. Which also can be define as the working and 

supervision of the same network.  

Therefore, network is define as the connected relationship bond between 

members in order to successfully complete a job as already planned according to it 

goals and objectives. Generally, people believe and understand that, Network means 

the connected relationship in links, which has different meaning such as relationship 

between humans, structural network of public utility system, public assistance e.g. 

pipe water system, electric system, internet or physical communication technology 

system that are all connected to each other. (Phramahasuthit Aphakro (Oboon), 2014: 

5) did not, regardless of the consequences e.g. civil state network, terrorist network, 

drug dealer network, universities network, telephone network, radio and television 

network etc.  
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2.2.2 The Component of Social Network 

Apart from the above-mentioned definitions, there are now currently extended 

definition of network to civil society that attach more important to freedom of the 

population in operating and developing its community. There are people who define 

network as the base of civil society as follows; Chairath Charoensin-oran (1997) said 

network is relationship and communication within people in the society that are free 

from government subjection and market mechanism or subjection from either the 

government or market mechanism which is widely open in a society movement 

process with large network, mainly focused in stopping any form of partnership. This 

is to create a strong democracy life style and to create availability for differences and 

rights in accepting private sectors in the new society movement system that brings us 

changed in life style of those in the current society. e.g. awareness of the link with 

natural resources and environment together with more friendly way of life with 

nature, which comes as a result from environment network with their movement 

request of preserving the nature and environment in different ways. Likewise, Anucha 

Phwongsamli and Wiribun Wisarthskul (1998) said network means a community fully 

filled with the awareness that everyone is part of the system with a strong relationship 

bond. Which is a dynamic system in which every individual and the group both have 

to participate in activities making them have a better relationship with each other and 

make decisions together with a big network bond. This is on a good lifestyle and there 

must be good communication in order to exchange ideas in enabling the group or 

network stay long. As a result make the coming together of a particular group of 

people to have the same objective, same idea or related in one way or the other, 

communicate with each other, help each other, love each other, friendly with each 

other, learn by doing some things together and have a good management system 

within the group and Community Development Department (2002) define network as 

group of people or organization that willingly wants to exchange information and 

knowledge between each other or do thing together by managing the administration 

mechanically, move and link the activities together with condition or memorandum of 

understanding or activity rules. The network must possess the same characteristic and 

the goals and planned are set together. Beside Phimpawan Boonmongkon, et.al. 

(2003) define network as the process where people saw as crisis or the status of 
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society problem, or disaster or have the same objectives which led to togetherness in 

conscious and then been joint together in kind of holding. Therefore, love, agreement 

and generosity under the management with links as a network can help solve 

problems or make thing happen according to the already planned objectives. 

Likewise, Phramahasuthit Aphakro (Oboon), (2004) said network is a society tool that 

people saw as a crisis or complex society problems that is very difficult to solve with 

same objective, conscious mind coming together as a group or organization. 

Therefore, love, agreement and generosity linked together with network and 

community of free organization, be it as a government or private or public sectors to 

enable solve the problem and so some things to enable achieve its goals and objective.  

After the definition of network has been fully consider according to the 

community, this result in defining network as the links between individuals group or 

community to create barging power and extend to other individual or groups in form 

or a bond by operating freely and not been governed. So as to help protect and help 

solve crisis of the people in the community together.  

It is necessary to have a techniques and methods in creating, supporting and 

developing the coming together as a network. That is the coming together of an 

Individual or group must have the same interest on a subject. However, only coming 

together may not be a network, because it only consists of working together which 

popularly known as (workshop) which means people come together and discuss. If it 

is to be call a network, it must consist of the follow factors, communication co-

operation, willingness to contact each other, importantly member must be willing to 

do activities together not only exchanging of ideas. Apart from that, attach more 

important to the development process and partake in the network, which will reflect 

the effort of co-operation and it must have the following practical methods in creating 

a network. 

1) Appoint the group or individual that can be a representative in 

energizing or make the network operate continually. 

2) Good network management: there must be style in benefit co-

ordination, which make the disadvantaged ones benefit together. 

3) In Development: Follow up of activities or different project of the 

network must be closely follow-up between network members or investors. 
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4) The must be same interest: Same objectives and same style of 

working allow good communication within members. 

Likewise, Wimlak Chuchati (1997, p. 34) mention something about creating 

network within villagers, creating developed networks focus on the villagers as the 

target group in working. Because the success or failure of the network starts from the 

real life of the villagers. Therefore, the private sector need to know the real state of 

the villagers. That is they must have the right information, both information pertaining 

to the potential and the limitation of the targeted area. If consider the necessity in 

strengthen the coming together of network, it can be easily said that network is use to 

explain the coming together of various organization in the society in various aspect. 

Be it business network, social network, knowledge network or development network 

which in different network there is a reason its link as a network in different but 

related way. 

 

2.2.3 Business Network 

Links between business organizations has been existing for a very long time. 

Therefore, Network in terms of business has other related words used in representing 

it e.g. Strategic Alliance, Partners etc. literally speaking there have been 

organizational partners for a very long time, in the olden days, and they call it “Inter 

Organizational Coordination” 

In the business sector, creating a network leads to the increased worth in terms 

of business, e.g. developing new products. Why has network become a tool or 

strategy in working? Because there are going to be competition between organizations 

to “play” on the same issue. Why must there be collaboration between private sector 

businesses, which has high competition? For the survival of the business, creating 

network business is necessary because of the following reasons. 

1) To help create the capability of accessing the goods market. 

2) To reduce expenses related to research and development. 

3) To reduce competition. 

4) To increase the potentials of creating innovations and producing of 

new products. 

5) To increase the standard of products. 
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6) To reduce pressure in determining commercial zoning. 

The process that create network is classified as the development in coming 

together of particular set of people in the community or society. Therefore, Somjai 

Lothapuntrakul (1996, p. 11) figures out that “the society apparently is a network that 

resembles cobwebs. Individual are the lines where the web meets. In summary, one 

individual can have several relationships with many people in different ways and 

situation. Some people relate less with others and some relate with others on a large 

scale. A study presupposed that, an individual has a linked relationship both within 

and outside his/her village. They decided to have an important relationship in the 

society and changes in the village more than any other person that has a linked 

relationship with others on a small scale. The middle person in this linked large-scale 

relationship is called Nodes of the relationship in the locality or community.  

Explaining the relationship links of individual that are been linked from 

individual or small point is called network. It has a characteristics of creating wide 

social network which because of increased and expand change in the society on a 

daily basis. According to the society expansion, looking for a space in the society to 

create a relationship with different people by creating network relationship in making 

such individual feels that he/she is not alone in responding to the following need and 

wants. 

1) The need to find friends or groups that have related needs and same 

ideology in making such individual feel that he/she has an explicitly fair space in the 

society. 

2) Want to speak and exchange information with other people that are 

in the same group. It apparently a group that speaks the same language, they can 

easily understand each other than those outside the group. This lead to confident 

lifestyle in a complex society that is largely expanding. This makes such individual 

has a good position in the society and not been a nuisance in the society.  

3) The above feeling leads to the principles of confident heart and it 

leads to the increased helping of each other in the group whenever an individual finds 

his/her self in an economic or social problems. 

From the complex society crisis, the process of coming together as a network 

is not limited to only one group or community. There are currently joint groups within 
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the society in form of civil society, which has been a new society structure. Thaveesak 

Nopkesorn (1999) explained that, community network in district level can be defined 

as a society where the population works together for public benefit in different forms. 

These benefits are for only the group but it is an important key that makes the 

economy good with good morals and good city. Apart from this, and define civil 

society as the process whereby people in the society possess civil consciousness 

together in form of holdings in the doing of some activities. Therefore, with love and 

generosity to each other the management system that give birth to the feeling that, 

they are together for the benefit of the society. Civil society leads to “Third power” 

apart from government and business powers. This third power does not need too much 

people, but it is a small and well-spread group all over the place that may relates to 

each other as a small network. The groups may not be close to each other, but can 

communicate with each other in form of organization, which can literally leads to (co-

operation) or a non-co-operation. 

Office of Tourism Development (2007, p. 27) explain network as cooperate 

co-ordination in exchange for the helping and learning together so as to be linked and 

therefore, exchange the result in group or community operational activities that 

manages its business in a related but different ways. Network can both occur in the 

community and outside the community. 

1) Within the community such as cooperate co-ordination between 

different groups that are located in the society e.g. Home stay groups, producing 

groups, Agricultural fruit groups, saving groups, Sub-district administration 

organization, environment preservation groups etc. according to figure 2.4 
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Figure 2.4  Network within the Community 

Source: Office of Tourism Development, 2007. 

 

2) Outside (External) the community such as cooperate co-ordination 

with different groups outside the community, which is a wider network. There are 

increased groups and members that co-operates as a network. Outside community 

network can develop into district, province, and country stage and even outside of the 

country according to figure 2.5 
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          Group 1                                  Group 2                         Group 3 

 

 

Figure 2.5  External Networks  

Source: Office of Toursim Developent, 2007. 

 

According to the idea of the office of tourism, Office of tourism development 

(2007) it states that in creating network the following subject matter that need to be 

studied includes; 

1) Components of a network should have the following; 

 (1) Have network members, before a network can move forward it 

must have an important member that change highly motivate everyone. 

 (2) Have the same objective in managing the network 

 (3) The members have clear roles; they participate in the each step of 

every operation. 

 (4) There is communication within the group and they exchange and 

learn about each other continually. 

 (5) There is moral division of benefits within its members 

2) Creating and developing of network has the following important 

process; 
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 (1) Create awareness for it members and give them the right 

knowledge to enable them see the important of working as a network. 

 (2) Specify the objectives and goals, also the way of operation in the 

network by means of cooperation 

 (3) Search for co-operation from groups and community that wants 

to co-operates in the operation exchanging of knowledge and experiences 

 (4) Create a center for network co-ordination in order to disperse 

information. 

 (5) Operate through different exchange learning process e.g. stage 

network exchange learning programme, network excursion, chapter conclusion for the 

development of the network 

 (6) Make continual follow-up of operation evaluation. 

3) Things that needed to be into consideration in network management 

 (1) It should be a management that is appropriate to the current 

situation in the community. 

 (2) It should be a management that is in accord with the community 

lifestyle and tradition 

 (3) It should be a management that based on the learning process of 

the community. 

Social network is an important factor that drive different exchange in the Thai 

local areas. Social network is well known in the countryside and fully put into 

practice, but in the countryside, they do not call it social-network they call it 

“CONNECTION” (Suphavini Thongpornvanid, et. al., 2006) Social network occur 

because of the following; 

1) There are relationship bondages, people put it together as a network 

in groups and there is a strong relationship bond. 

2) There are group believe system e.g. believe in the same religion 

Community enterprises promotion act (2005, p. 1) define community 

enterprise network as group of people that come together as with same objectives in 

operating an activity for the benefit of the network in the state enterprise. Therefore, 

in creating a network it must possess the following important components: 
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1) Have a member to drive the network and must have an important 

member who carry everyone along. 

2) Have the same destination in creating a network 

3) The member have an explicit role; participate in the operating of 

every activities 

4) There is constant communication and exchange of knowledge. 

5) There is distribution of benefit accordingly with justice among 

members. 

Parichati Sathapitanith and Chaiwathana Thiriphan (2003, p. 13) mentioned 

about the management of network by giving example of network in the airline sector. 

There are 6 important strategic issues in network management it consist of  

1) Joint aim especially aims that every member of the network all 

agreed together.  

2) People The people in the network must have a joint consciousness 

and is competent in the work he/she is doing receive benefit by been a member of the 

network  

3) Connection: That is there should be a center that serve as a link in 

connecting everyone and connection by technology  

4) Creating joint feelings  

5) Develop a clear system that can be easily checked 6.) Management of 

information system 

Beside, Kriengsak Chareonwongsak (2000) said that network has seven 

important component 1) Perceive view together 2) Have same vision together 3) Have 

same benefit and interest together 4) Participation of member in the network and the 

relationship should continue horizontally 5) Strength each other 6) Depend on each 

other 7) Interaction in terms of exchange.  

Learning project in creating knowledge within the community (2003) said 

network has four important component 1) Together activity of the member                 

2) Communicate to create knowledge 3) Equality of every member 4) Giving benefit 

instead of reward. Suwawini Throngphanich (2006, p. 18) discover that the 

component of network that is important in the learning process and creating 

continuous new knowledge in the network includes 1) Member 2) Consciousness      
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3) Having a goal and objective 4) Communication between members 5) Activity 

preservation 6) Exchange continuality to enable the network continuous existence. 

Apart from the coming together of members, network also have the following 

benefits: 

1) Creating network or working as a network is a tool that create more 

influences in the district, national and international level. Because working as a 

network refer to working as a synergy.  

2) It pave way for benefits that only one person cannot achieve. 

3) Make wider campaigns and it is more effective. 

4) Influence others in the network and outside the network. 

5) Cause knowledge, understanding or certain issues.  

6) Help each other to work and there is division of labor. 

7) Reduce complex work and reduce the wastage of resources. 

8) Causes exchange in idea, experience, motivation and different skills.  

9) Causes unity, encourage each other and help in different ways. In 

some situations help raise funds. 

Likewise, Sonthaya Pollasri (2005) and Chatchawan Aramlar (2011) 

classification of the networks type by criteria according to Table 2.2   

 

Table 2.2  Classification of the Networks 

 

Criteria Network Types 

1. Classification by complexity of 

work 

1.1 Single-Layered Networks 

1.2 Multi-Layered Networks 

2. Classification by status and 

roles of the members 

2.1 Horizontal Network 

2.2 Vertical Network 

3. Classification by extent of the 

assembles 

3.1 Personal Networks 

3.2 Organizational Networks 

3.3 Personal and Organizational Networks 

3.4 Community Networks at different levels 

such as village level, district level, provincial  
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Table 2.2  (Continued) 

 

Criteria Network Types 

 level, nation level, international level 

3.5 Institutional Networks such as Family 

Network, Religion Networks, etc. 

4. Classification by Centralization 

of the Networks 

4.1 Center Networks centralize the power at the 

center 

4.2 Node Networks: the members had freedom 

to operate the business but there would be 

federal committee work as the center of the 

business 

4.3 Hybrid Networks: acted as both a contacting 

center and distributing center to coordinate with 

organizations 

4.4 Complex Networks were the network that 

offer the opportunities for members to 

coordinate within the networks through the 

network center. 

5.Classification by Degree of the 

Relationship with the Centers 

5.1 Close networks such as relatives’ networks, 

the networks of close friends, etc. 

5.2 Secondary Networks were the networks 

among familiar groups of people 

5.3 Expanded Networks were the network acted 

as the coordinating center but the members 

didn’t directly know it but knew through 

another member of the network  

6. Classification by Sizes of the 

Networks 

6.1 Large and Combined Networks 

6.2 Small or Subordinate Networks 

7. Classification by Origins of the 

Networks 

7.1 Natural Networks 

7.2 Established Networks 
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Table 2.2  (Continued) 

 

Criteria Network Types 

8. Classification by Patterns of the 

Connection of the Networks 

8.1 Same Membership Types Networks 

8.2 Different Membership Types Networks 

9. Relationship with government 9.1 Public Organizations Networks 

9.2 Private Organization Networks 

9.3 Self-Development Organization Networks 

10.Types of Task of the Network 10.1 Area Networks 

10.2 Activities Networks 

11. Legal Ties 11.1 Non-Juristic Entity Networks 

11.2 Juristic Entity Networks 

12. Patterns of Coordination 

among Members 

12.1 Informal Networks 

12.2 Formal Networks 

13. Characteristics of the 

networks 

13.1 Artificial Networks 

13.2 Authentic Networks 

14. Types of the networks 14.1 Learning Networks 

14.2 Activities Networks 

14.3 Resources Networks 

15. Members’ Professions 15.1 Teacher Networks 

15.2 Academic Networks 

15.3 Politic Networks 

 

Network management in the community/village has the same process in 

general network management.  However, it has the following important components 

1) Management of the community must consider the following: 

(1) The community potentials  

(2) The size of the network  

(3) The activity that occurs 

(4) Managing the area accordingly 
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2) Management principles in the community/village 

 (1) Management base on the learning process of people within the 

community  

 (2) Management that is in accord with the lifestyle of the people in 

the community  

 (3) Appropriate management with the role and conditions that occurs 

within the community 

Steps and ways that needs to be consider in network management  

1) Education and the conditions within the community  

2) Searching for important group leader 

3) Creating awareness in joint groups and networks  

4) Develop activities and relationships which are part of the things that 

makes a community grow and happy. 

5) Develop communication systems 

6) Develop the learning process of the community  

7) Summary of the learning context and expanding of the network. 

From the networking, reviews above it is concluded that Networking means 

direct and indirect link relationship or organizational relationship within an 

organization or outside an organization of joint members who willingly surrender 

their self to the community group. It can be identify as a society that encounter the 

same problem or has the same objective to fulfill the wants and needs together. Which 

allow joint activity in creating a bargaining power and exchanging of knowledge and 

thereby depend on each other in form of alliance. They are associate which operate 

freely without been governed to protect technical problems within the groups in 

creating and developing a network. Therefore, network has different types. It depends 

on its members, area, main activity, objectives and the structure of operating in form 

of a network i.e. horizontal network, co-ordinate with the people in the same group 

e.g. agricultural network. Vertical network, several people from different occupation 

come together as a network. Mostly network occurs to enable smooth communication, 

exchanging of information and matured experience and convenient joint work on 

different issues. Some part of network also serves as a bargaining power be it public 
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or private organization, financial organization or official organization has the 

following characteristics, which makes it interesting and allow it to receive help easily  

1) Come together to operate according to the joint objectives and 

interests.  

2) It is a stage for joint knowledge exchange.  

3) Operate long with the help of communication in one way or the other. 

4) There is a bound feeling with the developed project and there is joint 

responsibility.  

5) There is joint ownership and focus according to the joint planned 

objective.  

6) Operate the planned work together. 

The component of a network consists of the following 1) Members 2) Aims    

3) Acting with conscience 4) Participation and exchange or knowledge and ideas      

5) Relationship and communication system  

Apart from the above-mentioned component, network creating and 

development has the following important process: 1) Enlighten and create awareness 

to the member to enable them see the important and the need of a network 2) Specify 

the objective, goals and ways of operating the network by using participation system 

3) Search for participation or group/community that wants to be an alliance in 

operating and exchanging experiences 4) Create a network-coordinating center to 

serve as a medium of giving information 5) Operate through exchange process, learn 

in different forms, create a learning stage and complete network excursion, joint 

conclusion of study context for together development of the network and 6) Follow-

up the results and continue the operation. 

The following are to be considering in network management: 1) It must be an 

appropriate manages with the occurred situation in the community 2) It must be a 

management that it is in accordance with the lifestyle and tradition of the community 

3) It must be a management that is bas on the principles of learning process of the 

people within the community. 

The above concepts were gathered and used with the study it was discovered 

that the good manner of creating a network should consist of, apart from components 

it should also consist of creating process and network development which includes the 
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following important process: 1) Enlightenment and creating of awareness to its 

members to enable them see the important of network 2) Specify the objective, goals 

and ways of operating the network by using participation system and come together to 

operate the joint interest and objectives 3) Search for participation or group/ 

community that wants to be an alliance in operating and exchanging experiences       

4) There is bound relationship and communication by creating a network-coordinating 

center to serve as a continual giving information 5) Operate the already planned ideas 

with good conscience by operating through exchange process e.g. create a network 

stage for the exchange of knowledge between members and complete network 

excursion 6) Joint conclusion of study context for together development of the 

network with a bound feeling with the developed structure and joint responsibilities of 

the structures 7) Follow-up the results and continue the operation to enable use the 

result that was achieved as a tool in the development process.  

Based on the objective 1 and 3 of the research, to investigate the area context 

of the community enterprise network, particularly on the organizational management 

and the network types, many related concepts and theories could be found in common 

and different. The researcher summarized the detail of the information from the 

review of literature as described in table 2.3 
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Table 2.3  Relationship between the Theories and Concepts Regarding the Models of Social Networks 

 

Theories/ Concepts Sources Components of Variables Used  

in Evaluating the Models 

The Variables Finding  

for Use in the Study 

The component of the 

networks and network 

formations 

The royal decrees on 

community enterprise 

promotion, (2005) 

1. Perceiving mutual perspectives 

2. Having mutual visions 

3. Having mutual benefits and interests 

4. Having wide participation of the members in the 

networks in horizontal line 

5. Constructing the process of promotion and 

development of the models 

6. Relying on one another  

7. Interacting in terms of exchanging 

Consistent with Participation concept of  

Committee of Constructing Knowledge for a 

Community Lesson (2013) but additional variables 

were the process of encouraging each other 

 Parichati Sathapitanith 

and Chaiwathana 

Thiriphan (2003: 13) 

1.  Having  mutual goal 

2.  Having  have a joint consciousness and is 

competent in the work he/she is doing receive 

benefit by been a member of the network 

3.  Link in connecting everyone and connection by 

technology 

4. Creating joint feelings  

5. Develop a clear system that can be easily 

checked  

6. Management of information system 

Consistent with Participation concept of  

Committee of Committee of Constructing 

Knowledge for a Community Lesson (2013) and 

Management of Community Enterprises Based on 

10 M 

 

 Committee of 

Constructing Knowledge 

for a Community Lesson 

(2013)  

Components of the networks consisted of  

1) members, 2) objectives, 3) awareness,  

4) participation, 5) knowledge and natural resources 

exchanges, 6) relationship and communication 

system , 7) process of encouraging each other, 8) 

equality of the members and 9) benefit exchanges. 

 

Consistent with the guideline of the project to 

promote the community happy life (2003) and the 

Office of Tourism Development (2007) 

 

5
1
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Table 2.3  (Continued)  

 

Theories/ Concepts Sources Components of Variables Used  

in Evaluating the Models 

The Variables Finding  

for Use in the Study 

 Office of Tourism 

Development (2007) 

1. Having clear objectives, roles, and 

responsibilities 

2. Participating in conducting the business activities 

in all steps, communicating together 

3.  Distributing and sharing benefits together 

Constructing the model in terms of 1) distributing 

knowledge and awareness of membership, 2) 

determing the mutual objectives and goals, 3) 

Searching for alliance networks, 4) establishing the 

coordinating centers, 5) operating through various 

learning activities, 6) following-up the 

performance, 7) managing the community 

enterprise appropriately, 8) managing the 

community enterprise appropriate with the local life 

and community cultures, 9) establishing the 

community enterprise in the process that was based 

on learning center basisn. 

Discovered variables were the components of the 

networks including: 

1. Goal, role, responsibilities 

2. Participation of the business operation at all 

stages and communication for learning and 

exchanging knowledge 

3. The process of network development which 

included  

1) distributing knowledge and awareness of 

membership, 2) determine the mutual objectives 

and goals, 3) Searching for alliance networks, 4) 

establishing the coordinating centers, 5) operating 

through various learning activities, 6) following-

up the performance, 7) managing the community 

enterprise appropriately,  

8) managing the community enterprise 

appropriate with the local life and community 

cultures, 9) establishing the community enterprise 

in the process that was based on learning center 

basins 

Types of the networks 

models 

Office of Tourism 

Development (2007) 

1. Internal network 

2. External network 

Discovered variable was the relationship classified 

by the types of coordination and inter connection 

form 

 Parichart Walaisatian et 

al. (2000) 

1. Business network 

2. Social network 

3. Learning network 

4. Developmental network  

5. Negotiating network 

Discovered variable was the relationship of the 

network classified by functions and group 

formation 

 

5
2
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Table 2.3  (Continued)  

 

Theories/ Concepts Sources Components of Variables Used  

in Evaluating the Models 

The Variables Finding  

for Use in the Study 

 Kriangkrai  Kanlaew 

et al. (2007) 

1. Producing Network 

2. Exchanging network 

3. Raw material network 

4. Public organization network 

Discovered variable was the relationship 

of the network classified by functions and 

group formation 

 

 

 

 

5
3
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The variables that were discovered and brought into the study based on the 

objectives 1 and 3 consisted of 2 key variables including 1) the variable of the network 

components and 2) the variable of types of the network management as illustrated in 

figure 2.6 : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6 Variabes for Development of the Models Of Networks Based on the 

Objective 1 and 3 

 

2.3 Theoretical Concepts of Agro-tourism 

 

Agro-tourism is an operation that exist according to the government policy in 

creation an occupation and income by focusing on the participation of the public 

sector in making a continuous usefulness of the natural resources within the area to 

create direct income from selling the products. Such as processed goods, crafts and 

handicrafts. This is a way of creating production within the community, including the 

The Model of 

the 22 Selected 

Community 

Enterprises in 

the 8 Provinces 

in Lower 

Central Region 

of Thailand 

Components of the Network 
 

(The royal decrees on community enterprise 

promotion, (2005) 

Committee of Constructing Knowledge for a 

Community Lesson (2013) 

Process of Development and 

Improvement of the Network 

Office of Tourism Development (2007) 

Benefit Exchanges 

Committee of Constructing Knowledge for a 

Community Lesson (2013) 

 

Types or Model of the Networks 

Parichart Walaisatian et al. (2000) 

Office of Tourism Development (2007) 

Kriangkrai  Kanlaew et al. (2007) 
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offering of tourism services in form of home stay, food and beverages and offering of 

other services that can give economic opportunities to agricultural communities. 

Moreover, agro-tourism is a tourism movement that allow us to see the local intellects 

of people from the old days, before they engage in agriculture they work together and 

have a lifestyle in an area that engage on agriculture and corporate it with tourism. A 

tourism activity, which relates to agriculture that will improve the community 

economy. However, it encourage participation within the community. As an indigene 

of the locality, it allow tourist feel nature, exchange local lifestyle and intellects to 

those who came to visit. It allow the community to uses it’s intellects in creating an 

income to the agriculture people. Which help in improving their goods and offer 

quality services, develop their families and community to be stronger and create 

discipline in the society until it gets to the development of its natural resources into an 

interesting city. Which is in accordance the Agro-tourism project of Thailand in 1998-

1999 extension programmes by the Ministry of Agriculture and Co-operatives to 

increase incomes for the farmers by making useful benefits of the natural resources in 

the community and it is a way of help solving the labour problems. Apart from this, it 

also attracts the attention of both Thai and foreign tourists to come back repeatedly.  

 

2.3.1 Meaning of Agro-tourism 

National tourism of Thailand (2003) define agro-tourism as another form of 

tourism whereby both pleasure and knowledge are until zero engaged in business 

operation. Experience the lifestyle and the living condition of people in the rural 

areas, their customs and tradition, form of activity and olden day’s style of 

engagement in agricultural practice, including the usage of advance technology 

among several beautiful natural scenery in every area of the country, management 

system, most especially individual farmers or community, good impression from 

tasting products and participation in various activities. All these help create more 

knowledge and experiences to the tourist, moreover, it provide income for the 

community from the selling agricultural products. Such as processed goods, rewards 

from the using of services by tourist. Which is a way of solving labour problems as 

well as bringing foreign currency into the country and it also encourage and promotes 

tourism within the country. All these are in accordance with the Ministry of 
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Agriculture concepts (2002) that define agro-tourism as tourism that focus on learning 

countryside agriculture. There by, focus on foreigner participation in the operation of 

agricultural activity that give knowledge, culture, tradition and it is the using of 

resources that give birth to knowledge in creating of income for the community and 

for the farmer him/her self. Agro-tourism is a preservation combined with tourism to 

prevent negative effect on the community and the environment. Agro-tourism focuses 

on agriculture, which enable us to know more about the nature of fruits, cereals, and 

the lifestyle and living condition of farmers. Office of agriculture (2012) define agro-

tourism as another form of tourism, which involve pleasure, agricultural knowledge 

and experience. Both traditional style and advanced style of agriculture among 

beautiful natural scenery, including the custom, tradition and lifestyle of community 

lifestyle. By the participation of the community in management process. In addition, 

allow income flow to the farmers and community both in agricultural and non-

agricultural sector from the selling of agricultural products, processed goods, rewards 

from the offering of services to tourists. Moreover, it is another form of allowing the 

farmers and community learn and develop managerial skill in the managing of 

resources that relates to tourism in been affected negatively. 

However, Srawasdi Harsasanphanij (1997) define agro-tourism as a new form 

of tourism that allow the dispersion of income to the local areas by allowing tourist to 

tour in an agricultural community area. Wathana Minorath (2009, p. 27) studied the 

meaning of agro-tourism and discovered that it means travelling to an agricultural 

community area such as; agro forestry, herbs, ranch and different aquaculture, 

government office, research and development technology centers, and modern 

agriculture technology. To enables every tourist view the beautiful and successful 

pleasure in agricultural activity indifferent ways. This will enable them with 

knowledge and new experience based on responsibility and with good and clear 

conscience to preserve the locality. Ramphai Kaewsuriya (2001, p. 5) define agro-

tourism as the going to agricultural areas such as; agro forestry, herbs, ranch/pets in 

order to appreciate the beautiful and successful pleasure in agricultural activity 

indifferent ways. This will enable them with knowledge and new experience based on 

responsibility and with good and clear conscience to preserve that area. 
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Office of Tourism Development (2014) define agro-tourism as a tourism that 

focusses on the learning pf agricultural activity. Which may allow tourists participate 

in agricultural activity that has to do with the lifestyle culture and tradition of people 

in the locality and create income from the available resource to the family and 

community. Agro-tourism and local intellects are tools in preserving couple with 

tourism in creating sustainability.  

 

2.3.2 Component of Agro-tourism 

Tourism development center, Ministry of Tourism (2010) divide the 

component of agro-tourism in order to evaluate the potential according to the quality 

of the area into 4 components as follows: 

 1) Potential management of agro-tourism: means the ability to operate, 

plan, control and sustainable management of tourist sites. 

 2) Accreditation potentials of the agro-tourism site: means readiness in 

the provision of basic services for tourists, which is appropriate to the tourist 

attraction environment. In addition, it help impress tourists. 

 3) Potential of agro-tourism services: means the essence of creating 

quality products in the attraction sites. 

 4) Potential to attract tourist to agro-tourism sites: means the ability to 

impress the tourist. 

 5) Later on, in order to understand the criteria’s easily in the evaluation 

of potential.Department of Tourism, Ministry of sports and tourism change the 

criteria’s in evaluating tourist sites in the year 2014, in order to improve those sites in 

accordance with the real role of the tourist sites and to produce maximum 

effectiveness in the evaluation and assessment of the tourist sites as follows: 

  (1) Physical and biological value, it consists of 11 considering 

components such as 1) The beauty of the agro-tourism sites 2) The weather condition 

in the tourism sites 3) Varieties in agricultural products 4) Agricultural products is 

prominently accepted 5) There are safety precautions in the production of agricultural 

products 6) Received awards, accreditation or certification 7) Waste and sewage 

management 8) The worth and value of agricultural products 9) There are educational 

and development in the production of agricultural products to increase the quality and 
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production 10) There are safety systems to the agricultural products in agro-tourism 

touring sites and 11) There is sustainable agriculture management 

  (2) Valuable knowledge in regards of innovation and intellects has 

6 considering components 1) Agricultural knowledge that are not from agro-tourism 

cannot be find easily 2) Agricultural knowledge that are not tourist sites are highly 

valued knowledge 3) Prominent in agricultural technology 4) Prominent in sufficient 

economy and local intellects 5) There is creation of joint network with community in 

order to help or exchange knowledge in the promotion of joint agricultural practice 

and 6) Its accepted as a center for the transferring of knowledge to people outside 

  (3) Potential management of agro-tourism sites has 11 considering 

evaluation and assessment component as follows: 1) Management organizational 

structure and development plan of tourist sites 2) Systematic management of specified 

areas 3) Safety management for tourist 4) Maintenance of public utilities and tourism 

sites resources 5) Create work and income for people of the community  6) Create 

network to support tourism sites 7) Preservation of natural resources and environment 

8) Specification of appropriate time to tourists 9) Specifying the numbers of tourist to 

be appropriate with area 10) Advertisement and information of the tourist sites and 

11) Selling promotion increase worth and develops agricultural products 

  (4) Service offering potential of agro-tourism sites has 4 

considering components as Follows: 1) Traveling routes to the tourism sites (board, 

roads, transportation) 2) Readiness of public utility systems in the tourism site           

3) Readiness of welcoming staff and 4) Welcoming and familiarizing with the tourists 

  (5) Potentials to attract tourist has 5 considering components as 

follows 1) prominent variety of activities in the tourism sites 2) Learning the lifestyle 

of joint agricultural activities 3) Techniques in offering service pertaining to 

knowledgeable information of tourist sites 4) Training, offering of service and the 

transferring or knowledge and 5) Linking of agro-tourism sites with outside tourist 

sites 

Beside, Office of Agriculture (2012) divide the factor of been an agro-tourism 

site into 3 important factors 

1) Agro-tourism resources means: resources used in the production of 

agricultural products. It includes natural resources that grow according to nature e.g. 
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soil, water, area, plant species, wild animals and managerial resources e.g. farmers, 

local organization, agricultural knowledge, tools and agricultural technology. Agro-

tourism resources factor consist of the following 

 (1) Seasonal knowledge 

 (2) Agricultural knowledge that can be developed e.g. planting 

system, animal husbandry, fishery and more interestingly processing of goods, 

agricultural technology and local intellects. 

 (3) Lifestyle and agricultural culture that can be develop 

 (4) The beautiful landscape, climate and natural characteristic of 

farms 

 (5) The density of the tourist sites which have similar popularity 

2) Marketing of agro-tourism consist of the following factors 

 (1) Tourist needs to the tourism resources and management, whereby 

tourist can be divided into 2 basic groups 

  a) General population and farmers that are interested in 

agriculture in studying and searching for knowledge in the engagements of occupation 

or development of agricultural occupations 

  b) Specialized group of tourist that have specialized interest, 

those that are interested in in natural tourism and different agricultural activities. 

Want to learn the lifestyle and standard of living and engagement in agricultural 

occupation 

 (2) Appropriate price for agro-tourism tourists 

 (3) Information of agro-tourism sites 

 (4) Selling of agro-tourism products  

3) Agro-tourism management means the management of basic 

amenities to the tourist e.g. giving of information or information pertaining the 

engagement of agricultural occupation, selling various agriculture fruits and 

vegetables and guide service. The factor that affect the offering of service to tourist 

includes: 

 (1) Transportation and various basic amenities 

 (2) The need of the tourist site owner in developing the agro-tourism 

site 
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 (3) Agro-tourism activity than can be developed: accommodation 

activity, touring, offering of other services e.g. foods, products and goods of the 

community 

 (4) The ability to render service (The good impression of tourist in 

the offering of service, friendly communication with tourist and the ability to render 

service which is in accord with the lifestyle of the people 

 (5) Participation of those related from every sector 

 

2.3.3 Forms of Developing Agro-tourism 

Office of Agriculture (2012) divide agro-tourism forms into 2 as follows: 

1) First form is divided according to the characteristic activity and 

resource management and it consists of 6 corms 

 (1) Displaying forms or demonstration such as field demonstration of 

plant species, showing the practical process e.g. planting, silk culture, olden days 

agricultural cultural display such as: rice harvesting, displaying of agricultural tools 

and equipment and the olden days agricultural lifestyle of the Thai indigenes 

 (2) Form of allowing tourist participate in short time activity such as: 

viewing of agricultural farms by allowing tourist to pluck fruits and vegetables by 

themselves or involvement on local activity e.g. rubber tapping and collection of lotus 

flower by canoe 

 (3) Allowing the tourist to check-in into rooms in the villages such 

as allowing them to check-in in room within the village to enable them feel the real 

taste of village life, by giving every tourist a safe and warm service. 

 (4) Forms of offering agricultural knowledge and the villager’s 

intellects such as: Planting and maintenance of plants, processing of agricultural 

products, practical practice in order to learn local intellects e.g. making of noodles, 

making of sugar from coconut. 

 (5) Selling of agricultural products and services such as crafts 

products of the villagers, vegetables, fruits, flowers, food made and produced easily 

e.g. crunched sugar cane and boiled peas 
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 (6) Forms of agri-business opportunities such as business making 

and agricultural joint business pertaining to the processing of agricultural products for 

export purposes or selling purpose within the country.  

2) The second form is divided according to the interest of tourist and it 

consists of 7 forms as follows 

 (1) Rice Cultivation: seasonal and off-season rice farming sowing of 

paddy on water slough field, rice terraces, rice museum, knowledge on new variety of 

rice, culture and traditions that are related to rice and traditional way of eating  rice in 

Thailand 

 (2) Flower cutting: planting of various flowers for sale cutting e.g. 

rose, orchid farms, chrysanthemums farms, international ornamental plants, pot plants 

including sunflower farm, which is also an economic plant  

 (3) Horticulture: making of all kinds of fruit farm including agro-

forestry, new agricultural practice, mixed farming including rubber farm, bamboo, 

and oil palm 

 (4) Vegetables: Planting of every kinds of vegetables including 

vegetable farm, pea farms, sorghum farms, pepper farms, pineapple farm sometimes it 

may include farm crops such as banana and cassava 

 (5) Herbs: Planting of various herbs to serve as food supplements for 

some vegetables. To enable use it as a tool in cosmetics and be usable in medical 

sector. 

 (6) Animal Farming: Rearing and breeding of economical animal 

species e.g. silkworm farming, bee farming, cow farming, fish farming both beautiful 

fish, freshwater fish, saltwater fish, pearl farming, mussel farming, scallops farming, 

oyster farming, crocodile farming, cricket farming. Some place forest animals are 

difficult to breed e.g. deer farm, Pheasant farm peacock farm and ostrich farm 

 (7) Agro-Festival: arrange activities for the promotion of selling 

agricultural products when the season of such products occurs e.g. flower festival, 

Lychee festival, Longan festival, fish eating festival etc. 

Office of tourism development (2014) divided the management form of agro-

tourism into 6 forms such as 1) Complete agro-tourism site 2) Agro-tourism sites in 

form of private enterprise, prominent in agriculture and recognized outside of its area 
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3) Private agriculture site or villagers that did not focus on tourism but focus on local 

intellects and interesting technology that is widely accepted 4) Agriculture learning 

center 5) Agricultural research centers for plant and animal improvement or plants 

that needed to be improved more that tourism 6) Community or group of villagers that 

jointly wants to develop agricultural intellects 

Therefore, from literature reviews on agro-tourism, it’s concluded easily that, 

agro-tourism is a new tourism option. It’s a tourism plan that search for experience by 

touring in an agricultural community to enable them visit and see the standard of 

living, study about more knowledge and intellects of agriculturist that is been 

transferred from generation to generation. There by, reflecting to us how those in the 

countryside live their life including their culture and tradition. Then, gather the 

acquire knowledge in the utilization of engaging in a business or to admire the 

beautiful and pleasure derived in agricultural activity in different forms.  

However, to make an agro-tourism site an interesting place and attracts tourist 

to come and visit in multiples it must consist of 5 important components such as       

1) Physical and biological value 2) Valuable knowledge, innovation and intellects     

3) Potential management of agro-tourism sites 4) Potential service offering of agro-

tourism sites 5) Potential to attract tourist. Apart from that, agro-tourism sites are 

managed in 6 other different forms such as: 1) Complete agro-tourism site 2) Agro-

tourism sites in form of private enterprise, prominent in agriculture and recognized 

outside of its area 3) Private agriculture site or villagers that did not focus on tourism 

but focus on local intellects and interesting technology that is widely accepted           

4) Agriculture learning center 5) Agricultural research centers for plant and animal 

improvement or plants that needed to be improved more that tourism 6.) Community 

or group of villagers that jointly wants to develop agricultural intellects. 

 

2.3.4 Components of Agro-tourism 

Sznjder and Przezborshk (2009) pointed out that agro-tourism was the 

combination of agricultural activities and tourism. It became a new tourism trend, 

serving the needs of the tourists in the special interest group, who want to explore new 

experience of locality, learning from on-site visits of local areas. Moreover, 

agricultural activities were diverse based on the geographical features of the areas, for 
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example, vegetable farming, fruit planting, animal breeding, ornamental planting, ect. 

Sznjder and Przezborshk (2009) designed the diagram shown the relationship between 

tourism and agriculture, and the etymology of agro-tourism as in figure 2.7: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.7  Etymology of the Term Agri-tourism 

Source: Sznjder and Przezborshk, 2009. 

 

From the wealth of the existing resources of Thailand, Agro-tourism could 

be developed as an alternative for those who had special interests (Special Interest 

Tourism), because it provided tourists with enjoyment, and agricultural knowledge, 

and also enabled them to apply the knowledge for future benefits or careers.  Tourists 

were able to touch the senses of local way of living, local traditions, local cultures, 

local wisdom, among natural beauty in each different area. Community participation 

played the important role in creating tourists’ impression when they bought and tried 

the local products from the original sources. Additionally, the community members 
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had the opportunity in joining the community activities as to share their local skills, 

knowledge, and experience to tourists. Agro-tourism could also promote community 

income, in terms of selling agricultural products, agricultural processed products, and 

service, resulting in a better economy of the community, increasing product 

distributing channels, adding the value of products, and thoroughly distributing the 

incomes to the community (Tassanee Naksanee, 2015). 

For evaluating the preparation of tourism, the management concepts were 

brought in to use in the study. The concepts includes the issues regarding the 

readiness, appropriateness, and Agro-tourism routes or Agro-destination of touring 

trips. There were some previous studies to review as follows:   

Nartsuda Chemnasiri (2012, p. 168) mentioned that the components to consider 

the potentiality to be ago- tourism sites comprised 6 aspects, including 1) values of the 

agricultural farm lands, which referred to the physical conditions of the place whether 

it could call attractions of the tourists or not, 2) accessibility referred to the place that 

were convenient to travel as the transportation was available and easily to be found,   

3) amenities referred to the basic facilities that the tourist site could provide for 

tourists, including infrastructures and so on, 4) environment meant the geographical 

characteristics of the place, eco-system around the place, 5) the limitations in 

receiving tourists, referred to the constraints or difficulties to use the place to serve the 

tourists, and 6) reputation of the place referred to the place was well known among 

tourists groups. Beside, 

The Office of Tourism Development, Department of Tourism (2010) divided 

the components of agro-tourism for evaluation of the standards quality including       

1) potentiality of management of agro-tourism referred to the ability to operate, plan, 

control and manage on the tourist site for a sustainability of the site as a tourist 

attraction, 2) potentiality on the capacity in receiving tourists referred to the readiness 

of the place in providing basic infrastructure that were appropriate for tourists in order 

to make them feel impressed on the place and the services, 3) potentiality on 

providing service for tourists, referred to the ways to create value of the place,          

4) potentiality on calling attraction from tourists, in other words, it was the way to 

encourage tourist impression.  
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Later in 2014, Department of Tourism, Ministry of Tourism and Sports change 

the criteria to evaluate the tourist business, to make it more applicable for the current 

contexts of the tourism sources and the most effective evaluation to certify high 

quality standard of sustainable tourism, which included 2 components: 

Component 1: Values of physical and biological characteristics, covering 

outstanding characteristics or unique characteristics. Those characteristics should 

have power to attract tourists. However, the focus would be on the characteristics 

originated from the nature. If there were something human-made, they needed to be 

not contrast to the conditions of nature built and harmony to its environment. The area 

was clean and beautiful, the agricultural products had quality by the quality process of 

production, to get certification. There were 11 factors to be considered as follows: 1) 

beauty of the agro tourism site, 2) weather condition of the site. 3) Diversity of the 

agricultural products, 4) outstanding agricultural products, 5) the process of 

production had the quality to produce safe products, 6) the certificate of quality 

standard, 7) management of wastes, 8) values of the agricultural products, 9) there 

were development of the plant breeding for more production and cultivation, 10) there 

were systems for safety travelling, 11) there were the systems to promote tourism 

sustainability.  

Component 2: Values in terms of the body of knowledge, innovations and 

local wisdom. Agro-tourism was the type of tourism that could reflect the identity of 

the community. The tourists would get knowledge, at the same time, enjoyed 

themselves at the trip. There were 6 indicators for evaluation of the tourism including, 

1) the body of knowledge of agricultural tourism that was hard to fine, 2) the body of 

knowledge that was high values, 3) outstanding features of agricultural technology, 4) 

self sufficiency economy  

Terdchai Choibamroong (2010) found that the components of the tourist 

attraction consisted of 8 A including 1) Attraction: the factors that could attract 

tourists were tourism resources that were interesting and charming from the beautiful 

nature, 2) Accessibility: tourists would be attracted if the tourist place was accessible,  

3) Accommodation: it was the service that provided to tourists as a basic facilitation.  

It might not as convenient as staying at a hotel but there should be basic facilities for 

the tourists, 4) Amenities: it was the resources that affected the impression of tourists,  
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5) Activities: tourist attractions should provide activities that were ensured to promote 

the feeling of relaxing, together with learning new experience, and enjoyable. It 

would be good if it was easy to transfer to nearby attractions, 6) Authenticity: the 

place should maintain the locality such working on rice farmers, staying with farmers, 

doing activities with farmers, and gardeners, learning local cultures, 7) Community –

acceptance, the community participate in welcoming tourists as a good host,  

8) Awareness: the awareness of the significance of the tourism resources, not 

destroying them. 

Later, Phatharaphorn Chanthani (2011) conducted the research on Tourism 

Management on Local Community Basis: A case study of Hed Tub Toa Mushroom, 

in Sam Ruen Subdistrict, Bangpa-in, Ayuthaya, the result of her study revealed that 

the community had great participation in producing Hed Tub Toa mushrooms, as well 

as to conserved the nature of local areas, and to plan for the production of safe 

mushrooms. They also helped together in order to find cooperation from external 

organizations. The main goals was to maintain the readiness of the environment for 

the mushroom production, to encourage members to participate in community 

learning activities, to gain and find new knowledge for incorporating mushroom 

production with agro-tourism.  

Nartsuda Chemnasiri (2012) studied on the development of Agro-Tourism 

potentiality by the participation of the communities in Saraburi, Lopburi, Singburi, 

and Chainat, the finding was discovered that those provinces had enough farm lands 

and there were places for processing the agricultural products. Thus, they had 

potential to use the area for developing an agro-tourism. In becoming the tourist site, 

it had value, attraction, and accessibility. The factors affecting the tourism business 

success included constant financial supports, and knowledge support from 

governments, especially from local administrative organizations. However, Thai 

tourists had interest in Agro-Tourism at a moderate level. 

Similarly, Sojiluk Kamonsakdavikul (2013) studied on the development of the 

management on new alternative of Agro-Tourism of the communities in Soahai, 

Saraburi Province, the result of her study revealed that knowledge transferring center 

at Soahai had high potential. So, it became a tourism destination for the new 

alternative of agricultural tourism since it had beautiful natural scenery, the owner of 
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the knowledge transferring center was skillful in the new alternative agricultural 

tourism. The members of the community were ready since they had already been 

trained on-site. Thus, they had the ability to organize or design the tourist routes that 

matched with the tourist requirement and the social capitals of the community.  The 

community worked together in order to analyze the problems together, and it was 

mentioned in the guideline of the management of the new alternative Agro-Tourism. 

Therefore, from the review of the concepts of Agro-tourism, it was found that 

the guidelines on the management of agro-tourism should start with building up the 

internal strength of the community. If the community opened their mind, and was 

willing to serve the tourists based on their own strengths, and participation of the 

members, it would have potential to incorporate the new alternative agricultural 

tourism in their contexts.   

From the study of the research objective 2, which was the investigation of the 

potentiality on the Agro-tourism of the community enterprises, the result discovered 

that there were variables that could be observed from each theory and concept, which 

share similarity and differences. Therefore, the researcher summarized and 

synthesized them as to point out the relationship across the theories and concepts as 

described in the table 2.4. 
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Table 2.4  The Summary of Theories and Concepts Related to Potentiality of the Community Enterprise on Agro-Tourism Management 

 

Theories/ 

Concepts 

Sources Components of the Variables  The Variables Finding  

for Use in the Study 

Components of 

the Potentiality of 

Agro-Tourism 

Waranut Ketsahad 

(2011) 

1. Establishment of Coordinating centers 

of the Tourism Network 

2. Supports from Tourism Networks 

2 discovered variables used to study for the 

objectives 1-2 

 Phatharaporn Chanthani 

(2011) 

1. Searching for external cooperation 

2. Searching for New Agricultural 

Knowledge  

2 discovered variables used to study for the 

objectives 1-2 

 Nartsuda Chemnasiri 

(2012) 

1. Values of  Attractions 

2. Conditions of Accessibility 

3. Tourist Amenities 

4. Environment and Geography 

5. Limitations in Receiving Tourists 

6. Reputation of the Attractions 

6 discovered variables used to study for the 

objectives 1- 6 

 Terdchai Choibamroong 

(2010) 

1. Attraction 

2. Accessibility 

3. Accommodations 

4. Amenities 

5 discovered variables used to study for the 

objective 2 ( item 3, 5, 6, 7 and 8)  

6
8
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Table 2.4  (Continued)  

 

Theories/ 

Concepts 

Sources Components of the Variables  The Variables Finding  

for Use in the Study 

  5. Activities 

6. Authenticity 

7. Community-Acceptance 

8. Awareness 

 

 Office of Agriculture 

(2012) 

1. Agricultural Tourism Resources 

2. Markets of Agro-Tourism 

3. Tourism Services 

2 Discovered variables used to study for the 

objective 2 (item 2, and 3) 

 Office of Tourism 

Development (2014) 

1. Physical and Biological Values 

2. Value of Body of Knowledge, 

Innovation, and Local Wisdom 

3. Agro-Tourism Management 

4. Types of Tourism Services 

5. Attraction of the Tourist Sites 

1 Discovered variable used to study for the 

objective 2 (item 4)  

 

 

 

6
9
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From literature reviews on related theories and concepts for the study on the 

potentiality of agro-tourism management, there were 17 variables arisen. To classify 

them with descriptions, there were 8 groups of variables as follows: 

Variable Group 1: Physical characteristics and environment including 1) 

environment, geographical condition 

Variable Group 2: Values of body of knowledge, innovations, local wisdom, 

including 1) searching for new agricultural knowledge 

 Variable Group 3: tourism management 

 Variable Group 4: types of Services and Hospitalities 

 Variable Group 5: the tourism components of 8As including 1) value of the 

tourist attractions, 2) accessibility of the attractions, 3) amenities that the community 

enterprises could provide, 4) accommodation service, 5) a variety of activities, 6) 

authenticity of the sites, 7) community-acceptance, 8) awareness of the members of 

the community enterprises. 

 Variable Group 6: tourism marketing 

 Variable Group 7: safety and risks at the sites including 1) limitations to 

receive tourist to receive  

 Variable Group 8:  Supporting tourism network including 1) establishment of 

the coordinating centers, 2) supports from tourism network, and 3) a search for 

cooperation from external organizations 

The concepts would be illustrated as in the figure 2.8: 
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Figure 2.8 Discovered Variables for the Analysis of Potentiality on Agro-Tourism 

Management of the 8 Provinces in Lower Central Region Thailand 

Physical Conditions and 

Environment 
 

Office of Tourism Development (2014) 
Office of Agriculture (2012) 

 

Potentiality on 

Agro-Tourism 

Management of 

the 22 selected 

groups in the 8 

Provinces in 

Lower Central 

Region in the 

Lower Central 

Region of 

Thailand 

Values of Body of Knowledge, 

Innovations and local Wisdom 
 

Office of Tourism Development (2014) 

Phatharaporn Chanthani (2011) 
 

Tourism Management  

Office of Tourism Development (2014) 

Waranut Ketsahad (2011) 
 

Types of Serviced and 

Hospitalities 

Office of Tourism Development (2014) 

Office of Agriculture (2012) 
 

Tourism Components of 8As 
 

Terdchai Choibamroong (2010) 

Nartsuda Chemnasiri (2012) 

Tourism Marketing 

Office of Agriculture (2012) 

Office of Tourism Development (2014) 

 

Safety and Risks at Tourist 

Attractions 

Office of Tourism Development (2014) 

 

Supporting Network for 

Tourism 

Waranut Ketsahad (2011) 

Phatharaporn Chanthani (2011) 
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2.4 Conceptual Framework of the Study 

 

From literature review, the researcher came up with the conceptual framework 

of the study by conducting as following steps:  

1) Interview with 22 leaders or representatives of the community enterprises, 

of which had received the Excellent Practice Awards for 3 consecutive years (2012-

2014) based on the following framework: 

 (1) Framework 1: the information that was gathered including general 

information of the community enterprises such as the names, positions/roles and 

responsibilities, locations, types of the community enterprises, additional general 

information of the community enterprises (establishment and sources of the capitals) 

 (2) Framework 2: Area context of the management and the model of the 

community enterprise networks. The guided questions for the interview consisted of 

1) area context as the background of the community enterprises, 2) the management 

of the community enterprises based on 10M, 3) guidelines in managing the 

community enterprises for Self-Reliance, in terms of technology, economy, resources, 

psychology, and social conditions, 4) management on the participation of the 

members of the community enterprises in thinking, planning, operating, following up, 

evaluating, and profit sharing, 5) the components of the network, 6) formation and 

development of the network, 7) types or models of the networks, 8) benefit 

exchanges, according to the concepts of Withaya Chanthawongsri (2004) and Wirat 

Nipawan (2013), the Secretariat Office of Community Enterprise Promotion (2012), 

the committee in constructing a lesson for community enterprises (2014), the concept 

of networks of Parichart Walaisatian et al. (2002), Parichat Sathapitanith and Chaiwat 

Thirapan (2003), the project on promotion of community learning for a happy 

community (2003), the Royal Degree Acts, (2005), Kreangkrai Kanlaew et al. (2007), 

Office of Tourism Development (2007), and the committee in constructing a lesson 

for community enterprise (2013). 

 (3) Framework 3: the potentiality on the management of Agro-Tourism of 

the community enterprises included the following guidelines for interviews: 1) 

physical characteristics and tourism resources, 2) the value of body of knowledge, 

innovations, and local wisdom, 3) tourism management, 4) the types of services and 
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hospitalities, 5) potentiality according to the tourism components of 8As, 6) tourism 

marketing, 7) safety and risks at the tourists sites, and 8) the types of the supporting 

tourism networks according to Warunee Ketsaart (2011), Phatharaporn Chanthani 

(2011), Nartsuda, Chemnasiri (2012), Terdchai Choibamroong (2012), Office of 

Agriculture (2012) and Office of Tourism Development (2014). 

2) From the framework 4, there were interviews with relevant organizations 

including the staff who in charge of the provincial community enterprises, the 

representatives from the Agro-tourism, representatives from tourism business and 

services, representative from Provincial Office of Tourism and Sports, academic staff 

and representative from Regional Office of Agricultural Promotion and Development 

Area 2, Ratchburi, and academic staff. This groups of interviewee called Theoretical 

Key informants who knew about tourism management. The topics for interviews were 

designed as 1) physical characteristics and tourism resources, 2) values of the body of 

knowledge, innovations, and local wisdom, 3) tourism management, 4) types of the 

services and hospitalities, 5) potentiality based on the tourism components of 8As, 6) 

tourism marketing, 7) safety and risks at tourist sites, and 8) types of supporting 

tourism networks, according to the concepts of Warunee Ketsaart (2011); 

Phatharaporn Chanthani (2011); Nartsuda, Chemnasiri (2012); Terdchai 

Choibamroong (2012); Office of Agriculture (2012); Office of Tourism Development 

(2014). 

3) The researcher brought the data collected from step 1 and 2 and then draw 

a draft of the model of the community enterprise network management of the 

provinces in the lower central region of Thailand in promoting Agro-Tourism. The 

model was a prototype. Then, a small Focus group discussion was held in order to 

refine the model. 

4) In validating the data, the research brought the draft model of the 

community enterprise management of the province in lower central region of 

Thailand for promoting Agro-Tourism to the small focus group discussion with the 

leaders or representatives of the potential community enterprises, relevant public 

organizations, relevant private sectors, public and private organization who has 

responsible to determine the policy, and tourism business entrepreneurs, academic 

staff, in order to adjust the model together. Once the consensus were made, the data 
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would performed on the next process of Constructivism as Holistic, to acquire the 

complete model of the community enterprise network management of the provinces in 

the lower central region of Thailand for promoting Agro-Tourism, as illustrated in the 

figure 2.8: 
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Figure 2.9  Conceptual Framework of the Study  
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CHAPTER 3 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 

This study on the Model of Community Enterprise Network Management of 

Provincial Group in the Lower Central Region of Thailand for the Promotion of Agro-

Tourism had the objectives to 1) investigate the existing context and condition  of the 

management and models of community enterprise network in the 8 province areas 

located in lower central region of Thailand, 2) examine the potentiality of the 

agricultural tourism management of the 8 province community enterprise in the lower 

central regions of Thailand, and 3) develop a model of community enterprise network 

management for the provincial group located in lower central region of Thailand, in 

order to promote agricultural tourism. Since the study emphasized on the models of 

community enterprise management for those aforementioned provinces, research 

methods and models of the study applied in the research would be likely in-depth, and 

thoughtful, to cover the content that could definitely explain the existing 

phenomenon. Therefore, qualitative research was used as a tool to access the 

knowledge and the truth of the context of the phenomenon of the 8 province 

community enterprise in the lower central regions of Thailand, through the processes 

of defining the scope of the study, designing research methodology, the means for 

data collection, and data analysis as conducted in the following details:  

 

3.1 The Scope of the Area of the Study and Criteria Used in Selecting the 

Area 
 

The selection of the area of the study was based on the actual extent of the 

study to ensure that it could cover all aspects that contribute to the study, and to bring 

out an effective model of the community enterprise network management for the 

provinces in lower central region of Thailand for promoting Agro-Tourism. From the 
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statistic information retrieved on September, 20, 2016, there were 3,201 groups of 

community enterprises in Thailand, containing 54,093 members. The majority of the 

community enterprise was in plant production business (933 groups), followed by 

food production and processing business (749 groups), and production of 

manufacturing input business (494) groups (Secretariat Office of Community 

Enterprise Promotion Board, retrieved on September, 20, 2016). The above 

information was used as the ground in determining the criteria used in selecting the 

area for the study, and could be described (Narong Petchpraset, & witayawongul, 

2007, p. 237) as follows : 

1) The networks of the community enterprises usually were in the area 

of agricultural production and processing, and tourism service. 

2) The Community Enterprises Offices were located in the 8 provinces 

in lower central region of Thailand which included. Kanchanaburi, Suphanburi, 

Nakhon-Pathom, Ratchaburi, Samutsakorn, Samutsongkram, Phetchaburi, and 

Prachuap-KhiriKhan. 

3) The community enterprise groups to be selected must obtain 

Excellence Practice Awards for 3 consecutive years (from 2012, 2013, and 2014). It 

started from 2012 because that was the first year they organized the competition, 

hosted by Secretariat Office of Community Enterprise, Department of Agriculture, 

Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives. 

From the survey of the result of the annual community enterprise competition, 

form Secretariat Office of Community Enterprise Promotion Board (2016), there were 

22 eligible groups of the community enterprises selected from across the 8 provinces 

with the following details: 

Kanchanaburi had 2 groups which included 1) the group called “Agricultural 

Demonstration Center and Local Shop Establishment”, and 2) the group called 

“Takram En Central Rice Market”. 

Nakhon-Pathomhad 3 groups which included 1) the group called, “Maha 

Sawat Agriculturist Housewives”, 2) the group called, “Sustainable Development of 

Wangtaku Village”, and 3) the group called, “Dontum Subdistrict”. 
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Ratchaburi had 3 groups which included 1) the group called, “Organic 

Farming for Exporting of Dumnuen Saduak,” 2) the group called, “Lad Bua Khao 

Agriculturist Housewives”, and 3) the group called, “Ban Kum Development”. 

Phetchaburihad 3 groups which included 1) the group called, “Rai Som 

Subdistrict Herbs”, 2) the group called,“Srichumsang Agricultural Housewife”, and 3) 

the group called, “Na Pho Local Herbal Soap Processing”. 

Samutsakornhad 3 groups which included 1) the group called, “Lak Song 

Agriculturist Housewives”, 2) the group called, “Sakornburi Development”, and 2) 

the group called, “Khokkham”. 

Samutsongkramhad 3 groups which included 1) the group called “ Lod Chong 

Bangkhonthi”, 2) the group called, “Dala Agriculturist Housewives” and 3) the group 

called, “ Agriculturirs Housewives of Banprok Subdistrict, Moo 3”. 

Supanburihad 2 groups which included 1) the group called “Rak Don Chedi”, 

and 2) the group called, “Organic Bio-Fertilizer of NongKhum Village”. 

Prachuap-Khiri Khanhad 3 groups which included 1) the group called“ Sam 

Roi Yod Ice and Drinking Water”, 2) the group called “Fair Trade Pineapple 

Farmers”, and 3) the group called, “Ban Hin Kong Agriculturist Housewives”. 

After the area of the study had been defined, the researcher made an action 

plan for the field study. Advanced contacts with the local people had been arranged in 

order to access the community. The information and objectives of the study had been 

informed by the researcher to the community. Then, the in-depth interview schedules 

with key man had been set up for data collection, at each community enterprise office 

in the scoped area. Not only the information gathered from the interview that the 

research got, but also the first-hand experiences regarding the tourism physical 

conditions of the area such as the access road, general condition, etc., that could be 

obtained once the researcher was right there. From the result of the survey, the 

researcher could access to the community conveniently, well receive the cooperation 

from the key informants regarding tourism information, production of goods, 

processing of goods, etc. 
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3.2 The Scope of the Key Informants 
 

The research design in this study was focused on data type gathered by 

narration (Narrative Research). The data was collected from the samples who had 

deep knowledge about the community as Key Informants. They were divided into 3 

groups, by using Purposive Sampling. The key informants provided with their 

positions and residential addresses were interviewed by the researcher, in order to 

collect the data from all relevant parties, or until the given data had been repeated 

(Chai Potisita, 2011). The groups were as follows: 

Group 1: the Key Informants would provide the information regarding the 

community enterprises, its potentiality on the management and the network models of 

the business, and the community management on agro-tourism, The samples of this 

group consisted of the chairman or the representative of the community enterprises 

within the fields of agricultural products, product processing information, tourism 

service of the community enterprises, which also located in the 8 provinces in lower 

central region of Thailand, and received Excellence Practice Awards for 3 consecutive 

years (2012-2014).One was selected from each community enterprise, and that made 

the total 22 samples for conducting in-depth interview individually and in groups.  

Group 2: the Theoretical Key Informants would provide the information 

regarding the analysis of tourism trends, its mainstreams, the potentiality of 

community enterprises on agricultural management, the models of the community 

enterprise network management, of those located in the 8 provinces in lower central 

region of Thailand, in order to promote Agro-Tourism. The 13 samples in this group 

consisted of institutes that provided tourism consultancy, inbound tour guides, experts 

in community tourism management, the chairman of professional tour guides club, the 

director of Marketing Department, from the headquarter of Tourism Authority of 

Thailand, in Bangkok, the director of Division of Community Enterprise Promotion, 

in Department of Industrial Promotion, the chairman of Self Sufficiency Economy 

Learning Center of Ban Bang Plub, the chairman of the Herbs Group of Khiriwong at 

Sonthayam Chamna Office, the owner of Managing Director Rit Bicycle Bike & 

Travel Company Limited, Senior Professional Officers of Geo-informatics from 

Office of Geo-Informatics and Space Technology Development Agency (Public 
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Organization), the producer of the media program from Bangkok Food Tours 

Managing Director Navatas Hospitality Company Limited, the founders of Once 

Again Hostel MAHACHUMCHON company limited. The tool for data collection 

from this group was also In-depth Interview both in individual and in group. The 

researcher well received cooperation in arranging the interview.  

Group 3: Theoretical Key Informants would provide the information regarding 

the potentiality of the community enterprise management on Agro-Tourism, and the 

models of the community enterprise network management of the 8 provinces located 

in the lower central region of Thailand, in order to promote Agro-Tourism. The tool 

was Small Focus Group Discussion with 9 Theoretical Key Informants including 

chairmen and representatives from high potential community enterprise group, and 

public and private organizations relevant to the communities, community policies, 

tourism business, and academic professionals. The Small Focus Group Discussion had 

been held at Timber Land Resorts in Suan Pueng District, on the 28th December, 

2016), for the purpose to revise together the draft of the model of the community 

enterprise network management of the 8 provinces located in the lower central region 

of Thailand, as to complete its final version. Productive information had been 

discussed at this stage and the information was very beneficial for this study.  

 

3.3 Research Instruments 
 

The study on the Model of the Community Enterprise Network Management 

of the Provincial Group Located in Lower Central Region of Thailand, for promoting 

Agro-Tourism, had the aims to survey the existing phenomenon of the community 

enterprises through the perception on Agro-Tourism dimension. The study 

investigated several aspects of the community enterprises such as the area context in 

terms of the management conditions and the models of the management on the 

community enterprise network of the 8 provinces in lower central region in Thailand, 

potentiality on tourism management of the enterprises, the formation of the models of 

the community enterprise network, as to promote Agro-Tourism. It was a qualitative 

research, survey those groups being awarded Best Practices at a provincial level. The 

objectives mentioned above were clearly defined to cover the content of the research. 
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There were 2 instruments used in this study comprising survey, and semi-structured 

interview with the following details: 

1) Survey: the aim was to study the context of the community as a 

background of the community enterprises, and the physical conditions, as well as the 

existence of tourism resources of the community both from views of tangible and 

intangible dimensions.   

2) Semi-Structured Interview: it was an interview tool for data collection. It 

was conducted in the form of a conversional style in which the knowledge and 

information was more likely exchanged between the interviewer and the interviewee, 

rather than directly asking and responding.  

There were 2 sets of Semi-Structured Interviews employed in the study and the 

structure of the interviews could be described as follows: 

1) Set 1) General Information of the Community Enterprises consisted 

of 4 parts as follow: 

 (1) Part I Personal data consisted of the names, positions/ roles and 

responsibilities, locations of the community enterprise, types of the community 

enterprises, and general Information of the community enterprises 

 (2) Part II The guided questions for the interview regarding the area 

context, management of the community enterprise, and the model of the community 

enterprise: 

  a) Area context as the background of the community 

enterprises 

  b) Management of the community enterprises based on 10M 

  c) Guidelines in managing the community enterprises for Self-

Reliance, in terms of technology, economy, resources, psychology, and social 

conditions 

  d) Management on the participation of the members of the 

community enterprises in thinking, planning, operating, following up, evaluating, and 

profit sharing 

  e) Components of the network 

  f) Formation and development of the network 

  g) Types or models of the networks 
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  h) Benefit exchanges 

The structure above was designed consistently with the study of 

Withaya Chanthawongsri (2004), Wirat Nipawan (2013), the Secretariat Office of 

Secretariat Office of Community Enterprise Promotion (2013), Best Practices of The 

Committee of Knowledge Constructing for a Community Enterprise Lesson (2013), 

Wittaya Chantawonsri (2005), Wirat Nipawan (2010). The royal decrees on 

community enterprise promotion, (2005), Office of Tourism Development (2007), 

Kriangkrai  Kanlaew et al. (2007), and Committee of Constructing Knowledge for a 

Community Lesson (2013). 

(3) Part III Focus to the potentiality on the management of Agro-

Tourism of the community enterprises included the following guidelines for 

interviews:  

  a) Physical characteristics and tourism resources 

  b) The value of body of knowledge, innovations, and local 

wisdom 

  c) Tourism management 

  d) The types of services and hospitalities 

  f) Potentiality according to the tourism components of 8As 

  g) Tourism marketing 

  h) Safety and risks at the tourists sites 

  i) The types of the supporting tourism networks  

The structural concepts in Part III was align with those of Terdchai 

Choibamroong (2010); Waranut Ketsahad (2011); Phatharaporn Chanthani (2011); 

Office of Agriculture (2012); Nartsuda Chemnasiri (2012); Office of Tourism Development 

(2014). 

(4) Part IV Other comments: 

2) Set 2) The structure of the Semi-Structured Interview for those key 

informants from the group of relevant organizations including the community 

enterprises at Provincial levels, Tourism and Services Entrepreneurs, Office of Sports 

and Tourism, Regional Office of Agricultural Promotion Area 2, Ratchaburi and 

Academic Staff, contained 3 parts as follow : 

 (1) Part I Personal data 
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 (2) Part II The potentiality on the management of Agro-Tourism of 

the community enterprises including the guidelines for interviews as below:  

  a) Physical characteristics and tourism resources 

  b) The value of body of knowledge, innovations, and local 

wisdom 

  c) Tourism management 

  d) The types of services and hospitalities 

  e) Potentiality according to the tourism components of 8As 

  f) Tourism marketing 

  g) Safety and risks at the tourists sites 

  h) The types of the supporting tourism networks  

 The concepts in designing the structure for the second set of the 

interview were in line with those of Terdchai Choibamroong (2010); Waranut 

Ketsahad (2011); Phatharaporn Chanthani (2011); Office of Agriculture (2012); 

Nartsuda Chemnasiri (2012); Office of Tourism Development (2014). 

 (3) Part III Other comments: 

 

3.4 Validation of the Instruments 
 

The triangulation of data was used to evaluate the sources of information by 

considering on the sources of time, the sources of locations, the sources of informants, 

then validating the consistency of the data. If the data was consistent, it was assumed 

that the data was reliable to be recorded and collected for the study. 

 

3.5 Data Analysis 
 

Most qualitative data came in the form of content data such as recording notes, 

transcription of audio records, photos. The goal for data analysis of this kind of data 

aimed to find the core meaning of the study that was able to describe the existing 

phenomenon and to translate symbols, etc. Therefore, Content Analysis was the tool 

to analyze the data by firstly grouping data arisen, based on the conceptual framework 

such as the operational process, cooperation and support from organizations, etc. All 
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those information was collected and combine through In-depth interview, 

Participatory Observation, and Documentary Research conduct. Then, the data would 

be synthesize by constructionism in holistic concept.  

 

3.6 Data Collection and Data Analysis 
 

Based on the research objectives, there were 3 objectives could be described as 

follows: 

 

3.6.1 Research for the first objective: to investigate the area context of the 

community enterprise network, particularly on the organizational management and the 

network types, for the 8 provinces located in the lower central region of Thailand as 

described below: 

3.6.1.1 Data sources: two data sources was used in this study 

  1) Primary data source: the research went on to make an un-

official in depth interview from key informants. Data collection went on in terms of 

conversation as well as observation of the area context, physical characteristic and 

working process of community enterprise. There are 22 main key informants in this 

study which included Chairmen or Representatives of the groups that obtained the 

provincial Bets Practice Awards for 3 consecutive years (2012, 2013 and 2004), as 

showed in table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1  List of Key Informant from Community Enterprise 

 

No. Province Community Enterprise Assumed 

Name 

Quantity 

(person) 
1 Kanchanaburi 

 

Community enterprise of 

Agricultural Demonstration Center, 

Ta Sao Sub-district Community 

Shop 

Key Man No. 1 1 

2 Kanchanaburi Community enterprise of  

Ta KramAen Rice Central Market 

Key Man No. 2 1 

3 Nakhon-Pathom 

 

Community Enterprise of 

Mahasawat  Agriculturist 

Housewives Group 

Key Man No. 3 1 

4 Nakhon-Pathom 

 

Community Enterprise of  Wangtaku 

Sub-district Sustainable 

Development 

Key Man No. 4 1 

5 Nakhon-Pathom 

 

Community Enterprise of  Don 

Toom Sub-district 

Key Man No. 5 1 

6 Phetchaburi 

 

Community Enterprise of Thai 

Herbal Group, RaiSom Sub-district 

Key Man No. 6 1 

7 Phetchaburi 

 

Community Enterprise Group of Sri 

Chumsang Wine Agriculturist 

Housewives   

Key Man No. 7 1 

8 Phetchaburi 

 

Local Herbs Processing 

of Ban Na Po 

Key Man No. 8 1 

9 Prachuap-Khiri 

khan 

Community Enterprise of Sam 

RoiYodIce and Drinking Water 

Key Man No. 9 1 

10 Prachuap-Khiri 

khan 

 

Community Enterprise  Group of 

Cooperation for Fair Trade of 

Pineapple Agriculturalists 

Key Man No. 10 1 

11 Prachuap-Khiri 

khan 

Community Enterprise of Ban Hin 

Kong Agriculturists Housewives 

Key Man No. 11 1 

12 Ratchaburi 

 

Community Enterprise of Exported 

Organic Vegetable and Fruit 

Farmers of DamnernSaduak District 

Key Man No. 12 1 
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Table 3.1  (Continued) 

 

No. Province Community Enterprise Assumed 

Name 

Quantity 

(person) 
13 Ratchaburi 

 

Community Enterprise of Lad 

BuaKhao Agriculturists Housewives 

Group 

Key Man No. 13 1 

14 Ratchaburi 

 

Ban KumPattana Community 

Enterprise 

Key Man No. 14 1 

15 Samutsongkram 

 

Lod Chong Bang Kon Tee 

community enterprise 

Key Man No. 15 1 

16 Samutsongkram Community Enterprise of Dala 

Agriculturist Housewives Group  

Key Man No. 16 1 

17 Samutsakorn 

 

Community Enterprise of 

Agriculturalist Housewives of Moo 

3, Ban ProkSub-district 

Key Man No. 17 1 

18 Samutsakorn 

 

Community enterprise group of 

KasetLak Song Housewives 

Key Man No. 18 1 

19 Samutsakorn PattanaSakhonBuri Community 

Enterprise 

Key Man No. 19 1 

20 Samutsakorn Koke Kham Community Enterprise Key Man No. 20 1 

21 Suphanburi Rak Don Chedi Group Community 

Enterprise 

Key Man No. 21 1 

22 Suphanburi Organic Bio-Fertilizer of 

NongKhum Village 

Key Man No. 22 1 

 

2) Secondary data source: the data were gathered from various 

documents and media from different reliable data sources. To conclude, the sources of 

the data consisted of the following agencies. 

 (1) Documentary data source which included the 

operational report of the performance of the community enterprises, the report of Best 

Practice community enterprise which got the Awards from 2010-2014, the report of 

the lesson elicited from the community enterprises, assessment manual of community 

enterprise potentials, and social networks and so on.  
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 (2) Data from website sources on the internet e.g. research 

assessment reports, journals, and related thesis such as guideline to develop 

community enterprise, management principles and the relationship models of 

community enterprise groups. 

3.6.1.2 Research Instruments 

The tools used in the gathering information included semi-structured 

interview. It was arranged in sequence according to the guided questions as follows: 

1) General questions concerning community enterprise which 

includes; the name of the interviewee, the position and duty, the office location, the 

type of community enterprise, the background of the establishment and models of the 

business operation. These questions were designed to reassure the data that had been 

collected earlier from secondary source.  

2) Main specific questions concerning the area context of the 

community enterprise management by 4 sub questions including (1) the area context 

of the community enterprise, 2) the management of the community enterprise based 

on 10 M concept, 3) the guideline initiated for self-reliance, in terms of technology, 

economy, resources, conditions of the members’ mind and society, and 4) the 

management on cooperation and participation of the community members in terms of 

the ways of thinking, planning, operating, evaluating as well as allocating the benefits 

gained from the enterprise.  

3) Additional specific questions for each of the groups which 

was divided into 4 sub questions including 5) the elements of the network, 6) the 

process of the network formation and development, 7) types of the network model, 

and 8) the shares of the benefit gained from the enterprise. 

3.6.1.3 Data Collection 

 1) To contact and co-ordinate with key informants according to 

table 3.1 with purposive sampling method, which focused only on individuals who 

fully knew the subject of the matter in the research study since the researcher already 

knew the locations of those people.  

 2) To conduct the interview by Semi-Structure Interview, 

asking in order according to the guided questions, and the researcher recorded the 

interview, while the research assistant had the responsibility to take photos and do the 
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voice recording while the interview started once the key informants had given his/her 

consent.  

3.6.1.4 Data Analysis  

The researcher rechecked the completion of the data in order to further 

use in analyzing the retrieved data by using Content Analysis Strength and Weakness 

Analysis and made the conclusion by using Holistic and Multi Fact approach, and 

Natural and field setting. 

3.6.1.5 Presentation of Findings of the Study 

The results from the study on the model of the community enterprise 

network management of the 8 provinces located in the lower central region of 

Thailand would be presented in the form of descriptive presentation and some of the 

percentage statistic information (Descriptive and Induction Analysis) would be 

presented for more clearly illustrating the result.  

3.6.2 Research for the second objective: to examine the potentiality of the 

agricultural tourism management of the 8 province community enterprise in the lower 

central regions of Thailand as described below: 

3.6.2.1 Data Sources: Two Data Sources Were Used in this Study 

1) Primary data source: The research went on to make an un-

official in depth interview from theoretical key informant by using Semi-Structured 

Interview as shown below in table 3.1. The samples of 13 theoretical key informants 

participated in the study as described in the table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2  Names (Pseudonym) and the Characteristics of Theoretical Key Informants 

 

No Names 

(Alias) 

Social and Economic Features and  

Related Roles to Tourism 

1. Person 1  Local tourism management expert 

Founder of Amphawa floating market and advisor of King 

Rama 2 Park  

2. Person 2 Experts in service entrepreneur business 

President of Thailand hotel association in western region 

Association of tourism business of Petchburi province 

3. Person 3 Vice-president of Thailand tourism business 

Secretary of Association of Thai Travel Agent  

Advisory board chairman of Thailand Tourism Industry 

Association of Thailand Management Consultant  

4. Person 4 Professional Tourist Guide within the country (Inbound) 

Experts in Community Tourism Tour Guide Groups 

5. Person 5 President of Thailand Professional Tour Guides 

6. Person 6. Director of Market Research Department  

Tourism Authority of Thailand (Bangkok Office) 

7. Person 7 Office of Community Industrial Development Department of 

Industrial Promotion 

8. Person 8 President of Sufficiency Economy Centre of Bang Plab 

Instructors at Local Intellects Learning Center in 

Samutsongkram province 

9. Person 9 President of Keerewong Thai Herbal at Ban Sonthaya office, 

located at 196/5 Moo 9 Tambol Gamlorn Amphur Lansaga 

Nakhonsithamarat province 

10. Person 10 Ownerof 

Managing Director Rit Bicycle Bike & Travel Co., Ltd. 
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Table 3.2  (Continued) 

 

No Names 

(Alias) 

Social and Economic Features and  

Related Roles to Tourism 

11. Person 11 Geo-Informatics Specialist 

Office of Space and Geo-Informatics Technology 

Development (Public Organization) 

12. Person 12. Founder of Bangkok Food Tours 

Managing Director of Navatas Hospitality Co., Ltd. 

13. Person 13 Co-founder of Once Again Hotel 

Mahachumchon Co., Ltd. 

 

2) Secondary data source: the data were gathered from various 

documents and media from different reliable data sources which could be divided into 

2 sources as follows: 

 (1) Documentary data source, which included documents 

related to the manuals of agro-tourism quality assessment, Agro-Tourism sites, royal 

Initiatives, the manuals in traveling for Agro-Tourism, and the 12th Economic and 

Social Development Plan and so on. 

 (2) Website data sources on the internet e.g. research work, 

research journals, related thesis such as; Agro-tourism Management, Guideline in 

community tourism market in digital regime, Promotion of Community Tourism, 

Agro-tourism and so on. 

3.6.2.2 Research Instruments 

The tools used in gathering information included Semi-Structured 

Interview, arranged in sequence according to 8 guided questions as follows: 

1) To what extent do you think that the physical characteristic 

and agricultural resource of the community enterprise is appropriate as an agro-

tourism site? State the reasons.  

2) How are the knowledge, intellects, and innovations initiated 

from the community enterprise be contributed to the society? 
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3) Do you think that the community enterprise is ready to be 

able to manage itself into the tourism business? Why or why not? 

4) What should the model of service and community enterprise 

look like? 

5) Considering the potential components of tourism 8A which 

consists of 1) Attraction 2) Accessibility 3) Accommodation 4) Amenities 5) 

Activities 6) Authenticity 7) Acceptance 8) Awareness, which components do you 

think that the community enterprise are ready for setting up the tourism? 

6) How could the community enterprise be promoted? 

7) Do you think the tourism site of the community enterprise is 

safe or risky? What is it needed to be developed? 

8) To what extent do you think that the related networks are 

showing their support in order to establish the community enterprise as a tourism site? 

Which agencies is playing the most important roles? 

3.6.2.3 Data Collection 

1) To contact and co-ordinate with Key Informants according 

to table 3.1 with purposive sampling method, which focused only on individuals who 

fully knew the subject of the matter in the research study since the researcher already 

knew the location of those people.  

2) To contact and set up the appointment with the Theoretical 

Key Informants about tourism management, by specifically focusing on individuals 

who really knew the subject matter by using Snowball Techniques which finally 

included those who had in-depth knowledge and were convenient and ready to share 

the information according to the above stated details in table 3.2. 

3) To conduct the interview by using Semi-Structure Interview. 

The questions were asked in sequence, and the researcher recorded the interview, 

while the research assistant snapped the pictures and made voice recording of the 

interview from the start once the key informants had given his/her consent.  

3.6.2.4 Data Analysis  

The researcher rechecked the completion of the data in order to further 

use in analyzing the retrieved data by using Content analysis Strength and Weakness 

Analysis and made the conclusion by using Holistic and Multi Fact approach. Then, 
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the researcher validate the validity and reliability of the retrieved data by evaluating 

the consistency of the information between the data collected from In-depth Interview 

with both the Key Informants and the Theoretical Key Informants,  as well as the 

information gathered from field observation in field survey and then using 

Constructivism and Tri-angulations to elicit the correct data. 

5) Presentation of Findings of the study 

The results from the study on the model of the community enterprise 

network management of the 8 provinces located in the lower central region of 

Thailand would be presented in the form of descriptive presentation and some of the 

percentage statistic information (Descriptive and Induction Analysis) would be 

presented for more clearly illustrating the result.  

3.6.3 Research for the third objective: to develop a model of community 

enterprise network management for the provincial group located in lower central 

region of Thailand, in order to promote agricultural tourism 

To find the results of the third objective, there were 3 important stages to do:  

1) Stage 1: to gather the information from the study to create a 

management model of the community enterprise network in the lower central 

provincial group of Thailand in the promotion of agro-tourism 

2) Stage 2: to use the model as a result from stage 1 for a small focus 

group discussion taken with the presidents or the representative of effective 

community enterprise and government agencies, related private agencies, government 

and private agencies related to policy making, and related  sectors in tourism business 

fields such as scholars, key informants who accepted to join the meeting on the 28 of 

December 2016, at Timberland Resort in Suanphung district, Ratchaburi province in 

order to refine and improve the model together. The information from could be 

illustrated below in table 3.3 
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Table 3.3  Names (Alias) and the Characteristics of Key Informant in a Small Group 

 

No Names 

(Alias) 

Social and Economic Features and  

Related Roles to Tourism 

1. Person No. 1  Director of Central Region Marketers 

Tourism Authority of Thailand (Bangkok Office) 

2. Person No. 2 Community enterprise representatives 

President of Ban Gumpathana community enterprise 

3. Person No. 3 Representative of West region agricultural office 

RatchaburiAgricultural office 

4. Person No. 4 Tourism Authority of Thailand of Petcheburi – 

Ratchaburioffices 

5. Person No. 5 Tourism Authority of Thailand of Nakornpathum – 

Samutsongkran office 

6. Person No 6. Tourism Authority of Thailand of Kanchanaburi office 

7. Person No. 7 Tourism and Sport office of Ratchaburi province 

8. Person No. 8 Tourism and Sport office ofNakornpathum province 

9. Person No. 9 President of Tourism industry of Ratchaburi province 

President of SuanPheung tourism business in Ratchaburi 

province 

 

3) Stage 3: to conclude from first-hand experience in surveying the 

fields in terms of the situation of the environment and social contexts by using 

Holistic and Multi fact approach, then, to classify the information into categories by a 

narrative form from the use of the multi fact data to create constructivism in every 

point and issues gained as Holistic knowledge. In order to reassure the credibility of 

the data retrieved from different sources such as in-depth interview from key 

informants, observation and small group discussion, Tri-angulations method was used 

to validate the correct data in design the management of the community enterprise 

network in the lower central provincial group of Thailand for promoting Agro-

Tourism based on the concept developed by Stanley Wasserman and Katherine Faust 

(1999). They mentioned that the relationship of social network from one party to 
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others would usually be in circle form, and the arrows directly pointed into a single 

direction towards the center, as the biggest point of contacts. So, the center of the 

circle form of the relationship in this study was the community enterprise, as other 

organizations tries to make connections to it. 



 

CHAPTER 4 
 

RESEARCH FINDINGS 
 

According to the results found in the study entitled, “The Model of 

Community Enterprise Network Management of the Provincial Group Located in 

Lower Central Region of Thailand in Promoting Agro-tourism”, the report would be 

based on the research purposes as following details: 

At the beginning, the overall result revealed the area context as the 

background of the community enterprises. Then, the presentation would be broken 

into sections based on the objectives of the study such as data related with the 

phenomenon, potentials, weakness, and strength of the community enterprises. 

Finally, from the synthesis of the results gathered from all research objectives, the end 

goal of the study which was the development of the model of community enterprise 

network management for the provincial group located in lower central region of 

Thailand, in order to promote agricultural tourism was later reported.   

Based on the first objective,  the result of the area context of the management 

and the model of the community enterprises of the 8  provinces located in the lower 

central region of Thailand, included the following 7 components, 1) the area context 

as the background of the community enterprises, 2) the community enterprises 

management based on 10 M, 3) guidelines in managing the community enterprises for 

Self-Reliance (TERMS Model), 4) community enterprises participation, 5) network 

components, 6) process of network formation and developing the networks, and 7) 

type of network models. The results in this part were consistent with the concepts 

obtained from literature review of previous studies of  Withaya Chanthawongsri 

(2004); Wirat Nipawan (2013); the Secretariat Office of Secretariat Office of 

Community Enterprise Promotion (2013); Best Practices of The Committee of 

Knowledge Constructing for a Community Enterprise Lesson (2013); Wittaya 

Chantawonsri (2005); Wirat Nipawan (2010); The Royal Decrees on Community 

Enterprise Promotion, (2005); Office of Tourism Development (2007); Kriangkrai
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Kanlaew et al. (2007); Committee of Constructing Knowledge for a Community 

Lesson (2013). 

As shown in Figure 2.8 in Chapter 2, the results were discussed on the 

following points: 

 

4.1 Area Context of the Management and the Model of the Community 

Enterprises of the 8 Provinces Located in the Lower Central Region of 

Thailand 
 

The main goal to be mentioned in this part would be emphasized on the area 

context of the models of community enterprise network management for those 8 

provinces located in the lower central region of Thailand. Overall, the finding of the 

area context as the background of the community enterprise, and the model of 

community enterprise network could be described as following detail: 

 

4.1.1 Area Context as the background of the Community Enterprises 

When mentioning the area context, it usually meant to the background of the 

community structure as well as the business operation there. After surveying the 22 

groups of the community enterprises located in the 8 provinces in the Lower Central 

Region of Thailand, the result revealed that the backgrounds of the community 

enterprise were usually triggered from the members of the community who had 

common occupation. The problems occurring to them were considered as the national 

problems and were still unresolved, such as poverty, low prices of the products by the 

control of the intermediaries. These kinds of problems remained with the 

agriculturists since they were born. Later in 2014, there was an immergence of a 

business kind in which the manufacturers sold agricultural products to multinational 

Chinese agency called “Long” or “Long Jeen”. As a result, this intervention from 

those people who entered the country to directly buy Thai fruits and crops from the 

farmers at the sites caused an increase of domestic price of fruits, such as durians, 

mangosteens, mangoes, etc. These Chinese middlemen and entrepreneurs had 

changed the forms of the distribution of Thai fruits. As this kind of transactional 

activities was growing, the middlemen also built packinghouses for the product 
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preparation by selecting and packing the products. Thus, most of the fruit farmers 

began to worry that the Long Jeen would came into the country to monopolize the 

market, as well as control the price of Thai fruit in the future. If this issue has been 

left behind without appropriately solving, preventing, or controlling, the Thai fruit 

trade might encounter the serious crisis later. This was an example of the phenomenon 

of the problems happened to Thai farmers.  

According to the problems, the farmers had been struggling to find the 

solution. Up until 2005, there was a launch of the first Community Enterprises 

Promotion Act B.E.2548 (2005) of the country. It became effective since January 19, 

2005. The purpose of this Act was to help the community members have alternatives 

to add the product values by developing and extending the product innovations from 

the existing local resources, the local wisdom, and to promote the business readiness 

of the community members. Therefore, it could be said that the community enterprise 

was one of the tools to be used to create the “self-reliance of the family, within the 

community, and among the communities” in the system of community, based on the 

“sufficiency economy” principle (Secretariat Office of Community Enterprise 

Promotion Board, 2012). Regarding the research results from the study of 22 

community enterprises group, it was found that there were 21 enterprises established 

from the needs to solve economic problem and unemployment problem of the local 

people (95.45%). However, it was found that there was only 1 of them (4.55%) was 

established by the recommendation of the Public Health Organization since the 

community apparently had the local knowledge of Thai herbs that should be 

preserved. The enterprise was later named, “Local Herbs Processing of Ban Na Po 

Community Enterprises.” 

When categorizing the types of all 22 Community Enterprises according to the 

criteria of Secretariat Office of Community Enterprise Promotion Board, 3 types were 

found as follows:  

1) Agricultural Institute Groups/ Housewives Groups: 12 enterprises 

(54.55%) which included 1) MahaSawat Agriculturist Housewives, 2) Rai Som Sub-

District Thai Herbal, 3) Sri Chum Sang Agriculturist Housewives, 4) Ban Na Po 

Local Herbs Processing, 5) Ban Hin Kong Agriculturist Housewives, 6) Lad Bua 

Khao Agriculturist Housewives, 7) Bang Kon Tee Lod Chong, 8) Dala agriculturist 
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housewives, 9) Agriculturist Housewives of Moo 3 Ban Prok Sub-District, 10) Lak 

Song Agriculturalist Housewives Group, 11) Pattana Sakhon Buri, and 12) Ban Koke 

Kham Community Enterprise 

2) Production Group: 9 enterprises (40.90%) which included 1) Ta Sao, 

2) Ta Kram Aen, Wang Ta Ku, Don Toom, 5) Pineapples Fair Trade, 6) Organic 

Fruits, Ban Kum Pattana, Rak Don Chedi, and  Organic Bio-Fertilizer of  Nong Khum 

Village 

3) Service Group; 1 enterprise (4.55%), which included Sam Roi Yod 

Ice and Drinking Water 

If considering the type of activities, it was found that the Agriculturists 

Housewives Enterprise was appear to be the large group of the community enterprises 

among the provinces in the lower central region. The type was consistent with the 

primary phenomenon arisen in the study, as it showed that most of leaders of the 

community enterprise were usually the elderly women (50-65 years old, who were 

skillful in terms of agriculture, cooking, making sweets, had more techniques and 

procedures of agricultural plants processing to extend the life of the plants, 

vegetables, and fruit, and use the local herbs as medicine, etc. Because the community 

enterprise was originated by small group gathering of the local people, the funds used 

for the enterprise operation began with the money from members’ shares as found in 

all 22 members groups (100%). Later, when the business went well until the products 

were acceptable in the markets and there was the establishment of Money Saving 

Fund, the business became stronger and the enterprise would have their own funds 

from the benefit gained from the business while it was growing accordingly. When 

the enterprise was strong enough, later it started to get support of budgets for 

developing the products, expanding the business of the production sources to meet the 

quality standard. In some cases, they got budgets from external resources for its 

financial support, such as Ta Sao Community Enterprise, as it got the loan from a 

financial institute without interests, in order to provide the internal offer to the 

community members if anyone wanted to get the loan, or Kum Pattana Housewives 

Community Enterprise, which was supported by the Ministry of Energy by building 

the processing building, etc. Hence, when considering the sources of the capital which 

was considered as one of the basic factors in doing any business activities of the 
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group, it was found that the community enterprises group in the8 provinces in the 

Lower Central Region of Thailand had 2 types of the capital resources, which 

included 1) internal capital which referred to the local wisdom of the intellectuals 

together with the rich local resources as the business base, and 2) the financial 

capitals, as cashes or other types of funding from external organizations, and those 

funding was continuously to be increased. Obviously, most of the funds usually given 

to support them for activities such as for training, providing conference, seminar, 

leaning and exchanging knowledge, making educational excursion, or the funds for 

building the prototype of energy saving building, etc. The funds were given for free. 

The evaluation of the project funding was measured when the projects finished. These 

supports were uncertain and inconsistent because they depended on the government 

policies, for example, the Office of Commerce had a project to develop the products 

of the community enterprises. Then, it provided the supports in the form of a free 

training course, and bring the product design experts to help the community 

enterprises in designing and producing their products along the production line to a 

finished products, such as the offer that had been made to Lad Bua Khao Agriculturist 

Housewives Group, in Ban Pong District, Ratchaburi Province.  

It was notable that local wisdom could be used in processing the products and 

that led to more employment and incomes for the communities that located in the 

group (100%). Moreover, with professional working of those members in Agriculturists 

Housewives Groups, together with their local knowledge, local wisdom, and funds, 

many of them outperformed until their products were selected as  OTOP products, 

such as those of Kao Tang, Kao Klong of Maha Sawat Agriculturist Housewives, in 

Nakhon Pathom province, and Thai Herb called “Chan Ka Po” in Rai Som Sub-

District,  Thai Herbal Group, in Petchaburi Province, Kluay Break Taek of Da La 

Agriculturists Housewives, in Samut Songkram Province, Nam Prik Khun Ta of the 

Pattana Sakhon Buri, in Samut Sakhon Province, as shown in the Figure 4.1 below:  
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Figure 4.1  Products of the Community Enterprises Groups 

 
4.1.2 Community Enterprises Management Based on 10 M 

When considering the community management and common immergences of 

management phenomena of all 22 Community Enterprises, the result revealed that the 

structure began with the appointment of committees, consisting of chairman, 

management committees to perform based on their structural roles and 

responsibilities. The management appointment was considered as one of the 

conditions for evaluating the potentiality of every community enterprise, then that was 

a must for them, for example, the structural roles and responsibilities of the 

management of Rak Don Chedi, in SuphanBuri Province, and that of the 

Agriculturists Housewives Group, Prachub Khiri Khan Province, as shown in the 

Figure 4.2 below:  
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Figure 4.2 A Sample of a Management Organizational Structure of the Community 

Enterprises Groups 

 

According to the concepts regarding the community enterprise management 

mentioned above, and compare to the information gained from the primary sources 

from the qualitative study on the community enterprise management of all 22 

enterprises located in the 8 provinces in the Lower Central Region of Thailand, it 

could be concluded as follows: From the review of the concepts of the community 

enterprise management, the result reviewed that the factors affecting the management 

based on 10 M (Best Practices of The Committee of Knowledge Constructing for a 

Community Enterprise Lesson, 2013; Wittaya Chantawonsri, 2005; Wirat Nipawan , 

2010) consisted of 1) Man, 2) Morality, 3) Management, 4) Money, 5) Market, 6) 

Message, 7) Member, 8) Manufacturing, 9) Mediation, and 10) Mutual Consent. 

Therefore, the factors were brought in to frame the evaluation of the community 

enterprise management in the study and the result could be described as follows:  

1) Man; personnel were considered as a significant factor for driving the 

community enterprises. The research results were found that the key persons having 

influence in driving the community enterprises or being actual practitioners in 

operating the business, consisted of 3 groups including 1) Leaders: all of the 22 

leaders of the community enterprises in the study had the characteristics of the 

inventors and developers which enable them to lead the community enterprises to be 

well known and accepted by the community members, at both national scale and 
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international scale, 2) Member: the members were the persons who shared the 

common ideology with the leaders, and were the backup team to push the designed 

policies into practice, as well as to track, evaluate, and reflect the results for refining 

the plan, 3) Employees: they were the employees in the farming chains, the villagers, 

and the community enterprise employees. Those employees strongly felt confident 

and had the great faith in their leaders.  

Nevertheless, it was found that the community enterprises still lacked the 

skilled labors, and the personnel who could inherit and extend the operation of the 

enterprises. Moreover, it revealed that the youths or the new generations had no 

interest in getting the future handover of the community enterprises.  

2) Morality: the establishment of the community enterprises was 

originally based from the idea of how to solve the communities problem. It was not 

the matter of one family but all people in the community that helped one another with 

their morality, generosity, and sharing. As producers or distributers, to create the 

business sustainability of the community enterprises, they needed to cultivate and 

incorporate honesty in dealing with customers, trustworthiness on business dealt. 

Also, it was the matter of business ethics in producing and distributing good and 

quality products to the end customers both in retails and wholesales. The data analysis 

results from the interview showed that the moral and ethical principles that were 

required to be applied in doing business, included being generous, and helpful, not 

taking advantages, keeping high quality and standard of the products, and maintaining 

credibility of the business.  

3) Management: the principles of business planning and operational 

planning involved the participation of the members. The research results indicated 

that the community enterprise used community participation when making a plan by 

organizing a meeting, where the fruitful opinions were proposed in order to determine 

the objectives of the plan, guidelines for operations, as well as to control and to 

improve the plan. According to the results from surveying the plans determined by the 

community enterprises, it was found that there were two types of both quantitative 

and qualitative plans had been made. For quantitative planning, it dealt with the 

determination of income and expense control, the establishment of community 

welfares, and the directions or the goals of the business investment. On the other 
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hand, for qualitative planning, it coped with the determination of the criteria to control 

product quality, and to analyze potential impacts to the society, the community, and 

the environment.  

4) Money: with small amount funds from various sources that the 

community enterprise possessed, the business usually started from the collection of 

membership fees and later the income grew from the business earnings. In each year, 

the profit gained was divided into two separate amount. First amount would be 

allocated for maintaining the business, and the rest was given to the members as their 

annual benefit. For doing a larger investment on no risk basis, the community 

enterprises preferred to get a loan from the financial institutes, rather than to wait for 

government funds.  

Regarding budget management, the result revealed that each community 

enterprise did accounting on every single business transaction, and processed month 

end close. Accounting statements pertaining to the business included, financial 

balance statement, and income statement of profit and loss. The financial report of 

performance was also announced to the members through a meeting agenda. The 

accounting data were revealed to the members and could be investigated whenever 

someone made a request to examine or audit. As shown in the diagram below, it was 

an example of business accounting presented an financial balance and income 

statement of the community enterprises, Agriculturist Housewives Group of Moo 3, 

Ban Prok Sub-District, Samut Songkram Province. It was illustrated in the Figure 4.3 

as follows:  
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Figure 4.3 Photo to Present the Financial Accounting of the Community Enterprise, 

Agriculturist Housewives Group of Moo 3 

 

5) Market : from the result, it showed  that the community enterprises 

had good understanding of their own customers and markets. They were ready to 

listen to the customers’ feedbacks and attempted to improve the products and service 

accordingly. Since the majority of the customers were regular customers, the 

publication relation could be made via traditional phone contacts rather the use of the 

new marketing tools. When considering the business success pertaining to the 

marketing management process and distribution of the community enterprises, it was 

found that the application of innovative technology should be introduced to the 

community enterprises in order to expand their marketing networks, to accelerate the 

marketing in the form of two ways communication. The technology use in marketing 

would positively affect the community products acceptance across the country and the 

world. Several community enterprises actually tended to use the technology but they 

got the constraint on computer literacy. The solution for them was to request the 

support outside from young business entrepreneurs such as Earth Safe Group, Smart 

Farmer Group, and Agricultural Startup Businesspersons Group. An example case 

could be seen from Rai Som Sub-District Thai Herbal Group who used the alternative 

distribution channels on Facebook and websites, and the new channels helped 

increase the sales orders both domestically and internationally. As shown in the figure 

below, it presented the new additional marketing channel of the Rai Som Sub-District 
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Thai Herbal Group, apart from phone contacts. The Figure 4.4 was shown the 

marketing channels as follows:  

 

 
 

Figure 4.4 A New Alternative Channel of Online Product Distribution 

Source: Rai Som Sub-District Thai Herbal Group, Chan Ka Po. 

 

Therefore, the implication from the result indicated that the effective 

marketing management of the community enterprises was still required to be 

enhanced, in order expand the product markets. Currently, new customer groups had a 

limited channel to reach the products, and that caused the community enterprises to 

still face the challenge in distributing its products thoroughly.  

6) Message: the evaluation results revealed that the community 

enterprises actually had their own existing body of local knowledge, in other word 

called local wisdom. Besides, the community enterprise attempted to search for new 

additional knowledge that they could blend or add up with their existing knowledge in 

order to make continuous improvement of the products.  This was not only because of 

the learning for developing the business, but also the evaluation criteria set by the 

Secretarial Office of Community Enterprise Promotion to indicate the level of their 

performance.  Based on the information from the interview and observation, the 

knowledge and information management of the community enterprises which were 

considered effective, trendy, and new included the tacit knowledge, through narrating 

and exchanging regarding the experiences, the success factors, the obstacles, and also 
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the problems, that had been found along the process of the development and 

production line, by the chairmen, the leaders, and the members. This was well 

accepted among various organizations and public offices of Thailand. In each year, 

there were a lot of visitors coming to visit the community enterprises, but those 

knowledge had never been officially recorded or written in any academic papers in 

order to allow general people to have an opportunity to learn the knowledge through 

reading from academic documents (explicit knowledge). 

7) Member: not only did the community enterprises provide welfares to 

the members appropriately, thoroughly, and justly, but also the setting up of the 

organizational structure helped the members truly understand their positions and roles 

to develop themselves consistently. This was obvious from the study that adding up 

on the development of the product designs by those who has particular skills and 

interests, from the starting process to the end product, was a great advantage. Not only 

did they had the single main product, but also they had a variety of more optional 

products created from accumulated knowledge. Thus, they had many choices, not 

only a single product, for selling. Moreover, the knowledge could be transferred 

through individual members. The members would be trained first, in order to be able 

to be a speaker or a presenter for the time of the guests’ visiting or on-site training 

from the community.  

8) Manufacturing: in the process of production, the community 

enterprises had determined the procedures to control the production process, and 

management to prevent the faults. Some community enterprises created their own 

manuals or operational flow charts, in which every single steps of work had been 

defined, and all members would follow those instructions. Also, there was the control 

of products’ quality and the products could be examined at any time. However, the 

discovery from direct interview identified the potential  problem conditions of the 

community enterprises which consisted of 1) the lack of the development of 

packaging designs, as well as the development of product branding that could really 

reflect or represent the uniqueness of the products and the community identity, in 

order to promote it to be widely known in markets, similar to the management of 

OVTOP (One Village One Product) of Oita Province, in Japan, 2) the lack of the 

effective design of the transportation system for  fresh fruit and vegetable products to 
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transfer to the end consumers in other regions, 3) the process of production easily to 

be imitated, 4) the limitation of production capacity because of the limitation of each 

raw material production depending on its season and its quality, and 5) uncertainty of 

the price determination depending on the market mechanism, as the price would be 

higher when there was a shortage of the product in the market, whereas the price 

would be lower when the product was overproduced. 

9) Mediation: the result from the interview showed that the effective 

way to coordinate among the members in the network was the conduct of a kind of 

informal conversation and daily discussion. Formal practice would be done when it 

was the time for calling a monthly meeting for reporting the performance of the 

month. For the external network coordination, it would be done by assigning the 

leaders to coordinate since it was more official with a solid aim to achieve the target 

mission.  

10) Mutual Consent: from the analysis of the data from interview, it 

indicated that all members, communities, and supporting organizations work with the 

respect to one another, since they had common solid aim in developing the business 

together. All relevant parties would follow the same guidelines for working, and 

underlining it. If they confronted with problems during working, other members 

would be ready to come to help and perform brain storming for mutual solutions.  

 

4.1.3 Guidelines in Managing the Community Enterprises for Self-

Reliance (TERMS Model) 

Since the establishment of the 22 community enterprise was originated from 

the needs to solve the economic problems in the communities, the phenomenon found 

in this study could prove that all of them had the capability to rely on themselves. 

Besides, they could lead other communities which had common goals to pass across 

the traps of problems for the community efficient self-reliance. For example, Ta Sao 

community enterprise, in Sai Yok District, Kanchanaburi Province could fundraise 

from the members who held the shares for 100 baht per each. The group activities 

consisted of opening the community shop as the center of community business, the 

center of buying and selling the products of community called “Luk Tung 

Supermarket”, as to distribute the household’s products, agricultural products and 
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processed products. The members would bring their products to distribute to the 

people in the community. The community enterprises charged for the consignments at 

10 percent. Later, the community enterprise was selected to be the Farm Outlet 

(Community Agricultural Retailing Center). The management system of the front 

shop was like those of cooperatives, beginning with the people in the community 

registered as a member, and they would have a membership ID, and then when they 

made a purchase, they would present the ID to accumulate the collected buying 

points. The end-of- the year profit would be returned to the members at the amount 

calculated based on the accumulated points of purchasing during the year period. 

From the field observation, it was frequently found that the members started the day 

by stopping at the shop to buy consuming products before going to working in the 

farms.  Moreover, the elderly members of the community usually brought their own 

crops remained from their family’s consumption to sell there. They left the products 

over there for selling for a few days, and then came back later to collect the remaining 

products and got the money from the products that had been sold. The community 

would charge them for the service at 10% deducted from the selling price. They all 

agreed with this policy because they didn’t have to sell the products by themselves 

like what they had regularly done in the market.  So, they could have more time to do 

other business. The people in the community could earn more incomes, from both 

farming and also selling their own products. As the consequence, obviously, there was 

no retail shops found in the community as shown in the Figure 4.5 below:  

 

  
 

Figure 4.5 Ta Sao Community Enterprise Office, in Sai Yok District, Kanchanaburi 

Province 
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According to the review on community self-reliance based on the components 

of  TERMS Model (Best Practices of The Committee of Knowledge Constructing for 

a Community Enterprise Lesson,2013) to compare with the actual business operation 

of those 22 community enterprises, the results were revealed as follows:  

1) Technological Self-Reliance: at the beginning stage, it was found that 

the community enterprise used appropriate technologies for the community. Later, the 

members tried to create a more advanced tools. For example, Sri Chumsang Wine 

Agriculturists Housewives, in Petchaburi Province used a barrel with the lid for wine 

fermentation, and applied the technique to observe the color of the wine. After that, 

the community enterprise was supported by Minister of Energy in supplying durable 

appliances for wine fermentation. The tools were new things for the members to learn, 

and to try using them until they knew them enough to teach others. For Rak Don 

Chedi group, in SuphanBuri Province, they previously used the traditional method to 

mix fertilizers, and later the community enterprise was supported by the Office of 

Provincial Agriculture in developing the machine for making fertilizer pallets. It could 

make easier and quicker method of mixing the fertilizers so that they could save a lot 

of their time.  

2) Economic Self-Reliance: according to the research results of the 

community enterprise, they indicated that the every community enterprise had 

incomes, the members got the returned profit from the business, there was an increase 

of employment opportunities for the local people, and the products of the 

communities became more attractive to the consumers. Therefore, the community 

enterprise was consider as a tool of the government for creating the economic value 

added to help the community to reach self-reliance condition.  

3) Self-Reliance on natural resources: after field surveying to the 

primary sources, it was obvious that all 22 community enterprises used the natural 

resources as their main capital for the business, especially soils, water, air, and 

environment. All the communities had awareness of the benefits of natural resource 

conservation by using organic fertilizers, producing the fertilizers by themselves, 

enhancing the organic agriculture to reduce the use of chemical fertilizers. In addition, 

there was the experiment to find out the natural ways to eliminate the weeds rather 

then pesticides or grass killings. From the information on the process that the 
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community used for the natural resource conservation, it could be categorized into 4 

groups as follows:  

 (1) Self-Production of Fertilizers Group: the group consisted of 4 

community enterprises (18.18%), which included the Sam RoiYodIce and Drinking 

Water, Rak Don Chedi, Organic Fertilizers of Ban NongKhum, and Pattana Yang 

Yuen, in Wang Ta Ku Sub-District.  

 (2) Toxic FreeFruit Production Group: the group consisted of 6 

community enterprises(27.27%), which included Fare Trade Pineapple, Ban Hin 

Kong Housewives Group, Thai Herbal Groupof Rai Som Sub-District, Sri Chum Sang 

Wine Group, Local Processed Herbs Group of Ban Na Po, and Safe Fruit Export 

Group.  

 (3) Organic Farming Promotion Group: the group committed to buy 

organic products. It consisted of 10community enterprises (45.45%), which included 

Ta Sao Group, Ta KramAen Rice Central Market, Lad Bua Khao Agriculturists 

Housewives Group, Ban Kum Pattana, Kaset Lak Song Housewives Group, 

PattanaSakhonBuri, Lod Chong Bang Khon Tee Group, Da La Agriculturists 

Housewives, MahaSawat Agriculturists Housewives Group, and Don Toom Sub-

District Group. 

 (4) Traditional Food Processing Product Group based on 

Conservative Concepts: the group consisted of 2 community enterprises (9.10%), which 

included Ban Koke Kham Housewives Group, Agriculturist Housewives of Ban 

ProkGroup. 

4) Conscience Self-Reliance; one of the most important factor for team 

working was one good conscience of the members. The result revealed the most 

important factor of the communities as“trustworthy” in which everyone signified it as 

the community commitment without the actual penalty. However, if anyone of the 

members broke this commitment, they would feel bad and worried.  

5) Social Self-Reliance; as the community enterprises were originated 

from the assembling of members in the same society with unsolid basis, the 

communities needed to form themselves to be strong or skillful enough to help the 

community members keep moving forward. All of the community enterprises had 

strong leaders to drive the community to move forward in order to create something 
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new, something challenging. Therefore, there were growing rate of experiments and 

activities of the group, increasing the opportunities of employment, and promoting 

social unity. These factors combined to build up Social Self Reliance of the 

communities. 

 

4.1.4 Community Enterprises Participation  

From the review on community participation management concept, it was 

found that the concept consisted of 5 components discovered from the lessons elicited 

from Excellent Community Enterprise (2013). The components included: 1) mutual 

thinking, 2) mutual decision making, 3) mutual operating, 4) mutual following up and 

evaluating the business performance, and 5) mutual gaining the profits. The research 

results revealed that the key person who had important role to lead the direction to the 

community members were the community enterprise leaders. Their main role was as a 

smart thinker who offered new ideas to the members and communities for the 

consideration on making a decision to move on. However, after evaluating the 

operational performance, if problems were found, the community would initially get 

together to solve the problems. If the problems were beyond their control because of 

the external factors, they would brought them to consult with external experts. In the 

steps of evaluation, there would be a small group discussion first, and then a monthly 

meeting would be called in order to report the monthly result of the performance to 

the whole members. In the meeting, apart from reporting the performance, the 

determination of the community welfares in terms of the profit allocation and other 

types of the welfare were also defined. For example, one of the community 

enterprises, Fair Trade Pineapples Group, in Sam Roi Yod District, Prachuab Khiri 

Khan Province, brought in the Community Participation Management concepts and 

applied them successfully with the community enterprise members. The former of the 

community enterprise chairman and co-founders came up with the information that 

Prachuab Khiri Khan Province had the largest areas for planting pineapples in 1985. 

However, during that time, the community encountered various problems such as 

heavy natural disasters, drought, overproduction, no quota for selling orders from 

pineapple processing factories, pressure of the product pricing from the middlemen 

called, “Pineapple Stands”, inability to keep the fruits fresh for long, waste of the 
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rotten fruits, and so on. Therefore the pineapple farmers from Rai Kao Sub-District 

and Salalai Sub-District found their way to gather for a formation of a community 

enterprise called, “Ban Rai Kao Pineapples Agriculturists Group” as to solve those 

problems. At the beginning, there were just 26 members, and the total of the share 

amount was 260,000 Baht. They worked together since then. The formation of the 

community enterprise enabled them to get selling quota from the processing factories, 

up to 56,000 tons per year, or more than 137 million Baht at that time. Later, the 

community enterprise earned more from selling chemical fertilizers to the members. 

Then, the community income increased up to 3 million Baht a year. The business 

grew bigger, respectively. The members felt confident with the committees. In 2007, 

the community enterprise requested to establish the community enterprise called “Fair 

Trade Pineapple Agriculturists, in Sam Roi Yod District, Prachuab Khiri Khan 

Province”. After the registration of the enterprise, around the end of 2007 year, 

foreign investors wanted to contact with the sources of pineapple production, with the 

quality standards were met those of FAIRTRADE, so they went to Office of 

Commerce, in Prachuab Khiri Khan Province. The main advantage of FAIRTRADE 

was that there was the guarantee of the minimum floor price to the farmers. Not only 

could they sell the pineapples, the FAIRTRADE still supported additional sum of 

money which went into a communal fund for the farmers in the community enterprise. 

It was known as“Premium”. The main purpose of Premium was to support the farmers 

with additional amount paid on top of the minimum price used for improving the 

community enterprise and members as pineapple commodities. Nowadays the 

community enterprise exported the canned pineapples and pineapple juice to the 

foreign countries all over the world, such as Germany, Europe, Switzerland, and other 

countries. The characteristics of the canned pineapples products used for exporting to 

foreign countries are appeared in the Figure 4.6:  
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Figure 4.6 Exported Products of the Fair Trade Pineapples Agriculturists Community 

Enterprise 

 

According to the data analysis from the interview, it was found that every 

community enterprise determined the direction of the business operation based on the 

potentiality of the existing local resources, production capacity, abilities of the 

members, and ability of the leader to direct the group to achieve the goals. It can be 

observed that the operational performance of the enterprises would be successful 

slowly or quickly depending on the potentials of the leading team who could take 

control of the direction of the community enterprises, and they were called, “the 

communities leaders or chairmen”. Hence, it could be said that the leaders should be a 

real thinker and developer. All members relied on them. The management on the 

business direction could be done with transparency, audit ability, no conflicts, and 

appropriate profit allocation, as to improve the community for a better living.  

From the aforementioned regarding the analysis of the background to the 

community enterprises, therefore, it could be concluded the community enterprise 

management directly affected the results of the business operation performance. 

According to results of the performances of all the community enterprises in which 

varied on their own strengths, Researcher could be elaborated in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 Results of the Operational Performance of the Community Enterprises of 

the 8 Provinces in the Lower Central Region of Thailand  

 

Name of Community 

Enterprises 

Operational Results 

1. Agricultural 

Demonstration Center of 

Ta Sao Sub-District 

Community Shop, 

Kanchanaburi  Province 

Developed as the learning source or a prototype of 

self-reliance community:  producing for consuming 

within the community, as for a development of 

sustainable community.  

2. Ta KramAen Rice 

Central Market, 

Kanchanaburi Province 

Developed as the learning source on a get-together for 

more power to eliminate the middlemen, by gathering 

all agriculturists who planting rice, cassavas, and 

sugar canes.  

3. MahaSawat 

Agriculturist 

Housewives Community 

Enterprise Group, 

Nakhon Pathom 

Province 

Created the profits from the operation, achieved the 

self-reliance, gained awareness of the environmental 

preservation, and formed new generations to learn 

how to process existing resources in the local area for 

creating the values added to the members and people 

in the community.  

4. Community Enterprise 

Wangtaku Sub-district 

Sustainable 

Development, Nakhon 

Pathom Province 

Developed a prototype of a production source of 

organic fertilizers, formula for soil treatment, bio 

organic fertilizers, top nourishment, and enzyme lonic 

plasma to be used in the households.   

5. Community Enterprises 

of Don Toom Sub-

District, Nakhon 

Pathom Province 

Developed a prototype of a learning resource on good 

community management, certified of standard 

qualities, justly income allocation with clear goal 

setting, and clear operational plan, numerous channels 

for public relations to increase incomes for young 

generation and helped them to have self-reliance, and  
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Table 4.1  (Continued) 

 

Name of Community 

Enterprises 

Operation Results 

 to inherit the knowledge of planting cherry tomatoes 

which was the biggest cherry tomatoes kind in the 

central part. 

6. Thai Herbs Group of 

Rai Som Sub-

District,Petchaburi 

Province 

Developed the prototype of a learning source for Thai 

herbs processing and the guidelines for business 

operation in new styles which helped the community 

gain more incomes and better lives 

ConstantlyPreserved their herbs species 

7. Sri Chum Sang 

Housewives 

Agriculturists Wine 

Group, Petchaburi 

Province 

Developed a prototype of a source of Thai wine 

production by using fruit products from the 

community to increase community incomes and 

decreased expenses for better quality of living 

8. Local Processing Herbs 

Group of Ban Na Po, 

Petchaburi province 

Developed the prototype of medical alternative 

treatmentsby local physicians 

9. Sam RoiYodIce and 

Drinking water, 

Prachuab Khiri Khan 

Province 

Developed the model of management by emphasizing 

on community problem solving to get cleaning water 

for consumption 

10. Fair Trade Pineapple 

Agriculturalists, 

Prachuab Khiri Khan 

Province 

 

Developed the prototype of a learning source as a high 

standard pineapple agriculture. It was the only 

community enterprise in Thailand to receive the 

standard criteria from the Fair trade of FLO (Fair trade 

Labelling Organization International), Germany  
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Table 4.1  (Continued) 

 

Name of Community 

Enterprises 

Operation Results 

11. Hin Kong Agriculturist 

Housewives Group, 

Prachuab Khiri Khan 

Province 

Developed the prototype of a leaning source on 

production of variety of processed products of the 

community, hence the community got new products 

all the time such as preserved pineapples, virgin cold 

pressed  coconut juice, and shrimp chili paste 

12. Toxic Free Vegetable 

and Fruit Producers of 

DamnernSaduak 

District, Ratchaburi 

Province 

Developed the quality fruit products that could reach 

the acceptance in the market both domestically and 

internationally. Received the support to promote the 

agriculturists planting the fruits to achieve the 

standard of GAP Certificate. 

13. Lad Bua Khao 

Agriculturists 

Housewives Group, 

Ratchaburi Province 

Developed the learning source to create job 

opportunities in promotion on the more income of 

members and community and potential occupations 

for next generations of the community 

 

14. Ban Kum Pattana 

Community 

Enterprise,RatchaburiPr

ovicne 

Developed the learning source on product processing 

to solve the problems of low price products, in order 

to promot community well-being, incomes, and reduce 

the family’s expenses 

15. Lod Chong Bang Kon 

Tee community 

enterprise,  

SamutSongkram 

Province 

Developed the products to meet the standard criteria 

of the Food and Drug Administrationstandard, Halal 

Standard, and OTOP products, of SamutSongkram 

Province 
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Table 4.1  (Continued) 

 

Name of Community 

Enterprises 

Operation Results 

16. Dala agriculturist 

housewives,  

SamutSongkram 

Province 

Developed the products by creating the value added to 

the agricultural products and created the incomes to 

the elderly members in the community 

17. Agriculturalist 

Housewives of Moo 3, 

Ban ProkSub-district, 

SamutSongkram 

Province 

Developed all kind of products that were acceptable in 

the community, and gained greater financial and 

investment stability. The products were selected as the 

OTOP Products of the province 

18.  Kaset Lak Song 

Housewives Group 

SamutSongkram 

Province 

Developed acceptable and quality products supplied in 

franchise wholesale business and in department stores 

19. PattanaSakhonBuri, 

SamutSakhon Province 

Developed the learning center on community 

participation management to strengthen the 

community society, a producer of quality products 

20. Kok Kham, 

SamutSakhon Province 

Developed as a more acceptable organizer on herb 

growingactivities and as asufficiency economy 

learning center in Kak Kham 

21. Rak Don Che Dee Group, 

SuphanBuri Province. 

Developed the learning center to share knowledge in 

producing organic fertilizers pallets to other 

communities or individual who interested in 

22. Ban NongKhum Bio 

Organic Compost, 

Suphanburi Province 

Developed the learning center of fertilizers 

production, and management of rice mill in the 

community 
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According to the Table 4.1, the analysis result of the community enterprises in 

the8 provinces in the Lower Central Region of Thailand, it was found that each 

community enterprises had its own distinctive operational performance that could be 

concluded into 7 points as follows:  

1) All community enterprises in the group were developed to be a 

learning source for practicing the occupation, and creating the experiences, as well as 

learning the operational process on agriculture.  

2) All community enterprises in the group promoted their community 

incomes by encouraging local people to join the community enterprise as members or 

employees. Moreover, it helped distributing incomes to the farmers in the areas by 

buying the products of vegetables and fruits from them.  

3) The community enterprises generated more employment to the local 

people, and reduced unemployment problem for better living.  

4) The community Enterprises offered the elderly people jobs that could 

promote their self-esteem.  

5) The community enterprises generated occupations from local 

wisdom of the community ancestors and could be inherited by the next generations.  

6) The Community Enterprises Groups fostered the people in the 

community to realize the samples of the self-reliance. 

7) The community enterprises cultivated the community awareness of 

natural resource value by efficient consumption as well as the value of environments 

preservation.  

 

4.1.5 Network Components  
The results of the network model of the community enterprises of the 8 

provinces in lower central region of Thailand, was analyzed from data collected  from 

the interviews with two groups of key informants , regarding the general information 

of the community enterprises, potentiality and the model of the community enterprise 

network, and the potentiality on Agro-Tourism of the community enterprises. The key 

informants consisted of the chairmen, or representatives from the Agricultural 

Production Enterprise Group, Food Processing Group, and Tourism and Service 

Group among the community enterprises in the 8 province vicinity in the lower 
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central region of Thailand, those who also received the Excellence Practice Awards 

for 3 consecutive years (2012, 2013, and 2014). The selection had been made by one 

of them from each group and brought the total of 22 in this study. The interview type 

was an in-depth interview. Data collection were made from individual and from 

groups. Also, the interviewee contributed good cooperation towards the arrangement 

of the interview conducts. 

It can be seen that from such the contexts that the communities had potentials 

on management of their communities, and eventually came up with formation of a 

working network. The social network was considered as the key to drive various 

changes in the local areas (Phramahasuthit Aphakro (Oboon), 2014, p. 18). This was 

because the coordination and cooperation not only made exchanging and sharing, but 

also made the connection and expansion the business to the other groups/ 

communities, those which had common business by creating a business network. The 

arisen forms of social network included the internal community network and external 

community network. Both had the different process of network formation of models 

of operation to support the community enterprises (Office of the National Economics 

and Social Development Board, 2015). Moreover, there was the network models 

which connected to one another based on the business aims, such as business network, 

social network, learning network, development network, and negotiation network and 

so on (Sontaya Pollasri, 2005; Chatchawan Aramlar, 2011, p. 311). 

To sum up, according to the principles and theoretical concepts of the 

community enterprise models mentioned earlier, and after the review of the 

information from the primary sources from qualitative study, the models of the 

community enterprises network of all 22 groups in the8 provinces of the Lowe 

Central Part of Thailand could be described as follows:  

 

4.1.6 Process of Network Formation and Developing the Networks 

In the process of network formation of the community enterprises, it began 

with the reason that the individual community enterprise had a limited capability and 

failed to run the business as the determined goals set, and then they attempted to 

search for support and the cooperation from both internal and external organizations.  
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To simplify the models of the internal and external network, separate description were 

provided as follows:  

Internal network referred to the area within the sub-district where the 

community enterprise situated. Most of the networks started from the business 

activities like asking for cooperation, mutually thinking in finding out the causes of 

problems and planning to solve the problems. Usually, the requests of cooperation 

were made to the Heads of Villages, Sub-District Administrative Organization, and 

Sub-District Agricultural Technology Transfer and Service Center. Such the 

relationship between the community enterprises and leader group was in a straight 

line, with the feeling of trust, intimacy and familiarity. This was because they had 

known each other for long time, so they felt rather free in consulting or talking with 

one another both informally and formally. The cooperation was quite consistent. The 

main activities of the internal network were about asking the cooperation , exchanging 

knowledge, analyzing and solving problems occurring and affecting the community 

living conditions for the community well-being, solving the problem of product low 

prices, creating the power of negotiation with the middlemen, trying out the 

innovative technologies to develop the agricultural products, as well as organizing and 

proposing the projects to apply for the public funds through the Village Funding 

Organization, in order to develop the community together. For instance, the key 

informant, Key Man 19, said that  

 

Asking for the cooperation from the internal organizations which had close 

relationship with the local people was easier than doing it with the external 

organizations which needed to be more formality 

 

As seen as the phenomenon, a case study from Agriculturists Housewives of 

Moo 3, Ban Prok Sub-district Community Enterprise, which produced the clothes 

washing liquid. The community enterprise asked for the cooperation from the Head of 

Village, and Sub-District Administrative Organization to help in public relation for 

the campaign to give away the clothes washing liquid made by the community 

enterprise and from their own formula, in order to reduce the detergent waste drained 

out into Mae Klongriver. The local people tried using the liquid for 3 months, and the 
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results turned out that the water on the river banks by each households had water 

plants growing and had groups of fish living there. It could help recover the 

ecological system for Mae Klong River. According to the cooperation and support, 

the community could be developed, and also got the benefits by getting clean water 

stream back. Up until now, this community enterprise needed not to do the public 

relations for the clothes washing liquid because it was well-known among the 

community in Moo 3 and nearby villages, as the selling volume continued to increase. 

Nowadays, there were new additional discoveries such as dishwashing liquid and 

toilet washing liquid and so on, in order to save community household expenses, since 

the products prices were very reasonable, because the community enterprise saved the 

cost of packaging by using plastic bottle instead. The samples appeared in the Figure 

4.7 as follows:  

 

 
 

Figure 4.7 Clothes Washing liquid of Agriculturists Housewives of Moo 3, Ban Prok 

Sub-District 

 

For external network, the community enterprises had the main roles in 

cooperating and coordinating with various organizations outside the community. This 

would become wider network and had various groups or members who came to join 

in the network. The external network could expand to district level, provincial level, 

national level, and international level. The model of network was formed as a loose 
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network. The contacts with the external networks had not been made regularly, but it 

would occur only when the community enterprise needed help or support. From the 

analysis of the network model of the community enterprises in the 8 provinces in the 

Lower Central Region of Thailand, it was found that the community enterprises had 

wide connection with the external networks as both secondary and expansionary 

networks. It was surprisingly interesting that the community enterprises had made 

more contacts and coordination with external networks more than internal networks 

for almost 3 times. 

Therefore, data from the interviews with those 22 key informants as 

representatives across the whole community enterprises in the vicinity, presented that 

the network made the connection of the community enterprises. They had internal 

relationship, based on the cooperative network concept.  In this study, the researcher 

found out the 22 community enterprises had bounded form of relationship. It could be 

divided as internal and external relationship.  Also, the community organizations at 

different sizes and levels had interrelation with the community enterprise network 

such as a village level, sub-district level, district level, provincial level, and national 

level. The interrelation was concluded from the analysis of 212 organizations as could 

be illustrated in Table 4.2 below. 
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Table 4.2 The List of Organizations that have been Contacted by the Community 

Enterprises in Coordination on the Business Operation, At Different 

Levels 

 
 

 

No. 

 

 

Organizations Names 

Level of the Network Area 

Internal External 

Village/ 

sub-district 

Distric

t 

Provincial Nationa

l 

Inter  

national 

1 Sub-district Administrative 

Organizations/ Municipalities in 

which  the community 

enterprises located 

22     

2 Sub-district Information and 

Service Centers on agricultural 

technology 

10     

3 Village administrative 

committees (including sectors 

relevant to households, temples, 

schools) 

12     

4 Learning sources in 

communities 

7     

5 Community Development  

Offices in districts 

 15    

6 District Agricultural Offices  11    

7 Informal education centers in 

districts 

 5    

8 Branches of Agricultural and 

Cooperatives Bank  

 3    

9 Provincial Agricultural Offices   22   

10 Provincial Community 

Development Offices 

  12   

11 Provincial Energy Offices   8   

12 Provincial Commercial Offices   7   
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Table 4.2  (Continued) 

 
 

 

No. 

 

 

Organizations Names 

Level of the Network Area 

Internal External 

Village/Sub

-district 

District Provincial National Inter 

national 

13 Offices of Agricultural 

Product Standard 

  6   

14 Provincial 

Administrative 

Organizations 

  5   

15 Souvenir shops and 

retail shops 

  5   

16 Provincial Cooperative 

Auditing Offices 

  4   

17 Administrative Office 

of Districts 

  3   

18 Farmer groups in the 

areas including sugar 

cane farmers, cassava 

farmers, palm tree 

planters, and pineapple 

farmers 

  3   

19 Provincial Health 

Promotion Offices 

  1   

20 Provincial Land 

Development Offices 

  1   

21 Provincial Forestry 

Offices 

  1   

22 Provincial Livestock 

Offices 

  1   

23 Provincial Fisheries 

Offices 

  1   

24 Provincial Finance 

Office 

  1   
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Table 4.2  (Continued) 

 
 

 

No. 

 

 

Organizations Names 

Level of the Network Area 

Internal External 

Village/Sub

-district 

District Provincial National Inter 

national 

25 Provincial Secretariat 

Office of  Community 

Enterprises  

   22  

26 Agriculturist Network 

groups in Western 

Region 

   6  

27 OTOP information 

sources (Thai 

Tamboon.com) 

   5  

28 Educational Institutes 

such as Kasertsart 

University, Rajabhat 

universities, etc. 

   3  

29 Networks of Chairmen 

and Members of the 

Community Enterprises  

   1  

30 Ministry of Commerce    1  

31 SME Bank of Thailand    1  

32 Department of 

Alternative Energy 

Development and 

Efficiency, Ministry of 

Energy 

   1  

33 Department of 

Cooperative Promotion 

   1  

34 Amazon Coffee Shops    1  

35 Department of  Export 

Promotion 

   1  
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Table 4.2  (Continued) 

 
 

 

No. 

 

 

Organizations Names 

Level of the Network Area 

Internal External 

Village/Sub

-district 

District Provincial National Inter 

national 

36 Offices of Agricultural 

Research and 

Development Area 4, 

Chainat 

   1  

37 UNDP     1 

38 Fair Trade Labelling 

Organization 

International (FLO) in 

Germany 

    1 

Total Number of the Community 

Enterprise in the Network 

51 34 81 44 2 

Percentage 24.06 16.04 38.21 20.75 0.94 

 

From the table above, the roles and responsibilities of the internal and external 

organization networks in supporting the community enterprises could be concluded as 

follows: 

1) There were a total of 51 organizations (24.06%) as internal networks. 

The roles to support the community enterprises consisted of mutual thinking and 

operating, sharing and receiving profits, solving the problems of low price of products 

from the middlemen, helping each other, trying out and developing new products, 

cooperating consistently, preserving, and conserving local wisdoms, knowledge and 

local resources. The examples of organizations/agencies of internal network included 

local village headmen, community scholars, local administrative organizations, and 

the Agricultural Technology Transfer and Service Centers, etc.  

2) External organizations consisted of 161 organizations (75.94%) 

which were from several levels including district, provincial, national and 

international level. Their roles in supporting the community enterprises included 

giving consultancy to the business operations, solving the problems, allocating funds, 
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organizing training, developing new occupations, allocating funding according to the 

work plan, applying for the standard quality of Food and Drug Administration, and 

GMP Standard together to develop and create the value added of the products, lifting 

up the product level, creating more business channels, conducting the research and 

development, providing alternative energy, supporting fair business conducting, 

creating more marketing channels. The samples of external organizations/agencies 

included:  

 (1) Organizations/agencies network within the community such as 

community headmen, local scholars, local administrative organization, and Sub-

District Agricultural Technology Transfer and Service Center, and so on. 

 (2) External organizations at district level, which included the 

District Community Development Office, District Agricultural Office, District 

Informal Education Service Center, and Branches of Bank for Agriculture and 

Agricultural Cooperatives 

 (3) External organizations at Provincial level such as Provincial 

Community Development Office, Provincial Energy Office, Provincial Commerce 

Office, National Bureau of Agricultural Commodity and Food Standards, and 

Provincial Administrative Organization, and so on. 

 (4) External organizations at national level such as the network 

groups of western farmers, OTOP Products Center, educational institutes, chairmen 

and members of the community enterprises network in provincial and regional areas 

 (5) External organizations at international level such as the United 

Nations Development Programme (UNDP) helped in offering opportunities for 

minority groups, helping human being friends, developing the society to live 

peacefully, and the Fair trade Labeling Organization International (FLO), Germany.  

 

4.1.7 Type of Network Models 

According to the concept of Sontaya Pollasri (2005) and Chatchawan Aramlar 

(2011) who divided the networks of relationship into 3 levels, which included, close 

network, secondary network, and expanded network. There were only 2 types found 

as the relationship of the community enterprise networks:  
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1) Close relationship : the characteristic of coordination was in a 

straight line, connected both formally and informally. It was found in the relationship 

between community enterprises, the members, the community itself, local scholars, 

and local administrative organizations, District Agricultural Offices, and Provincial 

Agricultural Offices. The mentioned networks were the groups which came to support 

the enterprises, in terms of problems solving, training and developing the community, 

providing consultancy, as well as providing the funds. In addition, the Agricultural 

Promotion Office, Region 2, Ratchaburi Province was assigned to follow up and 

evaluate the performances of the community enterprises according to the criteria of 

potential evaluation of the Office of the Secretary of the Community Enterprises. If 

the community enterprises performance came out to a moderate or low level, the 

Secretarial Office of Community Enterprise Promotion Board would help by 

coordinating with the Department of Agriculture Extension, Regional 2, Ratchaburi 

Province for closely evaluating, supervising, recommending, guiding, and bringing 

the academic consultants to regularly give advices. From the result, it could be 

implied that the close relationship networks created good understanding, closer 

approach to the community enterprises. There were 5 organizations in the study, 

which included, 1) group members, 2) communities, local scholars, and local administrative 

organizations, 3) District Agricultural Offices, 4) Provincial Agricultural Offices, and 

5) Agricultural Promotion Offices, Regional 2, Ratchaburi Province. 

2) Relationship Model of secondary network included external 

organizations at different levels including district, provincial, national, and 

international levels. The relationship was rather loose. It meant that they would work 

together for the business tasks that were not too complex, and the tasked could be 

done in a short time without any long run relationship. They did not contact regularly 

but only the time if the help was needed, for example, the Key Man 11 gave his 

comment that: 

 

There are several organizations which have the policies to come down to the 

areas for developing the communities. Like in a case, the Ministry of Energy 

had the project to save energy by make a building for using Solar Cell as the 

alternative energy. Then, the team selected one of the enterprises in their 
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networks to install, implement and follow up the project. This was just a short 

time project of 1 year. When the project has been completed, the community 

can continue to use the building. So, the benefit goes straight to the 

community because the members can save the electricity consuming cost. 

Obviously, every opportunity that comes always provides with some 

advantage for the community and the community enterprises; therefore, the 

community should take it, otherwise they will lose several other opportunities 

  

To put it simply, for the readers to get better understanding of the process of 

network formation and the model of the network which constructed the 22 community 

enterprises, the relationship could be illustrated as figure 4.8 below:  
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Figure 4.8 Relationship of the Community Enterprise Network among other 

Organization 

 

According to the information illustrated in figure 4.8, and the information 

gained from the key informants, it inferred that the community enterprises in this 

study had outstanding management performance as seen in the following advantages:  

1) to be the sources of a prototype of learning centers in providing 

professional training, professional field experience service, and the knowledge of the 

agricultural working process from the communities 

2) to generate more revenue for their community members and 

employee, as well as to distribute the income to the farmers in the communities 

through buying their crops, fruits, vegetables, etc. 

3) to increase more job opportunities and to reduce the unemployment 

rate. 

The 22 
Community 
Enterprises 

51 
Organizations 

in Internal 
Network 
among  

  

34 
Organizations 

in External 
Networks at 

District Level 

81 Organizations 
in External 
Networks at 

Provincial Level 

2 Organizations  
in External 
Networks at 
International 

Level 
 

44 Organizations 
in External 
Networks at 

National Level  
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4) to provide jobs for senior people as to promote their feeling of more 

self-valued. 

5) to conserve the jobs that had been developed from local wisdom as a 

legacy passing on from generations to generations. 

7) to cultivate the community members in having self-reliance. 

8) to promote the awareness of the value of natural resources with 

efficient consumption, together with environmental conservation.  

On top of all that, the result of the community enterprise relationship with 

internal and external organizations turned out to be in a circle form. Consistent with 

the symbols of relationship of the social community network based on the concept 

developed by Wasserman and Faust (1999). They mentioned that the relationship of 

social network from one party to others would usually be in circle form, and the 

arrows directly pointed into a single direction towards the center, as the biggest point 

of contacts. So, the center of the circle form of the relationship in this study was the 

community enterprise, as other organizations tries to make connections to it. Agreed 

with the interview information from the key informants, they stated that,  

 

if the community enterprises were strong, all supporting agencies would come 

to them, no need for the community enterprises to looking for them. On the 

contrary, if the community enterprises were weak, they would get only 

occasional supports from other agencies, and the support was not sustainable 

or beneficial for them in long-run. 

 

Key informant 1 stated that, 

 

The internal and external relationship between the community enterprises and 

other organizations contributed positive effects to the community as it was an 

opportunity for them to develop themselves as well as to move forward the 

business in order to be widely known within the organizations and across the 

organizations at district level, national level, and international level, regardless 

the frequency of the regular contacts on daily, monthly, or even annually 

basis.   
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Key informant 4 stated that,  

 

In doing the networking business, no matter was it internal or external 

network, national or international, the community enterprise needed to find 

their ways to discover its own unique strengths, and should take the attentive 

concerns on the matters that seemed to have impacts on the public advantages. 

Also, the community development should be consistent for stability, as well as 

the community members should help keep their eyes open for new business 

opportunities. Moreover, the local knowledge and experience should be shared 

and disseminated in the community, in order to find ways to add the value of 

the product price. In our case, if the community was developed accordingly, 

the pineapple farmers would live the better life, have healthy living condition 

and environment. The good business network should have clear goals, and 

conditions, upon which every members all agreed and accepted. So, they 

should communicate together and ensure everything before getting the ball 

rolling. It was a good strategy in expanding or adapting the existing business 

activities into tourism sector, since we have plenty of natural resources like 

farms, forest, mountains, and so on. We also have existing tourist sites. 

Therefore, we need someone or some authorities to come to give us the 

foundation of tourism management in order to develop the area to be a tourist 

attraction first, so that we can follow its path. 

 

Key informant 9 stated that,  

 

Internal networks helped enabling us to link with external networks. The 

relationship could be loose or tight depending on the trust between the units, 

especially in business conduct. There should be honest, sincere, without tricks. 

Throughout 5 years that our community enterprise has people come to visit, 

when comparing the learning styles from the last 6 years in which the visitors 

preferred to hear about what makes the business succeeded, the visitors 

enjoyed doing on- site activities more, such as rowing a boat to collect fruits 

from trees, seeing fruits yards, and so on. We can get additional charges from 
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service, and boat renting, comparing to the past that we got only charge from 

food and drinks. The villagers earned more money. When they have seen our 

farms with the fresh crops, if they like, they usually buy the whole from us. 

Therefore, it is a good opportunity for us to add up something on top of the 

development of the business activities. 

 

Agreed with all of the comments, Key informant 11 stated that,  

 

If there were more networks established, general public would also know 

better about the community enterprise, and it meant the more opportunities in 

getting support and participation for developing the business. The suggestions 

were good for us to try. We have no risk because of no investment. When we 

tried and if we struggle with something, we can try to solve the problem first. 

If no way out, we just quit. There were many difficulties that the communities 

are confronting, but many of them can be solved from the help of external 

agencies. That made the business somewhat became stronger from the support 

received from both internal and external organizations. 

 

From the literature review, it could be concluded that the 22 selected 

community enterprises had the relationship consistent with the form of the social 

model. This result was agreed with the concept analyzed from the study of  

Phramahasuthit Aphakro (Oboon) (2014), but the name was called differently as        

“ Connection” and “Synergy” in his study, to promote the negotiation power, to raise 

the community perceptions and awareness of the power of the network in solving the 

community problems was agreed with the concept of  Wasserman and Faust (1999), 

as a goal for the community unity. The more power from the network led to more 

ability to exchange knowledge, to share ideas, to mutually make decisions, and to take 

them into actions. Thus, all of these characteristics could increase more ability for the 

community to solve problems rather than without a network.  Usually, an effective 

model should be formed as a horizontal relationship (Best Practice of Committee of 

Knowledge Constructing for a Community Enterprises Lesson, 2013, p. 10). From the 
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above grounds, therefore, the researcher agreed with the concept that it was better to 

establish a network rather than not for the benefit of the group. 

From the above results, the summary of the analysis could be grouped into 2 

aspects as strength and weakness. The results were considered as the meaningful input 

to develop the Model of Community Enterprise Network Management of the 

Provincial Group Located in Lower Central Region of Thailand in Promoting Agro-

tourism, as illustrated in the following table 4.3 

 

Table 4.3 The Summary of the Variables Analysis Aspects as Strength and 

Weakness 

 
Variables Strength Weakness 

1) Area context as the 

background of the 

community enterprises 

 

 

1) The goals of the community 

enterprises were to solve 

community problems, to produce 

and process local products, to 

establish direct selling to target 

customers, and to eliminate 

middlemen  

2) High experience on 

management of the community 

enterprises of the leaders  

3) Local product use as raw 

materials to reduce investing cost 

4) Cooperative working, sharing 

knowledge, and solving problems, 

and justly allocating welfare to 

members 

5) Community income increase, 

more opportunities for jobs, 

sustainable environment 

conservation as the overall results 

of the business operation  

1) Intervention from the 

middleman 

2) No business successors 

of the community enterprises 

3) Inconsistent supports 

from public and private 

sectors, relied heavily only 

on existing government 

policy.  

4) Unsteady markets, 

depended on product 

seasons, and distribution 

channels 

5) Inefficient production in 

terms of short life span of the 

products and high risk of 

easily to be damaged, no 

identity of the products 
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Table 4.3  (Continued) 

 
Variables Strength Weakness 

2) Community Enterprise 

Management based on 10 

M 

 

 

1) Strong leadership (Man)    

2) High morality and 

responsibility in giving the 

service to customers (Morality) 

3) Community mutual consent 

as a guideline for operating the 

business (Mutual consent) 

4) Members’ well understanding 

of the roles of responsibilities, to 

develop the community as a 

good educational agency or 

source (Member) 

5) Informal and formal 

Mediation, or coordination 

(Mediation) 

6) Management to promote 

community income 

(Management) 

1) Lack of planning and 

communication (Message) 

2) Manufacturing process 

based on mainly on human 

workers (Manufacturing)  

3) Markets limited to only 

specific groups of regular 

customers (Market) 

4) Lack of public relation to 

promote the community 

enterprises thoroughly to the 

markets.  

 

3) Guidelines in 

managing the 

community enterprises 

for Self-Reliance 

(TERMS Model) 

1) Strong business assembly 

2) Economic Self-Reliance 

3) New discovery of ways for 

natural and environment 

conservation 

1) No integration of 

technology in manufacturing 

process 

2) No water for agriculture 

4) Community 

enterprises   

Participation  

 

 

The community structure was 

strong and it had strong 

participation in activities held by 

the community, villages, temple, 

schools, government offices, etc. 

- 
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Table 4.3  (Continued) 

 
Variables Strength Weakness 

5) Network components 

 

 

1) There was a close relationship 

within a community  

2) There was no regular bonding 

established with external 

networks  

Loose relationship with 

external networks 

6) Process in forming and 

developing the 

networks 

 

 

1) The performance of the 

majority of the community 

enterprises were outstanding; 

therefore, they received more 

and more supports from other 

networks 

2)  The promotion of the power 

of negotiation 

- 

7) Types of Network 

Models 

 

 

1) There were 2 explicit models 

of the relationship of the 

networks including internal and 

external networks 

- 

 

From the aforementioned, the discovery of the strength and weakness of the 

community enterprises would be applied as the topics for later Small Group 

Discussion as to develop a model of community enterprise network management for 

the provincial group located in lower central region of Thailand, in order to promote 

agricultural tourism according to the third objective of the study.  
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4.2 Potentials on the Management of Agro-tourism of 8 Provincial 

Community Enterprises in the Lower Central Part of Thailand   
 

The really crucial points in this part would focus on the analysis of 

management potentials on agro-tourism of 8 provincial community enterprises in the 

Lower Central part of Thailand mentioned above. The details were as follows: 

The management potentials on agro-tourism were not only focused on only 

one side of contents but also reflected the physical characteristics and tourism 

resources. The agro-tourism was about bringing the resources existing in the areas to 

apply continuously which created the incomes to the community from distributing 

products, process products, crafts, and invented arts, etc. This was not only to create 

the channels of marketing for the community, the community would get the income 

from the service, residence, food, beverage, and other services. This could be 

considered as good opportunity to increase the incomes to the agricultural community 

very well. Moreover, it could inherit and publicize the knowledge base and wisdom, 

evolution of agriculture, and simple life of the local people. Therefore, bringing the 

existing activities to integrate through the tools called tourism would be the 

opportunity to support the economy system of the locality to be better. In addition, it 

help stimulate the cooperation of the community as good hosts, open the opportunity 

for the tourists to come and touch the nature, exchange and learn the local wisdom, 

and livelihood for the visitors. It also used the intellectual cost to create the incomes 

for the community agriculture, lift up the quality of products and service, develop the 

family and community, as well as create the disciplines to the society to be strong, 

and preserve the natural resources and environments for becoming the nice town 

sustainably.  

Hence, according to the conceptual criteria of agro-tourism mentioned above, 

when bringing the primary data got from this study in terms of qualitative research to 

consider, it could explain about the management potentials of agro-tourism for 22 

groups of Community Enterprises Groups in the Lower Central Part as follows:  

Moving on to the second objective, the result showed that the potentiality of 

the agricultural tourism management of the 8 province community enterprise in the 
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lower central regions of Thailand, from the data regarding phenomenon, potentials, 

weakness and strength appeared in the context of the community enterprises, was 

composed of 8 following characteristics: 1) physical potentials  and tourism resources 

of the community enterprises, physical potentials  and tourism resources of the 

community enterprises, 2) values of the body knowledge, innovation and local 

wisdom, 3) potentials in terms of tourism business management, 4) types of serviced 

and hospitalities, 5) potentials based on the tourism elements of 8As, 6) tourism 

marketing, 7) safety and risks of the tourism resources, and 8) supporting tourism 

network. The result was agreed with the previous studies of   Terdchai Choibamroong 

2010;  (Waranut Ketsahad (2011); Phatharaporn Chanthani (2011); Office of 

Agriculture (2012); Nartsuda Chemnasiri (2012); Office of Tourism Development 

(2014). Those data also appeared in the literature review in Chapter 2, The 

information brought about the ideas to develop the model of community enterprise 

network management for the provincial group located in lower central region of 

Thailand, in order to  promote agricultural tourism. The results could be summarized 

as follows: 

 

4.2.1 Physical Potentials and Tourism Resources of the Community 

Enterprises  

According to the phenomenon for observing the physical characteristics and 

tourism resources of the Community Enterprises for all 22 groups, it could be 

categorized the physical potentials and tourism resources of the Community 

Enterprises to be 3 groups as follows: 

1) The group which had the readiness in terms of physical readiness 

and tourism resources in the diverse community and be ready to create the support 

system for tourism in the community, it was found that there were 2 groups (9.09%) 

which some groups had already done the tourism routes already, for example the 

Community Enterprises Groups of Klong Mahasawat Housewives, Nakhon Pathom 

Province  Nakhon Pathom Province together with the Sub-District Administrative 

Organization of Klong Maha Sawat to make the tourism route for sailing and visiting 

the garden of Klong Maha Sawat, there was the connection with lotus field, orchid 

garden, and Free Toxin Vegetable and Fruit garden. Not only being the learning 
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resource, this opened the opportunity for the tourists or activities observants to 

participate to do the activities with the Group, such as making Kao Tang, Luk Hyee, 

and salted egg, etc. This made the tourists feel amused from visiting the garden and 

sailing to see gardens. This tourism route took times around 3-4 hours, and the boat 

rental rate was 50 baht per each. For buying products, they could choose freely. 

Moreover, there was such a kind of cycling to visit the fruit garden, rice field, lotus 

field, and orchid garden every day. The real atmosphere appeared according to the 

Figure 4.9 as follows:  

 

  
 

Figure 4.9 Physical Characteristics of tourism for the Klong Maha Sawat 

Community Enterprises Groups  

 

For the Community Enterprises Groups of Pattana Sakhonbui, Samut 

Sakhon Province, this originated the tourism route in the community mutually with 

the Sub-District Administrative Organization. With the geography of Kalong Sub-

district which was the plain attached to the sea, the community held the fishing 

occupation as the main. This was found that there were the tourists who started to visit 

there on Saturday-Sunday and the festival vacation increasingly. The Community 

Enterprises Groups, Head of Village, and Sub-District Administrative Organization, 

as well as the community had a meeting to find the guidelines for organizing the 

tourism in the community since in this community not only there were the 

Community Enterprises Groups, which processed numerous products and invented a 
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lot of stuff, but also there were the tourism resources such as temple, shrine, learning 

resource of local fishing, and mangrove forests. According to the interview of the key 

informant 15, he said that:  

 

All members are willing to welcome the tourists in their own area because they 

could sell products and also the community could bring their own products to 

sell. This is better than taking their products to organize at the booths of various 

places. 

 

When comparing the information got from the interview with the 

concept of the Industrial Development Office, Department Of Industrial Promotion 

(2016) which had done the project of Creative Industry Village (CIV), which was, the 

village of being balance of the application on using cultural fund, livelihood, creative 

ideas, and design to create the new values of products and services got from the 

tourism resources, the community way created the new experiences to the tourists and 

created the economy to the community based on the creative industry to the 

sustainability.  

2) The groups which had the physical readiness and had tourism 

resources in the community at a little to moderate level but welcomed to create the 

tourism route if there were the tourists to contact for the visit, this was found that the 

ere were 6 groups (27.27%), the outstanding point was that they were located at the 

main routes and easy to access. Moreover, they had the products to distribute at the 

front shop without establishing or hiring any additional employees because the 

products distribution were as the center of souvenirs therefore, there were persons to 

support the tourists or visitors all the time, for example, the Exported Free Toxin 

Vegetable and Fruit Producers Group of Damnern Saduak District, Ratchaburi 

province which had the  tourism to support the tourists or activities observants by 

taking the tour in the fruit garden and sailing the foam boat to keep fruit to eat in the 

garden. If the activities observants did not want to do any activity, there was the 

souvenir shop to be able to select the products as gifts as show in the Figure 4.10 as 

follows:  
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Figure 4.10 Physical Characteristics of Tourism for the Exported Free Toxin 

Vegetable and Fruit Producers Community Enterprises Groups   

 

3) The group which were not ready to do the tourism but be able to 

support and service the visitors staff because their facilities were insufficient and 

difficult to access, this was found that there were 14 groups (63.64%), such as the 

Community Enterprise Group of Ta Kram Aen Paddy Central Market, Kanchanaburi 

Province. This is because it was affected by the policy of cooperation to stop planting 

the dry season rice and there was no any rice for distribution, therefore this Office was 

left and there was no a regular officer. The operation of this Group, it was not open 

daily thus it was not convenient to support the tourism as the host of agro-tourism. 

The phenomenon was shown according to the Figure  4.11  as follows:  

 

 
 

Figure 4.11 Physical Characteristics of the Community Enterprise Group of Ta 

Kram Aen Paddy Central Market 
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4.2.2 Values of Body Knowledge, Innovation and Local Wisdom 

Concerning the interview result from the key informant as the Table              

3.1 mentioned above, it was found that all of the Community Enterprises Groups had 

their own outstanding points in terms of knowledge base and wisdom differently as 

shown in the Table 4.4 as follows:  

 

Table 4.4 Potentials of Value, Knowledge Base, Innovation, and Wisdom of the 

Community Enterprises  

 

Name of Community 

Enterprises Groups 

Values of Body Knowledge,  

Innovation and Local Wisdom 

1) Community Enterprises 

of  Agricultural 

Demonstration Center, 

Community Shop of Ta Sao 

Sub-district, Kanchanaburi 

Province 

1) Brought the concept of sufficiency economy 

philosophy to apply.  

2) Be the transfer center of knowledge base in terms 

of the community bank management.    

2) Community Enterprises 

of Ta Kram Aen Paddy 

Central Market, 

Kanchanaburi Province  

1) be the learning resource and the center of 

knowledge transfer in terms of planting garden 

vegetables techniques by using the fertilizers produced 

by the Group itself. 

3) Community Enterprises 

of Maha Sawat 

Agriculturists Housewives, 

Nakhon Pathom Province 

1) the physical environments were shady. 

2) Safe production process and be acceptable.   

3) be the learning resource and the center of 

knowledge transfer in terms of  Khao Tang 

processing, Dialium cochinchinense (Luk Yee), and 

salted eggs 

4) trained how to make EM Ball to eliminate the waste 

water.  
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Table 4.4  (Continued) 

 

Name of Community 

Enterprises Groups 

Values of Body Knowledge,  

Innovation and Local Wisdom 

4) Community Enterprises 

of Sustainable 

Development, Wang Ta Ku 

Sub-district, Nakhon 

Pathom province 

Be the learning resource and the center of knowledge 

transfer in terms of making the bio-organic fertilizer 

and compost 

Be the Occupational Training Center 

5) Community Enterprises, 

Don Toom Sub-district, 

Nakhon Pathom Province 

Innovation cherry tomatoes processing    

The group activities which were outstanding which 

mutually did with the community by keeping the 

tomatoes and be the Occupational Training Center for 

planting the free-toxin cherry tomatoes.   

6) Community Enterprises 

of Thai Herbs, Rai Som, 

Petchaburi Province 

Be the learning resource and the center of knowledge 

transfer in terms of herbs processing and cosmetics 

from herbs.   

7) Community Enterprises 

of Sri Chumsang Wine 

Agriculturist Housewives 

Group, Petchaburi Province   

Be the center of knowledge to transfer wine 

production from fruit.  

8) Processed Local Herbs of 

Ban Na Po, Petchaburi 

Province   

Be the center of knowledge transfer in terms of herbs 

processing.   

9) Community Enterprises 

of drinking water and ice, of 

Sam Roi Yod, Pra Chuab 

Khiri Khan Province 

Be the center of knowledge transfer in terms of group 

management. 
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Table 4.4  (Continued) 

 

Name of Community 

Enterprises Groups 

Values of Body Knowledge,  

Innovation and Local Wisdom 

10) Group of Cooperatives 

for Fair Trade Pineapple 

Agriculturalists, Prachuap 

Khiri Khan province 

Had beautiful and shady physical place, and the 

products were acceptable both domestic and foreign 

countries.  

Be the learning resource and the center of knowledge 

transfer in terms of standardized pineapple planting 

for export, cassava, rubber trees, sugar canes, and 

mixed gardening. 

11) Community Enterprises 

of Agriculturists 

Housewives of Ban Hin 

Kong, Prachuab Khiri Khan 

Province 

The chairman and members had ability to develop the 

products from local plants such as virgin coconut oil, 

preserved pineapple, and various formulas of Nam 

Prik.  

12) Community Enterprises 

of free-toxin vegetables and 

fruit manufacturer for 

export, Dam Nern Saduak 

District, Ratchaburi 

Province 

Be the learning resource of fruit planting and 

discovering the species of new fruit. 

Be the transfer center of free-toxin vegetables and 

fruit production process to reach the export standard.   

  

13) Community Enterprises  

Lad Bua Khao 

Agriculturists Housewives 

Group, Ratchaburi Province 

Be the learning resource of wisdom processing for 

bananas.   

Be the Occupational Training Center to the youths in 

the community and general interests.  

14) Community Enterprises  

Ban Kum Pattana, 

Ratchaburi Province 

Be the learning resource of processing process through 

banana starting at the planting process, processing, 

and foreign marketing.  

Be the Occupational Training Center of processed 

mushroom, sun baked natural bananas.    
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Table 4.4  (Continued) 

 

Name of Community 

Enterprises Groups 

Values of Body Knowledge,  

Innovation and Local Wisdom 

15) Community Enterprises 

of Lod Chong Bang Kon 

tee, Samut Songkram 

Province 

Had knowledge base, wisdom, and innovation 

processing, as well as preserved food, and be the 

Occupational Training Center.    

16) Community Enterprises 

of Dala Agriculturists 

Housewives, Samut 

Songkram Procvince 

Be the learning resource and the transfer center for 

making the, cassava, and breadfruit.  

17) Community Enterprises 

of Agriculturists 

Housewives of Moo 3 Ban 

Prok, Samut Songkram 

province 

Be the learning resource and transfer center for 

wisdom community to make the dishwashing liquid 

and washing liquid from sour fruit.   

18) Kaset Lak Song 

Housewives Group, Samut 

Sakhon Province  

Be learning resource and transfer center of instant 

processing herbal drinks and qualitative production.  

19) Community Enterprises 

of Pattana Sakhon, Samut 

Sakhon Province  

Be the learning resource and transfer center processing 

of various recipes of Nam Prink. 

Teaching the Thai food and Nam Prik. 

20) Kok Kham Community 

Enterprises, Samut Sakhon 

Province  

Being the learning resource and the transfer center of 

making the dried tilapia, and gardening in the 

deteriorated areas.  

21) Rak Don Che Dee 

Community Enterprises,   

Suphan Buri Province  

Be learning resource and transfer center of doing rice 

farming, and producing fertilizers to use within the 

community.   
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Table 4.4  (Continued) 

 

Name of Community 

Enterprises Groups 

Values of Body Knowledge,  

Innovation and Local Wisdom 

22) Community Enterprises 

of Bio Organic Compost, 

Ban Nong Khum, Suphan 

Buri Province  

Be the learning resource and transfer center for doing 

rice farming and  producing the fertilizers to use in the 

community  

 

According to the Table 4.4, when analyzing the information, it was found that 

all 22 Community Enterprises Groups had the outstanding points in terms of learning 

resource and transfer center of agricultural products differently depending on the 

conditions of resources of each province, such as Prachuab Khiri Khan Province had 

the pineapples as the main fruit, Suphan Buri had rice farming, Nakhon Pathom 

Province, Ratchaburi province, Petchaburi Province, and Samut Songkrami Province 

were perceived that there were numerous kinds of fruit in the areas, etc. And this 

could be observed that the main products of the Community Enterprises Groups 

which produced repeatedly had 2 types including:  

1) Groups manufacturing compost/bio compost; because 8 provinces in 

the Lower Central Part still did the gardening, rice farming, fruit gardening and mixed 

gardening, hence they mutually did the activity of manufacturing the organic 

fertilizers to use in the households. The results of interview also indicated that the 

fertilizers production to use in the household was done by complete production in 

order to reduce the cost of gardening, and rice farming. Sometimes, the products 

could not distribute in the good price but what they got was that to reduce the 

expenses of family.   

2) The group of various processed banana species; it was interesting 

that 8 provinces in the Lower Central Part had the processing of bananas with various 

species such as 1) Hin Kong Housewives Agriculturists Group, Prachuab Khiri Khan 

Province processed the cultivated bananas as the sun baked natural bananas, 2) Lad 

Bua Khao Agriculturists Housewives Group produced the Kluay Hak Mook with 

cereal, 3) Community Enterprises  Ban Kum Pattana produced the cultivated bananas 
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as sun baked natural bananas for energy saving, and 4) Dala Agriculturists 

Housewives produced the Klauy Hom Tong as the sweet Klauy Hom Tong. Although 

it was the products produced from bananas similarly but it was different in terms of 

production procedures, background, and objectives of production. Moreover, each 

community had diverse customers, therefore they did not produce the products for 

competing to one another but to create the alternative ways for the consumers, The 

details were shown in the Figure 4.12 as follows:  

 

   
 

   
 

Figure 4.12  Product Processed from Bananas 

 

In addition, the information got from the interview through the theoretical key 

informant in terms of tourism, it was found that there was in accordance with the 

information got from the interview of all 22 key informants. Most of them perceived 

the roles and duties of the Community Enterprises which had to hold the occupation, 

however there was a Person No. 4 who give the interesting information as follows:   
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For creating the tourism route, if taking the tourists to learn the resources, it 

does not mean that this will make the tourists appreciated with. Because 

general behaviors of ordinary people usually view that whatever is seen as 

learning, it would become the conflict between wanting to visit and don’t want 

to visit, since when the tourists see the schedule, they might possibly feel 

bored 

 

Hence, as the discovery that the community had things to discover, had the 

wisdom, and knowledge base as its cost which should be brought to create as a 

tourism route for learning, creating the experiences and for sharing to support the 

changing behaviors of the tourists.   

 

4.2.3 Potentials in Terms of Tourism Business Management 

Concerning the interview, it revealed that it was obviously seen that all 22 

groups lacked of tourism management knowledge in the business model, lacked of 

experts to be consultants. The Key Man No. 9 gave the information as follows:    

  

They come to visit us, we all welcome them. They reach our home, we all 

welcome them without any charge because we are afraid they will not come to 

see us again. However, if they come to visit us too often, it might not be nice 

much because we have to prepare things to welcome them that we also have to 

use money for that. 

 

It can be observed that the gap of national policy which indicated that to 

develop from the roots by developing the root of community including the agricultural 

section, processing, and tourism community. However it was found that the  

community at the grass root level still lacked of main knowledge base to set their 

business in the tourism management absolutely. Some informants had to refuse since 

they understood that it had to use much money on tourism service in order to improve 

several buildings and durable articles to make the tourists feel comfortable with, etc. 
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In addition the information got from the interview, the theoretical key 

informant in terms of tourism mostly proposed that to let the Community Enterprises 

not to change or invest on anything. If the Group was strong in knowledge base or had 

outstanding wisdom, when the tourists group who were interested specially, they 

would travel and find out by themselves.  

According to the research results, every sides viewed that the Community 

Enterprises or local people in the community did not have knowledge on management 

including how to plan the areas development to become the tourism resources in a 

correct way while the national policies focused on the roots that should have better 

incomes and well-beings. Therefore, several communities combined to establish the 

green fresh market, free-toxin market, walk market of Suan Peung District, to attract 

the tourists to by good products along various places. If any tourists wanted to visit 

the gardens or production resources, the community could extend their incomes from 

this as another way. This is in accordance with the concept of key informant of the 

Person No. 13 who viewed that the community could sell the tourism package in the 

community for other customers to know that this community serviced the tourists  for 

their visit.    

 

4.2.4 Types of Services and Hospitalities  

The study results indicated that the outstanding points of service and support 

were about the friendship and kindness of welcoming, the intelligence of representing 

of the members or anyone who transferred the information to everyone without being 

afraid that someone would imitate. However, with physical facilities which were not 

beautiful and the toilets were not available enough, some Community Enterprises had 

difficult routes to access. What the tourists liked was about the local tastes of food 

which the Community Enterprises Groups supported them. For the extension of doing 

tourism in the community, it was found that there was not any enterprise group would 

accept to take the tourists to tour in the community. However, the thing found the 

most was that the Group would support the visitors who were the activities observant 

who travel as staff and had organizations/offices to be the host for exchanging 

knowledge and information but they did not stay overnight. The usually visit about 

less than 4 hours, therefore the service of the Enterprise Group, not only distributed 
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the group products, but also serviced the food for the visitors. The prepared food was 

mostly lunch time. The service fee of food and beverages were about 100-150 baht 

per person depending on the budgets of the staff. The Figure represented the service 

atmospheres towards the visitors of the Community Enterprises Groups. The details 

appeared in the Figure 4.13 as follows:  

 

   
 

Figues 4.13 The Photo Represented the Atmospheres of Supporting the Activities 

Observants Staff at the Community Enterprises Groups of Thai Herbs 

Rai Som Sub-district, Petchaburi Province 

 

4.2.5 Potentials Based on the Tourism Elements of 8As 

According to the study results of potentials for Community Enterprises Groups 

based on the tourism elements of 8As, it was found that:  

1) Attraction factor; it was found that the Community Enterprises 

Groups mostly feel attracted to the concept of production process on the products 

processing, and natural beauty, namely, there was the rural environment, calm and 

simple life, and it was located in the tourism route which could go to other tourism 

resources. The attractions of some Community Enterprises Groups were that some 

groups had discovered and developed the new species of fruit which appreciated the 

visitors much, for example, the fruit group learned how to plant fruit to get the good 

quality products. When publicized through online media, this made the interests 

travelled to see, eat, and buy such fruit as the souvenirs. For example, the 

development of species on 7 tops pineapples of the pineapples gardeners group, 

Prachuab Khiri Khan Province, and the group of export fruit gardeners, Ratchaburi 
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Province, they developed the species of longans to have bigger fruit than 10 baht coin. 

The photo was shown in the Figues  4.14  as follows:   

 

   
 

Figure 4.14  Results of Fruit Development to be Outstanding and Interesting 

Source: Prayong Wongsakul and Arnont Lodetanong, 2016. 

 

2) Accessibility factor for tourism resources, it was found that this 

could be regarded as the weakness point of the Community Enterprises development 

to become the tourism resources, this is because the routes of travel which had several 

ways to the villages were narrow and complicated, uneasy to difficult. Moreover, 

there was the sign board to tell the routes and there was no the determination of GPS 

on the Gmap.   

3) Accommodation factor; it was found that most of the Community 

Enterprises had no the residences to support. And from the experience, there was only 

few people who asked or requested about this. Most of the visitors came to visit then 

went to stay at another places.  

4) Amenities factor; it was insufficient especially car parking and 

toilet.  

5) Activities factor; it was regarded as the outstanding point of the 

Community Enterprises Groups which could create the diversity to the groups for 

tourists or the interests to select the activities in the agricultural areas.  

6) Authenticity factor; the agro-tourism in the community resources 

was about being able to touch the life of farmers and gardeners, mutual stayed and ate 
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with them as well as activities. Moreover, the visitors could learn and exchange 

knowledge and experiences through the cultures of the communities. 

7) Acceptance-Community factor; this was considered as the 

outstanding point of the communities in the lower central part of Thailand that the 

community accepted the operation of the Community Enterprises Groups, and being 

good hosts. According to the interview, it was found that the Community Enterprises 

Groups were willing to welcome everyone who visited there. 

8) Awareness factor; the study results found that every enterprise 

group focused on and realized the natural resources and environment preservation. 

This could be observed from the group activities which would consider about 

stopping the use of chemicals which would destroy almost all of the natural resources.  

 

4.2.6 Tourism Marketing   

Regarding the study results, it was found that it was the limit and weakness of 

the Community Enterprises Groups really that they did not have skills for doing the 

advertising and public relations for the Community Enterprises Groups to be well-

known among general people through internet in various channels. This is because the 

chairman and members did not have knowledge for doing the online marketing. 

Moreover, most of the customer travelling to the Community Enterprises resources 

came to buy products and when they felt appreciated, they would come back again.  

Until there was the congregation of the 2 new youths groups, which included, 

1) the youth groups concerned about organic agriculture. The well-known groups 

included the Young Smart Farmer, and 2) Startups Company, who liked to create the 

tourism route in terms of unique in the community. The group which was well-known 

widespread included the tourism by community CBT). The interesting information 

from the theoretical key informant said that the world of marketing today could be 

done easily, for example, the new generation of the business persons in tourism field 

included the group of tourism businesspersons like Local Alike and group of 

businesspersons of Take Me Tour, which created the model of tourism in terms of 

Sharing Tourism. The local tourism route, and tourism routes in the community 

proposed to sell the tourism program through Online Internet of Booking Website 
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according to the current of Digitalization was extremely interested by Thai and 

foreigners tourists.  

 

4.2.7 Safety and Risks of the Tourism Resources  

The study results found that most of the agro-tourism were mostly safe 

because it was treated very well from the tourism resources owners. To travel for 

tourism by bike, or local vehicles should be careful from the falling down.    

For the risk management, because the weather of Thailand has 3 seasons; 

rainy season, winter, and summer, thus to travel into the agro-tourism should be 

careful the most is the rainy season because the visitors might fall down or slip easily. 

If the visitors need to travel to the tourism resources, they should be have their health 

checked up first, or they have to be at risk from the strongly hot weather, especially 

between April-May of every year. If the visitors go to the sunny sites, they might be 

ill easily.      

 

4.2.8 Supporting Tourism Network  

The study results which were really interesting were that the main 

organizations who were the hosts to enhance the agro-tourism in the agricultural 

resources in the Community Enterprises Groups included the Agricultural Office of 

each province which had helped, developed, provided funds and experts to train  in 

several forms such as lecture, practical training with the topics of self-development to 

the agro-tourism, tourism in the learning resources, tourism management, tourism 

support, or observing activities for becoming the model of agriculturists group, 

agricultural learning resource, and agricultural Community Enterprises, continuously, 

in order to let the agriculturists develop themselves as the agro-tourism  or 

preservative tourism resources. However, in the last 5 years, the allocation of budgets 

for developing the agriculturists as the new resources, by having the Provincial Office 

to assign the Provincial Tourism and Sport Office to supervise the tourism strategies 

and be the developers of agriculturists group further.  

The most important thing was that the key informants reflected the guidelines 

of tourism management in the community and it was observed that the Person of No. 

9 gave suggestions as follows;  
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If the local people are strong and self-reliant without waiting for the help of 

government sectors, and mutually developed or create the innovative 

agriculture to be outstanding, satisfied, then all networks will flow down to 

give interests by themselves 

 

Moreover, according to the analysis, it was found that in the past, tourism in 

the community always lacked of consistent coordination that affected the visitors who 

needed to visit and they had no ideas whom they should ask about the information  

tourism route, and they where they could buy the  products of the Community 

Enterprises. These were the myriad questions which had not been answered by any 

organizations in order to become the center of coordination among the tourists and 

learning resource, learning places, or Community Enterprises, hence there was the 

propose to have the local tourism coordinators to be the center of coordination 

between the tourism and Community Enterprises Groups. This was in accordance 

with the theoretical key informants of tourism that proposed the members to establish 

Node or service center of information or agro-tourism center where the tourists could 

contact the tourism information all the time. Moreover, it was agreed to let the center 

have to be established in that community area because the people who lived in that 

area knew the best about the tourism in their community. Moreover the western 

region was appropriate to set the activities for other tourisms such as running, cycling, 

or setting other activities such as sailing in the garden, or climbing to keep the race 

fruit, etc.  

In addition, to let the service of enterprise group by complete service type, the 

tourism should coordinate with the networks of the tourism and service entrepreneurs, 

residence business, restaurant, transportation system, tourism resources in the nearby 

areas. The thoretical key informant of Person No. 11 said that  

 

The network characteristics to support the tourism were similar to the 

operating of tourism routes by the community (CBT). If there was any 

organization to coordinate as the center for accepting the tourism or 

supporting the tourists in various forms, as well as accepting to welcome and 

finish the tourism program through the customers. This was like the tourism 
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agencies and guides. Moreover, it had to make understanding with the 

community to help develop the Community Enterprises Groups in terms of 

tourism knowledge as the good host, select the Community Enterprises 

Groups for learning resource in the community and various tourism resources 

in the community in order to be mixed as the tourism route in the community 

and let the community or youths become the persons who organize tour in 

their own areas. Therefore, every group mentioned could do their regular 

duties of agriculture, processing, while they could do the supplementary work, 

which was, the receptionists for the tourists as the visitors 

 

During the interview, there was the new interesting issues, namely, the Person 

No. 2 was welcome to bring the tourism route program in the community of the lower 

central parts to sell to the business group of Online Booking Website, and this was 

confirmed that if the community was strong to congregate and had the readiness 

through tourism resources, such these 2 things would bring the cooperation from 

external organizations which consisted of tourism and service, the tourism resources 

business, even the organizations both government and private sectors.  

To sum up, the result of the potentiality on the management of Agro-tourism 

of the 8 provinces in the lower central region of Thailand were analyzed to formulate 

its strength and weakness as the input to develop the Model of Community Enterprise 

Network Management of the 8 provinces in the lower central region of Thailand in 

promoting Agro-Tourism as described in the following table 4.5:  
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Table 4.5 The Result of the Potentiality on the Management of Agro-tourism were 

Analyzed to Formulate its Strength and Weakness 

 

Variables Strength Weakness 

1) Physical Potentials 

and Tourism Resources 

of the Community 

Enterprises  

There were tourist 

attractions nearby, both 

in natural theme and 

cultural theme, man-

made tourism products  

1) Lack of the knowledge in 

connecting the tourism routes 

in the area or the nearby areas 

for Agro-tourism 

2) A low level to moderate 

level of the physical readiness 

of the community as a tourism 

resource in the community    

2) Values of Body 

Knowledge, 

Innovations and Local 

Wisdom 

1) Being suitable to be 

developed as a learning 

agency or source for 

local agricultural 

knowledge 

2) Bringing and applying 

the concept of 

sufficiency economy 

philosophy  

3) Having distinctive 

innovations of processed 

food such as vegetables, 

fruits 

1) Lack of skills in 

transferring the local wisdom 

to the next generations as to 

conserve the knowledge for 

long 

3) Potentials in Terms 

of Tourism Business 

Management 

Being able to support 

and provide service to 

the visitors with basic 

facilities  

1) Lack of the knowledge on 

management of community 

Agro-tourism 

2) No ready to run the tourism 

business  
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Table 4.5  (Continued) 

 

Variables Strength Weakness 

4) Types of Services and 

Hospitalities  

Being friendly as a good 

host in welcoming the 

visitors 

Limit of facility 

availability such as access, 

restrooms, parking lots 

5) Potentials Based on 

the Tourism Elements of 

8As 

Availability of  

Attractions, Activities, 

Authenticity, 

Acceptance-Community 

Awareness 

Lack of Accessibility, 

Accommodation, 

Amenity, 

6) Tourism Marketing   Yong Smart Farmer 

Startups Company 

Lack of Promotion the 

Online Marketing 

7) Safety and Risks of 

the Tourism Resources 

Good Safety in terms of 

the physical 

environment as the hosts 

usually presented warm 

welcoming to visitors 

Risks from climate, such as 

hot weather, a lot of rain, 

insecure local 

transportation such as 

tractors, a share bus with 

two bench seats 

8) Supporting Tourism 

Network 

There were 2 main 

organizations which 

supported the 

community enterprises 

in the tourism context, 

which included, the 

Provincial Agricultural 

Office, and the 

Provincial Tourism and 

Sport Office. 

1) Lack of communications 

of tourism administrators 

in the community (Nodes) 

to co-ordinate and provide 

service among the tourists, 

community, and 

governmental and private 

sectors both network and 

non-network 

characteristics.  
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Table 4.5  (Continued) 

 

Variables Strength Weakness 

  2) No network of service 

and hospitality business 

available such as the  

Accommodations/Restaura

nts/ Transportation and 

Other nearby tourist 

attractions 

 

From the aforementioned, the discovery of the strength and weakness of the 

community enterprises would be applied as the topics for later Small Group 

Discussion as to develop a model of community enterprise network management for 

the provincial group located in lower central region of Thailand, in order to promote 

agricultural tourism according to the third objective of the study. 

 

4.3 The Model of Community Enterprise Network Management in the 

Lower Central Region for Promoting Agro-Tourism 

 

The result of the area context of the community enterprise network, 

particularly on the organizational management and the network types for the 8 

provinces located in the lower central region of Thailand based on the research 

objective 1 and the result of  the potentiality of the agricultural tourism management 

of the 8 province community enterprise in the lower central regions of Thailand based 

on the objective 2 to develop the model of community enterprise network 

management for the provincial group located in lower central region of Thailand, in 

order to promote agricultural tourism could be explained as follows:  

The most important issue of this part was the construction of the network 

model of the community enterprises. The network formation was usually formed in 

order to making links among organizations and supporting the community enterprises. 
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The evidence of the supports from the network provided to the community enterprise 

could be seen in the case of Fair-trade Pineapple Planting Community Enterprise in 

Sam Roi Yod Sub-district, Prachuab Kirikan province. In the past years, the 

community was struggling in a bad time among crisis of market acceptance, low 

product prices, poverty, and it got a lot of supports from many agencies in the 

networks at different levels, such as at district level including District Agricultural 

Office and Office of Community Development, and at provincial level including 

Office of Agricultural Extension and Development number 2 in Ratchaburi Province, 

Provincial Agricultural Office, Provincial Commercial Office and Sugarcane Farmers, 

Cassava Farmers, and Oil Palm Planting Group in Prachuab Kirikan province, and at 

the national level including Department of Community Enterprise Promotion, 

Agricultural Extension, West Region Farmers Network, Pineapple Farmers of 

Thailand, and Sugarcane Farmers, Cassava farmers and Oil Palm Planting Network of 

Thailand, and at international levels including Fair Trade Labelling Organization 

International, in Germany. The supports from all those agencies came in to help in the 

form of training by experts, and allocating the budget to save the community. 

Nowadays, the community become strong and it has expanded widely the pineapple 

planting areas and that makes it the biggest pineapple planting enterprise in the whole 

country, and it’s the only community enterprise in the country using Fair Trade 

system with Germany. Apart from that, some networks worked with various agencies 

in the area in order to make a link of Agricultural tourist sites as a touring route, for 

example, Mahasawat Agriculturalist Housewives in Nakhon Pathom had received 

support from Mahasawat Sub District Administrative Organization to create an 

Agricultural touring route under the concept called “taking a local boat to agro-

tourism attractions along Mahasawat Canal”. The establishment of the route had been 

made by linking attractions from local learning sources, i.e, rice farmer group, 

vegetable and fruits planting group and lotus field group. This touring package had 

been on service since 2000. The result from the interview of this community 

enterprise indicated that when it first launched it received a great feedback, as it could 

effectively draw tourist attention and interest because of several reasons: first, it 

located not far from Bangkok; second, transportation to access the site was 

convenient; and third, it was close to other tourist attractions nearby, such as Don Wai 
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Floating Market, Owl Museum, Woodland City etc. In 2007, this tourist site had been 

awarded a “Thai Industrial Tourism” Prize granted by Tourism Authority of Thailand, 

and Sport and Tourism Ministry. However, in 2011 the site got massive damages 

caused by heavy flooding. The flood wiped out the villages and destroyed agricultural 

crops. The vulnerable farmers had emotional effects from flooding. Some farmers 

decided to move away to live somewhere else. Some were strong and did not lose 

their hope as they started their life all again. During that time, a number of agencies 

came in to help and gave supports to the community for its recovery. Up until 2013, 

the community could resume the tourism business again. 

Therefore, the study on the model of community enterprise network 

management of the provinces in the lower central region of Thailand for promoting 

Agro-tourism engaged with the investigation on the forms of the connection and 

relationship that occurred in the area (Area Network) including the networks from 

both within and outside the area. Another network was formed by the relationship that 

generated through activities and projects conducts (Issue Network). This network had 

a loose relationship with the community enterprises. In validating the research 

information to interpret the accurate results, in this study, there were 3 sources of 

data. First source was taken from interviews (with key informants). Second source 

was collected from field observation. Third source was collected from small group 

discussion. Those data were compiled to be validated by Data Tri-Angulations in 

order to develop the practical model of the community enterprise network 

management of the provinces in the lower central region of Thailand for promoting 

Agro-tourism. The result were revealed as follows: 

In general, the result from in-depth interviews both in individual and in group 

with key informants could be summarized that those interviewees were divided into 

two main groups in this study including 1) the total of22 representatives (one from 

each community enterprises)from agricultural products groups, food processing 

group, and tourism service group, of which also received excellence practice awards 

for 3 consecutive years (2012, 2013, 2014), 2) the 13 theoretical key informants were 

participate in the interviews in order to analyze the situations of tourism business, 

determine the business directions, update business trends, evaluate potentiality on 
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tourism management of the community enterprises, and the model of the community 

enterprise network management. 

For the result of the area context, in terms of the management of community 

enterprises of the 8 provinces in the lower central region of Thailand and the Agro-

tourism potentiality of those provinces, based on the interviews with 22 key 

informants (1 from each community enterprise) who were the representative of each 

community enterprises from agricultural products groups, food processing group, and 

tourism service group, of which also received excellence practice awards for 3 

consecutive years (2012, 2013, 2014), was discovered that: 

The result of research from the concept of the objective 1 found that: those 22 

community enterprises had their common regular responsibility (Functional) to 

produce, process, distribute commodities, and create job opportunities for the 

communities to be self-reliance (TERM Model), from the cooperation of both the 

communities and their members. The outstanding performances of their management 

were 1) becoming a prototype of a learning source to train, practice, and offer field 

experience to people, to learn agricultural process of works, 2) creating job 

opportunities for the people in the communities by their participation as the members 

and employees of the community enterprises, which was also resulting in a more 

thorough income distribution for all of the farmers, since the community enterprises 

would be a market to buy their crops and farming products, 3)  stimulating more 

employment in the communities, which was resulting in a reduce of unemployment 

problem of the community, 4) providing jobs for elderly members as to promote their 

better self-esteem, 5) generating and passing on new occupations that created based 

on local wisdom from the community ancestors  to future generations, 6) cultivating 

community members to have self-reliance, 7) promoting awareness of the benefit of 

natural resources and efficiently use them, together with conserving the environment. 

Nevertheless, the success of the community enterprises could not be 

accomplished without cooperation from the communities, especially from the 

community leaders and local scholars, who acted in giving consultancy, and supports, 

and stimulating social activities for the communities. The community leaders here 

referred to local governments, village headmen, who usually have close relationship 

with the community enterprises, resulting in an internal strong relationship inside 
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network as called “Close Network”. According to the registration criteria that the 

community enterprises were required to get the performance assessment every year by 

Secretariat Office of Community Enterprises, enforced by the Act of Community 

Enterprise Royal Decree, 2005. Once the annual performance assessment had been 

done, the results would be reported at different performance levels including high 

level, average level, and needed improvement level. Later on, the Regional Office of 

Agricultural Extension and Development 2, Ratchaburi Province, in charge of the 

community enterprises located in the 8 provinces including Kanchanaburi, Supanburi, 

Nakhon-Pathom, Ratchaburi, Samutsakorn, Samutsongkram, Petchburi, and 

Prajuabkeereekhan, would proceed on to provide the community enterprises with 

necessary helps, supports, and useful information in developing the community 

enterprises. Even though the Secretariat Office of Community Enterprises, the 

Regional Office of Agricultural Extension and Development 2, Ratchaburi Province, 

District Agricultural Offices, and Provincial Agricultural Offices were not physically 

considered as internal networks that located in the same area, but the result of the 

study discovered that those organizations had close relationship with the community 

enterprises. So, those 4 organizations were included in this study as internal networks 

because of the close connections of the functions that they contributed to the 

community enterprises. 

Regarding the promotion on agro-tourism, the Key Informant 9 gave his 

commented as follows: 

 

community enterprises consider the promotion on ago-tourism as just a 

supplementary option, because the tourism management is something rather 

difficult for us in my opinion. If it is not managed well, there will be a lot of 

complaints as a result. So, we will agree to add in the tourism to our business, 

but there should be some organizations to deal with managing on it. Now, we 

were ready to be a tourist stop or a knowledge sharing center for those tourists 

who are interested in studying fruits cultivation. 
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In consistent with the comment above, from the Key Informant 9, the Key 

Informant 18 also affirmed that:  

 

To me, I view incorporating tourism in the community enterprise as an 

supplement of the business because our main goals are to produce and 

distribute agricultural products, as well as to cooperate with the governments 

by participating meetings, showcasing the products in government trade 

exhibitions, joining trainings for the benefits that can escalate the development 

of the community enterprise according to the government policy. We have rich 

resources but lack of tourism management skills. Still, the tourism sounds 

more to me an advantage rather than a disadvantage. 

 

In addition, the result of the research based on the objective 2 indicated that 

nowadays excursionists and tourists who travelled to the area were from the 4 

following types: field study visitors, regular visitors, walk-in tourists and new tourists 

from special interested group and the community enterprises had the potentiality in 

establishing Agro-Tourism both in the form of Tourism Activities including 

Experience/Meaning/Learning/Sharing/Food/Healthy/and Sports based on their area 

context of agriculturist daily life living, and Agricultures which meant to Agricultural 

Farm/Farm/Plants/Paddies/ Herbs/ and Agriproducts processing.  Moreover, there was 

the discovery of the strengths and weakness of each community as mention earlier.   

However, several groups of community enterprises considered that to prepare 

the areas as tourist sites was a difficult task, since it dealt with a lot of works such as 

transforming their farm lands as to serve tourism purposes, and also finding the 

budgets for building new constructions and facilities prepared before the tourism 

service launches. Therefore, in adding up value to the business, most of the 

community enterprises agreed that tourism should be supplementary for the main 

affair. Moreover, the community enterprise groups still lacked tourism management 

and service expertise, so they thought that there should be Nodes or the mediator 

network to coordinate between the tourists and the community enterprises.  
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To conclude, the findings of this parts could be summarized into 3 main 

concepts:  

1) The community enterprises actually had their main roles in doing 

the business of their own group, in connection with internal and external networks. 

The internal networks included temples, schools, local scholars, village headmen, sub-

district headmen, Sub-District Administrative Organizations. The external networks 

comprised the networks outside the areas, across different extents such as district 

level, provincial levels, national levels, international levels, etc. 

2) The key informants had come into the consensus that the addition of 

a tourism in the community enterprises should be supplementary. Any of the 

community enterprises could do it anytime when they thought that their organizations 

were ready to, and vice versa.  

3) Among the key informants as the representatives of the groups, 

there were 2 leaders from the groups (Maha Sawat Agriculturist Housewives 

Community Enterprise, in Nakhon Pathom Province, and Pattana Sakhon Buri, Samut 

Sakhon Province) that had a high level of readiness, in terms of the physical 

conditions and a variety of natural resources in their areas enough to develop a 

tourism service system. Another 6 groups were reported as having a low or an average 

levels of the readiness of the physical conditions and natural resources for tourism 

development, but they all had the willingness to join in the tourism networks. Those 

representatives’ leaders agreed on the idea to setting up or assigned some 

representative organizations to be the network mediators responsible for the 

coordination between tourists and the community enterprises.  

From the results of the interviews regarding analysis of general tourism 

situations, directions, trends, potentiality on agricultural tourism management of the 

community enterprises, and the model of community enterprises network 

management with 13 Theoretical Key Informants, the discoveries were revealed as 

following statements: 
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Theoretical Key Informant 1 said that,  

 

Agricultural tourism is common everywhere. To add its value, people need to 

find out for something new and make it different from what it is as usual. This 

is a way for the famers to be independent from the middlemen as the farmers 

have the power to control their own product pricing. Most importantly, to run 

on the invented local professions to future generations within the community 

is considered the most important thing for us to do. 

 

Theoretical Key Informant 2 commented that, 

 

Each community enterprises usually has different skill expertise in managing 

agro-tourism, and other relevant business sectors would be pleased to help, but 

the key, instead, lies heavily on the availability of the local staff and the 

quality of service providing for tourists by the community enterprise itself. 

The organizations in the networks can help in doing marketing but they also 

need to ensure that the good quality of the service providing by the community 

has been really performed to the customers, at least for keeping their business 

image. The sale can be made through the agencies from hotels.  

  

Theoretical Key Informant 3 stated that, 

 

To promote the business, it is simply just to see what the business successors 

usually do as a prototype, then check what are missing, and then fill up those 

holes. There is no need to wait for helps or supports from external 

organizations. Why don’t we help each other in our own community first. 

 

Theoretical Key Informant 4 mentioned that,  

 

To design a package or a program for tourists, it is important to avoid what 

make them feel like coming for “a study trip”. Since the communities have a 

variety of tourist attractions, tourism activities can be designed to make them 
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well blended together in tourism, souvenirs can be created, and local people 

are also friendly. If the community combined those things and make a tourism 

site more variety, the establishment of tourism business is possible for the 

community. When tourists hear the site name as “learning centers”, at first, the 

perception of “formal education” usually comes into their mind, which also 

means to them the feeling of “boredom”. So, there seem to be so many things 

that can be adjusted, in order to make the tourist site more attractive. 

 

Theoretical Key Informant 6 noted that, 

 

In the past, I was curious to know why people want to visit communities in 

Thailand because I thought that everywhere in Thailand are all same. But now, 

I started to realize that different area can construct different experiences to 

tourists. Unique characteristics of each area can create charm of the place. It 

means that the place can remind the past visitors something in their memory 

about the place. 

  

From the aforementioned comments from the theoretical key informants, after 

analyzing data, the findings could be concluded as follows 4.15 : 

1) Functional Roles and responsibilities of the community enterprises 

consisted of 2 parts including the roles and responsibilities based on the main 

functions, and the roles and responsibilities based on the supplementary function  

(if they incorporate tourism into the business). 

2) The mediation organizations that were responsible in business 

coordination called as “Nodes” should have the wide range of contacts of different 

parties, e.g., tourists, tourist places, tourist accommodations, online business groups, 

transportation agencies, Provincial Tourism Authority and Sports Offices, Area 

Tourism Authority of Thailand Offices, and other relevant business organizations.  

3) The formation of the model network was developed by using the 

community enterprise groups as the core networks.   
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Once the draft of the model had been created, the next step would be the 

validation of the model through Small Focus Group Discussion with the potential 

chairmen or representative of the community enterprises, public, and private sectors 

related to the communities, public, and private sectors related to the policy 

determination, tourism organizations, academic specialist, and key informants. The 

discussion was held on 28 December, 2016, at Timberland Resort, in Suan Pheung, 

Ratchaburi, in order to refine the model together. There were 9 participants in the 

discussion as mentioned earlier in table 3.3.   

The steps in conducting the discussion were as follows: 

1) In pre-discussion stage, the researcher introduced the background of 

the study and presented the draft model of the community enterprise management 

network of the provinces in the lower central region of Thailand for promoting Agro-

Tourism, as shown in the figure 4.15. The draft model was developed based on the 

data elicited from the interviews conducted with 22 leaders of the community 

enterprises of which had outstanding performances. The functional roles and 

responsibilities of the community enterprises consisted of 2 types, consistent with the 

primary data source. The types were reported as follows: 

 (1) The functional network was formed on the basis of its 

functional roles of the business. Those functions included producing, processing, 

distributing the products, as well as effectively managing on the community 

enterprises. Also, the functions of supporting networks included helping, supporting 

the communities, and solving the community problems. The supporting networks 

consisted of the organizations at different levels, i.e., district level, provincial level, 

national level, and international level.  

 (2) The optional network referred to the choice of the community 

enterprise in incorporating Agro- tourism into the business, in receiving and serve the 

tourists. The network of working process started by connecting with the tourism 

service agencies, through the mediator or Nodes as a center. Because the Nodes were 

at provincial level only, the finding implied that there should be an expansion of the 

Nodes down into a district level, in order to elevate the capability to create more links 

of tourist routes within a district, a province, and a region scales, resulting in a strong 

sustainable tourism of the lower region of Thailand. 
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2) Discussion stage started by exchanging, discussing, sharing 

information between the participants in order to refine the model. 

3) Analysis stage was the final stage to bring about the concepts, 

suggestions, and guidelines from the discussion to improve the model, which 

contained several points as mentioned below: 

Participant 1 noted that,  

 

To promote the community to be a tourist destination is not a difficult task. In 

fact, the tough task is how to manage conflicts in the organization. The 

networks in the draft model should not be grouped by their functional or 

optional roles, since the creative tourism concepts actually focused mainly on 

the addition of value to the business, on the basis of the application and 

extension of existing resources by making it creatively different from their 

special features. People in the community can take their parts. Therefore, the 

community enterprises need not to really adjust. They just uses their own local 

contexts to sell because tourists who seek for this kind of tourism will be from 

a special groups of interest. They do not travel for only fun. 

 

Participant 9 added that,  

 

I agreed with the idea that the community enterprises should have mediators to 

coordinate between the community enterprises, and tourism and service 

groups since the community is still the one who knows the best about the 

information of the area. For example, there is a group called, “I love Suan 

Pheung”, volunteering to work as local tour guides, and they received 

impressive feedbacks from tourists as they do the job quite well because they 

have confidence in the information given to tourists. Now, there are mediators 

assigned from governments working for the group. Also, the Office of District 

Administration of Suan Pheung share working space to Suan Pheung Tourism 

Business Club of Ratchaburi. Thus, the mediators should be assigned from 

local area level to other higher levels such as district level, provincial level, 

and national levels and so on.  The more mediator networks have been linked, 
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the wider expansion of the market will be made and the more business 

acceptance and trust they will gain. Consequently, after getting great service, 

words of mouth from tourists can be a way to promote the tourism business of 

the community enterprises. From my experience, the business mediators 

usually work on the following tasks: 

1) Receiving bookings or reservations from tourists for a tour 

program, to explore new experiences, to visit the areas, to buy souvenirs, or to 

join the business together. 

2) Coordinating between the community enterprises as a learning 

network and tourists who have interests and want to get tourism information of 

the community 

3) Providing tourism appropriate service on-demand to the tourists or 

customers 

4) Coordinating between service business networks, i.e., hotel 

business, restaurants, transportation agencies, other tourist sites/stops in the 

touring route, local souvenir shops, etc.  

5) Doing marketing to promote the touring routes and the community 

enterprises to public, and creating more direct contact channels between the 

community enterprises and the guests, especially through online media. Guests 

here included the group visitors and walk-in visitors who individually come 

with specific interest to acquire new experience at the place.  

 

Participant 3 elaborated that, 

 

All of the community enterprise actually have relationship with manufacturing 

and distributing businesses or business supporting organizations for long time 

already, but most of them still lack the skill or expertise in the area of 

managing tourism business. Some of the community enterprises have only 

some parts of the services ready for tourism such as the site is open for 

sightseeing only but there is still no accommodations available to stay, or no 

food and drink service. Therefore, if there are business mediator groups or 

Nodes to facilitate as coordinators in the area, the community enterprises will 
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join the Agro-tourism business networks more because they don’t need to 

worry about booking or reservation orders or even planning to manage on the 

tourism routes and transfer the tourists from one stop to the others stops in the 

route. These activities by the mediators will cover the weak points of the 

community enterprises as they have no skill in providing tourism service. 

 

Further suggestions from the discussion group before ending were to promote 

the tourism more through online booking websites, i.e., Takeme Tour, Local Alike, or 

Bangkok Food Tours, etc. Since the tourist groups for this kind of tourism are from 

specific interest groups, who want to have sightseeing, learning, relaxing, recreating 

altogether, the coordination with those online websites will be an effective option to 

promote it thoroughly to both Thai tourists and foreign tourists. 

Additionally, the other participants from various groups in the discussion 

agreed with idea that there should be business mediators or Nodes in the community 

enterprise networks. Bringing tourism incorporated with the community enterprises as 

a tool to add value to the community enterprises or local communities not only to 

follow the government policy according to the 12th National Economic and Social 

Development Plan, in terms of escalating the rooted community economy, but also to 

conserve the body of knowledge and local wisdom, as well as to make public relation 

to promote Agro-tourism. The tourism could reflect local way of life of Thai people, 

and authentic Thai traditions and cultures.  

In summary, after the data from the Small Group Discussion were analyzed 

and the researcher discovered the findings, those information were brought in to apply 

in refining the draft model to the complete model as follows: 

1) The promotion of the community enterprises by incorporating 

tourism as a tool to add the value to the business was an integration of the networks 

rather than a classification the networks into functional networks and optional 

networks. The model was refined from Functional and Optional networks model to be 

Integrated Model instead based on the Creative Tourism Concept. 

2) The business mediators or Nodes were brought into the model. To 

facilitate the community enterprises, they were responsible for coordinating between 

the community enterprises, tourists, and other tourism service businesses.  
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3) The networks of the community enterprises model consisted of 

internal networks with close relationship, and external networks with loose 

relationship.  Both of them played significant roles to the community enterprises 

because those networks were connected in order to create greater power and also 

more opportunities to develop the community enterprise groups at all levels including 

district level, provincial level, national level, and international level.  

After the researcher used the aforementioned information to refined the model 

of the community enterprise network management of the 8 provinces in the lower 

central region of Thailand for promoting Agro-Tourism, the interrelationship occurred 

within the model was formed as a network that connected its multiple sub-networks 

together. The phenomenon was consistent with the classification of tourism network 

of the Office of Tourism Development (2007) Those networks consisted of internal 

network (Group 1), and external networks (Group 2 and Group 3) and they were 

interconnected as for helping, supporting, promoting the community enterprises. 

The interrelationship of those 3 groups was formed as a circle shape, and they 

were interconnected. The center was the community enterprise network. Within a 

group network, the relationship of its internal networks was formed as a circuit 

diagram, which same as Stanley Wasserman and Katherine Faust (Wasserman & 

Faust, 1999) 

The relationship of those 3 groups can be elaborated as follows: 

Group 1: it was the largest group (the community enterprise group) including 

the following sub-groups: village headmen, school, and Sub-District Administrative 

Organization. Those sub-groups had close relationship together. Also, the relationship 

of each sub-group which was characterized as an internal network, was connected to 

each other as a form of a circuit diagram.    

Group 2: it was the supporting group which could be categorized into 4 levels 

according to the extent of the areas. 

1) The network at district level consisted of District Agricultural 

Offices, District Office of Community Development, District Informal Education 

Schools (Kor Sor Nor), Financial Institutes (Branches of Bank for Agriculture and 

Agricultural Cooperatives). 
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2) The network at provincial level consisted of Provincial Agricultural 

Offices, the Provincial Office of Community Development, Office of Provincial 

Commerce, Office of Provincial Energy, Office of Agricultural Product Standards, 

and Provincial Administrative Organization.  

3) The network at national level consisted of Regional Office of 

Agricultural Promotion Area 2, Secretariat Office of Community Enterprise 

Promotion, OTOP centers, educational institutes, chairmen network and the members 

of community enterprise in the province and the region.  

4) The network at international level consisted of United Nations 

Development Program (UNDP) which had the roles to give helps and offer 

opportunities to the minority groups, to help all humankind, to develop societies to 

maintain peaceful living, and Fair Trade Labelling Organization International (FLO). 

The networks at all levels in this group could connected to the community 

enterprises at any time, according to the missions of the organizations. 

Group 3: the components of this group were composed of tourist groups, 

tourism entrepreneurs, hotel and accommodation entrepreneurs, online-booking 

website groups, transportation agencies, Provincial Office of Tourism Authority and 

Sports, and the Office of Tourism Authority of Thailand. The center of this group was 

the business mediators or Nodes to connect those organizations above with the 

communities. They will take their roles as follows:  

1) Receiving bookings or reservations from tourists for a tour program, 

to explore new experiences, to visit the areas, to buy souvenirs, or to join the business 

together. 

2) Coordinating between the community enterprises as a learning 

network and tourists who have interests and want to get tourism information of the 

community 

3) Providing tourism appropriate service on-demand to the tourists or 

customers 

4) Coordinating between service business networks, i.e., hotel 

business, restaurants, transportation agencies, other tourist sites/stops in the touring 

route, local souvenir shops, etc.  
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5) Doing marketing to promote the touring routes and the community 

enterprises to public, and creating more direct contact channels between the 

community enterprises and the guests, especially through online media. Guests here 

included the group visitors and walk-in visitors who individually come with specific 

interest to acquire new experience at the place.    

As the result of the objective 1 based on the area context of the community, 

the community ability to manage the community enterprise, the relationship with 

internal and external networks which were from different sectors as mentioned earlier, 

as well as the potentiality of the community enterprises in giving the tourism service, 

it was discovered that there was still no network of Coordinative agencies (Nodes).  

The data from the interview with the key Informants and small group discussion 

demonstrated the significance of Nodes as a leading factor to tourism business success 

as they could act as a facilitator, supporter, promoter, and manager of knowledge 

sharing on tourism for those community enterprises who wanted to develop 

themselves to be an Agro-tourism attraction. Besides, the development or the success 

in promoting tourism had the core of the network as “The Community Enterprise” as 

illustrated in the figure 4.17, as the arrows pointed directly to The Community 

Enterprise. The relationship was illustrated that The Community Enterprise had close 

relationship with group 1, whereas received the support from external network, 

considered as group 2 which included the networks from different levels ranging from 

district level, provincial level, national level, and international level. They provided 

supports to community according to their main missions. Even though they were from 

the diverse sectors as mentioned earlier, but no regular or consistent supports found 

from the type of external network.  

This study mainly focused on the development of the model of community 

enterprise network but the results showed that the community enterprise still lacked 

the tourism management skills in terms of the provision of the services, and the 

design of the tourism route to connect the tourist sites in the area or the areas nearby, 

and vulnerable business networking. However, the apparent strength that could be 

found in the community was the availability of the community to develop to be a 

tourist attraction, in possessing various tourist activities, authenticity, acceptance, and 

community awareness, which led it to be a new tourist attraction where created more 
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job opportunities, more income, more extra money earned for the members. The result 

suggested that there should be an establishment of Network of Coordinative Agencies 

(Nodes) as a coordinator between the community enterprises and tourism stakeholders 

accordingly.  

To recap, the relationship of both group 2 and group 3 were subsets of group   

1 base on the concept of Wasserman and Faust (1999) as illustrated in the figure 4.17
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Figure 4.17  The Model of Community Enterprise Network Management in Lower Central Region for Promoting Agro-Tourism 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
 

The result of the study on the Model of Community Enterprise Network 

Management of the provinces in the lower middle part of Thailand to Promote Agro 

Tourism in 8 provinces could be concluded, discussed with recommendations as the 

follows: 

 

5.1 Conclusions 

 

5.1.1 The Result of this Study Due to Objective 1 

To investigate the area context of the community enterprise network, 

particularly on the organizational management and the network types, for the 8 

provinces located in the lower central region of Thailand 

1) The context of the community enterprise. From the result of the 

context as the background of community enterprises of 22 sample groups, it was 

found that the members were groups of people in the community of the same career. 

They faced the problems of poverty, low product pricing, and used to get a lot of 

influence by the middle traders who tried to minimize the community product pricing, 

until the communities formed a kind of cooperative organization by registering and 

setting it up as called “the community enterprise”. 

2) The particularly on the organizational management: The main 

objectives to setting the community enterprise were not only solving the problems but 

also responding to the needs on wisdom conservation, particularly on herb plants. In 

getting together, there were 3 groups: agricultural housewife group, production group, 

and service group. The groups were led by woman in old age and they had skills in 

agricultural working, making food, dessert, as well as the techniques and procedures 

in processing agriculture products in order to extend the life time of vegetables and 

fruit including herb for the medicine.
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3) The network types, for the 8 provinces located in the lower central 

region of Thailand. The Models of Community Enterprise network had been formed 

according to the interrelationship among the organizations within the area or outside 

the area but also they were connected as a network, which included 2 models : 1) 

Close Relationship meant that they had the direct cooperation, not complex, close 

connection for both formal and informal ways such as the relationship between the 

community enterprise within group members, communities, community experts, local 

government organization, district agriculture office or provincial agricultural office. 

All of those were formed in order to support the group enterprise, by cooperating in 

solving the problems, training, developing, giving advises and allocating the budget to 

promote the community enterprise. Moreover, Ratchaburi Agro Tourism Office 

Region 2 had the role and function in tracking on the community enterprise 

performance according to the criteria of potentiality assessment of the Secretariat 

Office of Community Enterprise; and 2) Relationship Model of the Secondary 

network was account for the external organizations at the district level, provincial 

level, national level and international level in which their relationship was rather 

loose. The cooperation were done only in the form of basic ad-hoc missions without 

long-term relation, or regular running structures. Contacts were made from time to 

time basis.   

 

5.1.2 The Result of this Study Due to Objective 2 

To examine the potentiality of the agricultural tourism management of the 8 

province community enterprise in the lower central regions of Thailand. The analysis 

results of the potential management on the agro-tourism of the Community 

Enterprises in 8 province of the lower central parts of Thailand, therefore, it could be 

concluded in the relationship chart of 5.1 as follows:  
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Figure 5.1 Conclusion of Study Results Potentials through Agro-tourism 

Management of the Community Enterprises in 8 Provinces of Lower 

Central Parts of Thailand  

 

 

 
Community 
Enterprises  

Physical characteristics 
and tourism resources 

Value, knowledge base, 
innovation, and wisdom 

Management of tourism 
business 

Model of service and 
support of the tourists 

Potentials of the community 
enterprises based on the 8 As  
element 

  Tourism marketing  

Safety and risk in the 
tourism places 

The network to support 
tourism community 
enterprises  

There are 3 points group:   
1. To be ready for supporting the tourism;  
2. The places are not ready but agreed to develop;  
3. Be not ready for locations and do not want to do the 

     

Be outstanding in terms of the learning resources, and the 
center to transfer the experiences, and the success of 
production and processing the agricultural products.  

It mostly lacks of knowledge base about tourism 
management, and tourism route management 

The locations are not beautiful like tourism places but 
there   
is good support and service provision. The story tellers of 
the group are intelligent and interested to support the food 

  

  5 sides of outstanding  points, which include, Attraction, 
Activities, Authenticity, Acceptance – Community, and  
Awareness 

It is the weakness of the community enterprises; there is the 
marketing via online business which can be done but they lacked 
of knowledge and skills to do it.   

Agricultural tourism places has a high risk but it is risk in 
rainy season and very summer.  

There are 2 main organizations which support the 
community enterprises in the tourism context, which 
include, the Provincial Agricultural Office, and the 
Provincial Tourism and Sport Office. Moreover, it 
should have the recruitment and appointment of tourism 
administrators in the community (Nodes) to co-ordinate 
and service among the tourists, community, and 
governmental and private sectors both network and 
non-network characteristics.  
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5.1.3 The Result of the Study Based on the Objective 3 

To develop a model of community enterprise network management for the 

provinces located in the lower central region of Thailand, in order to promote 

agricultural tourism. In this section, the important findings could be summarized and 

categorized from the obtained data as follows; 

1) The result of the study on the potentiality of management and model 

of community enterprise network revealed that the community enterprise clearly 

determined the organization structure together with positioning, functions and 

responsibility in the management. Those scopes lead to the more convenience and 

agility in operating the business. Besides, it was found that the community enterprise 

groups could have self-reliance, particularly on creating technology from their own 

wisdom, adding values from the products and proceed the products. Moreover, there 

was the awareness of the benefits of natural conservation and environment. For 

example, they make their own fertilization used for the agriculture of the households, 

grow organic vegetables and fruit, promote the agriculturists to work on the organic 

agriculture, keep their commitments, be honest, did not take the advantages on the 

others, and support and share knowledge with the people inside and outside the 

communities regularly. It was also found that the important factor was the leader of 

the group or the chairman of the group who was the key man leading the community 

business to move forward. Considering from the 22 leaders of community enterprises 

in the study, they generally sacrificed themselves in managing with transparency, 

audit ability, justly financing allocation, with no organizational conflicts, including 

firmly intention to push the community forward for a better living condition.  

2) Taking the result on the area context of the community enterprise 

management into consideration, the significant characteristics of the context could be 

observed as A) to play a role as a prototype of learning centers provided for 

professional training, field profession experiences, training on the processes of 

working in agriculture, B) to generate more income for community members where 

the income distribution was taken into the  local employment, or employees of the 

community enterprises, through the expansion of direct market for buying community 

products from those people, C) to promote more employment in local area as well as 
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to eliminate the unemployment problems, D) to develop jobs for  elderly people in 

order for them to gain more self- worth, E) to transfer local professions originated as a 

legacy from local wisdom for next generations, F) to cultivate self-reliance 

characteristics for the community members, and G) to escalate the awareness of the 

benefits of the conservation of natural resources and environment. 

3) The outstanding features of the community enterprise consisted of 

A) “Attraction” within the ideas to produce and process an interesting tourist good, 

the concept of beautiful nature, and a search for a new kind of fruit, as to draw 

tourists’ the impression and excitement; B) a variety of “Activities” for the tourists to 

participate; C) the authenticity of Agro Tourism in the community; D) “Acceptance -

Community” of the Agro Tourism, as a good host; and E) every community had the 

“Awareness” in conserving the natural resources. 

4) There were 2 main organizations supporting the community 

enterprise groups in the context of tourism such as Provincial Agricultural Office, and 

Provincial Tourism and Sports. There should be the selection and assignment of the 

managers (nodes) for the community tourism to coordinate about the service across 

the tourists, community, the government and private sectors both as networking and 

non-networking The formation of the model network was developed as follow 
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Figure 5.2  The Model of Community Enterprise Network Management in Lower Central Region for Promoting Agro-Tourism 
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The model of network management of the community enterprise in the 

provinces in the lower middle part of Thai for Agro Tourism promotion, and the 

relationship as a network connection between the involving groups both interior 

network and external network, was like an illustration of a circle with the connection 

at the center. That was the community enterprise. At the same time, each group which 

was the interior network connected together like a circuit. For the relationship, there 

were main objectives set as to help, support, and promote the business of community 

enterprise group which contained 3 following groups of the networks: functional 

network group, supportive network of community business group, and elective 

network models. Their internal relationship of the network of each model could be 

divided again into 3 major groups : 

1) First Group: the biggest group of the community enterprises 

contained a village headman, community philosophers, sub-communities in the 

village, temples and schools in the area, including District Agricultural Office, 

Provincial Agriculture Office and Agricultural Promotion Office Region 2 and the 

Secretarial Office of Community Enterprise. All of them had close relationship and at 

the same time each group was the interior network as a circuit connection.  

2) Second Group: the network group to support the community 

business which could be divided into 4 levels due to the scope of the area. They could 

be found as an organizational network at a District level, a provincial level, a national 

level and an international level, respectively. 

3) Third Group: The elements of this group included tourists, tourist 

attractions, accommodations, the groups of Online Booking Websites network, the 

transportations, Provincial Tourism and Sports Office and Tourism Authority of 

Thailand played a role as the center to coordinate and connect to the network area, in 

other words called “Nodes”.  
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5.2 Research Discussion 
 

The community enterprise was the community business rooted from the 

community problem as a ground in developing the community to have more income, 

works and careers, and the community taking part as the owner to operate the 

business, the products in the community were created from the process beginning 

from to use the local wisdom, to the finished products as the innovations of the 

community. The operation was to combine and strengthen business forces, and to 

support each other. The knowledge exchange from learning was the heart and the 

result of the operation. It was to depend on self of the community in accordance with 

the ideas of the working group trying to elicit tacit knowledge to lessons, as 

mentioned in a study on “Excellent Lesson from Tacit Knowledge of the Community” 

as the outstanding points of the community enterprise had been shown, in the year 

2013. Besides, the result of the passing operation of the community enterprise.  It was 

found that the outstanding points contained 7 aspects which comprised 1) leaning 

models in training the careers, building the experiences, and studying the working 

process of the agricultural group; 2) helping the community to generate more income 

for the members or the groups of employees. The distribution of the income would be 

spread to the farmers, from selling and buying the products, crops, plants, vegetables 

and fruit of the group; 3) boosting employment, at the same time decreasing the 

unemployed problems of the people in the community; 4) providing the groups of 

elderly people to have jobs and had self-worth perception; 5) handing down the body 

of knowledge and wisdom of the ancestors to the next generations; 6) cultivating self-

reliance to the people in the community; and 7) promoting the awareness of using the 

natural resources and valued them with the bond to conserve the natural resources and 

the environment.  

The community enterprise in Agro Tourism context means the balanced 

integration or combination of functional roles and optional roles in a local area, 

through the use of existing local agricultural resources to be the attractive and unique 

highlights of the tourist area. The Agro Tourism was referred to as the tourism in 

which the tourists could get both the enjoyment and the knowledge of agricultural 

sources. Such knowledge could be applied or used to create the potential careers for 
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the community. The tourists also could touch the local lifestyle, the way of living of 

the villagers, traditions, cultures, traditions, local knowledge, local wisdom among the 

beautiful natural scenery in each area and the participation of the people who were the 

members of the local area to create tourists’ impression in visiting through 

experiencing, tasting, buying the products from the original sources, as well as 

participating in various activities with the community members in the community. 

The visitors would get the knowledge, skills, and experiences. Besides, creating the 

income for the community by selling the agricultural products, processing products, 

and services to the tourists, the Agro Tourism had aims to help solving the community 

economy by increasing the numbers of marketing places to sell the goods in the 

community, building of the additional values were from the available local resources, 

and spreading the income down into the local community. According to studies of 

Rampaipan Kaewsuriya (2001); Tourism Authority of Thailand (2003); Wattana 

Manorat (2009); Agricultural Office (2002); Department of Tourism (2014) said that 

the community was the group of the provinces in lower central part of Thailand, 

where the main careers of the people involving the production, distribution of various 

farming crops i.e., vegetables, fruit, rice, herbs, agricultural plants and product 

processing. 

The Agro Tourism in the communication enterprise source was an alternative 

for the tourists who were fond of Special Interest Tourism in order to create career 

and extra income for the community. The tourism characteristics were not the Mass 

Tourism but the Alternative Tourism, in accordance with the previous study of 

Tomorn Sukhapreecha (Tourism Authority of Thailand,2016). The local tourism 

paradigm was to travel to the different places and could have an opportunity to 

associate with the local people in the local area, in following to the country 

development policy as in the 12thNational Social and Economic development plan 

(2016-2021), particularly on the Basic Economic Development for the stability, 

prosperity, and sustainability of national economy as mentioned in the study of 

Yuwadee Nirattrakoon (Tourism Authority of Thailand, 2016). It was to get across 

from the trap of middle income to high income. Therefore the Agro Tourism, the 

Community Business Tourism, and Local Tourism were designed to serve the quality 

tourists in special interest group who usually select the tourism choice based on their 
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particular interests. They also expected to gain the experiences in traveling for what 

they really wanted. The tourism was meaningful, a kind of leaning, an knowledge 

exchange between the groups of tourists and others in the communities, in which they 

could taste the food, use herbs for health care, do exercises among nature and 

conserve the environment as the relation. 

The findings revealed that the occupational fields of the community 

enterprises in the provinces located in the lower central region of Thailand, were 

usually in agricultural farming/farms/planting/paddies/ herbs/ and agricultural product 

processing together with the integration of tourism. It helped alternate the option by 

integrating new job with current job (Terdchai Choibamroong, 2010; Waranut 

Ketsahad, 2011; Phatharaporn Chanthani, 2011; Office of Agriculture, 2012; Nartsuda 

Chemnasiri, 2012; Office of Tourism Development, 2014). This creation of Agro-

tourism integrating agriculture and tourism was developed from the root of its area 

context under the concepts of Experiencing/Meaning Discovering/Learning 

/Sharing/Food /Healthy/ and Sports. The discovery was agreed with the concept of 

Michal Sznjder, Lucyna Przezborshk (2009). The relationship between tourism and 

agriculture, and the etymology of agro-tourism was shown in Figure 5.1 below 5.3 :  
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Figure 5.3 The Relationship of Tourism and Agriculture of the Community 

Enterprise 
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community basis, consistent with the King Rama IX’s teaching on Human 

Development as said below.  

“The development had to be erupted from the inside. It meant that we had to 

build up the readiness for the community members beforehand so that spread it to the 

outside world. It was not to bring in the civilization or persons from the outside world 

into the community or the village where the people did not have the opportunity to 

prepare themselves or to set themselves to be ready enough.” 

From the findings, they revealed the model of network management of the 

community enterprise group of the provincial group in the lower central part of 

Thailand, to promote Agro Tourism, were provided with business networks to support 

in terms of knowledge sharing, problem solving, and business planning from both 

internal and external organizations with both the close relationship and lose 

relationship. The model could be categorized in 3 groups as 1) functional group, 2) 

supporting network group of the community business, and 3) alternative network 

group. The relationship of those 3 groups could be illustrated as a circle in connecting 

each one to the others. The central point was community enterprise. The internal 

relation was formed as a connection of a circuit, according to with the previous study 

of Tourism Development Office (2016). Moreover, in dividing the groups, it was 

found out that there were different categories of the models of the community 

enterprise network as mentioned in the study of Kriengkrai Kanlaew et.al. (2007), in 

order to promote community strength and sustainability. Like in the case of 

Agricultural Housewife Baan Waai Liam Group, it was divided into 4 subcategories 

such as Production Network, Exchange Network, Raw Material Network and Public 

Organization Network. Although they were called differently, the contents, roles, and 

responsibility were in common aims, which were designed to help, support, and 

promote the business of all the community enterprise. Besides, it was found that 

everyone, every organization took part in developing in a form of group competition 

rather than individual competition. Sometimes they produced and processed similar 

products goods; however the target customers were different. The result of this study 

was slightly different from the study by Kachondet Aphichattrakul (2010) on Network 

Management of Field Study Tourism and Entertainment as it suggested the 
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relationship of entrepreneurs with competitive characteristics more than the 

cooperation characteristics. 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3 Recommendations 
  

5.3.1 Suggestions for the guidelines to escalate competitive potential of the 

community enterprise of the provinces located in the lower central region of Thailand 

for promoting Agro-Tourism had been generalized from the basis of the Potentiality 

Management of agro tourism of Community Enterprise, elicited from the 

phenomenon of the group of 8 primary sources containing 8 following characteristics: 

1) physical characteristics and tourism resources; 2) the knowledge values of the body 

of knowledge, innovation and local wisdom; 3) the management of tourism business; 

4) the model of services and supports; 5) the tourism potentiality considering from 

tourist elements 8As; 6) tourism marketing; 7) the safety and risks in the tourist 

attraction; and 8) the tourism support.  

5.3.2 From the findings that showed 2 groups of the community enterprises 

that were ready for tourism, considered from its physical characteristics and tourist 

resources, as named “Community Enterprise Group of Klong Mahasawat Housewife, 

in Nakorn Pathom” and “Community Enterprise Group of Pattana Sakornburi, in 

Samut Sakorn”,  6 groups not quite ready in terms of their physical characteristics and 

tourist resources, and the willingness to join the team in developing the area, and 14 

groups were not ready to support tourism, the suggestion then initiated for the tourism 

and community enterprise sectors, to promote their Agro-Tourism firstly on the scope, 

degree, or the area they considered to be ready for them.  Though, several community 

enterprise groups were not ready for tourism management or support tourism, those 

who had high readiness could be developed as a prototype and there should also be an 

establishment of the mechanics for connecting those groups who had lower readiness 
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with high readiness groups, and other relevant groups, in order to promote sharing 

support among the multi-groups.   

5.3.3 The 22 community enterprise groups signified themselves as a learning 

source, and the center to transfer a variety of agricultural products. It could be 

observed that there were 2 products of processed products were duplicated which 

included:           1) the processed Kluay Nam Wah banana, Kluay Hom Thong Gros 

Michel Banana or Kluay Hak Muk products ; and 2) the production of Bio-fertilizer 

used in the households. For their tourism management, it was found that no 

knowledge of tourism management, no tourist routes created, no pricing estimation. 

Then, the potentiality in tourism service and support of the community enterprise 

involved around supporting the visitors by supplying food and drinks, as well as 

selling products which were the main income of the service. From the 

abovementioned, the suggestion was created for the support groups or networks to 

provide training or knowledge sharing on tourism to the community enterprises, 

especially for those who had readiness to develop themselves to be an Agro-Tourism 

site, as to enhance them on the tourism management, the design of tourism routes, the 

tourism service provision, and so on. 

1) Suggestions in Defining a Policy 

 (1) The development policy of Thailand particularly the 

development of Community Enterprise Group should use the concept of Down Top 

Policy rather than Top Down Policy by allowing the opportunity for the real 

representatives from the grass rooted community group, to join a role in setting up the 

policy for themselves in developing and maintaining the identity and uniqueness of 

their community, as an original idea based on their real context. 

 (2) There should be the determination of consistent and sustainable 

promotion policy for Agro Tourism throughout the ways of thinking, production 

methods, conservation techniques, conservation of environment and local wisdom.  

2) Suggestions for Further Study 

 (1) From the findings that there was a limit of public relation access 

to the customers or consumers and that was why the regular customers needed to 

order the products through telephone and paid by cash only. The problem was that 

they had no technological skills to promote the business online. Therefore, the 
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researcher came up with the suggestion for further research on the development of 

more online distribution channels for the Agro-Tourism community enterprises, and 

the development on the applications used for the Agro-Tourism community 

enterprises. 

 (2) From the findings of the difficulty to transfer knowledge to the 

business successors in the next generations, the suggestion was made for further study 

on the development of the guidelines to manage the tacit knowledge and the models 

of knowledge transfers to keep the local wisdom for last long use from generations to 

generations.  

From the findings that the community enterprises lacked the body of 

knowledge in developing the designs of packaging and branding for making the 

products well-known, in order to reflect the product identity and uniqueness of the 

community, the suggestion for more studies was then made on the development of 

product branding, packaging to communicate the product identity of the community 

enterprises. Additional suggestions could be found as the following comments: 

1) There should be more studies on the management models of Nodes 

and types of tourism centers working as a coordinator between Demand Side and 

Supply Side.  

2) There should be more studies on the guidelines to develop 

community enterprise to be an Agro Tourism destination.  

3) There should be more studies on the behaviors, needs, expectations 

of visitors as tourists in traveling for Agro Tourism attractions, as to apply as the 

guidelines in developing community enterprises or reference sources for the 

preparation to provide good service for tourists. 
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Appendix A 

 

In Depth Interview the 22 Key Informants and Observing the Physical and 

Location 

 

1. Community enterprise of Agricultural Demonstration Center, Ta Sao Sub-

district Community Shop, Kanchanaburi 

 

 

  

 

Figure A1  Ta Sao Sub-district, Kanchanaburi  
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It is located at 89 Moo 8, Ta Sao Sub-district, Sai Yok District, Kanchanaburi 

Province, Community Enterprise Registration No. 2-71-02-02/1-0006, Mr. Pipat 

Kaewjitkongtong was the Committee President. This community enterprise of 

Agricultural Demonstration Center engaged in distributing fertilizers, agricultural 

products, and goods for domestic consumption. 

Regarding the interview and observation from the phenomenon, or the 

happened situations on Friday 31
st
 July, 2015 at the farm outlet, Key Man No.1, the 

informant gave the information as follows:  

Key Man No.1 told about the general information of the community enterprise 

that since 1999 Thailand had encounter the economic crisis which affected the 

agriculturists in Ta Sao Sub-district in terms of the lower agricultural products, 

insufficient incomes of people towards their living which caused them to borrow 

money from debts for their investment. These problems affected their life quality and 

family problem. Moreover, it was found that some parts of communities lacked of the 

land for making a living, and the agriculturists increased their own debts. Such 

situations increase their severity continuously; therefore the community leader, Mr. 

Wikij Kaewjitkongtong discussed mutually with the members to solve such problems, 

and ended up with the resolutions of establishing the “Agricultural Demonstration 

Center”. The Center has started its operation since 2001 by having Mr. Wikij 

Kaewjitkongtong held the president position. The first strategy used in the group was 

“to decrease the expenses and increase the incomes to the family”. Hence, the 

member mutually agreed to establish the community shop or farm outlet to distribute 

the products in cheap price for the community which could reduce the taking of 

advantage from merchant middlemen, and enhance and support the members to be 

free from informal debts condition. Later in 2005, the members mutually asked for the 

registration as a community enterprise in a type of products production group by 

funding from the members who held the share 100 baht per each. The activities of the 

group consisted of opening the farm outlet for distribution which was the center of 

community business, being the center of purchase and selling of the community, or it 

was called “Look Tong Supermarket”, which distributed domestic consumption 

products, agricultural products, and processing products such as local vegetables, 

Pesticide Residue Free Vegetable, seasonal fruit, Nam Prik, and other food. The 
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members would bring their products to distribute the people in this community. Then 

the ‘Look Tung Supermarket’ was selected at the farm outlet. In addition, the farm 

outlet had some network activities managed by the group, which included, beef cattle 

group, establishing Bhudawimut Bank, organic farming group, processing housewives 

group, compost/bio-fertilizer group production group, curry paste group, Sufficiency 

Economy Learning Center Ta Sao Sub-district, Ban Phu Toey Forest Conservation 

Activity, biodiesel production group, cooking gas production from animal dropping 

and food scraps, pyroligneous acid  group  and herb plot breeding/flowers which were 

hard to find to be back to the forests. 

When interviewing about administrative potentials of the group based on the 

potentials evaluation criteria of the community enterprise from the Committee of 

Community Enterprise, Promotion, Office of the Secretary, Department of 

Agriculture Extension (2012), the management guidelines found were as follows:  

Concerning the orientations of operation toward the community enterprise of 

the Agricultural Demonstration Center through the farm outlet Ta Sao Sub-district, 

the orientations of this group were determined clearly. To diversification from the 

operation results, various activities were conducted including farm outlet considered 

as the community business center, community financial institute, organic agriculture, 

community forest, community welfare funds community, producing the compost 

/organic fertilizers, bio-diesel, cooking gas from animal droppings and food scraps, 

producing pyroligneous acid, and herb/flowers plot breeding, etc. Therefore it had to 

be managed by committees in each activity, the account had to be done by separating 

each activity clearly, create the managing participation by holding the principle of 

possession by community, be practical and mutual learning by learning coordination 

with government and private sectors in order to make development based on the 

community plans under the idea of “to create the community to get sustainable self-

reliance by participation and the local wisdom mixed with technology in 

development. The goal is that to create the livelihood of community in terms of 

economy, society, and environment to be balanced by using the development plan for 

community as the completely connected guideline”. 

Regarding the operation plan; it was expected to see the people in this 

community  have incomes from their own wisdom, have occupation, reduce the 
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agriculturalists’ debts, be harmony, and reduce the social inequality, therefore it came 

to the mutual plan among the members and president of this group to conduct the 

farm outlet which expected to be as general convenient shop, support to originate the 

network between farm outlet and folks, develop the funding system by raising from 

the members first, if the funds were not sufficient, it would be coordinated to the fund 

resources both from government and private sectors, organize the training course for 

employees such as the accounting program system, products program, and develop 

the products and packages to be qualitative and modern consistently.  

For marketing management; the characteristics of marketing management of the 

community enterprise group had the channels of distribution only limited to the local 

people, and the marketing was still word of mouth especially the word of mouth 

among members and communities only because most of the customers of the farm 

outlet were the members and communities in the Phymud village and Phuteuy village.  

Regarding the knowledge and news and information management; the 

community enterprise group collected the wisdom knowledge and information among 

the members themselves together with organizing the practice guidelines in every step 

to make it easy to understand among the members, youths, and to help all members be 

able to publicize their information and knowledge by being as the lecturers to give 

lecture for people who come to learn and observe activities.  

According to member management, at that time there were 596 members. 

Every member held shares for not more than 200 shares/ person (100 baht per share) 

except the members who borrowed money from the village funds to buy the shares 

that they could buy them without limit (it was about the strategy created by the group 

to prevent the members not borrowed money but used it too much without realizing 

the money got by borrowing). Moreover, there was the general conference once in a 

year to open the opportunity for the members to participate in problems analysis and 

plan for solving such problems mutually. In addition, the group developed all 

members to become the lecturer for transfer the knowledge of products processing or 

any group activities.  

Concerning the process of products and service management; the shop was 

organized to distribute the domestic consumption and agricultural products including 

chemicals, organic fertilizers, seeds, etc. For the distribution, the products would be 
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sold in cheaper prices than in general market places, and some kinds of products 

would be produced by the members themselves that helped the selling could be done 

in cheaper prices since the costs were lower, however such products still had the short 

storage.   

For the operation results of the community enterprise; all members had the 

same goal, which was, “self-reliance”. It was found that the group could solve the 

poverty problem of the members. Moreover, the combination as a group originated 

the exchange of knowledge among the members and organization within the network 

allies   that increased knowledge through agriculturists. The agriculturists in the 

community had part time self-employment without going out of their own area, 

reduced the cost of agricultural production, increased the agricultural production 

which could strengthen the community, and got support from the government sectors 

consistently. 

When interview about a number of networks with the organizations which 

came to help and promote the group based on the idea of cooperation, it was found 

that when the community became strong, the leaders had visions, being leadership, be 

honest/sacrificed themselves for the community, managed the operation transparently  

and could be investigated, perceived their own roles and duties, opened the 

opportunity for the members to participate with, mutually thought and analyzed, 

cooperated, followed and evaluated the results, and mutually got benefits, therefore 

these got acceptance from the  network allies  who came to participate in for more 

than 27 organizations. The details were as follows:  

1) The organizations within the internal networks consisted of 3 organizations, 

which included, village head, Ta Sao Sub-district Administrative Organization, and 

Agricultural Technology Transfer and Service Center of Ta Sao Sub-district both 

helped support the group  by cooperating with the group in terms of doing activities, 

which had to raise people or ask for cooperation for organizing the activities of the 

group; 

2) The external organizations had 4 levels as follows:   

(1) The district network: this consisted of 4 organizations, which included 

Saiyok District Agricultural Extension Office, Saiyok District Livestock Office, 

Saiyok District Community Development Office, and Saiyok Administrative Office 
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helped and gave consultancy as well as recommendation from the agricultural 

problem, and diseases from pets;  

(2) Provincial network: there were 11 organizations which consisted of 

Office of Agricultural Extension and Development Number 2, Ratchaburi Province, 

Kanchanaburi Provincial Agricultural Extension Office, Kanchanaburi Provincial 

Office of Agriculture and Cooperatives, Department of Internal Trade of Thailand, 

Ministry of Commerce, Commerce Office of Kanchanaburi, Land Development 

Department of Kanchanaburi, The Kanchanaburi Provincial Office of Comptroller 

General,  Kanchanaburi Provincial Livestock Office, Kanchanaburi Forest Office,  

Bank for Agriculture and Agricultural Cooperatives, Erawan National Park, and 

Saiyok National Park, Kanchanaburi Provincial Office of Agriculture and 

Cooperatives, Department of Internal Trade of Thailand, Ministry of Commerce, 

Commerce Office of Kanchanaburi, Land Development Department of Kanchanaburi, 

The Kanchanaburi Provincial Office of Comptroller General, Kanchanaburi 

Provincial Livestock Office, Kanchanaburi Forest Office Bank for Agriculture and 

Agricultural Cooperatives, Erawan National Park and Saiyok National Park, 

Kanchanaburi Provincial Office of Agriculture and Cooperatives, Department of 

Internal Trade of Thailand, Ministry of Commerce, Commerce Office of 

Kanchanaburi, Land Development,  Department of Kanchanaburi, The Kanchanaburi 

Provincial Office of Comptroller, General Kanchanaburi Provincial Livestock Office, 

Kanchanaburi Forest Office, Bank for Agriculture and Agricultural Cooperatives, 

Erawan National Park, and Saiyok National Park, which supported the community 

enterprise closely. Moreover, they participated in training course in terms of 

increasing agricultural production, having a meeting to inform various news and 

information of the agriculturalists in the province, inviting members to do the 

activities mutually such as distributing products, and setting up the booth in various 

places; 

(3) Domestic network; there were 7 organization which included 

Community Enterprise Promotion Division, Department of Agriculture Extension, 

Health Promotion Foundation of Thailand, Mahidol University, Kanchanaburi 

Rajabhat University, Kasetsart University, Kampangsan Campus, Agriculture and 

Cooperative Division, and Development Office Armed Force, Armed 
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Forces Development Command helped by evaluating the operation results of the 

groups as the research areas to all universities and organizations; 

(4) International networks, there is one organization, the United Nations 

Development Programme (UNDP) which helped on human and social development to 

live with mutual peace. 

Ta Sao Sub-district Community Shop, Kanchanaburi Province was found 

that most of the interests who came to this Center needed to observe activities for 1 

day. The Group welcomed them by lecture and take them around the learning station 

without charge but the incomes got were from distributing products and the wages of 

cooking for welcoming. For the information got from interviewing the key informants 

based on the 9A’s, the researcher had analyzed the contents and concluded them as 

strength and weakness. The details were listed as follows:   

Strength   

1) The group got the 2014 National Community Enterprise Award Winner. 

The attraction of this Group were from creating the households accounting, the center 

of agricultural products market by the community for community, and applying the 

ways of sufficiency economy to be used in the households. The local wisdom stories 

were told through all 17 activities operation. This tourist attractions were from the 

integrated farming by planting and animals feeding. Moreover, there was the 

connection of agricultural products market to other community enterprise groups 

within this province in order to create the routes of Kanchanaburi agricultural tourism. 

2) Accessibility of the tourists, they could travel to this Group conveniently 

such as both mini and huge bus because the area was located on the main road of 

Kanchanaburi-SaiYok. 

3) Activities, there were various activities especially the learning and 

practicing from all occupational groups for more than 17 curricula operated by the 

members of this community enterprises group. The interests could choose to travel to 

other tourists attractions as well. 

4) Authenticity, there were the operation of traditional agriculture, agricultural 

knowledge base, agricultural experiences which helped achieve the commercial 

success. 
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5) Acceptance–Community, because of the participation of the local 

community by mutual think, do, and solve the problems continuously and consistently 

that enhanced the community to be strong, harmonious, honest, sacrificed, and create 

the inheritors for the enterprise. Moreover, it helped create the awareness of 

environmental preservation and the reduction of insecticides and chemicals.  

Weakness  

1) Accommodation; the Group still had no service of accommodation in the 

village but the Group could recommend the various kinds of accommodation such as 

3 stars residents, resorts, camps, etc.  

2) Amenities; zone and area facilities as well as the cars parking still lack of 

good system.  

3) Ancillary Services; the lack of responsible persons through the main duty of 

coordinating and taking care of the members, thus being the tourists attraction was 

still not focused on, or there was still no discussion on the supporting of tourism. 

The self-evaluation results of the key informant based on the standardized 

criteria of agricultural tourism resources, of the Department of Tourism (2014)  was at 

a good level  (68.96) 

The group had high worthiness of the knowledge base  wisdom, the attraction 

of sufficiency economy, the network creation of the cooperation among the 

communities to help or exchange knowledge of agricultural enhancement mutually, 

and be acceptable from being the transfer center of knowledge base to external 

individuals, then had the strength of tourism attraction because it opened the 

opportunity for the tourists or interests to learn ways of lives to do the activities with 

the agriculturists mutually. Moreover, it provided the training course to transfer 

knowledge, and be able to connect the travelling routes from the community 

enterprises group to tourists attractions in the area.  

Things that should be improved; which include, the beauty through the 

setting of area zone, agricultural products still had no attraction, there was no any 

network to support for the being of tourists attraction, and the lack of advertising and 

public relations, as well as the organizing of tourism service.  
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2. Name of community enterprise: community enterprise of Ta Kram Aen 

Paddy Central Market, Kanchanaburi   

 

 

              

 

 

Figure A2  Ta Kram Aen Paddy, Kanchanaburi 

 

The Community enterprise of Ta Kram Aen Paddy Central Market is located 

at 50/1 Moo 14, Ta Kram Aen Sub-district, Tamaka District, Kanchanaburi Province, 
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the Community Enterprise Registration: 2-71-05-05/1-0011, Mr. Direk Panpakdee 

was a group president. This has been establishment as the central market for buying 

and selling the paddy and cassava.    

According to the interview via phone of Key Man No.2, the chairman on 

Sunday 18
th

 October, 2015 04.00 p.m. at the office of Ta Kram Aen Paddy Rice 

Central Market;   

Key Man No.2 said that the main occupation of the Ta Kram Aen community 

was about agriculture. There were rice field about more than 9,000 Rais, and more 

than 800 agriculturists. The problems were a lot which usually came from the cycles 

of being disadvantages from the merchant middlemen”. When the products produced 

much, the price was low, and when the products produced few, the price was 

increased. However, when the price was increased, people usually produce 

numerously”. Such problem like this happened everywhere in Thailand; therefore the 

problem solving began when the community leaders mutually gather in group to solve 

these problems. They had studied the details for establishing the community 

enterprise from all documents. Moreover, they took the staff to observe activities at 

the community enterprise of Agricultural Technology Transfer and Paddy Service 

Center of Paddy, Kok Ta Bon Sub-district, Ta Ma Ka District, Kanchanaburi Province 

until got some ideas; then they collected 7 members to establish the enterprise and 

asked for the registration as the “community enterprise of Ta Kram Aen Rice Central 

Market” in 2009. It was a group which produced the products and gave service of 

fundraising from the members by accepting the members to hold the shares not less 

than 1 share/person, and the share was at 100 baht per each.   

According to the group activities; it was the operation of community enterprise 

on the Ta Kram Aen Rice Central Market which emphasized the enhancement of 

members to conduct all activities mutually to help on one another in terms of 

agricultural occupation (growing rice). The operations included academic knowledge 

on agriculture and trading, the provision of production factors, the collection of 

agricultural products and products of members for processing and distributing, the 

service of housing for products storage, as well as the credit provision for the 

members to support their occupation. 
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When interviewing the management potentials of the group, it was found that 

the community enterprise of the Ta Kram Aen Rice Central Market had the clear 

management orientation, which were, to emphasize the service for members, the 

service for farmers in the community, had an idea to support the occupation of the 

members, and solved the problems of production factors and complete rice marketing, 

gave an opportunity to the members to participate in determining goals, direction, and 

work plan. These helped the group get profits from this trading every year. However, 

due to the characteristics of group activities which could be done based on the festival 

of products harvest, and the quantity of products were not certain, therefore it caused 

a problem of less bargaining power or customers determination, and uncertain 

distribution resources or uncertain markets.  

The management of members was determined clearly on the conditions of the 

member subscription. If the members got profits from operation, they would dividend 

among themselves clearly and justly. 

For the process of products and services management, the group determined 

the steps of services clearly both purchasing the paddy rice and cassava.    

Regarding the operation results of the community enterprise, it revealed that 

the members’ expenses were decreased but the incomes did not change. Moreover, the 

quality of products and services were acceptable among the customers which 

originated success in some activities.    

Concerning the problems of this group; it was about the announcement of the 

government which asked the farmers for cooperation to stop out of season rice, the 

farmers in Kanchanaburi province submitted their dissatisfaction through this 

announcement to the government) on 4
th

 October, 2015, until Col.Sansern 

Kaewkamnerd, the press secretary announced that the government did not prohibit the 

out of season rice growing but asked for cooperation because Thailand and many 

countries all over the world were encountering the crisis of water shortage and 

drought. If the farmers still grew out of season rice, it was certainly that the crops 

would be damaged from the drought. The government would not pay compensates in 

case the rice field was dead (Komchadluek Online Newspaper, 4
th

 October, 2015). 

With this reason, the researcher went to this area on 18
th

 October, 2015 and realized 

that the office which was ever crowded to be left and deserted.     
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Regarding the organization network allies, there were various sectors which 

offer help and support that could be divided into 2 groups including internal networks 

and external networks as follows;  

1) Internal network; there were 2 organizations, which included the Ta Kram 

Aen Agricultural Technology Transfer and Service Center and the Ta Kram Aen Sub-

district Administrative Organization, which helped solve the problems of plant 

diseases and growing methods; 

2) External network, it consisted of 3 stages of network; 

 (1) District network; there was 1 organization, which was, Tamaka District 

Agricultural Office, it was the office of registered community enterprise, and came to 

the site for investigation of the operation results of the community enterprise group;  

 (2) Provincial network; there were 6 organizations, which included, Office 

of Agricultural Extension and Development Number 2, Ratchaburi Province, 

Kanchanaburi Provincial Agricultural Extension Office, Kanchanaburi Fisheries 

Office, Kanchanaburi Land Development Office, Office of Livestock, Bank for 

Agriculture and Agricultural Cooperatives organized the training for develop the 

agriculturists occupation, solved the problem and suggested the methods of planting 

and fisheries.  

 (3) National network; there was 1 organization, which was, Community 

Enterprise Promotion Division   Department of Agricultural Extension , holding the 

duty of visit the site for annual investigation of enterprise potential  with the District 

and Provincial Agricultural Office  

Ta Kram Aen Paddy Central Market was found that most of the persons who 

visited the Group were activities observers using time for a half day. The Group 

welcomed them by lecturing the operational results of the Group without charge but 

depending on their support. However, the income which the Group got was from the 

products distribution, The group still did not have the readiness to support tourism. 

Regarding the information got from the interview through the key informants based 

on the 9A’s elements, the researcher had analyzed the contents and concluded them as 

strength and weakness. The details were listed as follows:  
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Strength   

1) Attraction; the group had the attraction through agricultural knowledge base 

especially the planting techniques of rice and cassava with organic fertilizer.  

2) Authenticity; Most of the folks still earned a living by doing the traditional 

paddy farming.  

3) Acceptance-Community; this could solve the problems of community since 

the folks accepted the Group’s rules and regulations. If the leaders determined policies 

or orientations for the Group development, they would help on one another, especially 

in terms of being the communicators of knowledge base by giving lectures to the 

activities observants.  

4) Awareness; the use of chemicals or insecticides which affected the 

agriculturists, therefore they turned to use the organic fertilizers produced by 

themselves.  

Weakness  

1) Accessibility; the travel was still inconvenient. If the interests were not 

living there, they had to ask the folks living there continuously since there was no any 

sign to tell the direction.  

2) Accommodation; there were no residents to service the tourists. 

3) Amenities; the environments of areas were deteriorated in terms of beauty 

or facilities such as unclean toilets.  

4) Activities; the Group activities could be seen generally not variedly. The 

main activities included rice, sugar cane, and cassava production. 

5) Ancillary Services; the Group did not plan to develop and become the 

tourists attractions because the lack of knowledge and perception in terms of 

management, and system of marketing support of the tourists.  

Self-evaluation results based on the standardized criteria of agricultural 

tourism resources, of the Department of Tourism (2014) was at a good level (63.21) 

Strength; 1)the Group had the high value of knowledge base  wisdom 

especially in terms of bringing the concept of sufficiency economy to apply, creating 

the network within community to solve the problems mutually and be acceptable to 

become the center of transferring the knowledge base to external people, 

and2)outstanding; to create the co-operation network with the community to help or 
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exchange knowledge for mutually enhancing agricultures, and had the strength in 

terms of tourism attraction because the tourists or the interests were given the 

opportunity to learn the way of life and mutually do the activities with the 

agriculturists, including  giving the services to transfer knowledge, and be able to 

connect the travelling routes from the community enterprise group to various tourists 

attractions in the areas.  

Things that should be improved; the beauty  for setting the zone of 

agricultural products which were not outstanding, the creation of network to support 

the being of tourists attractions, the public relation and advertisement, as well as the 

system management of tourism service. Moreover, the Center still lacked of the 

budgets to for areas allocation, and there was no any officers of the Center, therefore 

the contact for activities observation could be done by advanced contact through the 

president of the Group only. 

3. Name of the community enterprise: Community Enterprise of Mahasawat 

Agriculturist Housewives Group 

 

    

  

 

Figure A3  Mahasawat Agriculturist, Nakhon-Pathom 
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Mahasawat Agriculturist Housewives Group was located at 31/7, Moo 3, 

Mahasawat Sub-district, Puttamonton District District, Nakhon Pathom Province, the 

community enterprise registration was: 2-73-07-03/1-0001, by having Mrs. Pranee 

Sawatdang to hold the position of chairman. The community did the business of 

distributing salted eggs with iodine, rice crust from Hom Mali Brown Rice, caramel 

peanut, crispy banana, and processed fruit 

Regarding the interview of Key Man No.3, the vice- chairman of housewives 

group of the Mahasawat agriculturists on Sunday 9
th

 February, 2004, 01.00 p.m. at the 

point of souvenir products distribution group of Mahasawat agriculturist housewives, 

the group had mutually processed since on 20
th

 October, 1977. By having the Sub-

district agricultural officers to give suggestions about processing of more varied 

agricultural products such as caramel peanut, crispy bananas, and processing fruit. 

Later, the group encountered the materials problems which existed inconsistently. In 

1996, the group members invited the housing business officers to operate and make 

the salty eggs with iodine because in the village there were too much duck feeding for 

keeping eggs and the duck eggs had a cheap price but it was not successful enough. In 

2000, the group members invited the officers of Wisetchaicharn Cooperatives, 

Angthong Province, to teach how to make rice crust by using the brown Hom Mali 

Rice and mutually experiment until the group got diverse formula from general 

market place, rice crust made from brown Hom Mali Rice which would have good 

natural smell. Today, there was the production distributed to the all over the country. 

This helped the members of the group had more incomes for their family. Until พ.ศ. 

2011, the agriculturists faced the heavy flood for more than 15 days which caused 

gardens, rice fields, lotus field, as well as roads were extremely damaged. Various 

gardens which were the members of tourism network had to stop the service, or some 

places had to close down.  

According to the interview results about the management potentials of the 

group, it was found that the management guidelines of this group were as follows:  

The orientation of operation for this community enterprise and operation plan; 

the group leaders determined their goals and orientation for developing the 

community enterprise clearly.  
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For marketing management; the group had distribution sources and certain 

markets. Moreover, the chairman built the realization towards the customers by 

holding the principles of responsibility, punctuality, not getting advantages, honesty, 

producing products only qualitative and safe, giving the opportunity in participation 

with the activities of the group.   

Knowledge and news and information management; there were the 

transferring and exchanging of learning and intellects on one another, and seeking for 

new knowledge consistently, publicizing all channels such as brochure, youtube, word 

of mouth and cooperating with the Provincial Agricultural Office in terms of 

publicizing the products of the community enterprise group, and organizing the 

tourism routes for Klong Mahasawat visit by sailing.    

For member management; to allow the members to participate with every 

activity of the group, determine the structural duties of the committees and operators 

clearly, organize conference to brainstorm continuously, create the moral support for 

the members by organizing all welfares, as well as the profits dividend to the 

members justly and transparently.   

Regarding products and services process; there was discovery and creativity of 

diversity on all products to meet the market needs of health lovers group. The main 

products of this group consisted of rice crust from Brown Hom Mali Rice, 2 formulas 

which were famous including cereal rice crust and dried shredded pork, and salted 

eggs with iodine. Moreover, the group used the Office to become the demonstration 

place and transferring technologies for the sub-district, the processing of agricultural 

products, and the base to represent and train how to make rice crust, salted eggs, and 

EM ball fertilizers.     

Concerning the operation results for community enterprise; the group got 

profits from the operation and could rely on themselves, realized the environmental 

reservation, consider the use of existing resources in the locality to process for 

increasing the values to the members and community. 

There are various organizations of network allies supported or helped this 

group. It could be divided into 2 groups which included internal network and external 

network as follows:  
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1) Internal network; it consisted of 5 organization, which included, 

Agricultural Technology Transfer and Service Center of Mahasawat Sub-district, 

Mahasawat Sub-district Administrative Organization of agriculturists group of Nabua 

Sub-district, Mahasawat agriculturists, orchids group, Mahasawat  Sub-district, and 

free toxin fruit garden, Mahasawat Sub-district. All organizations gathered as a group 

for building the water tourism routes in the Mahasawat Canal community considered 

as the agricultural tourism resources since 2007 

2) External network; it consisted of 3 network levels which included: 

(1) District network; there were 2 organizations; Puttamonton District 

Agricultural Office, and Agricultural Community and Puttamonton District 

Agricultural Office, to give consultancy about how to grow, maintain, and harvest the 

products;  

(2) Provincial network; there were 3 organizations; Office of Agricultural 

Extension and Development Number 2, Ratchaburi Province, Agricultural 

Cooperatives, Nakhon Pathom Provincial Agricultural Office, Nakhon Pathom 

Provincial Administrative Organization   

(3) National network; there were   2 organizations, which included 

ommunity Enterprise Promotion Division, Agricultural Extension, and Ministry of 

Energy.   

Mahasawat Agriculturist Housewives Group was found that the interests 

were mostly the tourists and activities observers. The Group welcomed them by 

giving lecture about the operational results of the Group, demonstrating the 

processing to let the participants try to practice mutually. These activities could do 

without charge but depending on the support of each organization. The income got 

from the activities observation included the products distribution, wages of cooking 

and boat service for the garden visit. The information got from the interview of key 

informants based on the 9A’s element. The researcher had analyzed the contents and 

concluded them as strength and weakness. The details were listed as follows:   

Strength   

1) Attraction; the Group was considered as the complete agricultural tourists 

attraction which were both outstanding and attracting. Its routes were connected to 

one another including water, bicycle, and car routes for the visitors to visit various 
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places because there were other types of tourists attractions located and scattered in 

the nearby areas, which included lotus fields, orchids garden, and Pesticide residue 

freefruit garden, owls museum, etc.  

2) Accessibility;the routes were convenient. The visitors could drive cars or 

passenger vans to park at the Suwannaram Temple, and rent the boats from the Agro-

tourism  Service Center. For the tourists who traveled by passenger vehicles could get 

them to the Salaya Hospital, then take the motorcycle taxi to the Suwannaram 

Temple, and could get the train from Thonburi Station to the Suwannaram temple.  

3) Accommodation;the accommodations in the village were the homestay of 

the Ton Tub Ped, hotels in MueangNakhon Pathom, and the hotels nearby, which 

included Salaya, Phutthamonton,and Pin Klao.  

4) Amenities; car parking, toilet, and tourism informants.  

5) Ancillary Services; according to the congregation among the 

agriculturalists, it made the agricultural tourism routes by sailingfor sightseeing 

ofKlong Mahasawat have various activities, and made the tourists take part in the 

agriculturalists’ activities. 

6) Authenticity; the ways of life for traditional community which lived near 

the river, lotus field, gardening, orchids garden, and processing of agricultural 

products by the local wisdom of farmers and gardeners.  

7) Acceptance –Community; the community welcomed the visitors as a host 

with pleasure, and represented the lecture and took them around the community.  

8) Awareness; the community was aware the water preservation in Klong 

Mahasawat, fish feeding, and not to throw the trashes or wasted water into the canals.  

9) Ancillary Services; the community enterprise group mutually had the 

management  with the community for organizing the travelling routes to visit gardens, 

made understanding to all members, and shared the incomes got by this tourism 

justly.  

Concerning the self-evaluation resultsbased on the standardized criteria of 

agricultural tourism resources, of the Department of Tourism (2014) was at a very 

good level (63.21) 

Strength; physical and biological worth for the sources of good climate 

condition, safe production process, acceptable products, having knowledge base and 
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wisdom, outstanding processing and innovation of alternative energy use, having 

development plan and management structures, be accessible for the tourism, 

providing the service for tourists every day, having attraction, and the travel which 

was not far away from Bangkok. 

Things that should be improved; it lacked of public relations through 

tourism continuously.  

 

4. Name of community enterprise : Community Enterprise Wangtaku Sub-

district Sustainable Development 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure A4  Wangtaku Sub-district, Nakhon-Pathom 

 

Wangtaku Sub-district Sustainable Development located 2 Moo 1 Wangtaku 

Sub-district, Mueang Nakhon Pathom District, Nakhon Pathom Province. The 

Community Enterprise Registration No.: 2-73-01-12/1-0001, the chairman was Mr. 

Wanchai Chinhango, the chairman for the enterprise of distributing the compost and 

Enzyme Ionic Plasma. The telephone number was 034 290 766. 

The researcher came to the site on Saturday 6
th

, September, 2015 and Key 

Man No.4 got the information as follows;  
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For the outstanding point of the group, it was considered as the learning 

resources of sufficiency economy, producing and distributing the compost and 

Enzyme Ionic Plasma for the members as the main duty, and for the general 

customers but they had to get the products by themselves at the office. Hence the 

group organized the place as a center to transfer knowledge about plant enemies 

management community. This was considered as a learning place of Enzyme Ionic 

Plasma production supported by the Wangtaku Sub-district Administrative 

Organization, and Informal Education Service Center, Mueang District, Nakhon 

Pathom Province. Moreover, accounting was managed transparently and easy to 

examine by the help of accounting organizing from the Nakhon Pathom Cooperative 

Auditing Office. For the high-quality fertilizers, there were   2 formulas which 

included bio organic fertilizer, soil nourishment formula, and liquid fertilizer, for 

nourishing the tree tops. Each time of fertilizer production, it had to use a lot of man 

power, therefore it caused the employment in the community. The wage was paid 

daily, 300 baht per day. The fertilizers would be mixed and contained in the bags. In 

addition the fertilizers would be given out annually to some schools, temples, and 

shrine for the plants that could help the trees grow well and plentiful which was good 

for natural reservation.  

When interviewing about the management potentials of the group; it was 

found that this group had the management guidelines as follows:  

For orientation operation of the community enterprise, operational orientation 

of the group was determined clearly carried out by the chairman and members. 

Regarding the operation planning   group; there was the mutual and clear 

operation planning. Each time of fertilizers production, it would have the certain 

customers, the turnover would give profits, and products could be kept for a long 

time.  

Regarding marketing management; there was the determination of customers 

and distribution sources. These were used to be the information for consideration 

before making the business. Moreover, it had the distribution sources or markets, and 

marketing network  clearly, customers management were managed by collecting the 

information and biography of each customer as well as the follow of the frequent use 

of fertilizers from the customers  continuously.  
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Concerning the knowledge management, and news and information; there was 

the transfer of intellects exchange and learning, as well as seeking for innovations 

continuously. However, the group still lacked of consistent and continuous 

information publication to the network members and external persons. 

Regarding the members management; it gave the opportunity for the members 

to participate in the orientation of goals setting and operation plan. Moreover, the 

group also build the moral support to members consistently, and dividend the profits 

transparently and justly which could be examined.  

Regarding the process of products and services; the group set the procedures 

and production process through the products clearly and in every product type. 

Moreover, there was the investigation of products quality every time the products 

were produced.  

Concerning the operation results; the community enterprise members had 

income increasingly and their expenses were decreased that made the life quality of 

members changed in a better way.  

For the network organizations which came to support the operation of the 

group, there were both internal organization   and external organizations. The details 

were as follows:  

1) Internal organization; there were   2 organizations which included the 

Agricultural Technology Transfer and Service Center Wangtaku Sub-district, 

Wangtaku Sub-district Administrative Organization. 

2) External organization which consisted of   the district organization  , 

provincial level, and  National organization as follows:  

 (1) District network organization; there were   2 organizations, which 

included, Nakhon Pathom Mueang District Agricultural Office, Nakhon Pathom 

Province, and Informal Education Service Center, Mueang District, Nakhon Pathom 

Province.   

 (2) Provincial network organization; there were   6 organizations, which 

included, Office of Agricultural Extension and Development Number 2, Ratchaburi 

Province, Nakhon Pathom Provincial Agricultural Office,  Informal Education 

Service Center, Mueang District, Nakhon Pathom Province, Nakhon Pathom 

Cooperative Auditing Office, and Kasetsart University Kamphaeng Saen Campus. 
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 (3) National network organization; there was 1 organization,  which 

included, Community Enterprise Promotion Division, Department of Agricultural 

Extension, Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives.  

Wangtaku  was found that the interests were mostly used their time for 

observing the activities within a half day. The Group welcomed them by lecturing the 

operational results without charge, the compensates depending on their support. The 

produced products were difficult for being portable. Therefore the interests mostly 

drove to buy the fertilizers by themselves. The Group was not ready to become the 

tourists attractions because it lacked of workforces and they did not learn how to 

work. According to the interview of key informants based on 9A’s elements, , the 

researcher had analyzed the contents and concluded them as strength and weakness. 

The details were listed as follows:   

Strength   

1) Activities ; The activities were varied such as making the bio-organic 

fertilizer and bio-fermented juice for the tourists or interests to practice by informing 

in advance.  

2) Acceptance-Community; this gained the benefits for the Group setting 

because the interests could buy fertilizers in the cheap price, instead of using the 

chemical fertilizers. If the Group had much purchasing quantity, there would have the 

employment for the elderly in the village that helped the community have incomes 

and reduce the burdens of the family.  

3) Awareness; Not only creating the alternative jobs for the folks but also 

fostering them to realize the living by sufficiency agricultures and reducing the use of 

useless stuff.  

Weakness  

1) The activity was not attractive for being the tourist attractions. 

2) Authenticity; The folks’ livelihood in Wangtaku Sub-district, Mueang 

Nakhon Pathom was changed because most of the folks turn to work as employees 

more than doing the agriculture.  

3) Accessibility; this was inconvenient because the Group was located in the 

village, the road was rather narrow. If asked the folks there about its location, they did 
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not know except traveled to the same route to WangtakuSub-district Administrative 

Organization because it is attached to this place. 

4) Amenities; The Center did not have its own facilitates but they were 

provided to use mutually with Wangtaku Sub-district Administrative Organization. 

5) Accommodation; there was no residence service in the areas. 

6) Ancillary Services; for the management, the Center was not intended to 

improve to become the tourism destination since it was understood that it still had to 

use many budgets for improvement as well as finding out experts to transfer 

knowledge about tourism for the Center.  

Self-evaluation results based on the standardized criteria of agricultural 

tourism resources, for the Department of Tourism (2014) was at a good level (62.71) 

Strength; the Center was appropriate for being the sources of transfer the 

knowledge base for producing the bio-organic fertilizer and bio-fermented juice, and 

Vocational Training Center. 

Things that should be improved; it was not produced every day, there was 

no coordinating point with the tourists, no regular office. For accessibility, it was 

inconvenient because previously the Group did not focus on tourism therefore it had 

to improve, change, and prepare for supporting and welcoming many tourists because 

of the environments which were not ready for the support such as guide posts, toilets, 

and guides to take around, etc 
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5. Name of community enterprise: community enterprise Don Toom Sub-district 

 

   

 

 

Figure A5  Don Toom Sub-district, Nakhon-Pathom 

 

Don Toom Sub-district  located 110 Moo 6 Don Toom Sub-district, Bang 

Lane District, Nakhon Pathom Province. The Community Enterprise Registration No. 

: 2-73-05-09/1-0001, Mr. Prayong Wongsakul was the chairman who ran the business 

of distributing fresh, syrup, and dried tomatoes. The telephone number was 086 

1601393.  

According to the interview, Key Man No.5, the chairman of Dontoom Sub-

district said that the group was established by having 104 members. Previously, the 

group grew free toxin vegetables and Lady’s Finger but it usually caused the problem 

from the lower prices of products. This made the insufficient incomes to feed the 

family, thus the members turned to grow cherry tomatoes. At the first time, the 

members got support on seeds from Kasetsart University Kamphaeng Saen Campus. 

Growing the cherry tomatoes at the first stage gave high-quality products and high 
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price. However, because cherry tomatoes was the species which gave many fruit, 

when agriculturists  grew more, it made this kind of product were too much  and be 

sold with the unsuitable price with the production cost. Sometimes there was disaster 

from flood or drought that made the members be not able to distribute the fresh fruit. 

The group therefore found out the ways to take the tomatoes to be processed to reduce 

the damages which affected the incomes of the members really. Moreover, this could 

increase the marketing channel to make the new occupation, make incomes, 

participation and harmony among the members in the community,   and development 

on agricultural occupation. In 2005, the group submitted for the community enterprise 

registration and got the allowance on 25
th

 October, 2005. The community enterprise 

has got development   continuously since then such as in terms of production and 

marketing both fresh and processing tomatoes from all government and private 

organizations until today. These organizations came to support as trainer for operation 

of the group that made the group step on confidently and sufficiently to extend the 

opportunity from member to member by learning from generation to generation. 

Moreover, there were the activities observing of various organizations. There were 

exchange and learning to one another for bringing good things to adjust to be 

concordantly with the enterprise. Moreover, there was the expansion of agricultural 

production from the community to nearby community. In addition, the group was 

selected from the Committees of Community Enterprise Promotion, Nakhon Pathom 

Province to be a learning resource in Nakhon Pathom province. Today, the group had 

136 members and the circulation was around 1,300,000 baht /year.  

When interviewing about the management potentials of the group; it was 

found that the group had the management guidelines as follows:  

For orientation operation of the community enterprise; the chairman and 

members group had the idea to emphasize based on the sufficiency economy, give an 

opportunity for members to participate in, mutually think and make decision for 

determining the rules and regulations of the group of agriculturist wives to mutually 

plan of operation and solve the problem. 

The operation planning; there were the goals setting   and orientation focused 

on the sustainable self-reliance, and co-ordination with allies organizations.   
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Regarding marketing management; there was the management in terms of 

marketing which had various distribution channels to spread the risks. For example, at 

the Office of the group which distributed both retail and sales to the Pathom Mongkol 

Market, Talad Thai, Si Mum Mueang Market, Pak Klong Talad, Sa Pan Put, Don 

Hwai Floating Market, Lampaya Floating Market, every branch of The Mall 

Department Store, Big C, Carrefour, Top Supermarket, CJ Experss, and sales team to 

set the booth along the exhibition together with all organizations.   

Regarding knowledge management, and news and information; there was the 

transfer knowledge to the students, and the interests about the growing and processing 

the cherry tomatoes and allowing them to observe activities from the real places. 

Regarding the member management; there was the welfare system 

management and public benefits to the members, for example, to support the travel 

payment for the members who wanted to further study in the involved matters such as 

to participate in a meeting, get training and developing the occupation. There were 2 

cases of dividend, which was, the dividend based on share and dividend based on 

operation results. 

Concerning the operation results; the community enterprise   group had good 

and clear management, goals, and operation plan. The group also developed itself 

continuously such as in terms of quality, production technology, standard quality, and 

package development to extend the time of storage. In addition, there was a just 

allocation on income, various channels of public relations, foster the local youth to 

realize the importance of using local wisdom for holding the agricultural occupation 

in order for inheriting the local wisdom from generation to generation.  

For the network organization which supported the operation of the group; 

there were 15 organizations divided into internal organizations   and external 

organizations as follows:  

1) Internal organization; there were 2 organizations which included the 

Agricultural Technology Transfer and Service Center of Dontoom Sub-district, and 

Dontoom Sub-district Administrative Organization. 

2) External organization; there were 3 organizations which included 

 (1) External organization; the district organizations which gave the main 

support included the Nakhon Pathom District Agricultural Office. 
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 (2) External organizations; there were 6 provincial organizations, which 

included, the  Office of Agricultural Extension and Development Number 2, 

Ratchaburi Province, Nakhon Pathom Provincial Agricultural Office, Nakhon Pathom 

Provincial Public Health Office,  Nakhon Pathom Cooperative Auditing Office, 

Nakhon Pathom Administrative Organization, and Kasetsart University Kamphaeng 

Saen Campus. 

 (3) External organization; For national organization, there were  6 

organizations which included Community Enterprise Promotion Division   

Department of Agricultural Extension, all educational institutes, Community 

Development Department, Ministry of Commerce, Department of Agricultural 

Extension, and Bureau of Agricultural Products Standard, Cooperative Promotion 

Department.    

Don Toom Sub-district was found that most of the interests used a half an 

hour for the time period of observing activities. The Group welcomed them by giving 

lecture and taking them to see the tomato without charge, but the income would come 

from the distribution of products, crop seeds , and wages of cooking for the 

welcoming. The Group still wanted to become the tourism  attraction, but without its 

own management. According to the interview of key informants based on 9A’s 

elements,  the researcher had analyzed the contents and concluded them as strength 

and weakness. The details were listed as follows:    

Strength   

1) Attraction; this included the cherry tomatoes  bed (bed for planting 

demonstration), learning of the processing of dried-baked tomatoes, cooking with 

various tastes, and doing activities with the gardeners, group members of cherry 

tomatoes Planting Group.  

2) Accessibility; this is because the Office was attached to the main road of 

Bang Lane- Suphanburi Road. 

3) Amenities; there was the reception office to service the customers. It 

opened every day and all year long. Moreover, there were enough residences and 

toilets to support the interests.  

4) Various Activities; it was provided by lecturing about initiative ideas, 

concepts of creating the learning process and self-reliance, factors affecting the 
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success of the group and members management, as well as the agriculturalists in the 

community, including taking the visitors to take around the demonstrating bed of 

planting. 

5) Authenticity; the livelihood of the areas around were still be rural 

gardeners and farmers lives.  

6) Acceptance –Community; the community was helped by the Group that 

made the community have a better life by employment and accepting to buy the 

products from agriculturalists in the community. This helped originate the acceptance 

for the people in this community  

7) Awareness; The Group fostered the youths in the areas  to realize 

importance of wisdom for holding the agricultural tasks, and fostered people to rely 

on themselves, have the public mind, be sacrificed, love community, and preserve 

environments. 

8) Ancillary Services; The members were prepared the readiness for being 

the lecturers of the Group to transfer knowledge to the interests, fostered the youths in 

this community to realize the importance of wisdom to hold this agricultural 

occupation. 

Weakness; accommodation was not provided. 

Self-evaluation results; according to the standardized criteria of agricultural 

tourism resources, of the Department of Tourism (2014)  was at a good level   (69.21) 

Strength; the products were varied and outstanding as well as acceptable. 

Moreover, there was the knowledge base, wisdom, and processing innovation of 

cherry tomatoes, the interests had an opportunity to mutually do the activities with the 

community by collecting tomatoes. In addition, this Group was considered as the 

Vocation Training Center to plant the cherry tomatoes residue free.  

Things that should be improved; the map for taking the interests around 

should be determined systematically, including the guide post. Moreover, there was 

no any organization to give knowledge about tourism management for this Group. 
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6. Name of community enterprise: Community Enterprise of Thai Herbal 

Group, Rai Som Sub-district 

 

           

  

 

Figure A6  Rai Som Herbal Group, Phetchaburi 

 

Location: 106/1 Moo 1 Rai Som Sub-district, Mueang District, Petchaburi 

Province. The Community Enterprise Registration No.: 2-71-01-08/1-0003, having 

Miss Saowanee Tosawat, as a chairman, to run the business of distributing Thai 

herbal medicines, cosmetics under the brand name of Resak (Chankapor). The 

telephone number was 032 401 537. 

According to the interview, Key Man No.6, the chairman said that her father 

was a physician, pharmacy program. She studied the curriculum of Thai Medicine 

from the Ministry of Public Health. It was found that Thai herbs had a lot of 

properties; therefore she gathered a group as Rai Som Herb Group. In 2001, there 

were 34 members. The group produced healthy and beauty products by using the local 

Thai herbs as materials. However, the group was not successful at the first stage 

because it lacked of marketing plan. The group had no ideas where to sell the 

products, as well as the production standard. Moreover, the package could not make 

the customers feel trust through the products. Therefore, Khun Saowanee Tosawat 
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came to help develop the products while the ways which the products should be 

produced would be realized from the current of market needs as the main purpose by 

using the suggestions of customers to make a decision and increase the universal 

being. Today, about 20 products which were at the best sellers including air-

conditioned herbal spray for car. The properties were preventing from bad smell, and 

allergy. Moreover, there was deodorant powder with herbal perfume, facial gel, 

shampoo, soap, and others such as the products under the “Chankapor” brand.   

The outstanding point of the group was about the marketing analysis to 

produce the products for responding the customers’ needs for extending the 

development of products to get standard and quality as much as the products from 

foreign countries but in cheaper price. Later, the products of the group got rewards as 

the OTOP products of Petchaburi Province. This helped enhance the market to be 

more expanded.  

For the biggest marketing channels of the group, it was about the wholesales 

through more than 300 distributors in 30 provinces all over the country. Moreover, 

there was the delivery of consignment at Doi Kham Shop, and souvenir Shop, the 

distribution of beauty herbs. The group was opened as a learning center for producing 

the herbal products.   

When interviewing about the management potentials of the group; it was 

found that the group management had guidelines as follows:  

 For orientation operation of the community enterprise; it used the marketing 

for operational leading which made the produced products meet the customer’s needs. 

Moreover, the group used the system of behavioral analysis on the customers 

continuously in order to bring the information to improve the products. This became 

the outstanding point on the operation of the group.  

According to the operation planning; the   group used the problem based 

method for mutual problem solving. The operation planning was done by having 

mutual participation among the members.   

Regarding marketing management; there was the strength of marketing 

management which could create numerous representatives for products distribution. 

Concerning the knowledge management and news and information; it used 

both direct and indirect publication, which included, using the products distribution as 
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news and information of the informants for being the products of the group while the 

indirect publication was about opening the learning center to give an opportunity for 

the interests to learn and see the production system, create the appreciation in the 

production process and the quality of products, as well as word of mouth. 

For the members management; the welfare was set to the members. Moreover, 

the group gave moral support to the members and enhanced them to get training for 

developing themselves in order to apply all knowledge to develop the products of the 

group.  

Regarding the products and services process; the group determined the steps 

and procedures for producing all types of products which were controlled and 

examined the quality every time. The products would be able to be examined in every 

step of production.  

For the operation results of the community enterprise; the business operation 

of the group made the members in the community had incomes and better lives. The 

community knew the properties of herbs and preserved the herbs species 

continuously.   

Concerning the network organization which supported the operation of the 

group; there were 7 organizations divided into internal organization   and external 

organization as follows:  

1) Internal organization; there were 2 organizations which included 

Agricultural Technology Transfer and Service Center of Rai Som Sub-district, and 

Rai Som Sub-district Administrative Organization. 

2) External organization; there were 3 levels of organization consisting of:  

(1) District organization; Mueang Petchaburi Agricultural Office  

(2) Provincial organization; which included, Office of Agricultural 

Extension and Development Number 2, Ratchaburi Province, Provincial Petchaburi 

Agricultural Office, and Small and Medium Enterprise Development Bank of 

Thailand  

National organization; Community Enterprise Promotion Division,   

Department of Agricultural Extension 

Rai Som Thai Herb Group, Petchaburi Province was found that most of the 

interests travelled to the Group for observing activities for a half day.   The Group 
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welcomed the interests by giving a lecture and demonstrating properties of the 

products   without charge. The incomes got from the activities observation included 

distributing products. If the buyers used the products and appreciated, then they 

publicized by the words of mouth. The purchasing order was increased. The Group 

wish the place to become the learning center rather than tourists attractions because it 

still lacked the personnel to take care of. According to the interview of key informants 

based on 9A’s elements,  the researcher had analyzed the contents and concluded 

them as strength and weakness. The details were listed as follows:   

Strength   

1) Attraction; this enterprise had attraction in terms of the values adding for 

the unique herbal products, which was, the perfume production from Thai flowers, 

hence the place was really appropriate for travelling to learn the Thai plants and herbs.   

2) Accessibility; the travel was convenient to access since its location was 

attached to the Petchakasem Highway for departure. The landmark was that there was 

the Distribution Center established at the front.  

3) Accommodation; there were varied such as resorts, 4 star hotels from. 

Moreover, the residences in Petchaburi province (Mueang District, and Cha-am 

District) could support the tourists or the visitors for more than 15,000persons/night. 

4) Amenities; the amenities were clean by providing toilets sufficiently, and 

the credit cards were accepted for products purchase.  

5) Activities; there were activities for the tourists or visitors to see variously  

such as the production process of herbs processing, herbs planting, Thai  Song Dam 

Cultural Center at Khao Yoi District, or visiting the nearby tourists attractions such 

asTham Khao Yoi, Khao Wang, and Baan Puen Palace etc,.  

6) Authenticity; there was the preservation of wisdom in terms of Thai herbs 

continuously.  

7) Acceptance -Community; the community accepted the activities of the 

Group because not only promoted the preservation of local herbs, but also promoted 

the folks to get the incomes from distributing herbs to the Group.  

8) Awareness; the people in community were aware to preserve the 

environments, stop using the chemicals for planting herbs in order to preserve the 

environments to remain natural places.  
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9) Ancillary Services; the Group was ready in terms of management, support 

of tourists and staff to observe the activities really well.  

Self-evaluation results based on the standardized criteria   of agricultural 

tourism resources, of Department of Tourism    (2014) was at a very good level   

(75.21) 

Strength; in terms of physical values and variety of products. Moreover, there 

was the brining of wisdom to re-produce and create marketing innovation of the 

community enterprise. Moreover, the attractions were acceptable among external 

organizations.  

Things that should be improved; which included the public relations of the 

organization.  

 

7. Name of community enterprise: Community Enterprise Group of Sri 

Chumsang Wine Agriculturist Housewives   

 

  

 

 

Figure A7  Sri Chumsang Wine,Phetchaburi 
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Location:  3 Moo 13 Ta Mai Ruak Sub-district, Ta Yang District, Petchaburi 

Province. The Community Enterprise Registration No.:  2-76-05-06/1-000. The 

chairman was Mrs. Pattama Sathaweerawong. The business was about distributing the 

fruit wine. The telephone number was 089 223 0861. 

According to the interview from Key Man No.7, the chairman; she said that at 

the first stage, the group started by 5 female leaders in the Ta Mai Ruak Sub-district. 

They agreed that they would establish the occupational group to support the policy of 

government, and solve the economic problems within family. Moreover, it was about 

creating the contributions to the villages to be well-known, therefore they collected 

the members who ever worked together for 20 persons to make agricultural products 

processing, which was, fruit wine. For the fruit to make wine, it existed in the villages 

numerously and had a cheap price such as rose-apple, lemon, mango, star apples, 

ladies’ fingers, etc. Until on the date of 10
th

 July, 2001, it had the resolution to 

establish the group as the group of agriculturist wives, and established as the 

community enterprise on 27
th

 October, 2005. At that time, there were 64 members, 

and 1,480 shares, 10 baht per each share. The   investment started at 14,800 baht. 

However, the limit was that 1 person could hold the share for not more than 50 shares. 

Today, there were 124 members, with 3,774 shares, and 37,740 baht for the 

investment. The activities of this group included producing fruit wine such as lemon 

wine, rose-apple wine, ruby wine continuously, improving and controlling the quality 

of production consistently, developing the abundance of the agricultural spaces by 

improving soil with compost and reducing the chemicals use, preventing and 

eliminating the plants enemies, controlling the oriental fruit fly From the operation of 

the group, it helped strengthen the community, caused economic circulation, 

agriculturists had incomes more, be able to solve the problems of community, and  

agriculturists could solve the low prices of agricultural products. 

When interviewing the management potentials of the group; it was found that    

the group had the management guidelines as follows:  

The orientation operation of the community enterprise focused on solving the 

economic problems of the community based on sufficiency economy, and avoided 

making problems to the society and community.    
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Regarding the operation planning; it was about opening the opportunity to the 

members to participate in the operation planning of the group, improving problems 

mutually. However, it was found that some problems only which were solved.  

Concerning marketing management; there were only a few distribution sources 

or markets and the market was not certain. Moreover, there was no marketing 

network. Most of them distributed the products together with setting the booth with 

the OTOP products of the province or Provincial Commerce Office, or according to 

the government organizations to ask for setting the booth.  

For knowledge, news and information management, there was only the lecture 

to represent the procedures of wine production for the interests to observe the 

activities for realizing the process by transferring knowledge through persons. 

Moreover, the channels for public relations of the news and information of group 

were still not well known among the general people.  

For members management; the group gave moral support to the members 

appropriately, thoroughly, and justly, and the members felt satisfied.  

According to the products and services process; the group determined the 

stages or production process of wine completely in every type of the fermentation but 

it had to use some techniques from the individuals as well.  

Regarding to operation results of community enterprise; the wine fermentation 

made the fruit of this community which ever had lower price was processed to add its 

value instead of being left and became wastes. The members could increase their 

income and decrease their expenses. This affected their quality of life among the 

members to be better.  

For the network organization which came to support the operation of the group 

consisted of 8 organizations divided into internal organization   and external 

organization as follows:  

1) Internal organization; there were 2 organization which included 

Agricultural Technology Transfer and Service Center, Ta Mai Ruak Sub-district, and 

Ta Mai Ruak Sub-district Administrative Organization 

2) External organization; which consisted of 3 levels as follows: 

 (1) District organization; which included Tayang District Agricultural 

Office 
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 (2) Provincial organization; there were   3 organizations,  which included, 

Office of the Agricultural Extension and Development Number 2, Ratchaburi 

Province, Petchaburi Provincial Agricultural Office, and Provincial Commerce 

Office, and Community Development. 

 (3) National organization there were 2 organizations which included 

Community Enterprise of Promotion Division, Department of Agricultural Extension , 

and Ministry of Energy 

Sri Chumsang Wine Agriculturist Housewives Group was found that  most of 

the interests travelled to the Group for observing activities within a half day. The 

Group welcomed the interests by giving a lecture and taking them around to see the 

production process without charge. The incomes got from activities observation were 

from  distributing wine and fruits which the folks brought as consignment. The Group 

wanted to become the learning sources through tourists attractions for the Chang Hua 

Mun Royal Project since the Group lacked of personnel to take care of this tourism 

program. According to the interview of key informants based on 9A’s elements,  the 

researcher had analyzed the contents and concluded them as strength and weakness. 

The details were listed as follows:   

Strength   

1) Attraction;  this Group was the learning source in the areas of Chang Hua 

Man Royal Project for applying the philosophical principles of sufficiency economy 

to the community. Moreover, there was the technological transfer of wine production 

from the fruits in this community, agricultural garden, Gros Michel Banana produced 

for exporting to Japan, Chompu Petch (rose apple), Palmyra garden, and Sapparod 

Cheek Ta (Pineapple) garden, etc.  

2) Authenticity; the environment was like Gros Michel Banana garden house. 

3) Acceptance -Community; it was acceptable by the community when the 

group members asked for the cooperation. 

4) Awareness; the members and community gave importance to the 

chemicals reduction in the agricultural areas, soil improvement by planting the fruits 

with compost to keep the quality of the fruits which would be the raw materials of 

wine production. 
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Weakness  

1) Accessibility was difficult, the place could not be accessed by a big car, 

just to use the small public car because the routes to get to there was rather narrow. 

2) Accommodation; there was no accommodation service in the Ta Mai 

Ruak Sub-district area.  

3) (Amenities; the toilets and relax corners were insufficient.  

4) Activities; they were not varied. Most of the activities were giving a 

lecture and demonstrating, as well as taking the visitors around to see the wine 

production only. It didn’t provide the tourism service because most of the visitors 

would visit the Chang Hua Man Royal as their destination further.  

5) Ancillary Services; the members lacked of the knowledge on tourism 

management in this community although the Group was regarded as the Agro-tourism  

network for Tayang District.  

Self-evaluation results  based on the agricultural tourism resources, of the 

Department of Tourism (2014)  was at a good level   (64.21) 

Strength; in terms of the various and outstanding products, which were 

acceptable. Moreover, the Group had the knowledge base of  wisdom and their 

products were approved.  

Things that should be improved; the maps should be determined and visited 

systematically, also the guide posts. 
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8. Name of community enterprise : Processed Local Herbs of Ban Na Po  

 

 

 

 

Figure A8  Local Herbs of Ban Na Po ,Phetchaburi 

 

Location: 29/3 Moo 5, Ta Rang Sub-district, Ban Lam District, Petchaburi 

Province. The Community Enterprise Registration No. : 2-76-07-08/1-0001, Mrs. 

Chamlong Narknakhon was the chairman who distributed herbal medicines, Alo Vera 

Champoo, herbal tea, and herbal massage oil. The telephone number was 032-401491. 

According to the interview from Key Man No.8, the chairman, he said that 

most of the people in the community held the occupation of doing farm, gardening, 

growing vegetables, herbs, feeding animals, and trading. The group of housewives did 

the food processing which included making Nam Prik, dessert, weaved Water 

Hyacinth, and molded cement jar. Later, in 1987, by the persuasion of Miss Samnean 

Puangmalai, a physician who held the position of full-time physician at Ta Rang Sub-

district, she had the idea to recover the herbs and local physicians that were inherited 

by Thai ancestors. Later in 1990, the Public Health Office gave the budgets to support 

the buying of herbal plants species. In 1991, the group got budgets to create the work 

for occupation from the Ministry of Interior for more than 400,000 baht; hence the 
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group improved and constructed the new buildings together with various kinds of 

production equipment. Moreover, there was the share collecting from the members, 

20 baht per share. This made the increase of members. There were 45 persons, 

including the rest money, there for there were shares for 17,275  baht to be collect to 

use in the management of production activities and processed the herbs of the group 

by emphasizing the growing of local herbs within the households of the members, 

then the herbs were distributed to the group for being processed.  

When interviewing about the management potentials of the group; it was 

found that the group had the management guidelines: 

Orientation; the operation of the community enterprise included the increase 

of income to the members to create the network of the group, and brainstormed the 

cost to develop the production process of the group to be qualitative, as well as letting 

the members came to participate in solving problems, developing the products to be 

needed of the market, and being the lecturers to transfer knowledge for the audiences 

and interests.  

For operation planning; the group developed new various kinds of products 

every year. Until 2013, the group was selected to be the provincial OTOP products.  

Marketing management; the group did the marketing with the external 

networks which included the Silpacheep Shop, 904, Wang Sukhothai, OTOP Center, 

Phu Khae, Ton Kla Shop, Suvannabhumi Krung Thep Shop, Bank for Agriculture and 

Agricultural Cooperatives Nang Lerng Branch, market fair, setting booth in various 

festivals of the organization in the province  and  customers phoned directly for the 

purchase order.  

Knowledge, news and information management; there was a collection of 

knowledge base in written because it was about the properties on the herbal medicine 

in order to let the new generations to study further. For the public relations of news 

and information, it was still the word of mouth rather than online network. 

The members management; it emphasized the participation and support of one 

another and this affected the group to be successful in operation   and self-reliance. 

For products and services process; the group lacked of herbal materials except 

setting the campaign to let the agriculturists in the herbal area to sell them at the group 

more.  
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Operation results of community enterprise; the group committees were 

harmonious and transparent. This could be investigated and preserved the local 

wisdom of local physicians and increased the shares as well as the dividend to the 

members every year.  

Network organization which supported the operation of the group; there were 

9 organizations divided into internal organization   and external organization as 

follows:  

1) Internal organization; there were 2 organizations which included 

Agricultural Technology Transfer and Service Center of Ta Rang Sub-district, and Ta 

Rang Sub-district Administrative Organization. 

2) External organization; this consisted of 3 levels which included as 

follows:  

 (1) District organization; this consisted of 2 organizations which included 

Public Health Office of Ban Lam District, and Agricultural Office of Ban Lam 

District. 

 (2) Provincial organization; this  consisted of 4 organizations which 

included Office of Agricultural Extension and Development Number 2, Ratchaburi 

Province, Petchaburi Provincial Agricultural Office, Petchaburi Community 

Development Office, and Petchaburi Provincial Commerce Office. 

 (3) National organization; this included Community Enterprise 

Promotion Division, Department of Agricultural Extension  

Ban Na Po, Petchaburi Province   was found that most of the interests travelled 

to the Group for observing activities within a half day then they travelled to other 

places further. The Group welcomed the interests by giving a lecture and visiting the 

herbal gardens without any charge but voluntary donation. The incomes got from the 

activities observation included the products distribution. For the development to 

support tourism, it was found that the Group still lacked of the personnel to take care 

of.  According to the interview of key informants based on 9A’s elements, the 

researcher had analyzed the contents and concluded them as strength and weakness. 

The details were listed as follows:   
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Strength   

1) Attraction; because of various kinds of rare herbs for learning, properties 

of herbal plants, and the planting methods.  

2) Authenticity; there was the preservation of wisdom  in terms of herbal 

plants. 

3) Activities; various activities provided for the tourists or visitors to take part 

such as production of herbs, growing the young plants, or keeping and preserving the 

herbs, etc.  

4) Acceptance –Community; the community in the locality accepted the 

operational results of this Group because it helped the community get a job by 

planting herbs with organic agriculture, and delivering to the Group for distribution all 

over the year.  

5) Awareness; the Group concerned about environments and agricultural 

process which should be safe.  

Weakness  

1) Accessibility; the travel could be accessed by small passenger cars only. 

Roads in the village were rather narrow. Although it provided the cars parking but it 

was inconvenient. 

2) Accommodation; the accommodation was not provided in the village. 

However the visitors who came to observe the activities mostly stayed in other areas 

such as Klong Kone Sub-district, Samut Songkram province, or the residences in Cha-

Am District, or in the town area of Mueang Petchaburi.  

3) Amenities, the guide posts were not provided, the cars parking space was 

narrow, and obstructed the traffic of the folks. Moreover, the toilet rooms were 

insufficient if the visitors staff came to observe the activities more than 30 persons.  

4) Ancillary Services;  the members had never been participating in tourism, 

or had never had any organizations to give knowledge before. The members wants to 

create this Center to be the health tourists attractions. 

The self-evaluation results according to the standardized criteria of 

agricultural tourism resources, of the Department of Tourism (2014) was at a good 

level (67.21) 
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Strength; this was outstanding in terms of the worth to visit. Moreover 

there was the knowledge base and wisdom which was worthy for the preservations.  

Things that should be improved; the service of tourists, and signboard to tell 

the meanings and properties of the herbs. 

9.  Name of community enterprise : Community Enterprise of Sam Roi Yod 

Drinking Water and Ice 

 

 

 

 

Figure A9  Sam Roi Yod Drinking Water, Prachuap-Khiri khan 

 

 

Location: 700/1 Moo 3 Rai Kao Sub-district, Sam Roi Yod District, Prachuap 

Khiri Khan Province. The Community Enterprise Registration No.  : 2-77-08-03/1-

0012, having Mr. Surat Munintarawong as the chairman, running the business of 

distributing the water and ice. The telephone number was 081 880 2930. 

From the interview, Key Man No.9, the chairman said that Ban Rai had 483 

households. In the village, there were 2 public streams and provincial water supply in 

the municipal areas. For the villages located far away would use the private 

underground well. The problem of people here was about insufficient water for 
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consumption all year, especially in summer, therefore people organized the 

community villages to find the needs for developing the villages and made the 

community plan at the village level and sub-district level. One of the plans of these 

development villages included the management of water for consumption to be 

sufficient for all year long. Therefore, it became the resolution to establish the 

community enterprise group of Sam Roi Yod drinking water and ice and registered 

for the establishment on 23th September, 2008. The main activities included to 

produce water for distribution to the local people in the form of the community 

enterprise group.    

When interviewing the management potentials of the group; it was found that   

this group had the management guidelines as follows:  The orientation operation of 

the community enterprise included the focusing on producing water and ice to 

distribute for people in the locality to consume, managed income and helped people 

more than focused on doing business for profits.  

Operation planning; the development plan managed by using the resolution of 

the community as the main reason, opened the  opportunity to let the community 

participate in sharing their opinions and proposed the ways to solve the problems 

mutually.  

Marketing management; this emphasized the marketing in the community 

rather than market of other areas because it could reduce the cost from transportation, 

and there was the collection of using the drinking water and ice of the community for 

use all over the year, to plan for the production power to be sufficient for the use 

quantity of people not to let them lack of water to derink. 

Knowledge management, news and information; this would be done by 

publicizing through the District and Provincial Agricultural Office, and the 

Community Enterprise Office at provincial level consistently which made a lot of 

organizations came to observe the activities. 

Members management   group; this is to open the opportunity for members to 

develop their own knowledge continuously, together with practicing the members to 

become the lecturers.  
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Products and services process; the procedure of production was determined 

clearly, and there was the control and investigation of the water quality, and produced 

ice every time.  

Operation results; the community enterprise had management in terms of 

committees who administrate transparently, and can be investigated. Moreover, there 

were the rules and regulations mutually established of the members. The profits got 

from the operation which affected the dividend and sharing incomes to develop the 

community, mutually created and be the network of the tourism route to preservation 

mutually with the various learning sources in the area.  

Network organization which supported operation of the group; there were 6 

organizations divided into the internal organization   and external organizations as 

follows:  

1) Internal organization   which included Agricultural Technology Transfer 

and Service Center of Rai Kao Sub-district, and Rai Kao Sub-district Administrative 

Organization. 

2) External organization  which consisted of the district organization, 

provincial organization, and  national organization as follows;  

 (1) District organization; which included Sam Roi Yod District 

Agricultural Office 

 (2) Provincial organization, which included Office of Agricultural 

Extension and Development Number 2, Ratchaburi Province, and Prachuap Khiri 

Khan Provincial Agricultural Office 

 (3) National organization  which included Community Enterprise 

Promotion Division, Department of Agricultural Extension  

Sam Roi Yod Drinking Water and Ice Group was found that  most of the 

interests travelled to the Group for observing activities for a half day. The Group 

welcomed the interests by giving a lecture without charge The incomes got from the 

activities observation included the products distribution, and the fruits of the folks as 

consignment, the learning sources in terms of preservative tourists attractions. 

However, there had not had any tourists visited the place yet. According to the 

interview of key informants based on 9A’s elements,  the researcher had analyzed the 
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contents and concluded them as strength and weakness. The details were listed as 

follows:   

Strength   

1) Attraction; the tourists attractions of the Group connected with the 

activities in the village which were various in terms of cultural and agricultural ways. 

The folks mostly planted pineapples, rubber trees, and cassavas.  

2) Authenticity; in terms of the ways through  food preservation of Thai Song 

Dam folks. 

3) Acceptance-Community; the community was welcome and accepted the 

operation of the Group because it could relieve the troubles of drinking water through 

all households of communities in Rai Kao Sub-district.  

4) Awareness; the members and community realized the preservation of 

forests, reduced the expenses of the family and chemicals use.  

5) Ancillary Services; the Group planned to become the travelling routes for 

cultural center, but there had not had any tourists travelling to this place. It was found 

that only the students group came to observe the activities, rather to come for 

relaxation or going sightseeing.  

Weakness  

1) Accessibility; this was inconvenient because the folks did not know the 

formal name of this place, they only knew in the name of house of ice and drinks 

distribution. 

2) Accommodation; there was no service of residences in this community. 

3) Amenities; there were not enough amenities to support the visitors such as 

toilet or meeting rooms. It had to use mutually with the Rai Kao Sub-district 

Administrative Organization.  

4) Activities; the activities of this Group were not diversified. 

Self-evaluation results based on the agricultural tourism resources, of the 

Department of Tourism (2014) was at a good level   (59.71) 

Strength; the community had potentials to solve the problems until it was 

accepted to become the center of transferring knowledge in terms of group 

management. 
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Things that should be improved; it should improve the townscape, support 

the tourists and be ready of public unity. Moreover, the Group still lacked of 

knowledge about tourism management, planning, and public relation, thus the tourism 

of this community was still infamous among the tourists.  

 

10. Name of community enterprise: Community Enterprise  Group of 

Cooperatives for Fair Trade Pineapple Agriculturalists 

 

 

 

 

Figure A10  Fair Trade Pineapple, Prachuap-Khiri khan 

Location: 354 Moo 5 Salalai Sub-district, Sam Roi Yod District, Prachuap 

Khiri Khan Province. The Community Enterprise Registration No.: 2-77-08-03/1-

0012, Mr. Chanchai Thanakamonpradit was the chairman who ran the business of 

distributing pineapples, palms, cassava   and rubbers. The telephone number was 032 

688 638. 

 From the interview, Key Man No.10, who was the consultant of the chairman 

said that  Prachuap Khiri Khan Province   had the biggest pineapples planting areas in 

Thailand. Inn1985, the   group of pineapples gardeners encountered the heavy 

problem from both natural disasters and drought. Moreover, the products were 

produced too much, the agriculturists had no their quota with the pineapples 
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processing factories. They had to run the business through the middlemen, or this was 

called pineapples stalls. Moreover, the products could not be kept for a long time, so 

they got damaged and had to be left. The gardeners of the pineapples in Rai Kao Sub-

district Salalai Sub-district therefore created a group which was the group of 

pineapples gardeners of the Ban Rai Kao to solve the problems at that time. There 

were 26 members; the total share was 260,000 baht. The operation has been carried 

out since then. For gathering as a group this time, this made the group get the quota 

from the processing factories in a number of 56,000 tons per year, or 137 million baht 

of that time.  

Later, the group distributed the chemical fertilizers for agriculture to the 

members which made the incomes for the group increasingly about more than 3 

million baht. After that the operation of this cooperatives were growing continuously, 

respectively. All members felt confident to the committees and operation results of 

the cooperatives. In 2007, the group made a request to establish the community 

enterprise group of Fair Trade Pineapple Agriculturalists, Sam Roi Yod District, 

Prachuap Khiri Khan Province. After the registration at the end of the year, there were 

the foreign investors wanted to contact the production resources for producing 

pineapples which could produce the products to reach the standard of Fairtrade at the 

Commerce Office, Prachuap Khiri Khan Province. The advantages of making the fair 

trade included having the guarantee of the low price of pineapples of the members. 

Not only the members would get money from selling materials, the group would get 

the money supported money called “premium money” from the buyers of pineapples 

in the foreign market to develop the group and members in term of production to get 

high-quality of pineapples, for example, to support the use of organic fertilizers 

instead of using the chemical fertilizers, stopping the pesticide use to maintain the 

environment. Today, the group exported can pineapples and pineapples juice to 

distribute to the foreign countries all over the world, such as Germany, Europe, 

Switzerland, and other countries.    

When interviewing the management potentials of the group; it was found that   

the group had management guidelines as follows:  

Orientation operation of the community enterprise; the leaders and members 

mutually determined the orientation of the group, and construction of the organization 
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which was divided the roles and duties clearly, the employees did the accounting 

transparently and could be investigated, the operation results were reviewed 

continuously to improve the results of operation continuously, gave importance to the 

environment from the premium money, had ethics, be punctual, and did the benefits 

for public continuously.  

Operation planning; there was the just management under the leading of 

chairman, consultants, and members because not only distributing pineapples, but also 

planning and distributing other products to spread the risks  such as  cassava, Oak 

Rong Thong Mango, sugar cane, rice, rubber, palm, and fertilizers. The marketing 

management had the planning by doing the marketing completely, controlled the 

quality of production starting from controlling the production quality from growing, 

maintaining, and distributing the products.  

Knowledge management and news and information; there was the conference 

management together with the members and employees every month, making and 

reporting the operation results of organization continuously, and had the public 

relations via online channels  

Members management; to give moral support and enhance the period 

livelihood, the group allocated the net profits of each year at the total of more than 

1,400,000 baht to be the various welfares and funds for the members such as funds for 

consoling the babies born, elderly welfare, scholarship for children, welfare for 

helping in case of death, and enhancing the supplementary occupation to the 

members.  

Products and services process; there was the products management which was 

qualitative, safe, and could be investigated, be produced and distributed justly in 

every step.  

Operation results; the community enterprise developed regarded as the strong 

community enterprise. It was the group assured its standard of Fair trade from the 

FLO (Fair Trade Labelling Organization International), Germany.  

Network organization came to support operation of the group; there were 12 

organizations divided into internal organization   and external organization as follows:  

1) Internal organization; there were 2 organizations which included 

Agricultural Technology Transfer and Service Center of Salalai Sub-district 
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2) External organization, it consisted of 

(1) District organization; Sam Roi Yod District Agricultural Office 

(2) Provincial organization, it consisted of Office of Agricultural 

Extension and Development Number 2, Ratchaburi Province, Prachuap Khiri Khan 

Provincial Agricultural Office, Prachuap Khiri Khan Provincial Commerce Office, 

and the group of sugar cane, cassava, and palm agriculturists of Prachuap Khiri Khan 

Province   

(3) National organization, which included Community Enterprise 

Promotion Division, Department of Agricultural Extension   group, west agriculturists 

network, Thailand pineapple agriculturists, and Thailand sugar cane, cassava, and 

palm agriculturists network.   

(4) Foreign organization, which included the FLO organization (Fair 

trade Labelling Organization International), Germany.  

Fair Trade Pineapple Agriculturalists  was found that  the visitors were mostly 

came to observe the activities   the time used was about 1 day. The Group welcomed 

the interests by giving a lecture, presenting the agricultural beds, new species of 

products without charge. The incomes got from the activities observation included the 

products distribution of the Group, and fruits of the folks as consignment. The Group 

wanted to become the tourists attractions by accepting the tourists in small quantities 

but long time stays. Previously, there was some foreigners came to the community to 

learn how to plant pineapples qualitatively. According to the interview of key 

informants based on 9A’s elements,  the researcher had analyzed the contents and 

concluded them as strength and weakness. The details were listed as follows:   

Strength   

1) Attraction; the group developed the new species of pineapples which help 

attract the tourists, for example, the Sapparod Yod La Jed Pol (pineapple), and Ok 

Rong Tong Mango, and the group which produced the qualitative pineapples based on 

international standard. Moreover, there were the development of members to let them 

have good living, and preserving the environments, as well as distributing the 

products until it was credible among the foreign markets.  

2) Accessibility; to access the office was really convenient because it was 

located on the edge of Petchakasem Highway for departure. For the pineapples 
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garden, it was necessary to have a vehicle to take the visitors around and see the ways 

of doing the integrated farming and gardening.  

3) Accommodation; there was accommodation in the community, by staying 

together with the family members of pineapples gardeners. However, the visitors 

mostly came to observe the activities for only a half day, then they went to stay in the 

Mueang District of  Prachuab Khiri Khan Province.  

4) Amenities; the Group had the meeting room together with the equipment 

to give service of food and beverages for the visitors who came to observe the 

activities. The price was 150 bath up/ person.  

5) Activities; activities were varied. Not only visiting for the learning 

purpose about group management, but also the learning of pineapples processing 

technology. The visitors could see the pineapples gardens and be able to cut and eat 

them at the garden.  

6) Authenticity; the community still planted pineapples as their occupation, 

and built the households based on their local wisdom.  

7) Acceptance –Community; the community and members were welcome the 

visitors who came to observe the activities, as well as the persons who came to be 

trained about pineapples planting because not only sharing knowledge to the interests, 

but also helped the community preserve knowledge and  wisdom of their pineapples 

planting.  

8) Awareness; this enterprise focused on the preservation of environments 

for the members and community, and used natural resources worthily.  

Weakness; the Group did not plan to become the ancillary services. 

Previously, it was found that there were some foreigners came to learn, and get 

training for pineapples planting. The stayed with the folks for almost a week. This 

made the folk feel appreciated because it became the good relationship to each other. 

And they recommended their friends to visit sometimes.  

Self-evaluation results based on the  agricultural tourism resources, of the 

Department of Tourism  (2014)  was at a very good level   (75.71) 

Strength;the physical environments were beautiful and shadow. The 

productivities were also acceptable both in the domestic and foreign countries.  
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Things that should be improved; the areas management to support and 

welcome the tourists systematically. 

 

11. Name of community enterprise: Community Enterprise Ban Hin Kong  

Agriculturists Housewives 

 

  

    
 

Figure A11  Ban Hin Kong, , Prachuap-Khiri khan 

 

Location: 171 Moo 2 Pongprasart Sub-district, Bangsapan District, Prachuap 

Khiri Khan Province. The Community Enterprise Registration No.: 2-77-04-02/1-

0001, having Mrs. Kanha Sangprasert, a chairman, doing the business of distributing 

preserved pineapples, shrimp chili pastes, virgin coconut oil, and baked banana solar 

energy. The telephone number was 089 8077630. 

According to the interview of Key Man No.11, the chairman; she said that the 

first activity which started the operation by group was about processing the 

agricultural products, making Nam Prik, preserved pineapples, virgin coconut oil, and 

baked banana solar energy which were sold at the lower price and got disadvantage 

from the middlemen. In 1997, the price of pineapples was really low. Some gardens 

had to leave the pineapple trees to death. Some gardens cut them out. After that the 
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group of housewives consisting of 81 persons mutually solved the problems to create 

the add values to the pineapples, then got the idea to discover the formula of 

preserved pineapples under the name of “Silatong” then distributed to the group of 

people who used the preserved pineapples, for example, brought them to make the 

stuff of pineapple cheese shake, baked bread with pineapples stuff. This is because 

Pongprasart Sub-district, Sambangsapan District, there were a lot of agriculturists 

who grew pineapples. This group sold preserved pineapples around 120 kilograms per 

week, or 70-80 baht per kilo. The distribution channel was done by the customers who 

told by word of mouth, then they would phone to order, after that the stuff would be 

sent by van, or by mail all over the country. In the past, the group ever set the booth 

mutually with the provincial OTOP to distribute in various places, but it was found 

that with such channel, the group could not get the profits but loss because people 

preferred to buy when the products were processed and got ready for them to eat only. 

Therefore the group did not distribute with this method again.      

When interviewing the management potentials of the group; it was found that   

the group had management guidelines as follows:  

 Orientation operation of the community enterprise; the group gathered 

together to solve the problem of low price of pineapples and produced the products as 

the customers’ needs.   

Operation planning; the members consulted one another to plan and solve the 

problems, as well as sharing the benefits justly.  

Marketing management; this was the wholesale market to reduce the risk.  

Knowledge management, and news and information; knowledge transfer base, 

techniques to make the preserved pineapples, transferred the knowledge to the 

interests, and taught students at primary level in the Pongprasart Sub-district. 

Members management; today the members were still at 80 persons and did not 

accept the new members. The share kept was 100 baht per each per person. 1 person 

could get the share for not more than 5 shares. The profits were dividend which made 

profits to the members every year. The compensates given to the management 

committees of the group 500 baht per person per year.   

Products and services process; there was the production of high-quality 

products focusing on the production process which was clean, fresh, and new before 
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delivering to the customers, and had the follow-up of the products quality from the 

customers every time. Therefore it helped the group have customers for all over the 

country rather much.  

Operation results; community enterprise   group had the operation which made 

profit, and continuously discovered and developed the processing of agricultural 

products of the community; therefore it caused the new products consistently.  

Network organization which supported the operation of this group; there were 

6 organizations divided into internal organization   and external organization as 

follows:  

1) Internal organization   which included Agricultural Technology Transfer 

and Service Center of Pong Prasart Sub-district, and Pong Prasart Sub-district 

Administrative Organization. 

2) External organization which consisted of 3 levels;  

(1) District organization; which included Bang Sapan District 

Agricultural Office. 

(2) Provincial organization;  which included Office of Agricultural 

Extension and Development Number 2, Ratchaburi Province, and  Prachuap Khiri 

Khan Provincial Agricultural Office. 

(3) National organization; which included Community Enterprise 

Promotion Division,   Department of Agricultural Extension.  

Ban Hin Kong was  found that  the interests who travelled to the place mostly 

wanted to observe the activities around a half day and then travelled to other places. 

Previously, there were visitors to came with their friends to learn about the methods 

of pineapple planting, pineapples planting. The Group welcomed the interests by 

giving a lecture, demonstrating the methods of processing without charge. The 

incomes got from the activities observation included the products distribution of the 

Group and the fruits of the folks. The Group wanted to have more visitors because 

they could sell their products numerously. According to the interview of key 

informants based on 9A’s elements,  the researcher had analyzed the contents and 

concluded them as strength and weakness. The details were listed as follows:   

Strength   
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1) Attraction; the tourists attractions came from the transfer of knowledge 

until the visitors could do it, and could apply the knowledge they got as a part time 

job.  

2) Accommodation; the visitors could stay mutually with the chairman or the 

members of the Group in case they came to get training for several days.  

3) Amenities; the environments here were natural. There were facilities of 

water and electricity except the guide posts.  

4) Activities; there were various activities for the interests to select with the 

members or folks such as how to make preserved pineapple, shrimp chili paste, 

Coconut Oil Cold Pressed and sun baked natural bananas.  

5) Authenticity; the folks still did their traditional job at pineapples garden, 

and they still preserved their spoken language and dressed the same as people in the 

south did in common.   

6) Acceptance-Community; the community accepted the activities of the 

Group because not only the profits sharing, but also the members could employ 

people in the community to have jobs.  

7) Awareness; the Group would create the awareness to the members and 

community to perceive the living of sufficiency, in order to help them be able to rely 

on themselves.  

Weakness  

1) Accessibility; this was inconvenient because the Group was situated at the 

end of the village and the middle of the garden. The visitors had to ask the routes from 

the folks to access the place.  

2) Ancillary Services; for the management, the Group wanted to develop 

themselves to become the tourism sources because the natural environments were 

appropriate to do. Moreover, it was attached to the sea. However, there had not had 

any organization came to train or give knowledge to the members in terms of tourism 

operation in this community. 

Self-evaluation results based on agricultural tourism resources, of the 

Department of Tourism (2014)  was at a good level   (65.21) 

Strength; the chairman and members had the ability to develop the products 

from the local wisdom of the community.  
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Things that should be improved; the service of tourism and the system of 

organizational structures should be improved for supporting the tourists  

 

12. Name of community enterprise: Community Enterprise of Exported Free 

Toxin Vegetable and Fruit Producers of Damnern Saduak District 

 

 

 

 

Figure A12  Exported Free Toxin Vegetable and Fruit, Ratchaburi  

 

Location : 101 Moo 4 Don Kluay Sub-district, Dam Nern Saduak District, 

Ratchaburi Province. The Community Enterprise Registration No.: 2-70-04-05/1-
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0003, having Mr. Prayoon Wisuttipaisarn holding the position as a chairman. The 

group ran the business of distributing fresh fruit, Tab Tim Chan Rose Apples, Nam-

Hom Coconut, Kim Choo Guava, and longan which were delivered to the foreign 

countries. The telephone number was 081 736 8874. 

From the interview of Key Man No.12, holding the position of chairman said 

that the members of the group grew the vegetables and fruit, but they encountered the 

problem that their products had a lower price because of the diseases from insects, 

natural disasters such as flood, therefore the agriculturists adjusted the vegetables to 

grow fruit instead, and distributed the products by competing on one another. The 

selling was done through middlemen. Moreover, the agriculturists had no academic 

knowledge and lacked of experiences in terms of qualitative products, thus it caused 

the weakness of holding the agriculturists. Therefore, the group was established as 

group of enterprise which produced vegetables and toxin free fruit for export at 

Damnernsaduak District on 8
th

 March, 2007. At the first stage, there were 28 

members, and today it was open to accept more members and increased to 89 persons. 

The group were strong gradually and well-known among general people. There were 

people who were interested in observing activities consistently. In terms of the 

products, the members could deliver the products for distribution both internal and 

foreign countries such as China, Singapore, Indonesia, Hong Kong, Middle East 

countries. Today, the market was expanded to Europe continent. For the group office, 

it was still opened as the products distribution center of Ratchaburi as well.  

When interviewing the management potentials of the group; it was found that   

group had management guidelines as follows:  

Orientation operation of the community enterprise; this focused on producing 

safe and fresh fruit, from the producers to the consumers. Moreover, it had the 

planning to organize the system of planting temporarily which would not be the 

normal season. This made the products not to flood. This made the group get 

advantages from the price and did not lower the price, and became the needed 

products of the market.  

Operation planning; the operation planning was done by spreading the risks, 

especially the lacking of products in summer season by supporting the members and 

agriculturists to produce the plants and fruit temporarily.  
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Marketing management; this emphasized the distribution by wholesale to the 

foreign market by setting the booth mutually and proposing the products to the 

foreign market and the organizations of Department of Foreign Trade and Department 

Of Export Promotion. Moreover, there were some domestic distributions which were 

the products distribution center of Ratchaburi Province.  

Knowledge management, and news and information; there was the knowledge 

transfer based on the business of the group to the interests who came to observe the 

activities at the office of the group. The news and information was done by public 

relations with word of mouth techniques until there were many people interested in 

studying and observe the activities. 

Members management; there was the welfare organizing for the members 

annually which consisted of dividend, and rewards to motivate for members, or 

agriculturists who distributed the high-quality products for the group the most. 

Moreover, there was a party to thank you the agriculturists and employees every end 

of the year.   

Products and services process; there was the management of products according to 

the quantity of order for each customer in each country, and considered as the rules 

and regulations for exporting to each country. However, the products delivered had to 

be safe and free from residues. They would be investigated every time, and could be 

investigated back their quality to the production resources for every order. 

Operation results of the community enterprise; the operation results of the 

group were welcomed from the customers both in and out of the country. There was 

the carriage of products to export daily. Moreover, it had the operation by letting the 

members organize the GAP Certificate. Today, all members got the GAP Certificate 

to create the confidence to the customers increasingly.   

Network organization; this supported the operation of the group, there were 11 

organizations divided into internal organization   and external organization as follows:  

1) Internal organization   which included members of Luk Rai Agricultural 

Technology Transfer and Service Center of Don Kluay Sub-district, and Don Kluay 

Sub-district Administrative Organization 

2) External organization which included:  
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(1) District organization included Damnern Saduak District Agricultural 

Office, and Damnern Saduak District Community Development, Ratchaburi Province  

(2) Provincial organization included the Office of Agricultural Extension 

and Development Number 2, Ratchaburi Province, Ratchaburi Provincial Agricultural 

Office, Ratchaburi Administrative Organization, and Ratchaburi Provincial 

Commerce.  

(3) National organization included the Community Enterprise Promotion 

Division,   Department of Agricultural Extension, and Department Of Export 

Promotion, Ministry of Commerce  

There was found that the visitors were mostly came to observe the activities. 

The time used was about one day then the visitors went to travel another places. 

Previously, there were people came to observe the activities and ordered the fruit for 

consumption or distribution. The Group welcomed the interests by giving a lecture 

about the procedures of planting, controlling the quality of fruit safely, and sailing the 

boat to see the garden in the garden plots. However, it had to keep the fees for 

supporting the water and electricity expenses, 50 baht per person. Moreover, the 

incomes got from the activities observation included the products distribution of the 

group and fruits of the folks. According to the interview of key informants based on 

9A’s elements, the researcher had analyzed the contents and concluded them as 

strength and weakness. The details were listed as follows:   

Strength    

1) Attraction; the tourists attractions were from getting the opportunity to 

learn the production process, harvest, containing, and distributing. Moreover, the 

visitor could observe the activities together with visiting the fruit garden by foot and 

boat.  

2) Accessibility; it was convenient because the location of Products 

Distribution Center was attached to the Bang Pae Road-Dam Nern Saduak.  

3) Amenities; there were amenities for the visitors who came to observe the 

activities such as fresh-coffee shop, and products distribution shop.  

4) Activities; there were various activities to support the visitors who 

observed the activities or the tourists as they needed such as sailing boats in the 

garden, keeping fruit, or travelling to the tourists attractions nearby, for instance, 
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Talad  Nam Dam Nern Saduak,  stove for making the coconut sugar, and Talad Nam 

Ampawa, Samut Songkram   province.  

5) Authenticity; the members planted the vegetables and fruit as their 

traditional job of people living in this community.  

6) Acceptance–Community; this was acceptable because the operational 

results helped the price of agricultural products, especially fruit, have the minimum 

price control, and have the certain sources to buy the fruit surely, therefore it made the 

community welcome to support the visitors as the host very well.  

7) Awareness; the community realized the preservation of natural resources, 

especially water and environments. This is because both water and environments 

affected the fruit gardening of the community really much.  

Weakness  

1) The Group had no residences to provide the visitors who came to observe 

the activities, they had only resort network in Bang Pae District and Dam Nern 

Saduak District. 

2) Ancillary Services;the chairman and members as well as the community 

wanted to develop the Group to Agro-tourism , however they lacked of knowledge 

base  in terms of planning and marketing to be famous among the general tourists, 

especially Thai tourists. This is because the location was plentiful by the vegetables 

gardens and fruit gardens as well as the farm of giant freshwater prawn considered as 

the biggest farm in Thailand.  

Self-evaluation results according to the standardized criteria of agricultural 

tourism resources, of the Department of Tourism (2014)  was at a very good level   

(75.71) 

Strength; there were various kinds of activities, the productivity were 

qualitative, and be acceptable from external organization.  

Things that should be improved; to set the system of support for tourists and 

visitors, and set the service of food and beverages, as well as taking the tourists 

around, or the compensates for lecturers.  
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13. Name of community enterprise: Community Enterprise Lad Bua Khao 

Agriculturists Housewives Group 

 

 
 

  

 

Figure A13  Lad Bua Khao Agriculturists, Ratchaburi  

 

Location: 92/4 Moo 1 Lad Bua Khao Sub-district, Ban Pong District, 

Ratchaburi Province. The Community Enterprise Registration No.: 2-70-05-15/1-

0001, having Mrs. Patchar Malitong as a chairman. The business was about 

distribution of cereal bananas, instant Nam Prik, and gossamer flowers. The telephone 

number was 032 343 038. 

According to the interview, Key Man No.13, the position of vice-chairman 

said that the group of housewives mutually had an idea to find out the ways to create 

the incomes which included the members and people in the community. Finally the 

group selected the Silver Bluggoe (Kluay Hak Mook), the local fruit existing 

numerously in the villages to process and became the banana chips. The outstanding 

point of the Silver Bluggoe was that it had golden-yellow color and had a big size 

which made the Banana Fried here were strange and new different from general 

Banana Fried. Moreover, it was improved by bringing the Thai taste and others to 

develop to become “Tipparot Banana”, which was the first product of the Kaset Lad 
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Bua Khao Housewives Group. Cereal Banana had new taste developed and well-

known very much.  The products were assured as One Tambon (Sub-district) One 

Product for Lad Bua Khao Sub-district, and it was registered as the community 

enterprise in 2005. Today, the community enterprise group of the agriculturist 

housewives of Lad Bua Khao had 57 members. The activity of the group could be 

divided into 7  groups  which included 1) processed bananas group, 2) Nam Prik 

group, 3) Jar and Artificial Flowers group, 4)  Instant Clothes group 5)  Crisp, 

Vegetables-Fruit group, 6) Wreath Flowers  group, and  7) Saving and Welfare of Lad 

Bua Khao Community group. From the operation of the group, it made the members 

and community have the supplementary occupation to uphold the economic security 

to the family averagely 3,500 baht /month/person. And they had the savings and better 

life quality, had the nursing welfare for the members when they had illness. This 

community enterprise was also the resource for being trained and publicized all 

knowledge to the students and various interested organizations. 

When interviewing the management potentials of the group; it was found that   

group had management guidelines as follows:  

Orientation operation of the community enterprise; it enhanced the members 

and community to have supplementary income, therefore if anyone was skillful or 

interested in which occupational group, they could select and practice. The group 

would be the central organization for distribution through various channels.  

Operation planning; the chairman and members participated in operation 

planning with trust and reliability to mutually solve the problems.  

Marketing management; there were various distribution channels such as 

consignment, setting booth, getting order via phone, and delivery by mail or 

passenger bus. Today, the products were sold in Malaysia.  and China.   

Knowledge management, and news and information, there was the knowledge 

transfer base from generation to generation for the members and transfer knowledge 

to the general people. Most of the news and information publication was done by 

word of mouth, and setting the booth with various organizations in Ratchaburi 

province.   

Members management; there was the welfare and fringe benefits to the 

members and gave an opportunity to the members’ children, got daily wage when 
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working at free time on packaging or inventing things. Not only the youths would get 

the wages as compensates, they could have an occupation with them.  

Products and services process; this emphasized the use of new, fresh materials, 

and the clean production process.  

Operation results; the community enterprise members and community got 

income increasingly as a whole and their children had occupation with him.  

Network organization; which came to support operation of the group; there 

were 9 organizations divided into internal organization and external organization as 

follows:  

1) Internal organization; which included Agricultural Technology Transfer 

and Service Center of Lad Bua Khao Sub-district and Lad Bua Khao Sub-district 

Administrative Organization 

2) External organization consisted of   

(1) District organization  which included Ban Pong District Agricultural 

Office 

(2) Provincial organization which included Office of Agricultural 

Extension and Development Number 2, Ratchaburi Province Ratchaburi Provincial 

Agricultural Office, Ratchaburi Commerce Office, Ratchaburi Community 

Development Department, and Srifa Bakery Company Limited, Kanchanaburi 

Province.   

(3) National organizationwhich included Community Enterprise 

Promotion Division Department of Agricultural Extension 

There was found that the interests who travelled to the place mostly wanted to 

observe the activities around a half day and then travelled to other places.   The Group 

welcomed the interests by giving a lecture, taking them around to see the processing 

technology. The incomes got from the activities observation included the products 

distribution of the Group and other products of the folks.  According to the interview 

of key informants based on 9A’s elements,  the researcher had analyzed the contents 

and concluded them as strength and weakness. The details were listed as follows:   

Strength   

1) Attraction; the visitors could learn and practice the vocation in various 

terms such as cereal bananas,instant Nam Prik, and artificial gossamer flowers.  
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2) Activities; there were various activities for the tourists to choose such as 

vocational training, experiences finding from mutually distributing all products with 

the Group.  

3) Acceptance-Community; the folks felt satisfied for the operational results 

because not only they got incomes from distributing Silver Bluggoe (Kluay Hak 

Mook) to this Group, but also got the incomes from employing the Group to produce 

the cereal bananas, instant Nam Prik, and artificial gossamer flowers. 

4) Awareness; the community was aware the preservation of environments, 

planting bananas or doing agriculture by chemicals free, which helped the 

environments of this community become better.  

Weakness  

1) Accessibility; this was inconvenient since there was no any guide posts.  

2) Authenticity; it was not found the authenticity. The middle men worked in 

the industrial factories. This Group was operated by the elderly and students.  

3) Accommodation; there was no service for residence or resort in Ban Pong 

District, Ratchaburi province.  

4) Amenities; the place was narrow and crowded especially the car parking 

which were insufficient. 

5) Ancillary Services; the Group had never planned to support for tourism 

because they still lacked of the experts or management knowledge of Agro-tourism. 

The members however welcomed to change since they would have the ways for the 

community to increase their income from being the source of tourism.  

Self-evaluation results based on of agricultural tourism resources, of the 

Department of Tourism (2014) was at a good level (65.21) 

Strength; the leaders and members had the knowledge base of  wisdom and 

processing innovation of bananas. Moreover, the place was considered as the learning 

source of Vocational Practice Center for general interests.  

Things that should be improved; to determine the map for taking the visitors 

around systematically, and have the guide posts for the visit.  
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14. Name of community enterprise  : Ban Kum Pattana Community Enterprise 

 

 

 

 

Figure A14  Ban Kum Pattan ,Ratchaburi 

 

Location: 2/8 Moo 2 Bang Pae Sub-district, Bang Pae District, Ratchaburi 

Province, the Community Enterprise Registration No.: 2-70-06-01/1-0004, having Mr. 

Kanong Porak as a chairman to run the business of distributing the dried solar energy 

bananas, chili paste, chili curry Nam Prik, Crispy Lotus Blossom Cookie( 

Khanom Dok Jok), herbal rolled bananas, Kui Chai, Heaven Mushroom (Hed Sawan), 

rice crust (Khao Tang), and Khao Tan. The telephone number was 081 2079796. 

From the interview of Key Man 14, he said that the Ban Kum Community 

mostly held the occupation of having milk cows. Today, the cost of feeding milk cow 

really high and people did not have the family labours that made them encounter the 

loss problem; many of them quit doing this occupation. They lacked of incomes. 

Therefore, he asked a consultancy with Bang Pae District Agricultural Office to ask 

for help of creating part-time job, the Agricultural Office  let the housing officers 

come to teach and train starting by producing chili paste, chili curry, Khanom Dok 
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Jok, herbal rolled bananas, Kui Chai for consumption and distribution within the 

villages  and the nearby. After they gathered for a while, they had an idea to develop 

the part-time job group, therefore the group asked for help from Bang Pae 

Agricultural Office, and had a resolution to made a kind of mushroom growing by 

improving the empty dairy cow housing to be applied for being the place of growing 

mushroom instead, and had the Clinic Technology, Muban Chombueng Rajabhat 

University came to teach the products of mushroom chili paste, mushroom Curry 

Puff, Nham Mushroom, and Three Mushrooms Juice. Moreover, the Bureau of Solar 

Energy Development, Department of Alternative Energy Development and 

Efficiency, Ministry of Energy came to install the solar dryers to use for baking the 

sun dried bananas. Today, the group could develop the quality of sun dried bananas to 

be acceptable both domestic and foreign countries.  

When interviewing the management potentials of the group; it was found that   

the group had the management guidelines as follows:  

Orientation operation of the community enterprise operated the activity 

based on the philosophy of sufficiency economy which operated by using the 

resources of members which existed then adjusted the methods according to the 

training and observing the activities, learning and exchanging ideas with the 

successful people for developing group   and members.  

Operation planning of members group; there were various activities according 

to the skills of the members such as feeding milk cow, doing rice farm, vegetables 

gardening, growing mushrooms, and considering the benefits of themselves as well as 

helping others. Moreover, the benefits which affected the society and environment 

had to be concerned about.   

Marketing management; there were distribution channel via phone, online, and 

setting booth with various organizations. 

Knowledge management, and news and information; there was the information 

storage by computer system. This was set as the sections connected and covered every 

matter about the community. The information of the community was complete and 

could be used as the evidence and beneficial in every situation.  

 The group had an idea for setting the welfare divided into 3 stages as follows: 

At the first stage, the group set the welfare for expenses of travel to learn or train of 
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the members, the second stage was about the welfare of the group in terms of 

providing and purchasing the materials, machines, equipment for production, creating 

and improving the office of the  group, improving processing products to ask for the 

standard confirmation, and the third stage was to support the children’s scholarship, 

medical fees, feeding lunch time for students, monks, and the elderly.  

Products and services process group; there was the production and processing 

completely, and could control the quality, quantity of materials, because the group 

produced and distributed itself which helped the products not have a rather high price.    

Operation results of community enterprise; this made the community have 

good living, and income more which helped reduce the expense of the family.   

Network organization; this supported the operation of the group for 13 

organizations divided into internal organization   and external organizations as 

follows: 

1) Internal organization; this consisted of   5 sectors including the 

Agricultural Technology Transfer and Service Center of Ban Pae Sub-district, Bang 

Pae Municipality Administrative Organization, Bang Pae Sub-district, abbot of Wat 

Ban Kum, Ban Kum School, and Ban Kum Village Head.  

2) External organization consisted of   

(1) District organization  which included Bang Pae Agricultural Office, 

and Bang Pae Informal Education Service Center, Ratchaburi Province  

(2) Provincial organization which included Office of Agricultural 

Extension and Development Number 2, Ratchaburi Province, Ratchaburi Provincial 

Agricultural Office, Muban Chombueng Rajabhat University, Ratchaburi Province, 

Department of Alternative Energy Development and Efficiency, Ministry of Energy, 

and  Ratchaburi Cooperative Auditing Office. 

(3) National organization which included Community Enterprise 

Promotion Division Department of Agricultural Extension  

There was found that  the interests who travelled to the place mostly wanted to 

observe the activities around a half day and then travelled to other places, including 

the group who wanted to learn and practice what related to their vocation. The time 

used was about 1-2 days. The Group welcomed the interests by giving a lecture, 

taking them around to see the processing technology. If they came for vocational 
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purpose, they would be allowed to practice. The incomes got from the activities 

observation included the products distribution of the Group and other products of the 

folks, incomes from the service of food and beverages. The Group was ready for 

becoming the agricultural tourists attractions for the preservation, therefore the Group 

made a decision to cooperate with Bang Pae Tourism Club last year. According to the 

interview of key informants based on 9A’s elements,  the researcher had analyzed the 

contents and concluded them as strength and weakness. The details were listed as 

follows:   

Strength   

1) Attraction; there were the tourists attractions. The characteristics and 

forms of the activities in the agricultural tourists attractions were about the learning 

resources to create the experiences for the tourists to learn the ways of lives, or take 

part in the activities with agriculturalists that the community enterprise had the unique 

or outstanding point in terms of sufficiency economy and local wisdom. Moreover, it 

had beautiful nature and connection with the other famous tourists attractions in 

Ratchaburi province numerously.  

2) Accessibility; it was convenient for travelling by passenger buses, cars, or 

bicycles.  

3) Accommodation; there were residences networks as home stays in the 

village and resort networks in Bang Pae District, Dam Nern Saduak District.  

4) Amenities, there were toilets, meeting rooms, food center, products 

distribution point of the group and community.  

5) Activities; it could learn about the wisdom off processing the agricultural 

products, ways of occupation, and group management to solve the problems of 

incomes through agriculturalists in the community completely. Moreover, it 

connected with other tourists attractions, and activities of occupation for the 

community. 

6) Authenticity; in this area, the people still did what they were skillful for as 

their occupations rather than leaving the community to do other jobs.  

7) Acceptance –Community; the community welcomed the visitors as the 

host very well. It can be seen from their participation as the agricultural tourism routes 

of Ratchaburi province which co-operated with the tourists attractions in the areas and 
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Bang Pae Sub-district Administrative Organizationto develop the community of 

Provincial Agricultural Extension Office. 

8) Awareness; the Group considered about the existed stuff which should be 

used with the utmost benefits, and considered about the environments not to cause the 

pollution to the community, and brought the wastes to add their values as well as 

connected the activities with the Group members based on each occupation.  

Weakness  

Ancillary Services; the leaders and members still lacked of the knowledge 

base for managing the Agro-tourism, especially marketing. Actually. The 

environments of Ban Bang Pae District, Ratchaburi province were really natural. The 

agriculturalists held the occupation of planting vegetables and fruit gardens as well as 

feeding the giant freshwater prawn. Therefore, it could be seen that this area could do 

various tourism activities. 

Self-evaluation results based on of agricultural tourism resources, of the 

Department of Tourism (2014) was at a very good level   (73.71) 

Strength; there were various kinds of products, the uniqueness and acceptance 

of the products, the knowledge base of wisdom and processing innovation. 

Things that should be improved; the leaders and members still lacked of 

knowledge base in terms of Agro-tourism management especially in terms of 

marketing. 
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15. Name of community enterprise: Lod Chong Bang Kon Tee community 

enterprise 

 

 

 

Figure A15  Lod Chong Bang Kon Tee, Samutsongkram 

 

Location : 43 Moo 9 Kradangna Sub-district, Bang Kon Tee District, 

Samutsongkram Province. The Community Enterprise Registration No.: 2-75-02-

10/1-0005, having Mrs. Jintana Klinchang as a chairman to run the business of 

distributing fried garlic, fried red onion, Dried Lod Chong Singapore, Dried Sarim, 

and Dried Ruam Mit. The telephone number was 034-730355 and 084-8840872. 

From the interview, Key Man 15 said that previously it was the housewives 

group, agriculturist housewives, Thai Sangsan Temple, established on 24
th

 October, 

2000. The Community Enterprise Registration was done on 19
th

 December, 2005 by 

combining of the wife or children of the agriculturists to mutually do the activities to 

create the supplementary income. The first activity was making the fried red onion to 

sell in the foreign market. Later the group developed to make the Dried Lod Chong 

Singapore, Dried Sarim, and Dried Ruam Mit. The group also enhanced and 

developed the knowledge to the members consistently, as well as studying and 

learning from other successful groups, enhanced to do the income- expense   and 

saving among the members.   
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When interviewing about the management potentials of the group; it was 

found that this group had the management guidelines as follows:  

 Orientation operation of the community enterprise; let the members 

participate and create incomes to the community with happiness and enjoyment 

through their work.  

Operation planning; clear operation plan was not at risk towards the 

investment because they were the products which could keep for a long time.  

The marketing management group; this used the method of receiving the order 

via phone and coordinating via e-mail. Most of the customers were regular persons 

and they helped publication by word of mouth that could increase the customers. 

Knowledge management and news and information; there was the knowledge 

transfer base to the members and children to inherit the enterprise, as well as 

providing the training and giving knowledge to the interested people in this group 

business.   

Members management; this was managed like relatives, gave consultancy, 

recommendation, and helped solve the problems. If the group lacked of money, the 

members would share their profits to the members. They also had the welfares for 

being trained and development and the scholarship for children, welfare of visiting 

when sickness, and cremation. 

Products and services process; there was the determination of products 

production clearly on production process, quality control, especially the cleanliness, 

freshness, and newness of the materials.  

Operation results; the community enterprise got the standard of Food and Drug 

Administration standard, Community Products Standard, Halal Standard, and be the 

OTOP products of Samut Songkram Province.  

Network organization which supported the operation of the group; there were 

6 organizations divided into the internal organization   and external organization as 

follows:  

1) Internal organization   which included Agricultural Technology Transfer 

and Service Center of Bang Kon Tee Sub-district. 

2) External organization which included  
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(1) District organization which included Agricultural Technology 

Transfer and Service Center  of Bang Kon Tee Sub-district, and Bang Kon Tee Sub-

district Administrative Organization, District Agricultural Office. 

(2) Provincial organization which included Office of Agricultural 

Extension and Development Number 2, Ratchaburi Provincial Agricultural Office. 

(3) National organization which included Community Enterprise 

Promotion Division, Department of Agricultural Extension 

There was found that the interests who travelled to the place mostly wanted to 

observe the activities around a half day and then travelled to other places. The Group 

welcomed the interests by giving a lecture, demonstrating the production process The 

incomes got from the activities observation included the products distribution of the 

group and other products of the folks. The group was located near the tourists 

attractions of Talad Nam Bang Noi, Bang Kon Tee District. According to the 

interview of key informants based on 9A’s elements,  the researcher had analyzed the 

contents and concluded them as strength and weakness. The details were listed as 

follows:   

Strength   

1) Attraction; it was the learning center which created the innovation of food 

preservation both dried and baked food, and crispy fried. 

2) Activities; there were various activities especially the routes connected to 

the temples of various tourists attractions in Ampawa District, and local fresh market, 

as well as fruit gardens such as pomelo, lichee, and guava.  

3) Authenticity; the livelihood of the gardeners still remained original type. 

The group preserved the playing of Tomtom, and folk song which existed only in 

Ampawa.  

4) Acceptance-Community; the community had a job and got the incomes 

frombeing the members of the group. Moreover, they were employed to work and get 

the daily wage starting from 7.00 a.m. to 02.00 p.m. The wage was 300 baht per day. 

This was better than working in general factories.  

5) Awareness; the community were aware the import of qualitative raw 

materials to produce the qualitative products. 
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Weakness  

1) Accessibility; this was inconvenient because the routes were narrow and 

complicated, without the guide posts.  

2) Accommodation; the community was not provided but the visitors could 

stay in the nearby areas which were ready to provide.   

3) Amenities; there were not insufficient amenities such as narrow roads, 

toilets, or car parking.  

4) Ancillary Services; the group had not planned for being the tourism source. 

Previously, the welcoming was done by letting the visitors observe the activities. The 

group got incomes from the management of food, snacks, compensates of lecturers, 

and products distribution.  

Self-evaluation results based on the agricultural tourism resources, of the 

Department of Tourism (2014) was at a good level (65.21) 

Strength; there was the  knowledge base of  wisdom  and processing 

innovation. Moreover, there was the attraction in terms of training the vocation 

andtransferring knowledge.  

Things that should be improved; it should set the plan to be readiness for 

tourism. Moreover, the personnel were limited and could not operate on tourism. In 

case of networks in the routes tourism of Ampawa, the group felt welcome and be 

willing to support the tourists.  
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16. Name of community enterprise : Community Enterprise of Dala 

Agriculturist Housewives Group  

 

 

 

 

Figure A16  Dala Agriculturist, Samutsongkram 

 

Location: 54 Moo 3 Tai Had Sub-district, Mueang District, Samut Songkram 

Province. The Community Enterprise Registration No.: 2-75-01-06/1-0001, having 

Mrs. Mayuree Boonpradit, a chairman. The group ran the business of distributing 

banana chips and Breadfruit in syrup. The telephone number was 034 767 464. 

According to the interview of Key Man 16, a chairman, he said that processing 

the banana chips. The group started the business about 1999-2000. This is because the 

group faced the problem of low price of the banana, therefore the members processed 

bananas by trying out with every kind of banana but banana chips were the most 

outstanding among the members and consumers. After that the products has been 

developed continuously until they got the good tastes. The bananas used were Hom 

Tong banana because of its nice and soft smell, and its flesh would be crispy after 

being fried. This kind of products was selected to be the five stars of OTOP products 
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for 3 years, continuously. The packaging also could keep the products for a long time, 

the oil used was reach the standard and would be checked all the time. The most 

important, every package was met the same standard and the same tastes.  

From the operation of Hom Tong banana of this group, this affected the 

agriculturists who grew the Hom Tong bananas in the areas could sell their products 

with good prices. Moreover, this caused employment, circulation in community, using 

free time beneficial. For the social aspect, this created harmony to the people in the 

community, promoted the gathering of the elderly group for doing activities mutually. 

For the group production, this did not destroy the environment because the rests from 

production process in every step would be circulated, for example, banana skin was 

used to make the compost and used within the community. Moreover, the group also 

transferred this production technology for being the main occupation for the general 

interested people.  

When interviewing about the management potentials of the group; it was 

found that group had management guidelines as follows:  

Orientation operation of the community enterprise; this created the added 

value from the products of community by using the man power in the community 

especially the elderly who had the knowledge base and wisdom.  

Operation planning; there was the operation planning according to the 

purchasing order quantity of the customers. This would not be at risk and easy for the 

operation planning in terms of production, materials preparation, and products 

distribution.  

Marketing management; there was the marketing management for the 

customers group by different goals both upper and lower level by using different 

packages to distribute at the souvenir center or at the fresh coffee shop or for the 

general customers. 

Knowledge management, and news and information; there was the 

determination of production process to transfer as the knowledge base or production 

techniques for the new generations. Moreover, the news and information publication 

was mostly from the word of mouth.  

For the member management; there was the taking care of members really 

well. Not only the annual dividend, but also various welfares for the members such as 
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welfare for staff development by participation to the meeting, training, or when the 

members got illness, etc.  

Products and services process; there was the determination of production steps 

in written to make it easy for quality control and easy to transfer knowledge towards 

the interests to observe the activities. Moreover, there was the quality determination 

of the materials used which had to be fresh and new. In addition, the size, age, and 

color of banana should be considered as well.  

Operation results; community enterprise had the development   products by 

creating the added value to the agricultural products and created the incomes to the 

elderly in the community.    

Network organization which came to support operation of the group; there 

were 6 organizations divided into internal organization   and external organization as 

follows:  

1) Internal organization; which included Agricultural Technology Transfer 

and Service Center of Tai Had Sub-district, and Tai Had Sub-district Administrative 

Organization. 

2) External organization which included 

(1) District organization; Mueang Samut Songkram District Agricultural 

Office 

(2) Provincial organization; Office of Agricultural Extension and 

Development Number 2, Ratchaburi Province, and Provincial Samut Songkram 

District Agricultural Office. 

(3) National organization; Community Enterprise Promotion Division, 

Department of Agricultural Extension 

There was found that  the interests who travelled to the place mostly wanted to 

observe the activities around a half day and then travelled to other places. The Group 

welcomed the interests by giving a lecture, demonstrating the production process The 

incomes got from the activities observation included the products distribution of the 

group and other products of the folks. The group was located near thetourists 

attractions of Talad Nam Ampawa. According to the interview of key informants 

based on 9A’s elements, the researcher had analyzed the contents and concluded them 

as strength and weakness. The details were listed as follows:   
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Strength   

1) Attraction; there was the attraction in terms of creating the added value of 

Klauy Hom (banana) and breadfruit, and the visitors could learn the procedures of this 

processing.  

2) Amenities; there were toilets and meeting room.  

3) Activities; the activities were varied such as learning about bananas and 

breadfruit processing, went sightseeing to the gardens, riding bicycles along the Mae 

Klong River, and travelling to the Talad Nam A,pawa and Talad Nam Bang Noi.  

4) Authenticity; the people still live with the traditional ways, along the river 

which had the calm and peaceful, and well as beautiful environment, especially the 

view of Mae Klong riverside 

5) Acceptance-Community; the community had incomes from the 

employment of this group. The elderly in the village could get the incomes from 

planting and distributing the Klauy Hom Tong to the group, and got employed by 

processing bananas. Hence, they would not become the burdens of the family.  

6) Awareness; both members and community realized the environmental 

preservations.  

Weakness  

1) Accessibility; this was inconvenientbecause the entrance-exit was narrow, 

the huge passenger car was not allowed.  

2) Accommodation; there was no any residence to  provide but the visitors 

could stay in the Ampawa District.  

3) Ancillary Services; the planning for group management had not been 

done, to extend the group to become the tourists attractions. 

Self-evaluation results based on the agricultural tourism resources, of the 

Department of Tourism (2014)  was at a good level   (65.21) 

Strength; products were various and outstanding, as well as acceptable. 

Moreover, there was the knowledge base of wisdom, and the service of transferring 

knowledge and training. This could be connected to the tourists attractions around the 

group.  

Things that should be improved; it should manage the guide posts, and 

public relations through the tourism sources.  
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According to the study of problems in the community enterprise, it lacked of 

the inheritors, descendants, or youths. The group was welcome to transfer the 

knowledge to the interests for doing as their main occupation. Moreover, the group 

still lacked of the continuity from the next generations. For this issue, the group felt 

welcome to give and transfer knowledge to the interests for helping them to do as 

their occupation.  

 

17. Name of community enterprise: Community Enterprise of Agriculturalist 

Housewives of Moo 3, Ban Prok Sub-district 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure A17  Moo 3, Ban Prok, Samutsongkram 

 

Location: 19 Moo3, Ban Prok Sub-district, Mueang District, Samut Sakhon 

Province. The Community Enterprise Registration No.: 2-75-01-04/1-0004, having 

Mrs. Suwanna Klinsang as a chairman to run the business of distributing the bio 

liquid cleanser, shampoo, bio-liquid soap, and local herb medicines. The telephone 

number was 081 2079796. 

From the interview, Key Man 17, a chairman said that at the first stage, there 

was the gathering of the agriculturist housewives group who had full time job but 
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wanted to use their free-time beneficial, therefore they set up the group to solve the 

problem from the sour fruit planted in any households which did not make a price and 

were thrown away, or gave bad smell. The group took this kind of fruit to do the 

fermentation as a wine, such as tamarind wine, star apple, kaffir lime, lime, Cucumber 

Tree (Ta Ling Pling), pineapples, Luk Yo, star gooseberry (Mayom), but with the 

rather complex of fermentation methods and the group had no ideas where to 

distribute this product, later this community which was located beside the Mae-Klong 

river and fruit garden which had the water course, the group observed that water had 

bad smell and became the mosquito sources, they had the resolution to make the bio 

liquid cleanser fermented from that kind of fruit, and brought the products to try out 

with the folks. It was found that water in the canal and garden had no bed smell and 

started having small fish living there. The group concluded that such bio liquid not 

only helped clean but also preserve water not to be rotten. Until at the end of 2005, 

the group submitted and asked for the registration as the community enterprise under 

the name of products “Six Boom”. In 2012, the Samut Songkram Provincial 

Administrative Organization allocated the budgets around 600,000 baht to construct 

the learning center building and OTOP products distribution for the community 

enterprise  group of this agriculturist housewives at Moo 3, Ban Prok Sub-district. 

The results at the previous time which started from the funds kept from the share of 

members for an amount of 10,250  baht, today the group had the budget for 

circulation about 400,000  baht. In terms of creating the income for the community, 

which was, any household had the sour and ripe fruit, they would keep and clean then 

distribute it to the group in kilograms, 5-6 baht per kilo. This created income to the 

community which was better than leaving it to be rotten, fallen down, and gave bad 

smell.   

When interviewing the management potentials of the group; it was found that   

the group had management guidelines as follows:  

Orientation operation of the community enterprise; there was the management 

guidelines clearly in environmental preservation, especially Mae Klong River, the 

main river of Ampawa community.  

Operation planning; there was the operation plan for all over the year although 

the fruit would be ripe according to its season.  
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Marketing management; this emphasized the internal market within the 

community and set the booth for distribution to various places. Moreover, the 

community enterprise group or souvenir products distribution center wanted to bring 

the products of the group to be sold could contact the group to take the products for 

sales by being the consignment and then deduct the commission in the distribution as 

mutually agreed.  

Knowledge management, news and information had the knowledge transfer 

base to the interested individuals and organizations. 

Members management; there was the members welfare not only the dividend 

but also for others members such as illness visit, or help in case of sickness, etc.  

Products and services process; there was the planning of production which had 

the distribution for all over the year.   

Operation results of community enterprise; all kinds of products of the group 

were acceptable within the community. The results of operation made the group feel 

secure in finance and investment, and got selection as the provincial OTOP products.   

 Network organization; this supported the operation of the group. There were 6 

organizations divided into internal organization   and external organization as follows:  

1) Internal organization   which included Agricultural Technology Transfer 

and Service Center of Ban Prok Sub-district and Ban Prok Sub-district Administrative 

Organization. 

2) External organization which included 

(1) District organization  which included Mueang Samut Songkram 

District Agricultural Office   

(2) Provincial organization; which included Office of Agricultural 

Extension and Development Number 2, Ratchaburi Province, and Provincial Samut 

Songkram District Agricultural Office. 

(3) National organization; which included Community Enterprise 

Promotion Division, Department of Agricultural Extension.  

There was found that  the interests who travelled to the place mostly wanted to 

observe the activities around a half day and then travelled to other places.   The Group 

welcomed the interests by giving a lecture, demonstrating  the production process The 

incomes got from the activities observation included the products distribution of the 
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group and other  products of the folks. The group was located near the tourists 

attractions of Talad Nam Ampawa. This was the tourism network of Ban Bang Plub, 

but it lacked of any members to continue the work. According to the interview of key 

informants based on 9A’s elements,  the researcher had analyzed the contents and 

concluded them as strength and weakness. The details were listed as follows:   

Strength   

1) Attraction; this was near the water tourists attractions which was attached 

to the Talad Nam Ampawa, Talad Nam Ta Ka, and King Rama II Memmorial Park. 

2) Accessibility; it was convenient for all private cars, or passenger buses. 

3) Accommodation; there were numerous residences in terms of small resorts 

in the area to support the tourists. The price started from 100 baht to 3,000 baht. 

4) Amenities; there were the services of car parking and toilets. 

5) Activities; there were various activities for the tourists to take part starting 

from going the sightseeing fruit gardens, harvesting, processing, to the making of 

various solution. 

6) Authenticity; there was the livelihood of gardeners along the Mae Klong 

riverside. 

7) Acceptance–Community;this was friendly with the community, and be 

acceptable and get the cooperation from the community very well. 

8) Awareness;the group emphasized the environment preservation, especially 

the stream of Mae Klong. 

Weakness; it lacked of management on ancillary services. This group 

belonged to the network of tourists attractions of Ban Bang Plub. There were the 

forward of people group to learn and observe the activities. The group was welcome 

the visitors because not only transferring knowledge of environmental preservation, 

they also distributed the products of the group.  

Self-evaluation results based on the agricultural tourism resources, of the 

Department of Tourism (2014) was at a good level (67.21) 

Strength; good physical characteristics, had knowledge base of wisdom, 

opened the opportunity to do the activities with the community, taught about the work 

and train for vocation.  
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Things that should be improved; it should be proposed to become the 

tourists attractions but the group lacked of knowledge base and plans to support  

tourism. Moreover, it lacked the descendants to continue the activities because most 

of the  members were elderly and wanted their descendants or new generations of 

people in the village to learn and continue the activities of the enterprise.  

 

18. Community enterprise: Community enterprise group of Kaset Lak Song  

Housewives 

 

  

 

 

Figure A18  Kaset Lak Song Housewives, Samutsakorn 

 

Location: 70/3 Moo 1 Lak Song Sub-district, Ban Paew District, Samut 

Sakhon Province. The Community Enterprise Registration No.: 2-74-03-07/1-0001, 

Mrs Sudatip Meesangngern was the chairman to distribute the Aloe Vera in pandan 

leaf, grape juice, flower tea, and Mulva Nut Juice (Luk Sam Rong). The telephone 

number was 034 720 236.  
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According to the interview, Key Man 18, the chairman said that the 

community enterprise group of Kaset Lak Song Housewives was established on 6
th

 

October, 2005. Previously the areas of Lak Song Sub-district were mostly used for 

planting alo vera. The distribution of fresh products, and lower price, therefore to 

solve the problem, it had the gathering to establish the group of agriculturist 

housewives by having the Ban Paew District Agricultural Office, Samut Sakhon 

Agricultural Provincial Office, and various organization allies to support the academic 

knowledge, budget, and marketing channel. Moreover, there was the share raising and 

at the first stage the investment was at 45,000 baht, later the products were well-

known by the customers until the order increased. Therefore, the group invested more. 

The funds were got from group and the others were from the borrowing of the 

financial institutes, as well as budget money from the Lak Song Sub-district 

Administrative Organization, hence the production line was installed, and had the full 

system of containing. Later, the chairman expanded the marketing to the network 

group of Seven and department stores to distribute the alo vera in pandanus leaf, 

grape juice, and flower tea. Further problem was about the production labors were not 

sufficient because community labors had the main occupation, which was, 

agriculturists, therefore the group lacked of the labors during the time of planting, and 

harvesting. Hence, the group consulted with the Provincial Employment Office which 

could get the Myanmar labors to work legally. Today, the group had the fund values 

for this enterprise around 8 million baht per year.  

When interviewing the management potentials of the group; it was found that 

the group had management guidelines as follows:  

Orientation operation of the community enterprise had the business operation 

more because of the increased quantity of purchase order.  

Operation planning; there was the follow of purchase order according to the 

quantity of each customer to set the operation plan in order to be able to deliver the 

products to the customers completely and be punctual. 

Marketing management; there was the analysis and follow the purchase order 

behaviors of the customers on the kinds of products preferred by customers and took 

the compliment- complaint from customers to improve the products throughout the 

distribution. Most of the order was from direct telephone.  
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Knowledge management, news and information; there was the knowledge 

transfer base through the activities observation of the interests and could learn for 

seeking for news and information of group via phone or website of Thai 

Tamboon.com. 

Members management; there was the dividend to the members every year by 

just allocation transparently and be able to investigate. Some parts were kept as a fund 

to invest and expand the production base further.  

Products and services process; for the production, it would emphasize and give 

importance to the materials quality, process of planting should be safe without the 

residues.  

Operation results; the community enterprise had the successful enterprise in 

the business level. The products were acceptable and credible in wholesales quality of 

franchise or big department stores in the country.  

Network organization; this supported the operation of the group; there were 8 

organizations divided into the internal organization   and external organization as 

follows:  

1) Internal organization; which included Agricultural Technology Transfer 

and Service Center of Wang Ta Ku Sub-district and Wang Ta Ku  Sub-district 

Administrative Organization. 

2) External organization consisted of 

(1) District organization; which included District Agricultural Office, 

Mueang Nakhon Pathom;   

(2) Provincial organization; which included the Office of Agricultural 

Extension and Development Number 2, Ratchaburi Province, Nakhon Pathom 

Agricultural Office, and OTOP Products Center (Thai Tamboon.com)  

(3) National organization; which included Community Enterprise 

Promotion Division, Department of Agricultural Extension   and department stores, 

and  CP All   

Kaset Lak Song HousewivesGroup was found that the interests who travelled 

to the place mostly wanted to observe the activities around a half day and then 

travelled to other places.   The Group welcomed the interests by giving a lecture, 

demonstrating the production process.The incomes got from the activities observation 
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included the products distribution of the Group, including other products of the folks. 

However the Group was not ready to turn to tourists attractions because it still lacked 

of personnel to take care of. At this time, the production of products still couldn’t be 

managed well to deal with the numerous products for delivery. According to the 

interview of key informants based on 9A’s elements,  the researcher had analyzed the 

contents and concluded them as strength and weakness. The details were listed as 

follows:   

Strength   

1) Amenities; there were the services of meeting room, toilets, and be ready 

to support the visitors for observing the activities for not more than 100 persons 

sufficiently.  

2) Acceptance-Community; the community members got the incomes from 

dividend, employment and distribution of raw materials to the group. The group was 

acceptable from the society and the communities this locality. 

3) Awareness; the community realized the plating of aloe vera, pandanus 

leaves, grapes, etc. in terms of organic agriculture because it could be sold in the 

group.  

Weakness  

1) Attraction; there were tourists attractions which focused of distribution and 

production.  

2) Accessibility; this was inconvenient because there were no guide posts. 

Moreover, the routes were so complicated.  

3) Accommodation; the accommodation was not provided.  

4) Activities; activities were not diversified, and did not give the opportunity 

to learn or practice because the production process was being done by conveyor belt 

and mostly focused on producing, hence the authenticity could not be found. 

5) Ancillary Services; the Group did not set the plan for supporting since it 

lacked of personnel who could continue the work especially in terms of co-ordination 

because the chairman had the main task to manage the purchasing order and control 

the production process.  

Self-evaluation results based on the agricultural tourism resources, of the 

Department of Tourism (2014)  was at a good level (66.21) 
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Strength; the group brought the innovation of herb processing as the 

outstanding products, and this was acceptable to become the center for transferring 

the knowledge base to external people  

Things that should be improved; it should provide the guide posts to 

access the place conveniently, and it should have the plan to enter into the tourism if 

the community was ready in terms of personnel and management.  

 

19. Name of community enterprise: Pattana Sakhon Buri Community 

Enterprise 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure A19  Pattana  Sakhon  Buri, Samutsakorn 

 

Location: 59 Moo 5, Ka Long Sub-district, Mueang Samut Sakhon District, 

Sakhon Province. The Community Enterprise Registration number: 2-74-01-06/1-

0001, the chairman was Mrs. Sukanya Kongmanee. The business was distributing the 

processed Nam Prik. The telephone number was 034 851 370 or 087 1061 992. 

According to the interview, Key Man 19, the vice- chairman said that the 

people in the community of Kalong Sub-district had such as simple life, they held the 
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occupation of fishing and salt field  as the main occupation for their life living. When 

they encountered the problem of salt and sea food had lower price, and the higher cost 

of living. It made the incomes got from the main occupation were not sufficient for 

the increased expenses, the folks in community here mutually find the resolution. 

Generally, the group members did the part-time job by raising the share members for 

300 baht per each but they faced a lot of problems. When Mrs. Sukanya Kongmanee, 

a chairman and members did not discourage towards the occurred problem and 

obstacles, and mutually solved the problems until it came to the conclusion that the 

group would use the main materials available in the locality which included shrimp, 

shell, crab, and fish, with the local wisdom existing in the locality to produce as Nam 

Prik. Therefore, it became the source of Nam Prik which was processed from the sea 

food in nowadays. Later the group got registered as the Pattana Sakorn Community 

Enterprise in 2009, and the members mutually discovered and developed the products 

continuously until there were more than 30 kinds of products and they were selected 

as the five stars of Nam Prik of the OTOP from this operation. This made the people 

in community had the supplementary incomes from selling seafood to the group 

which could bring the seafood sold in a cheap price to be processed to get the higher 

price. Moreover, the members of community were promoted to be able to reach the 

self-reliance, created the strength, supported and developed the life quality to get 

better living. This was operated according to the philosophy of sustainable sufficiency 

economy. Moreover, it enhanced mutual recovery and conserved the mangrove forests 

as well.   

When interviewing about the management potentials of the group; it was 

found that   group had management guidelines as follows:  

Orientation operation of the community enterprise   group; there were honesty 

and truth towards the customers by producing the products to be more qualitative than 

considering about numerous quantity of distribution. 

Operation planning; there was the good operation planning, especially the 

operational risk management from brining the seasonal materials previously to 

become the products which could be delivered to the customers for all over the year.  

Marketing management had the certain customers which could be delivered to 

the customers in all provinces in Thailand. Most of the customers were regular 
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customers who purchased by ordering via phone. The best public relations of the 

group was the word of mouth  

The knowledge management, and news and information; there was the record 

of each kind of Nam Prik formula. Moreover, there was the collection of knowledge 

base in written and the group was welcome to transfer this knowledge to the general 

people who are interested for learning the process, as well as all techniques to produce 

the Nam Prik.  

For members management; there was the treatment for members as relatives 

because each member had been together since the beginning of the establishment. 

Therefore not only to dividend the profits, the members got treatment through their 

sickness and visit in case of illness.   

Products and services process; the production focused on new producing 

without keeping Nam Prik for a long time like any other Nam Prik because it was not 

added the preservative. In addition, the materials used to produce were fresh and 

clean.   

Operation results; community enterprise used the principles of management 

which focused on participation of the members which let the Pattana Sakhon Buri 

have the strength. Moreover, the operation had to focus on and step of quality which 

made the group become the learning center and the place for observing activities of 

the general interests both in the community and up-countries.   

Network organization; this supported the operation of the group; there were 9 

organizations divided into internal organization and external organizations as follows  

1) Internal organization; which included Agricultural Technology Transfer 

and Service Center of Ka Long Sub-district, and Wang Ka Long Sub-district 

Administrative Organization 

2) External organization 

(1) District organization; which included Mueang Samut Sakhon 

Agricultural Office, and Mueang Samut Sakhon Office 

(2) Provincial Organization; which included Office of Agricultural 

Extension and Development Number 2, Ratchaburi Province, Samut Sakhon 

Provincial Agricultural Office, Samut Sakhon Community Development Office, and 

Samut Sakhon Provincial Community Development and Information Office  
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(3) National organization which included Community Enterprise 

Promotion Division Department of Agricultural Extension. 

Pattana Sakhon Buri Group was found that  the visitors were mostly came 

to observe the activities. The time used was about 1-2 days. The visitors could select 

to do the activities with the community by planting the mangrove forest, going 

sightseeing the nature, and travelling in the fishing village, etc.The Group welcomed 

the interests by giving a lecture, demonstrating  the production process, and taking the 

visitors around by the tram of the Sub-district Administrative Organization. The 

incomes got from the activities observation included the products distribution of the 

group and other products of the folks. Previously, it lacked of public relations to be 

recognized by the tourists. According to the interview of key informants based on 

9A’s elements,  the researcher had analyzed the contents and concluded them as 

strength and weakness. The details were listed as follows:   

Strength   

1) Attraction; the travelling routes along both sides was the sightseeing of the 

fishermen community, visiting the fish bridges, and being stimulated by the 

appearance of Bryde's whale beside the sea. Moreover, the visitors could buy 

processing seafood from other community enterprises groups in Kalong Sub-district.  

2) Accessibility; the tourists were convenient to access the place because the 

Office was attached to the Phra Ram 2 Road.  

3) Accommodation; there were resorts in the community.  

4) Sub-district Administrative Organization; the leaders of the community 

mutually organized the tram for taking the visitors around. Moreover, there were relax 

corner, and toilets to service the tourists. 

5) Activities; there were various activities to practice how to make various 

recipes of Nam Prik for the community enterprise group. Moreover, the visitors could 

travel to other learning sources in Na Kwang Sub-district, as well as going sightseeing 

the livelihood of fishermen , and processing of seafood.  

6) Authenticity; the community were dependent and helped on one another. 

They lived with sufficiency styles.  
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7) Acceptance –Community; the community in the locality and leaders had 

potentials of cooperation to dedicate themselves for the society. The folks live as 

relatives, and they love and be harmonious as well as understanding on one another.  

8) Awareness; The community preserved the natural resources considered as 

the shelter for aquatic animals. 

9) Ancillary Services; there was a management of the community enterprise 

group of Pattana Sakhon Buri. It was situated in front of Wat Kalong, and it opened 

all over the week. Moreover, the members and leader gave importance to the 

development of community, therefore this Organization became the starting point of 

the tourism source in Kalong Sub-district.  

Self-evaluation results based on the standardized criteria of agricultural 

tourism resources, of the Department of Tourism    (2014)  was at a very good level   

(72.71) 

Strength; good weather and having knowledge base as well as wisdom to 

establish the networks for various organizations acceptable as being the center of 

transferring the knowledge base. 

Things that should be improved; it lacked of public relations of learning and 

tourism activities and tourism of the Group. 
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20 Name of community enterprise: Koke Kham Community Enterprise  

 

  

 

 

Figure A20  Koke Kham Community Enterprise, Samutsakorn 

 

Location: 160 Moo 8 Koke Kham Sub-district Mueang Samut Sakhon District, 

Samut Sakhon Province. The Community Enterprise Registration No.: 2-74-01-14/1-

0001, Mrs. Monta Puangpimol, a chairman, to run the business of distributing the 

deep fried marinated Mozambique Tilapia  (Pla Hmor Ted), herbal water, soap, and 

herbal medicine. The telephone number was 034 857 262.  

According to the interview, Key Man 20, she said that in 2005, 12 folks 

mutually established the Koke Kham Community Enterprise Group to produce the 

deep fried marinated Pla Hmor Ted with free toxin herbs because this didn’t have to 

use many costs since the materials, Pla Hmor Ted could be easy to find in the locality, 

and be cheap. The group would buy this fish from the community by selecting the fish 

at the size of 3-4 fish, total 1  kilogram. This enterprise was done well, the produced 

products were supported that helped many interested people participate in being 

members increasingly. Today, the Koke Kham community enterprise group  had 60 
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members. The increasing members increased the funds as well. The Koke Kham 

community enterprise group therefore expanded the production of products by 

increasing their products, which included Nam Prik, sawed cloth, growing 

mushrooms, dish soap, washing liquid, shampoo, liquid soap, and beads. The products 

which Koke Kham community enterprise group was produced would be distributed in 

the tourism places in the sub-district and set the booth through the fair of One Product 

One Sub-district. However, when the group had grown for a while, the problem 

encountered as about lacking of funds, so marketing   and members group began to 

lack of confidence in internal management. The problem of fund was caused by the 

group members mostly had a few incomes which were not sufficient to invest in the 

products development or production of numerous products. While the problem of 

marketing was caused by producing the products but there was no places for 

distribution. Moreover, the products of the group still not get the standard allowance 

from the involved organizations which could not be able to distribute at the huge 

department stores, therefore the group discussed mutually between the members, and 

it was found that it should have other products to support the group for increasing 

their incomes, which included, the growing of herbs used in daily life to be extracted 

as the herbal juice, and the planting of good species of limb such as lime, and various 

kinds of herbs.   

When interviewing about the management potentials of the group; it was 

found that this group had management guidelines as follows:  

Orientation operation of the community enterprise; because the materials used 

for production was not sufficient, therefore the group operation could not be done 

continuously, and the members started to decrease.  

For operation planning; the chairman determined and had a meeting with the 

members when having the quantity of fish purchasing more.   

Marketing management group; there was the problem in terms of marketing 

because there was no knowledge about marketing via other channels, therefore the 

products distribution could be done by retails only.  

Knowledge management, and news and information knowledge base existing 

in each individual (Tacit Knowledge) was not publicized in written which made the 

new generations could not learn.  
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Members management; doing activities of the group was considered as 

alternative occupation. Whether this would be operated depended on the chairman 

who would invite for consultancy once in a month.   

Products and services process; the production of main products was deep fried 

marinated Pla Hmor Ted with free-toxin herbs which was produced uncertainly. The 

group therefore adjusted to change the goals as the herbal gardens and the learning 

center of Koke Kham sufficiency economy which made the organization of various 

organizations learn at the group more. However, it was the transfer of herbal garden 

production in the brackish water areas rather than representing the procedure of 

production such fish.  

Operation results; community enterprise got acceptance in the herbal garden 

activity and learning center of Koke Kham sufficiency economy increasingly  

Network organization; this supported the operation of the group. There were 5 

organization divided into internal organization   and external organization as follows  

1) Internal organization; which included Agricultural Technology Transfer 

and Service Center of Koke Kham Sub-district and  Koke Kham Sub-district 

Administrative Organization 

2) External organization which included 

(1) District organization which included Mueang Samut Sakhon 

Agricultural Office   

(2) Provincial level which included Office of Agricultural Extension and 

Development Number 2, Ratchaburi Province.  

(3) National organization; which included Community Enterprise 

Promotion Division, Department of Agricultural Extension. 

 

There was  found that the interests who travel to this group mostly came to 

observe the activities. The time used was about a half day, then they travelled to other 

tourists attractions. The incomes got from the activities observation included the 

products distribution of the group and other products of the folks. Previously there 

was the lack of public relations to let the tourists recognize. According to the 

interview of key informants based on 9A’s elements,  the researcher had analyzed the 
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contents and concluded them as strength and weakness. The details were listed as 

follows:   

The main products of this group included dried tilapia, herbal juice, soaps, and 

herbal medicine. The goals of operation was about the basic community enterprise 

group. The target groups of customers included communities and general tourists who 

came to visit the Phantai norasing History National Park. The information got from 

the key informants’ interview that the researcher had analyzed the contents and 

concluded them as strength and weakness. The details were listed as follows:   

Strength   

1) Activities; with various activities such as learning, practicing the 

occupation, gardening, and techniques of adjusting the saline soil for growing 

vegetables in the saline soil.  

2) Authenticity; it was the rural and simple life of salt pan for the 

community.  

3) Acceptance-Community; the members and community agreed to the 

methods of environmental preservation, and health care based on the concepts of 

chairman of the group.  

4) Awareness; the group was aware the worth of saving by recycling method.  

 Weakness  

1) Attraction; there was no attraction on tourism but I could be developed to 

be the learning resources, processing of tilapia, herb processing, and fresh herb 

making.  

2) Accessibility; this was inconvenient, and the routes to get to the villages 

were complicated.  

3) Accommodation; there was no accommodation to provide.  

4) Amenities; there were no amenities to support such as car parking and 

toilets which were insufficient if there were  the visitors for more than 20 persons.  

5) Ancillary Services; the group had no plans to support the tourism 

management because the personnel were insufficient to give the service or support the 

tourists. 

Self-evaluation results based on the agricultural tourism resources, of the 

Department of Tourism (2014) was at a good level (62.71) 
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Strength; there was the knowledge base of wisdom and innovation ready to 

be transferred.  

Things that should be improved; it should do the marketing for the group, 

and should be extended to the tourism for learning if the group is ready for this 

management.  

 

21. Name of community enterprise: Rak Don Che Dee Group Community  

Enterprise 

 

  

 

 

Figure A21  Rak Don Che Dee Group, Suphanburi 

 

Location: 217 Moo 6 Don Che Dee Sub-district, Don Che Dee District, 

Suphanburi Province. The Community Enterprise Registration No. : 2-72-06-01/1-

0008, the chairman was Mr. Prayoon Sriphotong, ran the business of distributing the 

organic fertilizer pellet. The telephone number was 085 491 9007 and 089 914 9919. 

According to the interview, Key Man 11, a chairman said that the group was 

established based on the, concept of sufficiency economy according to the Royal 

thought of the King on 6
th

 April, 2005. The community enterprise was registered on 8 
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December, 2005 by the leading villagers who got a meeting on the sufficiency 

economy with the development of Donchedee District, then backed to organize the 

community in the villages. The resolution was about making the organic fertilizer to 

use in the villages to reduce the expenses of chemical fertilizers    and to create the 

added value to the agriculturally used materials which had enough in the villages for 

giving service to the members community enterprise of Rak Don Chedee group. 

Moreover, there was the network creation under the Don Chedee group which 

consisted of community enterprise to feed the beef of Ban Nong Lord. The 

community enterprise of Rak Don Che Dee free-toxin rice, the  community enterprise 

of Rak Don Che Dee mangoes growers, by holding the principles of participation of 

the members and  community to determine the guidelines of development. The 

outstanding activities were that to produce the organic fertilizer pellet which was 

rewarded the winner prize in terms of management  by using the, the championship 

was the group of beef (National organization) of the Department of Livestock 

Development, the championship of National organization, the contest of rice products. 

Rice (low cost) and the reward of Mom Ngam Jit Foundation.  

When interviewing about the management potentials of the group; it was 

found that group had management guidelines as follows:  

 Orientation operation of the community enterprise; it focused on helping the 

agriculturists by reducing the expenses by chemical fertilizers and turned to use the 

manure instead.    

Operation planning: there was the planning of operation for all over the year 

by considering the needs of fertilizers year per year, however since 2015 there was the 

false calculation because the government asked for cooperation from the farmers to 

stop the off-season paddy field which affected the stock of fertilizers to be rested 

numerously.  

Marketing management; the distribution of fertilizers was not done for the marketing 

to other communities because it was hard to deliver. If the fertilizers were used well, 

the customers would use the word of mouth and came to the office of the group for 

purchasing.   

Knowledge management, and news and information; there was the formula for 

all members to know and all members mostly came to help on one another for the 
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production at the office because there was the fertilizer pellet machine and mixture 

instruments more completely than making by their own.  

Members management; all members would get fertilizers to use for their own 

farming each year.   

Products and services process; there was the certain plan for fertilizers 

production because the members and  community would inform the quantity and 

needs that came before the production that had sufficiently every year except in 2015 

which the certain quantity of usage could be told certainly. However, the fertilizers 

had already been produced; they were stopped since the community stopped to do the 

off-season paddy field. However the fertilizers were not damaged but could be kept 

and waited for the farming season of the next year. Operation results; the community 

enterprise was the learning center to share knowledge in terms of fertilizers 

production of organic fertilizer pallet to other community enterprises or to general 

interested people.  

Network organization; this supported the operation of the group. There were 7 

organizations divided into internal organization and external organization as follows:  

1) Internal organization; which included Agricultural Technology Transfer 

and Service Center of Don Che Dee Sub-district and Don Che Dee  Sub-district 

Administrative Organization;  

2) External organization; which consisted of   

(1) District organization; which included Don Che Dee District 

Agricultural Office, and Don Che Dee community enterprise network 

(2) Provincial organization; which included Office of Agricultural 

Extension and Development Number 2, Ratchaburi Province, Suphan Buri Provincial 

Agricultural Office. 

(3) National organization; which included the Community Enterprise 

Promotion Division, Department of Agricultural Extension.  

There was found that the visitors were mostly came to observe the activities. 

The time used was about a half day, and then went to travel to other tourists 

attractions. The village had only learning resources, but previously there were some 

visitors who came to learn how to make the fertilizers with the group. The expenses 

depended on each individual, the group did not request. The members just felt 
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satisfied to publicize the knowledge. According to the interview of key informants 

based on 9A’s elements,  the researcher had analyzed the contents and concluded 

them as strength and weakness. The details were listed as follows:   

Strength   

1) Activities; they were various such as producing fertilizers, harvesting or 

do rice farming in its festival. The tourists could do the activities mutually with the 

folks. 

2) Authenticity; the community had the livelihood of farmers in the rural 

areas with calm and simple lives.  

3) Acceptance-Community; especially in terms of the quality of fertilizers 

which were acceptable, and could be used to replace the chemical fertilizers. 

4) Awareness; the folks and farmers were aware and perceive the use of 

organic fertilizers to replace the chemical fertilizers very well.  

Weakness  

1) Attraction; there was no any attraction because the activities for making 

the organic fertilizer pallets were not outstanding, the production process was general. 

Accessibility; this was inconvenient, without the guide posts. The routes in the 

gardens and in the village were narrow and complicated.  

2) Accommodation; the residence service was not provided. If the visitors 

wanted to stay with the folks, there was still no any home stay to service. 

3) Amenities; there was no any toilet and signboard to take the visitors 

around.  

4) Ancillary Services; there never had the plan to become the agricultural 

tourists attractions.  

Self-evaluation results based on of agricultural tourism resources, of the 

Department of Tourism (2014) was at a good level (62.71) 

Strength; the community had the knowledge base in terms of complete 

farming and making fertilizers. These were acceptable from the organizations to let 

this group as the center to transfer the information.  

Things that should be improved; it should be determined the map 

systematically, also the guide posts.  
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22. Community enterprise: Community Enterprise of Ban Nong Khum Bio 

Organic Compost 

 

 

 

 

Figure A22  Ban Nong Khum Bio Organic Compost, Suphanburi 

 

Location: 9 Moo 3 Nong Sarai Sub-district, Don Che Dee District, Suphanburi 

Province. The Community Enterprise Registration No.: 2-70-06-02/1-0001, Mr. 

Chalerm Phosuwan was a chairman, ran the business as distributing the bio-compost, 

Brown Hom Mali Rice  and rice berry for health. The telephone number was 081 

2079796. 

According to the interview, Key Man 22, the position of vice- chairman, she 

said that the group was registered as the community enterprise group of Ban Nong 

Khum bio organic compost. There were 60 members operating according to the Rak 

Don Che Dee group. Moreover, the group members were divided into 6 activities sub-

group, which included, the rice mill group, sugar cane factory, cow feeding group, pig 

feeding group, farming group, and vegetable gardening group. The products would be 

distributed to the community   and set the booth together with the OTOP group of the 
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Don Che Dee District group which gave the best products in each year, which 

included rice production group which had 4 types of rice planted by the members, 

which included, brown organic agricultural rice, rice berry, brown and white rice, 

brown and white Hom Mali riced, brown and red Hom Mali rice. When all products 

were good, these affected the better life conditions of the folks, family had incomes 

increasingly while the expenses were decreased. They would not be in debts from the 

chemical fertilizers like the previous years, the quality of rice was better. Mr. Chalerm 

Phosuwan, a chairman therefore invited the members who needed to sell rice had to 

gather in group. If there were customers ordered the rice, then the delivery would be 

managed. Or in case there was setting booths with various organizations, they would 

take the products of the group to be sold, especially the rice contained as package, 1 

kilogram per pack, and 60 baht for all types.  

When interviewing the management potentials of the group; it was found that   

the group had management guidelines as follows:  

Orientation operation of the community enterprise; the chairman and members 

had the operation because they want the agriculturists to have increasing income and 

had the decreased expense through their households.  

Operation planning; there was the operation planning; the duty of members in 

the group to help one another. The members would help one another when they were 

free from doing the rice farming. If it was during the rice farming, the members would 

do the rice farming as their main occupation.  

Marketing management; doing marketing of the group was in terms of word of 

mouth more than the advertising and public relations through other media.  

Knowledge management, and news and information; there was knowledge 

transfer base entitled the composting for members  but the problem was that the 

members started to be older, and the new generation neither liked inherit doing the 

rice farming nor composting. If nobody did, the production would be stopped because 

the chairman was at the age of 75 years old already.    

Members management; the members turned to do other occupations because 

the effects from stopping doing the off-season paddy field which affected the income 

was not sufficient to the expenses, therefore they turned to work as employees in the 

city or in Bangkok more.  
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Products and services process; doing rice farming did not consider the quantity 

of needs from the customers much but it would be considered according to the size of 

paddy field of each household possessed. However, which kind of rice that was 

planted by the household would usually depend on the skills and professional of the 

farmers in each household.  

Operation results; community enterprise was the learning sources of fertilizer 

production, the management of rice mill in the community.   

Network organization which supported the operation of the group; there were 

9 organizations divided into internal organization and external organization as 

follows:  

1) Internal organization; which included Agricultural Technology Transfer 

and Service Center of Nong Sarai Sub-district and Nong Sarai Sub-district 

Administrative Organization.  

2) External organization consisted of:   

(1) District organization; which included Don Che Dee District 

Agricultural Office 

(2) Provincial organization; which included Office of Agricultural 

Extension and Development Number 2, Ratchaburi Province, Suphan Buri Provincial 

Agricultural Office, Agricultural Research and Development Bureau, Area 4, Chainat, 

and Suphan Buri Provincial Community Development Bureau 

(3) National organization; which included Community Enterprise 

Promotion Division, Department of Agricultural Extension  

Strength   

1) Activities; with various activities such as learning, practicing the 

occupation, gardening, and techniques of adjusting the saline soil for growing 

vegetables in the saline soil.  

2) Authenticity; it was the rural and simple life of salt pan for the 

community.  

3) Acceptance-Community; the members and community agreed to the 

methods of environmental preservation, and health care based on the concepts of 

chairman of the group.  

4) Awareness; the group was aware the worth of saving by recycling method.  
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Weakness  

1) Attraction; there was no attraction on tourism but I could be developed to 

be the learning resources, processing of tilapia, herb processing, and fresh herb 

making.  

2) Accessibility; this was inconvenient, and the routes to get to the villages 

were complicated.  

3) Accommodation; there was no accommodation to provide.  

4) Amenities; there were no amenities to support such as car parking and 

toilets which were insufficient if there were the visitors for more than 20 persons.  

5) Ancillary Services; the group had no plans to support the tourism 

management because the personnel were insufficient to give the service or support the 

tourists. 

Self-evaluation results based on the agricultural tourism resources, of the 

Department of Tourism (2014) was at a good level (62.71) 

Strength; there was the knowledge base of wisdom and innovation ready to 

be transferred.  

Things that should be improved; it should do the marketing for the group, 

and should be extended to the tourism for learning if the group is ready for this 

management.  

 



Appendix B 

 

In Depth Interview the Theoretical Key Informants Related to Tourism 

Management 

 

 

 

Figure B1  In depth interview the theoretical key informant
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Figure B2  In depth interview the theoretical key informant 

 

 

 

Figure B3  In depth interview the theoretical key informant 
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Figure B4  In depth interview the theoretical key informant 



Appendix C 

 

A Small Focus Group Discussion on the 28 of December 2016 at 09.30 am.  

Timberland Resort Suanphung District Ratchaburi Province 

 

 

  

 

Figure C1  Focus Group Discussion 
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